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INTRODUCTION

Vital to a complete understanding of the love lyric of sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century Spanish poets is an awareness of the double context within which
these poets worked: that of an emerging vernacular humanism and a developing
struggle for national self-definition.

Although poetic activity in Renaissance Spain

took place against the backdrop of an established indigenous tradition, Spaniards felt
dwarfed by the literary achievements of the first Itahan humanists and found in Italy
both a principal contemporary rival and model.

Taking the lead from the Italians,

individual Spanish poets staked their collective nationahstic claim to the intellectual
inheritance of the past. This growing national consciousness led to the creation of a
vernacular canon which in turn set the parameters of poetic aspiration. For the erudite
Spanish poet of the Renaissance, "successful" poetic creation meant inscription into a
tradition of canonic texts which reached back beyond the work of their vernacular
predecessors to include implicitly writers of classical antiquity. The "new poets" of the
Renaissance found in ancient Rome exemplary models essential to the formulation of
their modem poetics. However, the Spanish poets’ rediscovery and re-casting of the
ancients was firmly rooted in an awareness not only of the contingency of their own
period, but in a strong behef in a poetic continuum which would have implications for
the future.
It will be the aim of this study to demonstrate that the achievement of
canonical status was synonymous with a desire for poetic immortahty, and to reveal,
through close textual analysis, how this preoccupation with immortahsing art often
manifests itself in terms of the assumption or denial of Orphic authority. The three
lyric poets whom I have chosen as representative of their era are Garcilaso de la Vega
(1501-1536), Francisco de Quevedo (1580-1645) and Gabriel Bocangel (1603-1658).

1

The enduring presence of the Orphic myth in Spanish letters has been
extensively documented by Pablo Cabanas.1

His detailed investigation provides us

with a wide-ranging bibhography of Orphic reference, and exposes those aspects of the
myth which most attracted Spanish writers.

Nevertheless, since Cabanas’ work

relatively few attempts have been made to assess the influence of the Orphic figure on
individual Golden Age poets.2 Alan Paterson’s penetrating article on Garcilaso de la
Vega’s third Eclogue constitutes the first effort made to associate confident artistic
stance with a poetic appeal to Orpheus as the archetypal epitome of eloquence and
repository of divine authority.3

More recently Mary E. Barnard has illuminated

Garcilaso’s subversive assumption of the Orphic voice in Eclogue HI and the complex
intertextual relationship between the Spaniard’s poem and Virgil’s Georgic iv, the
primary model for the Orphic material he manipulates.4 The myth of Orpheus is one of
several myths identified and discussed by Anne J. Cruz in her study of transformative
imitation in Garcilaso’s Eclogues.5 However, not only does Orpheus emerge as the
most constant source of mythical reference, but Orphic resonance is revealed as a
crucial component of the "new" Garcilasian voice in its struggle against Time. Cruz’s
article explores Garcilaso’s dialectical approach to his models and demonstrates how
his artistic consciousness is most clearly seen in the Eclogues. The classical pastoral

1

See Pablo Cabanas, El mito de Orfeo en la literatura espanola (Madrid: CSIC, 1948).
For the Orphic theme in general see J. Block Friedman, Orpheus in the Middle Ages
(Cambridge Mass: Harvard University Press, 1970).

2

Even the Spanish contribution to the recent study Le mythe d’Orphee, ed by John
Jackson, Versants, no. 24 (Geneva: a la Baconniere, 1993) focuses only on dramatic
reworkings of the myth. See "El marido mas firme de Lope y El divino Orfeo de
Calderon", pp. 67-86.

3

See A.K.G. Paterson, "Ecphrasis in Garcilaso’s third eclogue", MLR, LXXII (1977), 7392.

4

See Mary E. Barnard, "Garcilaso’s Poetics of Subversion and the Orpheus Tapestry",

PMLA, 102(1987), 316-25.
5

See "Imitacion y transformacion: las tres eglogas" in Imitacion y Transformacion: El
petrarquismo en la poesia de Boscdn y Garcilaso de la Vega (Amsterdam: Benjamin’s
Publishing Company, 1988), ch. 5, pp. 91-123.
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tradition, filtered through a reinterpreted Petrarchist poetics, services a poetic voice
which transcends its artistic influences.
However, while Paterson and Barnard limit their analyses somewhat by not
extending their inquiry of Orphic presence beyond the explicit references to the myth
in Eclogue HI, Cruz’s study, which does acknowledge Orphic references throughout
all three Eclogues, is not primarily concerned with discussing these in detail and
therefore focuses on those which illustrate Garcilaso’s appropriation and adaptation of
Petrarchist imitative theory. The implications of the myth for Garcilaso can only be
fully reahsed by looking beyond the primary level of narration and by taking into
account the entire poetic corpus. My investigation, therefore, will begin appropriately
by focusing upon Garcilaso, the writer who was to occupy centre position in the newly
emergent Spanish canon, as the only Spanish poet capable of challenging Petrarchan
superiority and therefore worthy of imitation.
My first chapter will function both as an introduction to the Orphic myth itself
(reviewing the information about the myth which would have been available in the
Renaissance) and also as a continuation and development of previous studies. The aim
is to delineate a poetic voice which will take into account the changing nature of that
voice throughout Garcilaso’s poetry. Indeed Orphic resonance is its most consistent
factor. Analysis of the functional presence of Orpheus will reveal that Garcilaso’s
search for poetic self-recognition becomes possible only through assumption of the
Orphic crown.

Such a conclusion has certain critical ramifications.

It involves the

necessary annihilation of Isabel Freire as the prime motivating force behind Garcilaso’s
work and challenges the traditional view of Garcilaso as a pure exponent of
Neoplatonism.6

For such extensive Orphic presence in the subtextual arena must

surely overshadow the brilhance of Christian Neoplatonism with the darkness of a

6

Gustavo Correa's assessment of Garcilaso’s exploitation of mythological material in the
Eclogues (especially Orphic) is somewhat hindered by his insistence both on mythology
as the artistic projection of the poet's personal experience and on the poet’s recourse to
Neoplatonism as a panacea which obliterates "amor insano". See "Garcilaso y la
mitologia", HR, 45 (1977), 269-281.

3

pagan Hades.

It is at this crossroads between Neoplatonic rationality and Orphic

"dementia" that Garcilaso situates his Courtly lover.
Chapter One will also establish Garcilaso as a skilful imitator of the classics,
especially if we understand imitation to be "the dialogical process of bringing about
self-awareness through the experience of the other" and beheve that "through the
mediated appropriation of a linguistic and poetic technique, the imitator finds the
means to achieve his own 'formation' or 'nature' ".7 So by imitating poets of the past
an erudite poet such as Garcilaso can discover his own poetic consciousness, proclaim
himself the Orpheus of the present and confidently predict the continued success of his
poetry in the future.
That Garcilaso’s claims were justified is attested to by the critical responses
which his poetry provoked in his own era.8 His unique stature was proclaimed by
those whose ulterior motive was undoubtedly the legitimizing of Spanish literature.
His canonization was advanced by comments such as that of Ambrosio Morales
(1513-1591) who described him as: "luz muy esclarecida de nuestra nacion, que ya no
se contentan sus obras con ganar la victoria y el despojo de la Toscana, sino con lo
mejor de lo latino traen la competencia, y no menos que con lo muy precioso de
Virgilio y Horacio se enrriquescen".9 The eristic metaphors which Morales exploits in
this eulogy of Garcilaso identify him as an emulator as well as imitator of his
predecessors.10
7

For although the theorists of the Renaissance draw no explicit

See Jean-Claude Carron, "Imitation and Intertextuality in the Renaissance", New

Literary History, 19 (1988), 565-589 (p. 572).
8

9

Ignacio Navarrete outlines the process of canonization which began with Juan de
Valdes’ Didlogo de la lengua, written in the 1530s, and which culminated in El
Brocense’s 1574 edition with commentary. Navarrete interprets Herrera’s Anotaciones
(1580) as a subversive attempt to dislodge Garcilaso from the centre of the poetic canon
by portraying him as one more exponent of a poetic tradition, rather than its completion
See "Decentering Garcilaso: Herrera’s attack on the canon", PMLA, 106 (1992), 21-33.
Ambrosio de Morales, "Discurso sobre la lengua castellana", ed by Valeria Scorpioni,

Studi ispanici, 3 (1977), 177-94 (p. 187).
10

I am indebted to the terminology of G.W. Pigman who distinguishes between imitatio
and aemulatio, as the two major categories of imitation. He does, however, recognise
the fluidity of their dividing boundaries. The analogies, images and metaphors which
were used by Renaissance theorists to discuss imitation are classified by Pigman into the

4

imitatio/aemulatio distinction and do not use aemulatio as a technical term,
nonetheless a clear conception of a literary distinction often emerges. Pigman (p. 24)
cites as an example the following statement from Erasmus’ Ciceroniano (p. 166):
"some shrewd people distinguish imitation from emulation.

Imitation aims at

similarity; emulation, at victory. Thus if you take all of Cicero and him alone for your

model, you should not only reproduce him, but also defeat him. He must not be just
passed by, but rather left behind".
However, Garcilaso’s "leaving behind" of his predecessors poses a problem for
his successors who then find their own route to the ancients and to the eternal
rewards of canonicity blocked by the unsurpassable authority of one of their own
compatriots.*11 Even more than half a century after Garcilaso’s death, Francisco de
Quevedo felt himself restricted in the domain of the love lyric, both by the continued
artistic presence of overwhelming predecessors such as Garcilaso and Petrarch, and by
the limitations imposed by the codified tradition itself

Chapter Two will examine

Quevedo’s serious love lyric and assess his attempt to liberate a valid poetic voice
which might reflect the artistic preoccupations of his day.

By introducing its own

subversive swerve to the tradition of Courtly Love, Quevedo’s poetry seeks to
estabhsh its own brand of literary authority.
Quevedo’s appeal to the Orphic myth in this love lyric has not been
investigated previously.

It is my contention that only within this specific mythical

framework can we approach a systematic philosophy for his verse; a philosophy which
takes into account the role of antithesis in his poetry and the poet’s constant search for
following three areas: transformative, dissimulative and eristic. The first class refers to
the successful transformation of a model; the second is concerned with concealing the
relationship between text and model, while the third reveals a struggle with the model
for pre-eminence - a struggle in which the model must be recognised to assure the text’s
victory. So while an eristic relationship between text and model is integral to identifying
aemulatio, emulation and dissimulation must be mutually exclusive. Pigman borrows
the term "eristic" from Longinus’ description of Plato’s wrestling with Homer (13. 4-5)
and citation of Hesiod’s agathe ens. See "Versions of Imitation in the Renaissance",
Renaissance Quarterly, 33 (1980), 1-32.
11

Navarrete identifies this "burdening" of later Spanish poets with what Harold Bloom
terms "poetic belatedness". See "Decentering Garcilaso", p. 23 and Harold Bloom, A
Map ofMisreading (New York: Oxford University Press, 1975), pp. 63-80.

5

truthful poetic articulation. Moreover, Quevedo’s recourse to the Orphic myth is the
key which unlocks and identifies the paradoxical nature of Quevedesque aemulatio. In
Garcilaso’s emulation of classical models we expose an element of implicit criticism or
correction; in Quevedo’s emulation of his predecessors we must also take into account
his awareness of historicity. Chapter Two reveals Quevedo’s rejection of impossible
and inflexible anachronistic models; a rejection which leads him to appropriate and
adopt the past to the conditions of

his artistic present.

Pigman (p. 29) sees

exploitation of the historical distance between a text and its model as an integral aspect
of the eristic component of emulation. Again he cites Erasmus as the only Renaissance
theorist "to confront explicitly the significance of historical change for imitation". In
fact, Quevedo’s dissolution of Orpheus as a credible model for the lover/poet of the
seventeenth century is based on his recognition of the distance which ahenates him
from his models, even from Garcilaso for whom Orphic assumption was much less
problematic.
However, as my study will conclude, Quevedo’s rejection of Orpheus has
paradoxical consequences. The poetic voice which ultimately confronts its failure to
express the reahty of passion and yet finds its artistic success in that confrontation, is a
voice imbued with Orphic association.

In its implicit declaration that to be like

Orpheus the poet/lover must be unlike him, Quevedo’s lyric reinforces Erasmian
paradox.12

More straightforward, however, is Quevedo’s belief in the poetic

continuum, an attitude he shares with Garcilaso. His love poetry undoubtedly seeks
expansion of the canon, and dialogues with the past in order to ensure continued
communication with the future. But the Orphic crown to which he aspires must be
adapted to fit the disillusioned age in which he lived.

See Pigman, "Versions of Imitation" p. 30, where he discusses Erasmus' assertion of the
paradox that in the delivery of a speech "one must be unlike Cicero to be like Cicero".

6

The poetry of both Garcilaso and Quevedo was published posthumously.13 In
this they differ from Gabriel Bocangel, the final poet whose work I will consider and
whose Fabula de Leandro y Hero provides the focus of Chapter Three.
complex mythological fable which testifies to the highly

It is this

sensitised artistic

consciousness of this "professional" poet. By the time Bocangel published his fable
(1627) there was no lack of literary authorities to intimidate an aspiring young poet.
Of course Garcilaso and Quevedo were imposing authorities, but in the early
seventeenth century another, perhaps more controversial, figure had assailed the
canon. This was Luis de Gongora. Only by challenging Gongora, and on his own
Uterary ground, could the Baroque poet legitimise a claim to eternal poetic honours.
Gongora’s ground-breaking Soledades made such an impact in the first third of
the seventeenth century that the "new style" polemic filled the air which every Spanish
poet breathed. To be "culto" or not to be "culto", that was the burning question which
divided the literati of the day. Whether a Gongorine partisan or not, his influence was
difficult to escape. Even Juan de Jauregui, author both of the Antidoto contra las
Soledades (1616) and the Discurso poetico (1624), seemed to betray his own poetics
when, also in 1624, he published his Orfeo. This was a mythological fable much in the
Gongorine style he had criticised, that of the Polifemo. The success of the Polifemo
meant that the mythological fable became for Spanish poets of the seventeenth century
what the sonnet had been in the sixteenth - the ultimate test of poetic craftmanship. It
is not surprising then that Bocangel should choose this poetic form in which to
demonstrate his poetic prowess as a latter-day Orpheus.
By the seventeenth century the figure of Orpheus had become well-established
as the epitome of poetic and divine authority. Recourse to the mythical context itself

13

Before his death Quevedo began to organise his lyric poetry with publishing in mind, but
did not complete the task. The first edition of his poetry was published by his friend Jose
Gonzalez de Salas in 1648 and entitled El pamaso espanol, monte en dos cumbres
dividido con las nueve musas castellanas. There were to be nine sections corresponding
to the nine muses. This first volume contained six. The work was completed by
Quevedo's nephew, Pedro Aldrete Villegas, who published Las tres musas ultimas
castellanas in 1651, a work of inferior scholarship and containing some inauthentic
poems attributed to Quevedo.
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had become less relevant in the justification of Orphic assumption. The mythical figure
of the bard/lover had been transformed into an abstract conceptual legacy to which
successive generations of Spanish poets could lay claim.

In Chapter Three I shall

demonstrate the authenticity of Bocangel’s entitlement to the Orphic legacy by
subjecting his fable to that same type of textual scrutiny which takes as its model
Antonio Vilanova’s assessment of Gdngora.14 Bocangel’s fable emerges as a piece de

resistance of transformative/eristic emulation. It will become clear that above all else
he imitates in his predecessors the fact that they are imitators and competes as an
imitator with his models. It is upon this imitative skill that his Orphic stance rests.
Moreover, like Garcilaso and more especially Quevedo, he appropriates the
past to his own day. He chooses to treat a pagan myth, which culminates in a suicidal

denouement and which might be deemed problematic in the orthodox environment of
post-Tridentine Spain; yet exploits it to convey a tragic vision of life, easily identifiable
in an age dominated by intense desengano. His fable demonstrates that his aim is to
attain for his own time what writers such as Horace and Virgil attained in theirs. This
is the most ambitious task he sets himself - to duphcate, surpass and indeed harmonise
the achievements of the master lyric poet with those of the master of epic.

In the

process he searches for the means to achieve his own distinctive and original poetics
and thus appropriate their vatic authority. Indeed by producing a thematically-unified
and compelling work, he teaches Juan Boscan a retrospective lesson in poetic creation.
My reading of these poets is historicist in that I view their poetry as the
autonomous creation of human individuals who categorised their work according to
traditional genres, and evaluated it in comparison with the work of other writers.
However, I am not concerned with inconclusive biographical incident. My approach,
therefore, is literary although not explicitly theoretical.15 On the other hand my study

14

See Antonio Vilanova, Las fuentesy los temas del "Polifemo" de Gdngora, RFE anejos,
66, 2 vols (Madrid, 1957).

15

The literature available on Renaissance imitation theory is too vast to provide a
comprehensive list here. However, apart from the more recent studies by Pigman and
Carron (cited above n.5 and n.8), the following should also be consulted: Terence Cave,

8

of Orphic aspiration in this poetry depends not only on the assumption that one of the
major characteristics of Renaissance literature is the imitation of earher texts, but also
on the familiarity of these poets with the extensive array of writings on imitation
theory and practice which flourished in that period.

I am aware of the problems

involved in the interpretation of imitative texts; aware that a similarity between a text
and model need not result from conscious imitation. Where appropriate, my analysis
reflects the possibility of unconscious absorption and reproduction.

However, I

beheve that where there exist indications of a struggle with a prior text for pre
eminence, then the possibility of regarding emulation as an important function of the
text is a valid one.

This is true of the three poets in question.

The successful

challenging of overwhelming predecessors involves out-imitating the imitators. The
poet’s ultimate aim is the attainment of irreversible canonical status and a guarantee of
an eternal place in a poetic hall of fame, resonant with the call and echo of Orphic
song.

The Cornucopian Text. Problems of Writing in the French Renaissance (Oxford: O.
U P., 1979); Thomas Greene, The Light in Troy (New Haven: Yale U.P., 1982); David
Quint, Origin and Originality in Renaissance Literature (New Haven: Yale U P., 1983)
and David Darst, Imitatio (Madrid: Origenes, 1985).
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CHAPTER ONE: ORPHIC TRIUMPH IN THE POETIC VOICE OF GARCILASO
DE LA VEGA

The poignant song of Orpheus which echoed through the hills of Thrace and
resounded in the dark realm of Pluto, is appropriated, enjoys Phoenix-like rebirth and
is transformed by poets of the Spanish Golden Age.

Pablo Cabanas attests to the

obsessive appeal of the Orphic myth in the Spanish Renaissance.1 I shall consider how
this myth, more than any other, appealed to the Renaissance sensibilities of Garcilaso
de la Vega (1501-1536).2

The details of the Orphic myth defy clarity.

Orpheus’ love for the dryad

Eurydice is in fact only one fragment of many which make up the confusing portrait
which defines our present-day notions of Orpheus.

It is a portrait which has been

consistently transformed by successive generations of writers and artists since its
Hellenistic beginnings.

It is not my purpose here to unravel a definitive narrative

thread from the various extant accounts, even if that were possible. However, before

Pablo Cabanas, El mito de Orfeo en la literatura espanola.
By doing so I will follow the advice of Carroll Johnston, who believes that we should deprive
ourselves of the illusion of Isabel Freire and be free to read Garcilaso as a poet "whose
obsessive theme is poetry itself and his relation to other poets." See "Personal Involvement
and Poetic Tradition in the Spanish Renaissance: Some thoughts on reading Garcilaso",
Romanic Review
288-304 (p. 304). David Quinn had previously argued that such an
approach be taken to Eclogue I. His analysis, which conflates the roles of Galatea and Elisa
and those of Salicio and Nemoroso, reveals that if the poem is read as art the unity of its
three parts can be easily seen. While admitting the possibility of a biographical reading, he
concludes: "I suggest that our profession will be better served if we learn to take an intrinsic
approach based on the text itself." See "Garcilaso's Egloga Primera. Autobiography or
Art?", Symposium. 37 (1983), 147-64 (p. 162). I am aware that this is not a view
unanimously upheld. Olga T. Impey, for instance, proclaims: "Para mi no hay dudas de que
la muerte de Isabel Freire fue el movil de la inspiracion tanto en la Egloga I como de la
Egloga HI. Desligar la poesia lirica de las experiencias del que la creo lleva. .. a conclusiones
miopes". See "El dolor, la alegria y el tiempo en la Egloga III de Garcilaso", Adas del IX
Congreso de la Asociacion Intemacional de Hispanistas 18-23 de agosto 1986, Berlin
(Berlin: Vervuert, 1989), pp. 507-18 (p. 515).

10

analysing Orphic presence in Garcilaso, I would like to reconstruct the information
about the myth which would have been available to an early sixteenth-century poet.

Orpheus was a native of Thrace, the son of the muse Calliope and the wine god
Oeagms or, according to some accounts, the son of Apollo.3 There is no mention of
him in Homer or Hesiod and it is generally beheved that the mythological figure of
Orpheus appeared in the sixth century B.C. Later traditions include him among those
who travelled on the Argo, chosen apparently because of his skill on the lyre.4 He is
famed for charming the sirens with his music so that ship and crew could pass by
unharmed.5

Orpheus was from the very beginning associated with the cult of Dionysus. A
lost play by Aeschylus, the Bassaridae, tells how Orpheus, priest of Dionysus, left the
cult to become a follower of Apollo and was killed by the Bacchantes.6 The darkness
of irrational passion is abandoned in favour of the Ught of rational control.

However, it is the poet Orpheus whose music had the power to charm all
nature, animate and inanimate, who has tended to capture and dominate the

Pindar voices the common uncertainty when he refers to Orpheus as the son of Oeagrus in
one place and as the son of Apollo in another. See Pindari Carmina Cum Fragments, ed. H.
Maehler (Leipzig: Teubner, 1971), Fr. 139, 1, 10 and Pyth., IV, 177-79. For a translation of
Pindar see, Pindar ix. J. Sandys (London: Heinemann; Cambridge Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1957).
See the reference to Orpheus in the Oxford Classical Dictionary (Oxford: O.U.P., 1970)
which states: "A metope found under the treasure-house of the syconians at Delphi represents
him on board the Argo with a lyre in his arms" (page 758). See also S. Busch, "Orpheus in
Apollonius Rhodius' Argonautica", Hermes, 121 (1993), 301-24.
See Simonides, Victory Songs, 51, in J.M. Edmonds, ed. and tr. Lyra Graeca (Cambridge
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1952), II, 311; Euripides, Hypsipyle, in Greek Literary
Papyri ed. and tr. DL. Page (Cambridge Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1942), 1, 87;
Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica ed. and tr. R.C. Seaton (Cambridge Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1961), 1, 494ff, 540ff, 915; II, 685; IV, 905.
See Aeschylus, ed. and tr. by H. Weir Smyth (Cambridge Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1971), 11, 386-87.
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imagmation of successive generations.

The poems associated with Orpheus,

collectively known as Orphica, comprise fragments of verse found in various ancient
writers as well as the Orphic hymns, actually written by Neoplatonists and dating from
the late Roman and early Christian periods.7 Among the Greeks Orpheus was hailed
as a prophet, probably on account of the cosmological poems attributed to him.8 Little
was said in the pre-Hellenistic Greek world about the Orphic katabasis and Eurydice
was not even named as the wife of Orpheus until the third century B.C.9 The account
of Orpheus’ descent into Hades to rescue his wife Eurydice is told by the Roman poets
Virgil and Ovid,10 although their accounts diverge on various occasions and appear to
have been based on some lost Alexandrian version of the myth.11 Both accounts tell
how Orpheus succeeded in persuading Pluto and Proserpine, by the power of his
music, to allow Eurydice to return with him to the upper world.

Her release was

granted only on condition that Orpheus not turn back to look at her. Orpheus did so,
for reasons which are interpreted differently by the Latin poets, and lost his wife for a
second time. Alone and disconsolate, Orpheus wallowed in grief for Eurydice. It is at
this point in the myth that accounts differ once more.

All agree that Orpheus died at the hands of the Thracian women, but disagree
as to the reasons for his murder. Apart from the story of his apostasy from the cult of
See D P. Walker, "Orpheus the Theologian and Renaissance Platonists", Journal of the
Warburg Institute, 16 (1953), 100-20, especially pp. 103-07. The standard text for the
"Orphica" is that of Otto Kern, ed., Orphicorum Fragmenta (Berlin: Weidmann, 1922; repr.
1963). See also M.L. West, The Orphic Poems (Oxford: O.U.P., 1983).
See Plato, Protagoras 316 D, in Plato 4 : Protagoras, ed. Wilhelm Nestle (Leipzig and
Berlin: Teubner, 1931).
Moschus, "The Lament for Bion", in Greek Bucolic Poets ed. and tr. J.M. Edmonds
(Cambridge Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1960), III, 124, p. 454.
See Georgic iv, 453-527 and Me/, x, 1-85; xi, 1-66. For a discussion of Orphic reference in
pre-Virgilian literature see Charles Segal, Orpheus: The Myth of the Poet (Baltimore: The
John Hopkins University Press, 1989), pp. 155-59.
C M. Bowra reconstructs the outline of this lost poem as far as the second loss of Eurydice,
mainly basing his deductions upon divergences between the Virgilian and Ovidian accounts.
See "Orpheus and Eurydice", Classical Quarterly, 46 (1952), 113-26.
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Dionysus, Hyginus claims that Orpheus’ death was Venus’ revenge against Calliope.
The latter had been chosen by Jove to judge whether Adonis should belong to Venus
or Proserpine. The Muse decided that each should possess him for six months of the
year. Venus, feeling deprived of what she beheved to be rightfully hers, stirred the
Thracian women with love for Orpheus, Calliope’s son, so that in their desire they
would tear him limb from limb.12 Virgil tells how Orpheus shunned the Bacchantes
after Eurydice’s death and they took revenge by tearing him asunder. Ovid also claims
that the women were motivated by anger at Orpheus’ rejection of them, but he states
that Orpheus shunned all women and credits him with the introduction of
homosexuahty into Greece.13

Even the fate of Orpheus after death is unclear. However, despite their many
differences, all accounts insist upon the eternal nature of Orphic song.14 Virgil, in
Georgia iv, 523-527, tells how after his death at the hands of the Bacchantes, his
severed head which had been tossed into the River Hebrus, continued to sing out the
name of his beloved Eurydice to a responsive natural world.

Ovid recounts in

Metamorphoses x, 83-84, how Orpheus’ head and lyre were washed ashore at Lesbos.
Here Apollo protects the head from the vicious attack of a serpent. The Alexandrian
poet, Phanocles, had provided an alternative explanation. According to his account,

Hyginus, Poet. Astr. II, viii, in The Myths ofHyginus, tr. by Mary Grant (Lawrence, Kansas:
University of Kansas, 1960), p. 192.
Ovid, Met. x, 83-84. Segal sees the inclusion of this detail as a "humanizing correction" of
Virgil's version. Indeed Segal's analysis of the divergences between the Virgilian and
Ovidian accounts concludes that Ovid "was deliberately setting out to be 'anticlassical' and
'antiheroic' (p. 55). Ovid's depiction of an Orpheus totally subjected to love and consequently
more "human" than his Virgilian counterpart, is a response to the literary pressure of
creating art in the shadow of a great predecessor. His portrayal of victorious love is
motivated by a competitive urge to achieve victory for his art. See Orpheus: The Myth of the
Poet, ch. 3 "Ovid's Orpheus and Augustan Ideology", pp. 54-73 and his development of
earlier comments in the light of Harold Bloom's work, pp. 91-94.
Miguel Angel R. Matellanes and Antonio Ramirez de Verger analyse the Georgic iv passage
using mathematical functions in order to reveal the fundamental role of music in Virgil's
account of the myth. Indeed Orpheus is displaced to a secondary plane. See "Poesia y
musica en el Orfeo y Euridice de Virgilio (G. IV, 463-527)", Latomus, 54 (1992), 819-34.
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Orpheus’ mutilated head together with his lyre were cast into the river and received by
the people of Lesbos who buried them. Lesbos has been, since then, famous for song
and poetry.15 Another legend tells how the Muses honoured Orpheus after his death
by placing his lyre, outlined with stars, in the heavens as the constellation Lyra.16

I shall demonstrate how Garcilaso’s frequent allusions to the Orphic myth
determine the motivating force behind his poetry.17

His evocation of Orpheus

constitutes a confident poetic statement, crucial to our understanding of the poet and
his attitude to his work. His descent into poetic self-discovery is as much a recovery
of Orphic consciousness as a discovery of his own. The emergence of his own voice is
achieved through assumption of the Orphic.18

Marcia Welles, outlining what she sees as the very distinctive approaches of
Medieval and Renaissance writers to Ovidian mythology, insists upon an eschewing of
didactic intent in favour of emphasis on the aesthetic quahties of the literal level of
15

See Collectanea Alexandrina, ed. by J.U. Powell (Oxford, 1925), II, 1-10, pp. 106-07. The
Phanocles account of the Orphic myth was available in the sixteenth century through
Stobaeus, Flonlegium Ixiv, 14.

16

Pseudo-Eratosthenes, Catasterismi. in Mythographi Graeci, ed. by A. Olivieri (Leipzig:
Teubner, 1894-1902), III, 28-29. Juan de Jauregui adopts this version for the ending of his
Orfeo in Obras II, ed. by Inmaculada Ferrer de Alba (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1973).

17

It is a question which has not preoccupied critics enough. Most have been content to accept
the unsubstantiated Isabel Freire legend. Johnston, however, is a welcome exception. He
asks the question: "If his poetry is not about his love for Isabel Freire, who or what is it
about?" (p. 290). He considers three texts, (Sonnet 10, Cancion 5 and Eclogue III) to
demonstrate that it is poetry about poetry.

18

Exposed though Garcilaso was to change, he was bom into tradition. He might have been an
exponent of the "nueva poesia", but his work does not constitute a complete break with the
past. However, he does depart from his literary predecessors in one crucial respect. He
allows his own voice to come into his poetry. It is the first time in Spain that a poet
successfully creates the illusion of speaking from the heart. Nor have critics overlooked this
innovation. Garcilaso has long been credited with the discovery of his own poetic
consciousness. See: Andree Collard, Nueva Poesia (Madrid: Castalia, 1967), pp. 15, 74-75,
77; J.M. Cossio, Fdbulas mitoldgicas en Espana (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1952), p. 116;
Cancionero, Garcilaso de la Vega, ed. Antonio Prieto (Barcelona: Ediciones B, 1988); By
the same author, Garcilaso de la Vega (Madrid: SGEL, 1975). For a conflicting view of
authentic presence in Garcilaso see P.J. Smith, Writing in the Margin (Oxford: O.U.P.,
1988), chapter 2, pp. 49-57.
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1

narration: "Thus Garcilaso ... concentrates on the plastic, pictorial qualities in his use
of mythological material...".19 She then considers another way in which Renaissance
poets exploited Ovid: "Another development is the use of these tales as pretexts for
the subtle analysis of love, typically by poets of the traditionalist school who echo the

cancionero tradition".20 In Sonnet 15 and to some extent in stanzas 16-18 (Filodoce’s
tapestry) of Eclogue HI, Garcilaso does exploit the aesthetic, pictorial quahties of the
Orphic myth. However, his first concern in Sonnet 15 is the analytical manipulation of
the myth to reflect the suffering of the Garcilasian lover. Besides, as we shall see in
this chapter, the Orphic voice often emerges in Garcilaso’s poetry not from the
primary but from the secondary level of narration.

This is precisely what occurs in

Cancion 3.

In Cancion 3 and Eclogue ELI the Orphic myth is transformed into a
personalised poetic statement. The poet’s soul is finally liberated from the conflicting
duahties of spirit and body which torment the poet/lover of the early poetry. In the
Eclogues the problems of human love are universalised and Garcilaso leaves behind the
neurotic figure of the self-absorbed lover. The dominance of reason is proclaimed, but
only when the Orphic voice functions as a reconciler of opposites. Thus in Eclogue I
the attainment of serenity is due in part to the cultivation of an adapted Neoplatonic
philosophy; a Neoplatonic Orphism. In the earher poetry the reverse is true. The
implicit presence of the Orphic myth in Eclogue II, 938-45, and especially in Sonnet
38, suggests the tension between sensual love and ideal love which prevents the easy
subordination of passion to reason - an inner struggle which Garcilaso exposes in
Cancion 4. Garcilaso’s subtextual evocation of the myth in Sonnet 38 exposes, as a
partial truth only, Welles’ comment that "It was within the theatre that the tradition of

Marcia Welles, Arachne s Tapestry. The Transformation of Myth in Seventeenth-Century
Spain (Texas: Trinity University Press, 1986), p. 6.
Welles, p. 6.
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an allegorical reading of pagan texts survived".21 When considering Sonnet 38, we
must take into account that the majority of Medieval mythographers and
commentators interpreted the Orphic myth in terms of a struggle between the opposing
forces of reason and the senses.

Welles refers exclusively to Ovid’s Metamorphoses as the fountainhead of all
classical mythological knowledge in Golden-Age Spain. While it is true that Garcilaso
depends upon the Ovidian tales for his reworkings of other myths,22 it is primarily the
Virgilian version of the Orphic love story in Georgic iv, 453-527, which inspires his
references to Orpheus.

Before considering the Orphic myth as subtext, we should first consider Sonnet
15 in which the success of the Orphic voice, its effect both on the natural world and on
the inhabitants of Hades, is contrasted explicitly with the failure of the persistent
poet/lover’s voice to move the obdurate heart of his beloved. Spanish love poets often
evoked Orpheus as the archetypal steadfast poet/lover. When Pablo Cabanas adopts a
thematic approach in his work in order to identify those aspects of the myth which
appealed most to Spanish poets, he concentrates especially on the theme offidelidadP
He also suggests that the popularity of the myth was due to the inoffensive nature of
the protagonist’s love. Spanish morahty remained unofifended because the couple was
married and Orpheus and Eurydice were thus deemed socially acceptable.24 As their
love could not be considered illicit, the Spanish poet/lover’s passion was elevated and
ennobled by association with his mythical predecessor. This must form part of the

21

Welles, p. 7.

22

See Sonnet XII (Phaethon and Icarus); Sonnet XIII (Apollo and Daphne); Eclogue III, 14568 (Dinamene’s tapestry depicting Apollo and Daphne); Eclogue III, 169-92 (Climene’s
tapestry depicting Venus and Adonis).

23

See Cabanas, El mito de Orfeo, chapter one, pp. 37-51.

24

Cabanas, p. 46.
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subtext of Sonnet 15.

Garcilaso exploits the quatrains to emphasise apparently the

exaggerated response of rivers, mountains, trees, wild beasts and rocks to Orpheus’
lament,25 yet prepares for his devaluation of Orphic music in the tercets by framing his
description with the repetitive conditional "si" (1 and 4). We are rushed forward to the
impertinent question of the first tercet which relegates Orpheus’ cause to second
position:

^por que no ablandara mi trabajosa
vida, en miseria y lagrimas pasada,
un corazon comigo endurecido? (9-11)26

The "quejas y lamentos" (1) which constitute Orpheus’ "canto/llanto" (4/5) are
answered by the "miseria y lagrimas" (10) which constitute and express the poet’s
entirely miserable existence. Yet Orpheus’ lament can move heartless wild tigers and
cold rocks (5-6), while the tears of the poet/lover cannot arouse even the slightest pity
in the cold, hardened heart of his beloved. The reason for what is quite clearly seen by
the poet as an unjust state of affairs (the first indication of his bias is given in 7-8), is
proclaimed in the final tercet:

Con mas piedad debria ser escuchada
la voz del que se llora por perdido
que la del que perdio y llora otra cosa. (12-14)

Of course this is the voice of the egotistical courtly lover, revelling in self-despair at
the prospect of his imminent (albeit usually metaphorical) demise. It is a recriminatory
voice - a voice recriminating against the beloved whose indifference has robbed him of
any quahty of life. The conventional rhyming scheme of the tercets, CDE CDE, has
been changed to CDE DEC and so verse 13 is linked to 11.

She of the "corazon

25

References to the magical power of Orphic music in ancient literature are discussed by
Charles Segal, Orpheus: The Myth of the Poet, pp. 10-20.

26

All references to Garcilaso's verse are taken from Poesias Castellanos Completas, ed. by
Elias L. Rivers (Madrid: Clasicos Castalia, 1972; repr. 1981)
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endurecido" is quite clearly held responsible for the "loss" which he suffers. However,
the real victim of his anguished recriminations is that other voice whose success
dominated the quatrains.

The "otra cosa" for whom Orpheus weeps is his wife

Eurydice. He weeps for her yet he lost her and will lose her again. Both "perdio" and
"llora" are active verbs (14) and must be contrasted with the distancing construction of
13: "se llora por perdido".

Despite the warning of those who rule "los reinos del

espanto" (the Orphic tragedy is subtly evoked in verse 8), Orpheus will glance back at
Eurydice and so be responsible for the loss which he laments. Garcilaso does not deny
Orpheus his pity, but feels the injustice of being denied any himself when his cause is
essentially the more pitiful.

Such a prejudiced attitude to the Orphic myth (which, as we shall see when
discussing Eclogue III, finds a much less partial source in Virgil) will emerge from the
subtext of Sonnet 38 to threaten the stability of Neoplatonic ascent.

The

personahsation of the Orphic myth in Sonnet 15 distinguishes it from those other
sonnets of Graeco-Latin inspiration (for example 11, 13, and 29), in which a pagan
sense of life dominates. Although richly sensuous, they are conventionally stylized and
lack that note of intimacy which Garcilaso finds in Sonnet 15 through appropriation of
the Orphic myth.

I have already referred to the alternative ending of the Orphic myth expounded
by Phanocles (see page 13 above), according to which Orpheus’ head reached the
island of Lesbos where it was received and buried. This is what Paterson terms the
"further dimension" to the myth which is found in Phanocles and which becomes for
Garcilaso "a highly personahsed poetic symbolism".27 Paterson claims that Garcilaso
was aware of this ending and exploits it symbolically in Cancion 3, stanza 5.

The

poem was inspired by his exile to an island on the river Danube (also the theme of

27

See A.K.G. Paterson, "Ecphrasis in Garcilaso's third eclogue", esp. pp. 81-82.
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Sonnet 4), and written after he had spent some time in Italy in 1529. Garcilaso had
seen for himself how the new Italian metres worked and Cancion 3 marks one of his
first successful attempts at harmonisation of content and metre. The subject matter
apart, other similarities with Sonnet 4 can be identified: the impossibility of love while
in exile; the emphasis on free will; spiritual resistance even when the body is
imprisoned. However, there is one significant addition. Stanzas 1 and 5 are the first
real descriptions of nature in Garcilaso and concentrate on the River Danube.

The

river frames the central theme, the psychological contemplation of a troubled state,
encircling it as it encircles the island. The river functions as a complex poetic symbol.
The poet can take no pleasure in this ideal paradise (stanza 1), for it is in fact a
material prison. As a reminder of the outside world and the flux of time, the sight of
the river weighs heavy upon him

On the other hand it represents a possible escape

route for his work, if not for him

He contemplates the possibility of committing his

song (his "razones", 57) to the river, so that they may be carried by it to other lands
and perhaps even rescued and buried (58-65).

Paterson observes: "The Phanocles

ending has been remodelled into a compelling expression of the poet’s stance in the
literary movement of his age. The flowing river images poetry’s collective advance
and in the casting of the poem to the waves is figured the poet’s contribution".28 The
poem is a marvellous expression of free will and the refusal to be dominated by
sorrow. The poetic voice is forcefully resihent. It is significant that the advent of an
authentic voice in Garcilaso’s poetry is underlined by Orphic subtext.

"Orfeo es

cantor, musico, pero tambien poeta. Cuando Orfeo canta, canta sus propios versos".29
The final journey of Orpheus the poet inspires Garcilaso’s arrogant mapping out of his
own poetic itinerary. Moreover, "it is particularly important that the conclusion of the
myth reaffirms more strongly than before, in the "other" Orphic journey beyond death

See Paterson, p. 32.
See Cabanas, El mito de Orfeo, p. 95.
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(that is, as a force transcending death), the Orphic power of song".30

Garcilaso’s

discovery of poetic consciousness is underlaid with Orphic subconscious.

His

evaluation of his poetry as equal, if not superior, to that of his contemporaries, is
overlaid with an Orphic assurance that his poetry will continue to live long after he is
dead.

Consequently in Eclogue in Garcilaso confidently assumes the Orphic voice
and enters into what Barnard defines as an "intertextual dialogue" with Virgil, his
primary model for the Orphic material he manipulates.31 Barnard embraces what she
acknowledges to be a restricted concept of intertextuahty in order to define adequately
"the complex relation between Garcilaso’s text and the antecedent text it imitates".32
Her use of the term conflicts with Roland Barthes’ idea that the texts which make up
another text are anonymous and untraceable.33

Barnard follows Kristeva who is

generally credited with the formulation and development of the notion

of

intertextuahty and who refers to identifiable texts;34 and refers briefly to Bloom who
understands intertextuahty as a relationship between a text and a precursor text,
therefore between poet and predecessor.35 Her aim is to reveal Garcilaso as "one of
Walter A. Strauss, Descent and Return.
The Orphic Theme in Modem Literature
(Cambridge Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971), p. 6.
Mary E. Barnard, "Garcilaso’s Poetics of Subversion and the Orpheus Tapestry", p. 316.
Barnard, p. 324.
Roland Barthes, "From Work to Text", Textual Strategies: Perspectives in Post structuralist Criticism, ed. by Josue V. Harari (Ithaca: Cornell UP., 1979), 73-81. Jonathan
Culler commenting on Barthes' notion states: "The study of intertextuahty is thus not the
investigation of sources and influences as traditionally conceived; it casts its net wider to
include anonymous discursive practices,..." Jonathan Culler, "Presupposition and
Intertextuahty", in The Pursuit of Signs: Semiotics, Literature, Deconstruction (Ithaca:
Cornell UP, 1981), pp. 100-18, (p. 103). Culler's definition does not exclude specific texts
from consideration, but insists upon the recognition of unidentifiable sources. We must
acknowledge an inherited awareness of the idea of Orpheus in the sixteenth century which
cannot be confined to specific texts.
See Julia Kristeva, La Revolution du langage poetique (Paris: Seuil, 1974), especially pp.
194-95.
See Harold Bloom, The Anxiety ofInfluence (New York: O.U.P., 1973). By the same author,
A Map ofMisreading.
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the most skilful intertextualists of the Golden Age" and her argument takes into
account the role of transformation and imitation in Renaissance imitation theory. She
demonstrates the dual focus of Garcilaso’s transforming imitation of Virgil’s Georgia
iv in Eclogue HI: he displays an implicit faith in the Latin original, while assuming "the
freedom to create new poetic visions".36

The Eclogue begins with a dedication to "ilustre y hermosisima Maria" (2), in
which the speaker avows that while alive his poetic voice will be a celebratory one and
its sole aim the proclamation of her beauty (3-8). The second stanza makes clear that
his poetic celebration of her will not be confined by mortahty, but that his poetic voice
will transcend the confines of death (9-16):
mas con la lengua muerta y fria en la boca
pienso mover la voz a ti debida; (11-12)

Beyond death the sound of his celebratory music will even transcend the bounds of
human memory:

celebrando t’ira, y aquel sonido
hara parar las aguas del olvido.(15-16)

By acquiring the Orphic ability to restrain the flow of rivers with his music (see
Sonnet 15; 2, Cancion 4; 5),37 Garcilaso’s lyric speaker here assumes the Orphic voice.
The Spanish poet is adapting Virgil Georgia iv, 523-21.

Barnard, "Garcilaso’s Poetics of Subversion", pp. 316-17. In a more recent article which
focuses on the interplay of absence and presence in the third eclogue, Barnard elaborates
upon these ideas: "To fashion his mythological stories of absence, Garcilaso follows the
prescriptions of imitation practiced by Renaissance humanists. He transforms the poems of
his classical predecessors, correcting them to achieve a revisionist poetics... In correcting his
classical models, Garcilaso opens up his text to a personal, individual conception... of how
loss in love should be portrayed". See "Correcting the Classics: Absence and Presence in
Garcilaso’s Third Eclogue", Revista de Estudios Hispdnicos, 26 (1992), 3-20 (p. 4).
All references to Spanish poems will be given as follows: the number of the poem, followed
by a semi-colon, followed by the line references. Thus verses 10-12 of Garcilaso’s fourth
sonnet would read 4: 10-12.
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Turn quoque marmorea caput a cervice revulsum
gurgite cum medio portans Oeagrius Hebrus
volveret, Eurydicen vox ipsa et frigida lingua,
a miseram Eurydicen! anima fixgiente vocabat:
Eurydicen toto referebant flumine ripae.

Orpheus’ decapitated head, cast into the River Hebrus, continues to sing out the name
of his beloved Eurydice, even as his soul flees forth from his mouth.
appropriates the Virgilian association of voice and soul.

Garcilaso

His Orphic voice will

commend Maria’s beauty while his soul is still tied to his body (8), and even when it is
free of its earthly coil (13).

The lyric speaker’s presentation of himself as an Orphic figure at the opening
of the Eclogue is significant in a pastoral setting. The affinity between the Thracian
bard’s music and the natural world was a well-established aspect of the myth.38
However, more significant is the confidence with which Garcilaso draws attention to
his role as a poet whose work will immortahse both his subject matter and himself It
would seem that Garcilaso never expected us to accept the stanzas which follow (4-6)
as anything other than what they are: a feigned apology for writing in pastoral mode
and clever use of the obligatory modesty topos. The speaker makes a further Orphic
claim in 29-30:39
As Segal points out: "In Virgil's Eclogues, Orpheus symbolises the capacity of poetry to
evoke that sympathy between man and nature which is essential to the pastoral mood. Virgil
is perhaps the first poet to exploit for pastoral the songfulness inherent in nature that the
Orphic power can call forth." {Orpheus: The Myth of the Poet, p. 6). See also Michael
Putnam, Virgil's Pastoral Art (Princeton, N.J.: P.U.P., 1970), pp. 200-02 and 256.
Johnston, commenting on the opening of Cancion 5, identifies similar use of the modesty
topos. Garcilaso begins by contrasting himself explicitly to Orpheus. He cannot do what
Orpheus can, for his lyre is inferior However, later in the poem he retells and extends
Ovid's story of Anaxarete’s metamorphosis into stone {Met. xiv). As Johnston points out:
"...the modern poet does not limit himself to a translation or adaptation of Ovid’s Latin into
Spanish verse, a feat which would have mcely established his credentials as a Renaissance
vernacular poet capable of translating the old texts into the new key, and would have situated
him appropriately on the chain of poetic tradition reaching back to Antiquity. Instead,
Garcilaso enters into a competition with Ovid...Garcilaso's lyre may be inferior to Orpheus’,
but he is willing to match it against Ovid’s..." See Carroll Johnston, "Personal Involvement
and Poetic Tradition in the Spanish Renaissance", p. 296.
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Apolo y las hermanas nueve
me daran ocio y lengua con que hable.40

Before claiming that Maria might find his humble style offensive (33-40), he informs
her that his poetry will be divinely inspired. His modest affirmation is also undercut by
"que amaste" (34) and "ya estimaste" (36). Is it likely that she will disdain what she
once loved and esteemed? His song will be accompanied by the "zampona ruda" (41),
lack rhetorical artifice (44), and be bereft of eloquence (48).

Rather it will be a

product of "puro ingenio" and a "lengua casi muda" (46), revealing its creator to be an
"animo inocente" (47).

Barnard says of these lines: "...the ‘lengua casi muda’ , coupled with ‘puro
ingenio’... not only makes a claim for the moral superiority of the poet (‘testigos
limpios cf animo inocente’)... but seems to announce the self-begetting of the poem..
The poet disavows all ties with literary tradition:..." However, bearing in mind that this
is after all a modesty topos, Barnard informs us that the text is far from autonomous
and that "rhetoric will be the guiding principle".41

The importance of rhetoric is incontrovertible. The speaker has assumed the
voice of Orpheus, archetypal orator. Juan Perez de Moya, commenting on the Orphic
myth in his Philosophia Secreta (first pubhshed in 1585), refers to Orpheus as "varon
doctisimo en Retorica y Poesia".42

His understanding of the myth goes back to

The italics are mine.
Barnard, "Garcilaso's Poetics", pp. 317-18.
Juan Perez de Moya, Philosophia Secreta (Madrid: Nueva Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles,
1928), p. 184. Indeed Charles Segal states : "In Orpheus' music, poetry and rhetoric are
composite, virtually indistinguishable parts of the power of art". He quotes the Catalan
humanist, Bernat Metge, whose Orphic figure in Lo Somni claims: "La major temps de ma
vida despengui en Retorica e Musica". See Orpheus: The Myth of the Poet, p. 2. See also
Alison Goddard Elliott, "Orpheus in Catalonia: A note on Ovid's Influence", CF, 32 (1978),
3-15.
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Fulgentius’ etymological interpretation of the legend, one primarily concerned with
rhetoric and art.43

Fulgentius’ vision of the myth, although less popular among

mythographers and Ovidian interpreters of the early Middle Ages, contained many
features which secular poetry was to give to the Orphic myth in later centuries.44

Moreover, Perez de Moya accepts the Ovidian ending of the myth (see page 13
above) and interprets it as an expression of the victory of Orphic song over time. The
serpent represents time and the head of Orpheus represents "ingenio".45 Thus when
Garcilaso refers to "puro ingenio", he is reiterating his Orphic stance. Likewise the
"lengua casi muda" recalls the tongue divinely inspired by Apollo, the father of
Orpheus, (30), and the "lengua muerta y ffia" which guaranteed poetic immortahty in
v. 11. In Stanza 6, as in 4, Garcilaso deliberately undercuts his modest affirmation
with Orphic subtext.

We witnessed in Sonnet 15; 12-14 an attitude towards Orpheus/lover (as
opposed to Orpheus/poet) which was not altogether sympathetic; an indication that the
Orphic tragedy was self-induced. Curiosity, motivated by irrational passion, caused
Orpheus to forfeit Eurydice.
Virgil.

Garcilaso’s attitude originates in his Orphic model,

However, recriminations against Orpheus do not form part of the Virgilian

model in itself;46 rather the reproach proceeds from the Ups of Eurydice, whose escape
from death has been frustated by his madness:
Fulgentius’ interpretation defines the characters by their names.
Thus Oraia-phone
(Orpheus) means "best voice" while Eur-dike (Eurydice) means "profound judgement". The
OCD (p. 422) understands Eurydice to mean "wide-judging" and states that it is the "name of
a dozen mythological characters, the best known being Orpheus’ wife".
For more detailed information, see John Friedman, Orpheus in the Middle Ages, pp. 90-91.
See Perez de Moya, p. 186. The triumph of art represented by Apollo's rescue of the severed
head is also a feature of Boccaccio's account in the Genealogia Deorum Gentilium 2.2.5. See
Patricia Vicari "Sparagmos: Orpheus among the Christians", in Orpheus: The
Metamorphosis of a Myth, ed. by John Warden (Toronto: Toronto University Press, 1982),
pp. 63-82.
See Georg, iv, 490-93.
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ilia "quis et me" inquit "miseram et te perdidit, Orpheu,
quis tantus fixror?(494-95)

Brooks Otis, commenting on Eurydice’s response, states: "We can justifiably
generalize the event by saying that humanity is at once capable of an art which can
move the immovable and of a passion that can lose all that its art has gained".47
Therefore the attitude of moral superiority which Barnard identifies in Eclogue IB; 47
(but does not explain), is directed by Garcilaso’s lyric speaker toward his mythical
predecessor, whose art he emulates but whose guilty passion he rejects.

Since

Orpheus is not considered by Garcilaso to be an "animo inocente", but nonetheless
"elocuente", he is undoubtedly "el elocuente" of verse 48: "que la curiosidad del
elocuente". While "curiosidad" (48) does indeed refer to "los primores" of an orator’s
art,48 we are forced by the Orphic subtext to understand also the fatal "curiosity"
which was to be the undoing of Orpheus.

Garcilaso is keen to estabhsh from the

outset of the poem that identification with Orpheus, his desire to emulate him and even
surpass him, originate in purely artistic concerns.

There are two major interwoven themes in the Eclogue: art and artifice and the
desolation of suffering love. The artificial pastoral world is made even more artificial
by the inclusion of the nymphs’ tapestries.49 The myths depicted on these tapestries

Brooks Otis, Virgil: A Study in Civilized Poetry (Oxford: O.U.P., 1963), p. 212.
See River’s footnote to v. 48 on p. 195.
Barnard, whose article reveals how Garcilaso’s eclogue conforms to the prescriptions set by
Erasmus and classical rhetoricians for the use of copia and enargeia, contrasts the plenitude
of the text with the absence enacted in the tapestries. Commenting on Garcilaso’s use of
distancing devices, such as multiple levels of narrative in the tapestries, she concludes:
"Furthermore, the tapestries themselves are but artistic representations, woven artifacts,
counterfeits of reality. Art is, by its very nature, an absence of the real" ("Correcting the
Classics", p. 13). See also Johnston,"Personal Involvement...", p. 302, where he states in
reference to this Eclogue: "Suppose this poem isn’t about Garcilaso and Isabel. Suppose
instead that it is about art and more specifically about poetry. If it is true that ars est celare
artem, then this poem is a failure, because the references to art, to artifice as opposed to
reality, are ubiquitous. This poem is not only about art; it is forever calling attention to its
own artificiality. It might be said to be about its own artificiality. There are three "levels" of
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record a love that is destroyed by either sudden or violent death (Orpheus and
Eurydice, Apollo and Daphne, Venus and Adonis).50 Garcilaso’s response is one of
serene resignation, rather than emotional outrage.

His resignation to the sorrow

inherent in life, his transcendence of personal sorrow through universalisation of
sorrowful experiences, imply the rule of reason.

As we see from the opening of

Eclogue HI, the acquisition of serenity will involve the suppression of Orphic
irrationahty. Even Orpheus’ own music fails to conquer death when he allows passion
to conquer reason. As Otis remarks: "he lacks the strength of character, the control of
passion, which are the indispensable conditions of victory".51 Garcilaso’s poetry will
overcome passion and finally allow the Orphic voice to triumph.

The tapestry which depicts the story of Orpheus and Eurydice is the first one
described (stanzas 16-18).52

By referring to Orpheus’ lament at the beginning,

Garcilaso ensures that a note of sorrow pervades all three stanzas:
donde el amor movio con tanta gracia
la dolorosa lengua del de Tracia (127-28).53
artistic creation present here, but all are ultimately subsumed under one: what Garcilaso has
created."
Although it may be argued that Daphne does not actually die, her metamorphosis into a
laurel tree does mark the end of human life.
See Otis, p. 212.
Brooks Otis, commenting on the new style of Virgil’s "Orpheus" sequence in Georgic iv,
contrasts it with Catullus’ ekphrasis in poem 64. His statement: "This is no static situation
which could be depicted on a tapestry ..." is interesting in the light of Garcilaso Eclogue III
(See Otis, p. 208). However, not all critics would be so ready to describe the tragic love
affair of Ariadne and Theseus, as depicted in Catullus 64, as a "static situation". Michael
Putnam sees in it the unfolding of Catullus’ own fraught relationship with Lesbia, while
Kenneth Quinn refers to the poem's "dramatic movement...which moves backwards and
forwards in time in a brillant series of flashbacks and anticipations..." See "The Art of
Catullus", in Approaches to Catullus (Cambridge: Heffer, 1972), pp. 225-29 and Catullus
(London: Batsford Ltd, 1972), p. 262 respectively. It should be noted that Garcilaso was not
the first to depict the Orphic myth in the form of an ekphrasis. Philostratus had thus
depicted Orpheus’ charming of the animals in his Imagines as early as 300 AD. See
Friedman, Orpheus in the Middle Ages, p. 162.
Cruz believes that Garcilaso’s implicit evocation of Orpheus here is particularly significant:
"A1 no identificar a Orfeo, Garcilaso establece una correlacion entre el musico originador de
la poesia y el mismo como originador de la egloga" (Jmitacion y transformacion, p. 111).
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Whereas Garcilaso, in Orphic stance, had assumed complete responsibility for the
stirring of his own poetic voice in verse 12 ("pienso mover la voz..."), the beauty and
ulthnate failure of Orpheus’ music are the responsibility of love. The second stanza
elaborately describes the manner and moment of Eurydice’s death. Both Virgil and
Ovid include the detail of the snake lurking in the grass, unseen by Eurydice.54
However, neither account describes Eurydice herself. Barnard identifies Sannazaro’s

Arcadia, amplified with details from Ariosto’s Orlando furioso, as Garcilaso’s source
for his description in 133-3 655 - a sensual description which, unlike its Itahan models,
depicts Eurydice at the very moment of her death. "Hermosa Euridice" (129-30) is
cleverly substituted by "hermosa came" (136) from which the soul is released as the
eyes roll back (135-36). This sensuous rose, plucked out of season, is the object of
Orpheus’ love.

She inspired his music, her irrevocable loss rendered it ineffectual.

Garcilaso accords her the attention she deserves. Barnard’s concluding comments on
this stanza must be quoted in full: "...Garcilaso’s subversion of his models points to
their insufficiencies and achieves a secret victory over them The result is not only a
unique poetic vision but one that rivals the models in accuracy of presentation. And
yet in the correction lies a poetic strategy.

Eurydice’s loss must be conveyed by

Garcilaso as a dramatic withering of beauty because her death prefigures that of Ehsa,
the decapitated nymph in the fourth tapestry."56

Barnard’s remarks regarding Garcilaso’s "poetic strategy", either reveal a
partial understanding of Virgil or an underestimation of Garcilaso’s knowledge of his
predecessors. For his "poetic strategy" of prefiguration Garcilaso has a precedent in
Virgil. By referring to Hero in Georgia iii, 263 as "moritura virgo", Virgil had already
prefigured the death of Eurydice who is accorded the same epithet in Georgic iv, 458,

54

Virgil, Georg, iv, 457-59, Ovid Met. x, 9-10.

55

See Barnard, "Garcilaso's Poetics", pp. 318-19.

56

Barnard, "Garcilaso's Poetics", p. 321.
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"moritura puella".

Indeed the implications of Eurydice’s death extend beyond the

Georgies and into the Aeneid, where the deaths of two other female figures. Dido and
Amata, are foretold by means of the fateful "moritura".57

The third and final stanza of the Orphic tapestry tells, with marvellous
compression of detail, of Orpheus’ descent to Hades, his successful recovery of his
wife and his loss of her again through his own impatience (137-44). Orpheus is now
the "osado marido" willing to venture beyond life to the "triste reino de la escura
gente", in search of his beloved Eurydice.

Love has inspired bravery.

Although

Orpheus’ bravery in Virgil and Ovid is implicitly indicated,58 Garcilaso departs from
the ancients by stating it explicitly. The mythical bard is cast in the role of Renaissance
courtly lover. Orpheus has been granted what every fearful courtly lover desires: the
courage to act in response to passion, the audacity to confront his beloved with the
truth of his love. (Garcilaso’s own poet/lover had aspired to "osadia" in Sonnet 12).
However, the paradoxical nature of love dictates that despite its ennobling qualities, it
is a force which robs man of his only distinguishing feature, his reason.

Love

dominates his mind and turns him into an irrational being.59 Thus Garcilaso’s Orpheus,
in Ovidian fashion, becomes impatient to see Eurydice and loses her.60

Barnard

beheves that by choosing to follow Ovid rather than Virgil here, "Garcilaso mitigates
the tragedy by diminishing the moral misdeed - frenzy and madness give way to
impatience...So the Vergihan Orpheus’ grave moral transgression is reduced in Ovid

For Dido see Aen. iv, 308, 519 and 604; for Amata^en. xii, 602.
See for example Georgia iv, 469-70: "...Manesque adiit regemque tremendum nesciaque
humanis precibus mansuescere corda".
For a definition of love as a contradictory force, see Jorge Manrique’s poem "Esparsas
diciendo que cosa es amor", in Poesia, ed. by Jesus-Manuel Alda Tesan (Madrid: Catedra,
1988), pp. 89-91.
Ovid, Met. x, 56-57: "hie, ne deficeret, metuens avidusque videndi/flexit amans oculos, et
protinus ilia relapsa est". The fact that "avidus videndi" indicates "cupido" (not too far
removed from "furor") somewhat weakens Barnard's argument.
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and Garcilaso to a lover’s mistake, for which he is unreproached".61 There is certainly
a reduction in stature for Orpheus.

However, we have seen that Garcilaso is not

primarily concerned with the mitigation of Orphic error.

The Garcilasian Orpheus

becomes a frustrated, neurotic courtly lover, masochistically revelling in the self
perpetuation of his misery. He is forced into the shoes of the self-obsessed poet/lover
whom Garcilaso has abandoned, while Garcilaso has stepped confidently into his.62
Eurydice is silent because she is redundant in this egotistical environment. She is the

dama whose absence inflicts unmitigated sorrow. The switch to the present tense in
44 reveals that Orpheus’ sorrow is open-ended.

The real tyrannical figure in this

tragedy is not Pluto but "Amor". We are left contemplating a failed Orpheus/lover and
Orpheus/poet, eternally revelling in futile complaint:

...y del tirano
se queja al monte solitario en vano (143-44).

We recall Calisto’s analysis of self-destructive passion in La Celestina: "^no sabes que
alivia la pena llorar la causa? ^Cuanto es dulce a los tristes quejar su pasion?63
Orpheus assumes the role of the frustrated Garcilasian lover, enclosed in his private

Barnard, "Garcilaso's Poetics", p. 321. Elvezio Canonica, a modem commentator on Lope's
comedia, El marido mas firme, also reduces Orpheus' action to a "lover's mistake" when he
includes the following as part of his "esquema narrativo" of the myth: "Orfeo, impaciente por
ver el rostro amado..." However, in the same article he continually underlines Lope's
insistence on Orphic "dementia" and the influence of the Virgilian version of the myth on the
Spanish dramatist. Canonica's interpretation of the act as one motivated by "impaciencia"
would appear to derive from his misinterpretation of the Ovidian phrase "avidusque videndi".
See "El marido mas firme de Lope y el divino Orfeo de Calderon", in Le mythe d'Orphee, pp.
72, 76, 80-81.
Barnard's most recent comments on the Orphic tapestry reveal her awareness of what she
terms the "un-Orphic" nature of the Garcilasian Orpheus’ lament: "Garcilaso deprives the
singer of his lyre. Orpheus has lost his special gift for creating universal harmony, for
reaching nature and receiving its intimate response" ("Correcting the Classics" , p. 5). By
not linking the tapestry to the opening dedication, she fails to see that the Orphic lyre and
gift have been appropriated by Garcilaso himself.
Fernando de Rojas, La Celestina (Madrid: Catedra, 1989), segundo auto, p. 132.
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sorrowful existence, while Garcilaso manipulates myth and pastoral to universalise
sorrow and dons the mantle of the Orphic bard to do so.64

The fourth tapestry (stanzas 28-33), tells not of Graeco-Roman mythological
love and loss, but the love of the shepherd Nemoroso for Elisa and her subsequent
death.65 It is a death prefigured, as I have said, by that of the Garcilasian Eurydice, her
Virgilian counterpart and of course by the associated deaths of Amata and Dido.66

Elisa, like Eurydice, is a "ninfa" (224) whose death is presented as a reversal of
natural order (227-28).67

However, she is not "descolorida" like Eurydice (133),

Garcilaso’s depiction of Orpheus as a courtly lover echoes the tendency of the late Middle
Ages to cast Orpheus in the role of exemplary courtier and minstrel. He is protagonist of two
medieval romances, the anonymous Sir Orfeo and Henryson’s Orpheus and Eurydice. For
more details see Friedman, chapter V, pp. 146-213.
By depicting the story of Nemoroso and Elisa (featured in Eclogue I) on the tapestry
alongside such well established mythological figures, Garcilaso sets himself up as a myth
maker of comparable status Johnston states: "Elisa and Nemoroso are like Venus and
Adonis and the others depicted by the other nymphs. They are characters in a pre-existing
poem, in this case Garcilaso’s own first eclogue, and they are recognized as characters from
a poem Here Garcilaso replaces Ovid as the textual source to be imitated." See Personal
Involvement and Poetic Tradition, p. 302.
Cruz, commenting on how this fourth new myth is anticipated by the three classical myths,
states: "Through the myths, Garcilaso questions his own artistic power to transform the
ineluctable moment of death and the immediacy of its pain into a universal aesthetic
experience by structuring a poetic order according to the semiotic value of each myth. The
first three myths anticipate the novel Spanish myth of Elisa and Nemoroso, who are elevated
by their context to the pastoral tradition and classical mythology.. The fourth myth thus
emblematizes the mimetic function of art as interpreted by Garcilaso." See Anne J. Cruz,
"Spanish Petrarchism and the Poetics of Appropriation", in Renaissance Rereadings, ed. by
M.C. Horowitz and others (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1988), pp. 80-93 (p. 90). In
Imitacion y transformacion, pp. 119-20, Cruz returns to the importance of this fourth "myth"
for Garcilasian poetics. The transformation of models in the myth of Nemoroso and Elisa is
the means by which he transcends the anxiety of influence: "La influencia de los textos
clasicos ha sido subvertida en la poesia de Garcilaso, pues es por medio del nuevo mito de
Elisa y Nemoroso que el lector aprecia los mitos anteriores. Desde el momento de la lectura
del cuarto mito, la evocacion sera invertida - los tres mitos clasicos recordaran el nuevo mito
garcilasiano..." (p. 120). We might also say that the fourth myth, by evoking the previous
three as subtext, ensures that what were once Virgilian/Ovidian models, have been
transformed by Garcilaso into Garcilasian authorities.
It is interesting that Dido's original Phoenician name was Elissa. Aeneas addresses her as
Elissa in Aeneid iv, 335. In iv, 610, just prior to her suicide, she refers to herself as such,
significantly replacing "moritura Dido" (see above pp. 27-28) with "(Di) morientis Elissae".
Servius comments of 335: "Elissae autem Didonis, quae appellata est lingua Punica virago,
cum se in pyram sponte misisset, fingens placare manes prioris mariti, cum nubere se velle
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although pallor is implied by the swan simile (231-32), but "degollada" (230) like
Orpheus.68

There are other indications of Orphic evocation.

Elisa dies "cerca del

agua" 229, (we understand the River Tagus), Orpheus’ decapitated head is cast into
the River Hebrus. She is compared to a white swan at the moment of its death. The
swan, like Orpheus, has long been associated with death and sorrowful lament.

In

Metamorphoses ii, 367-80, Ovid recounts that Cycnus, son of Sthenehis, consumed
with grief after the death of his relative Phaethon, weeps and laments so much along
the banks of the River Eridanus that he is transformed into a new bird - a swan.
Elisa’s identification with Eurydice is self-explanatory, but why does Garcilaso
superimpose analogies with Orpheus? Perhaps the answer is to be found in the poetic
analogy which compares the poet’s claim to immortahty with the flight of the swan.
The Augustan poet Horace anticipates his definitive claim to the perpetuity of his
poetic voice in Odes 3, 30, with an ironic assertion of immortahty in Odes 2, 20. In
the latter he depicts his own metamorphosis into a swan. The poem begins:

larbae mentiretur”. See Serviani in Vergilii Carmina Commentariorum editio Harvardiana,
ed by E.K. Rand, Special Publication of the American Philological Association, no. 1
(Lancaster, Pennsylvania: A.P.A. Press, 1936). Dario Fernandez-Morera also finds this
significant: "For the name Elisa is not merely a possible anagram for Isabel Freyre, but also
one of the legendary names of Dido; it may therefore entail a purposeful literary association
with the author of the Aeneid,... chief object of Garcilaso's emulation in the pastoral mode".
See The Lyre and the Oaten Flute: Garcilaso and the Pastoral (London: Tamesis, 1982), p.
106.
Johnston reveals how the Renaissance commentators had difficulty reconciling "degollada"
with the death of Isabel Freire. Herrera, however, does his best: "Dona Isabel Freire, que
murio de parto; y asi dice degollada por desangrada, como decimos, cuando sangran mucho a
uno, que lo degollo el barbero". See "Personal Involvement", p. 300. More recently Ted E.
McVay in his article "The Goddess Diana and the 'ninfa degollada' in Garcilaso's Egloga III"
(Hispanofila, 109 [1993], 19-31), reveals that myths associated with Diana are the
underlying force which link the three mythological tapestries to one another, and to the
fourth Nemoroso/Elisa tapestry. It is McVays belief that the sacrifice of Iphigeneia to
Artemis (a scene which might have been familiar to Garcilaso from the play Iphigeneia at
Aulis) provides the artistic model for the violent death of Elisa. Thus both Elisa of Eclogue I
and Elisa of Eclogue III are victims of the chaste goddess Diana. His argument, which
admits Eurydice/Elisa correspondence in the tapestries (p. 25), obviously does not preclude
the possibility of Orphic evocation also. Not least of all because the young Iphigeneia, in an
emotive speech to her father to spare her life, mentions Orphic eloquence and art. See
Segal's comments, Orpheus, The Myth of the Poet, pp. 19-20. Enrique Martinez-Lopez
confidently interprets Elisa's death in Orphic terms: "La fuente en que el toledano se inspira
no ofrece lugar a dudas, pues que es la decapitacion de Orfeo..." See "Sobre 'aquella
bestialidad' de Garcilaso (egl. Ill, 230)", PMLA, 87 (1972), 12-25 (p. 14).
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Non usitata nec tenui ferar
pinna biformis per liquidum aethera
vates neque in terns morabor
longius invidiaque maior
urbis relinquam. Non ego, pauperum
sanguis parentum, non ego, quern vocas,
dilecte Maecenas, obibo
nec Stygia cohibebor unda. (1-8)69

If the comparison of Elisa as a swan evokes the poetic voice, then Orphic association
is not only relevant but indispensable in this context.70

The depiction of Elisa’s death heralds the re-emergence of the Orphic voice.
The speaker assumes the voice explicitly at the beginning of the Eclogue, but the
implications of this assumption extend beyond the opening stanzas. The third-person
narrator of the tapestries is implicitly elevated and endowed with Orphic gifts. After
the final tapestry has been depicted, the Orphic voice which underlines Garcilaso’s
confidence in the transmission of his poetry must be reinforced. Firstly it surfaces in
the voice of the dead EUsa, introduced by another nymph who reads an epitaph whose
words speak on Elisa’s behalf (238-40). Elisa’s voice, Elisa’s name, ehcits an Orphic
response from a natural world which had witnessed her love for Nemoroso. Indeed
It is generally accepted that Horace’s ode is an amplification of Ennius’ Epitaph on himself:
"nemo me lacrimis decoret, nec fiinera fletu/faxit. cur? volito vivus per ora virum". The
poet/swan association was exploited by Ben Jonson VIII, 392, when he said of Shakespeare:
"Sweet Swan of Avon! What a sight it were/to see thee in our waters yet appeare,/And make
those flights upon the banks of Thames,/That did so take Eliza, and our James!" See also
John Leland, Synchrisis Cygnorum et Poetarum, published London 1589, in his Principum
ac Illustrium aliquot et eruditorum in Anglia virorum, Encomia, Trophaea, Genethliaea et
Epithalamia a loanne Lelando Antiquario Conscripta, pp. 1-2.
Martinez-Lopez offers an alternative interpretation. He believes that the analogy of the pale
corpse of the beloved with a swan originates in Ovid’s Heroides, VII, 3-4; in Dido's letter to
Aeneas: "Sic, ubi fata vocant, udis abiectus in herbis/ad vada Maenandri concinit albus olor".
See "Sobre ‘aquella bestialidad’ de Garcilaso (egl. Ill, 230)", p. 14. Cruz takes this
Dido/Elisa/swan correspondence to its obvious Orphic conclusion: "A traves de su legendario
canto, el cisne reune el tema del lamento de amor perdido con las muertes de Dido y Elisa.
El ave de Venus emblematiza el lamento de Dido por Eneas, al mismo tiempo que presagia
el epitafio de Elisa Muerte y canto se vuelven a enlazar en la relacion entre la historia de
Dido y el mito de Orfeo, pues... el locus classicus del epitafio de Elisa es el lamento de la
cabeza de Orfeo" (Imitacion y transformacion, p. 117).
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from within Elisa’s voice arises the voice of Nemoroso. He can be heard calling out
her name to a responsive Tagus:

y llama "Elisa"; "Elisa" a boca llena
responde el Tajo, y lleva presuroso
al mar de Lusitania el nombre mio,
donde sera escuchado, yo lo fro". (245-48)

The Tagus has replaced the Hebrus but the Orphic call and echo ensure that
Garcilaso’s Virgilian model is never far below the surface (see Georg, iv, 523-27). In
what Barnard describes as "an extraordinary complexity of interdependent voices"71,
there is one constant. The text appears to emerge naturally from the characters, but
these characters are self-conscious creations of Garcilaso de la Vega. It is his voice
which speaks through them, a voice lodged firmly in the Orphic. It is not Elisa’s name
but his own which he confidently entrusts to the world beyond the pastoral, to a life
beyond death. His celebratory Orphic voice is ensured eternal celebration. In Eclogue
III, Garcilaso depicts himself as, what Culler terms, a "worthy agent of the poetic
process",72 a role which he had anticipated in Cancion 3. In her discussion of Eclogue

in,

Barnard refers to Garcilaso’s transforming of an essential idea of Orphism: the

liberation of the soul from the prison of the body. Commenting on verse 13, "libre mi
alma de su estrecha roca", Barnard interprets "estrecha roca" as a reference to the
body as a stone tomb.

Such an interpretation leads Barnard to draw the expected

Barnard, "Garcilaso's Poetics", p. 323.
See Culler, p. 111. Olga T Impey also stresses Garcilaso's confidence in the power of the
written word to combat time: "En resumen, sabe que el tiempo... empana paulatinamente los
sentimientos vividos hasta borrarlos del todo. Es este triumfo del tiempo sobre el amor y el
dolor lo que Garcilaso impide en la Egloga HI; para "parar las aguas del olvido" ... el poeta
fija la imagen de la muerte de Elisa y del dolor de Nemoroso en la memoria duradera de un
tapiz tejido, al fin y al cabo, con la indeleble palabra escrita". See "El dolor, la alegria y el
tiempo en la Egloga III de Garcilaso", p. 515. However, there is an apparent anomaly
between these concluding remarks and her earlier statement (p. 511) that the "llanto" of
Eclogue III is not only a repressed one, but one lacking in intensity due to the emphasis on
its reiteration. But if the written word is truly powerful then the intensity of the "llanto" is
diminished only in the present and only for the poet - in its transference from creator to page.
It is an "intensity" communicated to generations of readers in the future. Ultimately the
literary "echo" which Garcilaso proclaims here does not reduce literary "intensity", but
simply displaces it from poet to poem to successive reader.
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analogy between the tenets of the Orphic cult and those of Neoplatonism.73 However,
Garcilaso in Eclogue IH is not interested in the pursuit of religious syncretism, as
Barnard points out: "Garcilaso eschews the Neoplatonic way, and the reference to the
soul liberated from its imprisoning ‘narrow rock’, a notion that could easily have
turned into a mystagogic discourse, is here at the service of poetry. In leaving the
body, the soul is making a poetic journey, for it carries a celebratory song devised by
the voice of the Orphic votes".1*

However, in Eclogue I Garcilaso’s Orphic voice is still striving for victory, still
seeking liberation. As his poetic experience moves beyond the conflict between reason
and sensuahty, he presents suffering love within a sympathetic pastoral world. It is a
world in which reciprocated love leads to a peaceful, harmonious, natural environment;
while unreciprocated love or suffering in love produces chaos and disorder.75 Eclogue
I is a poem which seems to present an affinity between the soul and the natural world
as found in Renaissance Neoplatonism

Castighone’s II Cortegiano, published in 1528, is a work which expresses
Neoplatonic philosophy.

It was translated into Spanish by Juan Boscan, with a

prologue written by Garcilaso de la Vega.

In its closing section it contains an

Barnard, "Garcilaso's Poetics", pp. 322-23.
Barnard, "Garcilaso's Poetics", p. 323. Johnston sums up his evaluation of Eclogue III as
follows: "Garcilaso has demonstrated his ability to do all the things required of a poet: to
imitate a Latin poet in Spanish; to replace that Latin poet as the model to be imitated; to do
something that Latin poet did not do, which is to create an entirely new text.. .which in turn
may be turned into a new myth and depicted in future art works. He thus occupies the entire
chain of the process of poetic creation and transmission. . . All this in a text that begins with a
discussion of his ability to sing and write, to make texts." See "Personal Involvement", p.
303. Johnston does not explore the importance of Orpheus for Garcilaso, (he is after all the
mythical inventor of poetry), in this process of poetic creation.
Commenting on Virgil's Eclogues, Segal underlines the artificiality of pastoral fiction which
undercuts its Orphic stance: "The bucolic fiction operates in a manner analogous to the
fanciful magic of the Thracian hero: It persuades us that barriers between man and nature
can dissolve in a world full of beauty, song, and love. Yet the very artificiality of the genre
reminds us that all of this is only a disiderated ideal, a wishful unreality..." (Orpheus. The
Myth of the Poet, p. 6).
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exposition of the Neoplatonic perception of love. In Book 4, chapter 7 Castighone
apostrophises love:

Tii pones paz y concordia en los elementos, mueves la naturaleza a
producir y convidas a la sucesion de la vida lo que nace. Tu las cosas
apartadas vuelves en uno: a las imperfectas das la perfeccion, a las
diferentes la semejanza, a las enemigas la amistad, a la tierra los frutos,
al mar la bonanza y al cielo la luz que da vida.76

Love is a powerful source in the universe, it is the origin of everything and creator of
harmony. This is undoubtedly an extremely ideahstic concept and its cultivation in
Spain is possibly a consequence of the prevailing atmosphere of optimism which
characterised the sixteenth century. Plato’s philosophy of love was based on an ascent
from the material to the immaterial - an ascent in which the mind is drawn upwards by
the love of physical beauty to the love of absolute beauty. Women were excluded by
Plato from true love, who assumed that an intellectual love relationship could only be
possible between men and boys.

Heterosexual relations were condoned only as a

biological necessity. By contrast the new Platonic philosophy of the Renaissance gave
woman a more central place in ideal love. Thus it was the heir to the courtly lyric
tradition from which it drew the ideahsation of woman, but not the sensuahty. A. A.
Parker commenting on this extreme idealism states: "To maintain that human love
could be desensuahsed on the command of reason, transformed into a spiritual
attachment and then guided up the ladder of Plato’s heavenly eros until the mutual
love of men and woman merged without a break into mystical communion with the
Godhead: such a view of love... could never have been justified by experience".77 Man
could overcome sensuality only when reason made him realise that beauty is all the
more perfect when it is not contaminated by corruptible matter.

76

According to

Baldassare Castiglione, II Cortegiano annotate e illustrate da Vittorio Cian (Firenze: G.C.
Sansoni, 1929). For Boscan’s translation see, Los cuatros libros del cortesano (Madrid:
Libreria de los Bibliofilos, 1873).
A. A. Parker, The Philosophy of Love in Spanish Literature 1480 - 1680 (Edinburgh: 1985),
p. 153.
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Neoplatonic theory human souls were imprisoned in the body throughout life. At the
moment of birth the soul is detached from the world soul which is Heaven and
descends to earth. The soul naturally wishes to return to its origins and consequently
is responsive to anything that will recall it, such as the beauty of the natural world and
of music.78

In Eclogue I Garcilaso appears to use the imagery of Neoplatonism However,
despite the fact that the natural world provides a backdrop to human actions, serenity
comes from conformity with the tranquillity of nature, the rule of reason is advocated,
we are never fully convinced (nor is Garcilaso) of union with the divine through love
of a woman. Indeed the penultimate stanza presents Nemoroso’s vision of his reunion
with his beloved EUsa in an afterlife which recalls Ovid’s depiction of the reunion of
Orpheus and Eurydice in Met. xi, 64-66. The central tenet of the Orphic doctrine,
stressed by followers of the Orphic cult in the sixth and fifth centuries B.C., is a
doctrine of the soul which links Orphism with Christian theology.79 According to this
notion of the soul and its reincarnations, "the soul is immortal and divine but
imprisoned in a mortal ... body; therefore it becomes the duty of the follower of
Orpheus to liberate the divine, ecstatic and pure soul from the shackles of an evil body
by living a life of progressive ritual purification toward the attainment of
immortahty".80

The primary symbol of the Orphic myth for the art of the Middle Ages was that
of Orpheus’ connection with death and the afterlife, originating in the legend of

78

For more information concerning the origin of the doctrine of the soul’s home in the
heavens, see Friedman, p. 67.

79

Of course the preexistence of the soul and its reincarnation made a tremendous difference.

80

See Strauss, pp. 7-8. For a review of the critical debate over the historical reality of Orphism
as a religious movement, see Leonid Zhmud, "Orphism and Graffiti from Olbia", Hermes,
120 (1992), 159-168. The "poetic" Orpheus inevitably overlaps with the founder of
Orphism. However, my study will focus on the Orpheus of the poetic tradition.
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Orpheus and Eurydice in Hades.

Friedman identifies a secondary symbolism which

derived from Orpheus’ lyre: "The lyre connected Orpheus with a body of Neoplatonic
ideas about the harmony of the universe and the return of the soul to the celestial home
...The soul, attuned to the music of the spheres from which it descended, was beheved
to respond instinctively to the harmonies of the lyre, for this instrument was
constructed according to the pattern of the universe, its seven strings corresponding to
the seven spheres".81

So what appears to be a Neoplatonic vision in stanza 29 (394-407), is not
necessarily so. It could just as easily be termed an Orphic vision. That this is indeed
the case is confirmed not only by the Ovidian Orphic subtext, but by the identification
of Nemoroso with Virgil’s Orpheus earher in the Eclogue (stanzas 24 and 25). In fact
the Orphic myth is a pervasive presence in the poem, its importance established in the
opening lines. The flocks listen attentively, are responsive, to the "dulce lamentar" (1)
of the two shepherds. Garcilaso seeks a similar, attentive response to his song from
the viceroy of Naples, to whom it is dedicated.82 In stanza 8 the shepherd Salicio
recounts that when he was in love he could enjoy the natural world. This Neoplatonic
notion is underlined by effective use of anaphora in 99-102. The repetitive "por ti"

Friedman, pp. 76 and 80.
In a cogently argued article which presents Garcilaso as the ultimate source of all subsequent
Golden-Age literary expression, Robert Ter Horst focuses on the interplay of poetry and
power in this dedicatona of Eclogue I. The basic purpose of the dedication being the
appropriation of "epic energy to lyric goals" (p. 4). Garcilaso emerges from Ter Horst's study
as the champion of a lyric voice which must pit itself against its epic enemy. He succeeds in
transferring the poetic campaign from epic to lyric terrain: "Garcilaso achieves in the
dedicatoria the conversion of epic energy into lyric intensity by means of a beautifully
calculated verbal assault... the eclogue proper can and does begin, nurtured by this captured
motive power... The dedicatoria, however,... reveals the absence in Garcilaso's sensibility of
a primordial lyric moi... The lyric consciousness is certainly there, an amalgam of
contemporary and classical perceptions and intuitions. But it is potential... and needs a
further fusion of energy... That this additional power should come from the outer, public,
military person is in beautiful consonance with Garcilaso's own two major roles as soldier
and poet" (pp. 8-9). See "Poetry and Power in Garcilaso's Egloga Primera", Revista de
Estudios Hispdnicos, 21 (1987), 1-10. As we shall see in chapter 3, the seventeenth-century
poet, Gabriel Bocangel must base his claim to literary authenticity on an epic/lyric poetic
alliance.
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recalls the closing lines of Sonnet 5. Herrera had identified the source in that instance
to be Ovid Met. xi, 44-47:

Te maestae volucres, Orpheu, te turba ferarum,
te rigidi silices, te carmina saepe secutae
fleverunt silvae, positis te frondibus arbor
tonsa comas luxit.

Ovid’s lines are a reworking of Virgil Georgia iv, 465-66:

te, dulcis coniunx, te solo in litore secum,
te veniente die, te decedente canebat.

Garcilaso’s evocation of the natural world recalls Ovid, but since it is the woman
Galatea to whom his lines are directly addressed, his version has more in common with
the Virgilian original. Garcilaso makes his major classical precedent explicit in stanza
13, 173-74, by equating Salicio with "el mantuano Titero", Virgil.83 The sequence of
rhetorical questions in stanza 15 poignantly develops the reasons why Galatea should
have returned Salicio’s love.

He is her natural counterpart.

The Orphic analogy

imphed in the opening lines is now applied explicitly to Salicio himself. As he sings,
his lament evokes a sympathetic response from every aspect of the natural world (197206). Galatea alone does not respond: "tii sola contra mi t’endureciste" (207). She is
harder and more "unnatural" than the stones.84 Stanza 17 is the transitional stanza
leading to the song of Nemoroso. As Salicio finishes his lament it is echoed by the

In stanza 13, 175-81, Salicio considers his reflection in the stream, contemplates his various
attributes and wonders why Galatea does not love him. There is a precedent in Virgil
Eclogue 2, 25-26, where it is the shepherd Corydon who admires himself. Garcilaso was
probably aware of the original Theocritean source used by Virgil, in which the Cyclops
Polyphemus gazes at his reflection in wonder at his "beauty". (A scene which was adapted
by Ovid in Met. xiii and in Spain exploited both by Carrillo and Gongora in their adaptations
of the Polyphemus myth). It is significant that in the Polyphemus myth the references to the
giant’s wealth and beauty occur in the context of a song to win the heart of a nymph called

Galatea.
The depiction of Galatea as the obdurate beloved of Salicio, indifferent to his song, recalls
Garcilaso’s ironic personalisation of the Orphic myth in Sonnet 15. See pages 16-18 above
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sweet singing of the nightingale. In Virgil Georgia iv, 511-15,it is a nightingale simile
which conveys the beauty of Orpheus’ lament for Eurydice.

Nemoroso in stanza 18 addresses himself to the natural world which had
listened so sympathetically to Salicio.

The happiness which Nemoroso experienced

with his beloved EUsa is expressed here in images of union in nature and pervaded by a
sense of tranquillity and repose (239-44).

In stanza 19, Nemoroso remembers a

happier time when he woke up in that same "valle" to find EUsa by his side.

The

impermanence of the "vaUey" of life and the ephemeral fragile nature of human

existence are conveyed by "bien caduco" (256) and "tela dehcada" (260). Nemoroso’s
complaint that by taking EUsa before him death shows itself to have no respect for
natural order, links EUsa’s death to the depiction of Eurydice’s death in the tapestry of
Eclogue HI.85

In stanza 21 the "carpe diem" theme (exphcit in Sonnet 23) is evoked and given
a poignant twist, for EUsa is already dead. Her death has condemned him to "triste
soledad" (291). Life without her is meaningless. The final lines of the previous stanza
(280-81), are recalled and developed in 292-95:

y lo que siento mas es verme atado
a la pesada vida y enojoso,
solo, desamparado,
ciego, sin lumbre en carcel tenebrosa.

Charged with Neoplatonic/Orphic force, these lines stress his frustrating isolation. He
exists in a void filled only with "sempitemo llanto" (290). The open-ended song of the
sohtary Orpheus of Eclogue HI, 144, is prefigured.

For a discussion of prefiguring as a poetic strategy derived from Virgil see pages 27-28
above.
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Elisa’s absence has left Nemoroso’s world in darkness (stanza 23). The lifegiving presence of the sun, now gone from his life, is identified with the presence of his
beloved Elisa. He is plunged into permanent darkness awaiting the brightness of an
existence beyond death when he hopes to be reunited with her (316-23).

The

emphasis on purity (317) and clarity (323), combined with the comparison of EUsa
with the sun, the divine fire of the heavens, seems to suggest a Neoplatonic, spiritually
idealised love.

However, stanzas 24 and 25 plunge us once more into the pagan world of
Orphic passion.86 Here Garcilaso adapts and amplifies the nightingale simile of Virgil
Georgic iv, 511-15:

quahs populea maerens philomela sub umbra
amissos queritur fetus, quos durus arator
observans nido implumis detraxit; at ilia
flet noctem, ramoque sedens miserabile carmen
integral, et maestis late loca questibus implet.87

Nemoroso is the "ruisenor" (324), who corresponds to Orpheus in Virgil’s analogy.
Thus the Virgilian source links Salicio and Nemoroso both in their sense of loss and
their music-making.

The "duro labrador" of 326 is death who has plundered the

"nido/corazon" (341) and robbed the "hijuelos" (328)/"dulce prenda" that is to say,
Elisa, (342).88 Abandoned and alone, the nightingale/Nemoroso "loosens the reins" of

Perhaps the syntactical break after "deseado" (322), which forces the rhyming pattern "he
quedado"(319)..."atormentado"(320)..."deseado", suggests that Nemoroso’s love for Elisa is
not really spiritually motivated.
Lida de Malkiel discusses the popularity of this Virgilian simile for Medieval and
Renaissance Spanish writers in La tradicion cldsica en Espana (Barcelona: Ariel, 1975),
chapter one.
David Quinn, who does not identify Orphic subtext, finds this simile "perplexing and
demanding of attention". He solves the dilemma by identifying the "duro labrador" with the
"fiero Marte" (v. 14) of the introduction. This parallelism offers a point of unification
between the three sections of the Eclogue. See "Garcilaso's Egloga Prim era: Autobiography
or Art?, pp. 159-60.
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his "dolor", but "en vano" (339-40).

Like the Orphic figure of Garcilaso’s tapestry

(Eclogue EQ, 144), his complaint against the rigours of death is fixtile.

All that remains of the beauty described in stanza 20 is a lock of Elisa’s hair.
There is a thin dividing line between happiness and sorrow, between past and present.
This lock of hair remains as a symbol of all past happiness. It becomes the recipient of
his grief. By fixing his sorrow upon a concrete object which was part of Elisa he is
allowed by "importuno dolor" (364-65) to rest a while.89

However, this ease is

fleeting and he remembers again the circumstances of her death in childbirth (stanza
27, 366-71). A torrent of abuse directed at the goddess Diana who abandoned her
protegee to suffer death before the eyes of her beloved (380-94),90 leads to a direct
apostrophising of Elisa in stanza 29.

She is now "divina".

In death her soul has

returned to the World Soul. She has acquired eternal life, "con inmortales pies" (395).
Her state has changed. Why does she not allow his soul to break the confines of his
body and return to its origins in blessed union with her (397-99)? "La tercera rueda"

This stanza is often linked to Sonnet 10 and the "prenda amada" of the sonnet interpreted as
a lock of hair. The opening lines of the sonnet imitate the Virgilian apostrophe of Aen. iv,
651 "dulces exuviae, dum fata deusque sinebat". The epic subtext allows the Garcilasian
lover to appropriate the bitterness and anguish of a betrayed Dido and to exploit the role
reversal paradoxically Cruz identifies similar Aenean subtext in st. 26 of Eclogue I. In Aen.
iv, 693-705 Juno sends Iris to cut a lock of Dido's hair as an offering to Dis so that the Queen
may rest in peace. Cruz concludes: "El episodic virgiliano nos recuerda que el cabello sirve
de ofrenda a cambio de la muerte que Dido ha deseado. For lo mismo Iris solo podra recoger
el cabello de Dido justo en el momento de la muerte. En la egloga, el deseo de recuperar a la
dama sera obviado por la misma muerte. A la vez que configuran su recuerdo... sus
cabellos... destruyen la ilusion de poseerla por significar y asegurar al mismo tiempo su
ausencia." See Imitation y transformation, pp. 101-02. On Virgilian echoes in Sonnet X
see H. Iventosch, "Garcilaso’s sonnet Oh dulces prendas. A Composite of Classical and
Medieval Models", AIUO, 7 (1965), 203-28. Johnston offers a refreshing new reading of the
sonnet, in which he considers the various meanings of "prenda". He concludes that in the
sonnet, the "prendas" do not have a fixed meaning: "At one time they signified happiness,
but now, in a different context, they mean the exact opposite. . .The poem is of course about
the poet’s emotional states, but the expression of those states takes the form of a short but
anguished meditation on the process of signification..." He concludes that this is a poem
about signification itself. See "Personal Involvement" pp. 290-92, (p. 291).
It is significant that Elisa is the protogee of the chaste goddess Diana whom it was forbidden
to love. Perhaps she is evoked here to symbolise the impossibility of Nemoroso’s love for
Elisa. His right to love her at all becomes an issue.
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(400) refers to the third sphere or planet of Venus, the goddess of love.91
immortalisation

of their love is proclaimed.

The

The expression of love etemahsed is

conveyed in some of the most beautiful lines ever written by Garcilaso:

contigo mano a mano
busquemos otro llano
busquemos otros monies y otros rios,
otros valles floridos y sombrios
(401-04).

The union of the two is stressed throughout.

The emphasis is on the first person

plural. They will be joined physically as well as spiritually. Nemoroso’s mortal vision
sees them together as they were at their happiest on earth. He transcends personal
sorrow by imagining a blessed realm where love reigns eternal. He emphasises the
"otherness" of this paradise.
beauty of the natural world.

They will enjoy all the best of earth’s beauty, all the
It is an earthly paradise situated in a Neoplatonic

heaven.92 The essence of this world will be repose, "donde descanse" (405), and all
the struggles of life with its ever-present death-threat will be over.

However, the Latin subtext transforms this Neoplatonic Christian Heaven into
a pagan Elysium The "otherness" of Nemoroso’s vision recalls Claudian’s description
of Elysium where the golden age of peace still flourished:93
In Robert Henryson’s Orpheus and Eurydice, the descent of Orpheus to Hades is converted
into the ascent of Orpheus to Heaven. As he descends through the spheres he pays homage
to Venus, although he does not find Eurydice there. See Robert Henryson, Poems and
Fables ed. by H. Harvey Wood (London and Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1958). For a
discussion of Henryson’s Orpheus, see Friedman, pp. 194-208.
This is certainly the view of Gustavo Correa who states "... Garcilaso ha proyectado el
paraiso de los amantes al piano de los arquetipos platonicos." See "Garcilaso y la mitologia",
p. 278.
Cruz interprets the ending of Nemoroso’s lament as follows: "The other here is clearly
Garcilaso’s own version of Petrarchism, through which Nemoroso aspires to create a new
world, where desire disappears before the eternal presence of love, and suffering is
transformed into the aesthetic presence of art." See "Spanish Petrarchism", p 89 Her article
demonstrates how Garcilaso chose to follow the Italian theorist Pico’s mode of eclectic
imitation (he elects to imitate not one optimus, but many omnes bonos), while adhering to a
Petrarchan poetics. In her book Imitacion y transformacidn, p. 105, Cruz develops upon
these earlier statements by associating the sphere of Venus ("la tercera rueda") with the
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amissum ne crede diem: sunt altera (nobis)
sidera, sunt orbes alii, lumenque videbis.94

It is in Elysium that Ovid situates the happy reunion of Orpheus and Eurydice:

hie modo coniunctis spatiantur passibus ambo,
nunc praecedentem sequitur, nunc praevius anteit
Eurydicemque suam iam tuto respicit Orpheus.
{Met. xi, 64-66)95

Ovid’s is the prior text which informs the final lines of Nemoroso’s vision:

y siempre pueda verte
ante los ojos mios,
sin miedo y sobresalto de perderte.
(405-07)

The eyes which saw Elisa die (393) will forever gaze on her beauty without fear of
losing her. Orphism seems to fuse with Neoplatonic imagery in stanza 29, but in the
final analysis Nemoroso’s triumph over sorrow is underlined by Orphic victory. We
are forced to recall the Ovidian Orpheus glancing back confidently upon his
Eurydice.96

This imp bed triumph of Orphism over Neoplatonism anticipates

Garcilaso’s confident Uberation of his own Orphic soul in Eclogue HI.

traditional destination of the souls of "poetas amatorios", taking as an illustration Petrarch
Sonnet 287; 9-11. However, she fails to identify the Orphic subtext which would substantiate
her argument.

De Raptu Proserpinae, II, 282-85. Garcilaso must also have been aware of Sannazaro’s
adaption of this passage in his Arcadia, prosa 4, and fuses both Latin and Italian precedents
here just as he has combined Virgil and Sannazaro throughout the entire Eclogue.
Although Virgil denies the myth a happy ending in Georgic iv, Aeneas encounters Orpheus
in Elysium in Aeneid vi, 645-47.
See Ovid, Met. xi, 66.
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There is one other obvious Orphic allusion in Garcilaso’s poetry to which I
have not referred. It occurs in Eclogue n, 938-45:

dimelo, que si al cielo que me oyere
con quejas no moviere y llanto tiemo,
convocare el infiemo y reino escuro97
y rompire su muro de diamante,
como hizo el amante blandamente
por la consorte ausente que cantando
estuvo halagando las culebras
de las hermanas negras, mal peinadas.

It is significant that it should be Albanio who draws the Orphic comparison.

The

transformation of his initially innocent love for Camila into uncontrollable passion
caused him to lose her twice. This second loss, prompted by the complete subjugation
of reason to desire, causes a state of madness in which Albanio beheves that he has
been robbed of his body. In this Eclogue Garcilaso advocates the control of reason
and perhaps tries to put behind him the struggle between reason and the senses
described in Cancion 4.98 Sensuahty wins in the Cancion, but its victory has bitter
consequences (72-80).

In Eclogue II, Garcilaso passes a moral judgement upon

Albanio’s actions by condemning as debased a love which motivates irrational
behaviour. Albanio would appear to be degraded by comparison with the mythical
lover who, inspired by "furor", loses his wife for a second time.99 However, within the

These lines are reminiscent of Aeneid vn, 310-12:
quod si mea numina non sunt/magna satis, dubitem hand equidem implorare quod
usquam/flectere si nequeo superos, Acheronta movebo...
Juno, feeling that Aeneas has opposed her, decides to oppose fate by calling on Allecto, one
of the Furies. Allecto's instructions are to disrupt peace and sow the seeds of war.
Significantly she sets about doing this by filling Queen Amata with such Bacchic furor, that
she becomes incapable of rational thought or action (Aen. vii, 341-405).
R.O. Jones believes that an understanding of Albanio’s acts as the consequences of the
dethronement of reason provides the whole work with thematic unity. See "The Idea of Love
in Garcilaso’s Second Eclogue", Mot/era Language Review, XLVI (1951), 388-95.
Roger Boase in an otherwise perceptive article (in which Eclogue II is presented as a critique
of "amor insane" and as a repudiation of the form and content of cancionero poetry) fails to
understand the significance of this Orphic allusion. He comments: "The classical allusion
could hardly be more inappropriate" See "Rabia de amor. Garcilaso’s Critique of the LateFifteenth-Century Cult of Amorous Despair", in Golden Age Spanish Literature, Studies in
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framework of the second eclogue as a whole, the Albanio/Orpheus analogy is much
more complex than this one explicit allusion to the myth would suggest.

Gustavo

Correa, commenting on w. 938-45, identifies in the figure of Albanio a fusion of
Orpheus and Narcissus: "El mito de Narciso se funde aqui con el de Orfeo, al
proclamar Albanio que rompera el ‘muro de diamante’, esto es, la fuente, a fin de
llegarse hasta el infiemo donde se encuentra la raptada Euridice".100 There is, indeed,
a plurality of mythical correspondences. The association of Albanio, the egocentric
representative of the neurotic courtly code, with Narcissus, could hardly be more
appropriate and requires no further elaboration here.101

However, I should explore

briefly the Orphic correspondence.

Albanio’s relationship with Orpheus is suggested throughout Eclogue II before
he evokes "el amante" explicitly. After losing Camila for the first time, Albanio wants
only to wallow in self-pity in the isolated environment of the countryside (w. 410-12).
He bemoans his "temerario osar" (v. 486), his "loco error" (v. 489), in a largo llanto"
(v. 495) which makes a river of his tears (v. 490). The loss of Camila, her flight from
him, converts his lament into a "gemido" (v. 527) which frightens and ahenates the
inhabitants of his bucohc world (w. 516-17). But this lament which communicates his
frustrated passion, and which he associates with the song of the dying swan (w. 55462), will ensure the eternal celebration of his death for love: "Vosotros, los de Tajo, en
su ribera/cantareis la mi muerte cada dia/este descanso llevare, aunque muera,/que
Honour of John Varey, ed. by Charles Davis and Alan Deyermond (London: Westfield
College, 1991), pp. 49-62 (p. 52).
See Correa, "Garcilaso y la mitologia", p. 274. Correa believes that Camila does love
Albanio and it is her devotion to the goddess Diana which prevents their union. Moreover,
he thinks that mythical subtext is exploited in the presentation of the relationship between
Albanio and Camila in order to reflect both the personal circumstances of the poet, and the
contradictions inherent in a society subject to a rigid code of honour. Cruz makes no
reference to Orphic evocation in this passage, although she does identify Albanio with the
poetic voice of Garcilaso. She also points out Garcilaso's neoplatonic interpretation of the
myth of Narcissus. See Imitation y transformation, pp. 93-94.
See, among others, Elias Rivers, "Albanio as Narcissus in Garcilaso’s Second Eclogue", HR,
XL1 (1973), 297-304.
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cada dia cantareis mi muerte/vosotros los de Tajo, en su ribera" (w. 528-32).
Confidence in the continual renewal of his love in a song which will resound along the
banks of the Tagus, allows him to find Orphic-inspired consolation.

We can feel justified, therefore, in describing Albanio as an Orphic figure in the
early stages of the poem. However, his violent treatment of Camila, which prompts
her to flee from him a second time (w. 790-864), is not consistent either with the
attitude or deeds of the tragic Thracian hero who, in Albanio's own words, rescued his
Eurydice "blandamante" (v. 942). But it is the action of an Aristaeus, the Virgilian
antihero whose amorous passion for Eurydice manifested itself in a violent assault.
Her subsequent flight resulted not only in her own death, but also in the fatal illness of
Aristaeus’ bees (Georg, iv, 315-558). Aristaeus’ subtextual appearance at this point in
Eclogue II is not entirely unexpected.

Even in the first half of the poem Orphic

suggestion is tempered somewhat by evocations of the agricultural figure of Aristaeus.
We might take the following instances as examples: Albanio, the hunter, is also a
"pastor" like Aristaeus; his favourite hunt is of bees (w. 200-01); his lament on the
riverbank recalls Aristaeus’ plea for his goddess-mother Cyrene to come to his aid

(Georg, iv, 321-32).

In Virgil's account it is the nymph Arethusa who raises her

golden head out of the water in response to Aristaeus’ distress (Georg, iv, 351-52). In
Garcilaso’s eclogue, Albanio seeks the aid of the river nymphs in words which identify
him with Aristaeus: "alee una de vosotras, blancas deas,/del agua su cabeza rubia un
poco,/asi, ninfa, jamas en tal te veas" (w. 611-13).

In Virgil's Georgia epylhon, Orpheus’ madness which causes the second loss of
Eurydice associates him with Aristaeus, whose violent action caused the first.
Garcilaso’s awareness of Virgil's depiction of Orpheus as a flawed lover with Aristaean
tendencies, is clear in his fusion of both Virgilian figures in the character of Albanio.
Moreover, it is important for the structure of his own poem that he invert the sequence
of events as presented in Georgic iv. Therefore the first loss of Camila must evoke the
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second loss of Eurydice.

In this way the thin dividing line which separates "amor

puro" from "amor insano" can be more easily identified. The "dementia" inherent in
courtly love is responsible for shifting the mythical balance. As amorous frustration
intensifies, Albanio, initially more Orpheus than Aristaeus, becomes more Aristaeus
than Orpheus.

In fact the Georgia subtext has another role to play.

It provides a subtle

transition to the second half of Garcilaso's poem. As Albanio stands on the brink of
suicide at verse 983, intending to hurl himself into the water, Salicio and Nemoroso
appear in time to restrain him.

They introduce to us the character of Severe, an

omniscient magician whose eloquence will hold the key to Albanio's cure.

We are

reminded of Aristaeus' descent to his mother Cyrene at the source of all rivers and of
her description of the all-knowing seer Proteus. He will explain to Aristaeus how to
expiate his crime and efiect the miraculous cure of his bees (Georg, iv, 360-62; 387414).

Indeed the Severo/Proteus correspondence is anticipated by the violence of

Salicio and Nemoroso's attempts to restrain Albanio; an episode reminiscent of
Aristaeus' encounter with Proteus whom he can only overcome by force (Georg, iv,
443-44).

Although Proteus might be considered superfluous to Virgil's story, he is in
fact an essential figure in whom the oppositional forces of Aristaeus and Orpheus
symbolically confront each other.102 Similarly, Severe functions in Garcilaso's Eclogue
II as a crucial unifying narrative recourse. We are led to beheve that the deranged
Albanio will be cured of "amor loco" through the Orphic powers of Severe.103
102

See Segal, Orpheus: The Myth of the Poet, pp. 42-50.

103

Both Correa and Cruz have noted Severo's association with Orpheus. Correa speaks of his
"vision apolinea y hechizo orfeico" ("Garcilaso y la mitologia", p. 275), while Cruz
comments that Severe "reune en su persona y en sus acciones... ciertas cualidades que
pueden asociarse con el poeta, en particular su comparacion con los poderes orficos"
(Imitacion y transformacion, p. 94). By designating Proteus "vates" (Georg, iv, 387), Virgil
had indicated an affinity between the sea-god and Orpheus which Garcilaso exploits in his
poem
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Ultimately the eloquence of the Orphic poet wins out over the irrational passion of the
Orphic/Aristaean lover. In Eclogue II Garcilaso's manipulation of Virgilian material
not only condemns amorous "dementia", but more significantly evokes the artistic
potential of the inspired poet as an effective solution to the narcissistic neurosis of
courtly love, upon which this "dementia" feeds.

It is this poetic potential which

Garcilaso reahses in Eclogues I and lH when, as narrator, he appropriates the Orphic
art for himself

The pervasive presence of the Orphic myth in Garcilaso’s poetry has been
clearly established. What has emerged is Garcilaso’s ambivalent attitude towards the
figure of Orpheus himself. The public persona of Garcilaso began in Sonnet 15 as a
"complete" Orphic figure, a poet who laments frustrated passion in his song. In order
to transcend this passion, Orphic irrationahty must be suppressed. Garcilaso seeks a
solution in Neoplatonism and embraces its ideals wholeheartedly in Sonnet 8.
However, he finds the notion of a purely spiritual attachment unsatisfactory.

This

dissatisfaction is conveyed in Sonnet 38. In Eclogue II Orpheus is both the prototype
of the failed lover, subject to irrational passion, and of the inspired poet whose divine
art can alleviate the suffering of human love. In Eclogue I he strives to release the
souINoxcq

of Orpheus/poet and the result is a triumph for reason emerging from a

confused Neoplatonic Orphism. Finally, in Eclogue HI the soul voice of Orpheus/poet
is liberated in the voice of the lyric speaker.

Orpheus is denigrated as a lover and

lauded as a poet. However, it is a competitive eulogy. Garcilaso competes with his
mythical predecessor and records a personal victory. Orpheus’ art failed him when
passion took control.
Garcilasian voice.

Garcilaso advocates reason and assumes victory for the

Nevertheless a victory so firmly rooted in the Orphic myth has

obvious paradoxical ramifications. Garcilaso’s insistence on the power of Orphic song
beyond death ensures the transformation of Orphic tragedy into triumph.
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I would like finally to consider Sonnet 38 in which I beheve that the
poet/lover’s increasing disillusionment with a Neoplatonic solution to the problems of
love is revealed through a subtle accumulation of Orphic allusions.104 At this stage in
his writing the harmonising Orphic voice of the Eclogues has not yet emerged. Rather
it functions as a dissonant bass note which opposes the idealism of Neoplatonism with
the reality of human passion.105

The sonnet is best quoted in its entirety to facilitate explanation:

Estoy contino en lagrimas banado,
rompiendo siempre el aire con sospiros,
y mas me duele el no osar deciros
que he llegado por vos a tal estado;
que viendome do estoy y en lo que he andado
por el camino estrecho de seguiros,
si me quiero tomar para huiros,
desmayo, viendo atras lo que he dejado;

The explicit and implicit evocation of mythology in Garcilaso is discussed by Anne J. Cruz
in her article: "La mitologia como retorica poetica: el mito implicito como metafora en
Garcilaso", Romanic Review, 77 (1986), 404-14. She looks especially at the myths of Icarus
and Hero and Leander and her study is influenced by Lacan's application of the terms
metonymy and metaphor to describe explicit and implicit allusion respectively. Sonnet 38 is
a perfect example of what Cruz would see as metaphorical evocation of the Orphic myth, as
opposed to the metonymical reference of Sonnet 15. Metaphorical allusion "da acceso al
estado del inconsciente, pues logra una mayor integracion de significado y de la fimcion
significadora poetica", (p. 406).
The function of mythological allusion in lyric poetry has been summed up by Anne J. Cruz
(p. 404) as follows: "Todo mito, como estructura narrativa de experiencia inconciente,
incluye la expresion de impulses instintivos y de los consiguientes deseos, temores y
conflictos reprimidos que ocasionan. En la lirica, el desplazamiento del mito que se opera
del nivel epico al personal humaniza la experiencia, pues vierte el sentimiento en discurso
lirico, offeciendo una resolucion dramatica al conflicto emocional del poeta." Her definition
of myth is taken from Lilian Feder, Ancient myth in Modem Poetry (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1971), p. 10. My interpretation of Sonnet 38 will challenge the traditional
critical response to it which associates it with Sonnet 8 as another example of Garcilaso’s
adherence to the tenets of Neoplatonism. I would argue that by assuming a single unity of
voice for Garcilaso’s poetry, critics have sustained a dangerous fiction. Ines Azar warns
against such assumption: "Such unity allows us to trace analogies, find coherence, draw
trajectories, construct systems. But it may also blind us to differences, to everything that
does not fit into a coherent or systematic order...it may also invite us to leave out all that
contradicts or breaks the canonical unity of his single voice." See Ines Azar, "Tradition,
Voice and Self in the Love Poetry of Garcilaso", in Studies in honour of Elias Rivers, edited
by Bruno Damiani and Ruth El Saffar (Potomac, 1989), pp. 24-35 (p. 24).
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y si quiero subir a la alta cumbre,
a cada paso espantanme en la via
ejemplos tristes de los que ban caido;
sobre todo, me falta ya la lumbre
de la esperanza, con que andar solia
por la oscura region de vuestro olvido.

The poet/lover’s mental distress is described in terms more violent than we
would expect in Garcilaso (1-2). The cause of his anguish is the suffering caused by
his reluctance to break the courtly code of discretion. He dare not tell that love of her
has induced this emotional condition (3-4). Indeed he has come too far in his journey
out of dark passion towards Neoplatonic ascent to be able to turn back now (5-8). It
has been a confining struggle, a road without escape routes - "camino estrecho" (6) and yet he has still not arrived at the "alta cumbre" (9), still not fully accepted the
imphcations of Neoplatonic love. Moreover others before him have tried and failed to
complete the journey.106 If he decides to continue along this route, he must confront
terrifying images of their failure (9-10).

His task is complicated and made more

arduous by the absence of hope (12-13). He no longer beheves that a Neoplatonic
love will cause her to become more responsive to him and perhaps he was never really
convinced about his desire for a spiritual response in the first place. Her persistent
aloofness has extinguished the fight of hope which once led him upwards through the
darkness of her indifference (14).

The extreme hopelessness of the ending is certainly at odds with the idealism
associated with Neoplatonic love.

In fact the terminology of the final line suggests

immersion in a pagan hell rather than the promise of ascension to a Christian Heaven.
"La oscura region" evokes the "triste reino de la escura gente" of Eclogue IQ, 39, to
which Orpheus descended in his pursuit of Eurydice.107 "Vuestro olvido" recalls the
106

The journey metaphor is a favourite one in Garcilaso’s poetry and is exploited in Sonnets 1,
6, 17, 20 and Cancion 4; 20.

107

Barnard comments on Garcilaso’s transposition of adjectives in "Garcilaso’s Poetics", p.
320.
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river Lethe, referred to by Garcilaso in Eclogue HI; 16 as "las aguas del ohido".
However in Sonnet 38, it is a metaphorical hell to which the poet/lover’s dama has led
him in Eurydice fashion (4) and one which the Garcilasian voice cannot conquer. He
lacks the audacity (3) of the "osado marido" (Eclogue ID, 138). Moreover, lack of
love has produced significant deficiencies in his music-making. His persistent lament
now rings out discordantly (1-2).

When he could give her unconditional love in

Sonnet 5, she inspired a successful artistic creation. This is no longer the case. The
"por vos" of verse 4 recalls the repetitive "por vos" of Sonnet 5; 13-14, which had
Orphic inspiration. He tries to follow her upwards but lacks the "fe" (5; 8) and instead
she leads him downwards. Thus the Orphic reminiscences of the final line involve us in
a complete re-reading of the sonnet and change the direction of the poet/lover’s initial
journey. Thus in the first quatrain Neoplatonic ascent is opposed by Orphic descent.

In the second quatrain we find the poet/lover struggling to rise out of the
hellish torment which passion has inflicted upon him. Like Orpheus he undertakes the
journey out of darkness into fight. However he does not possess Orphic control over
his destiny. In this respect he has more in common with Eurydice. He is the one who
follows (6); it is the aloof beloved who takes the lead.108 He has two choices. Firstly,
he can go back and plunge himself once again into dark suffering.

The rhyming

pattern, which takes us from "he dejado" (8) back through "en lo que he andado" (15)
to "tal estado" (4), outlines the impossibility of this option.

The Orphic backward

glance ("si me quiero tomar") would not initiate her disappearance from him, but result
in his Eurydice-like flight from the one he loves.109 "Para huiros" (7) recalls Virgil,
Georgia iv, 498-99:
108

Friedman quotes a Latin love lyric from Auxerres in which Orpheus and Eurydice are
presented as model courtly lovers and in which Orpheus is the one who follows. See
Orpheus in the Middle Ages, p. 168.

109

It is also possible to interpret the final word "olvido" (14) as a confirmation of the mythical
role reversal which underlies this sonnet. After all, it is not Eurydice, but Orpheus, who is
termed "immemor" by Virgil (Georgia iv, 491). Likewise "immemor" functions as an
amorous leitmotiv in Catullus 64. It is used on four occasions of the treacherous Theseus:
58, 123, 135 and 248.
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dixit et ex oculis subito, ceu fumus in auras
commixtus tenuis,/Mg'// diversa.

Alternatively he can proceed towards a Neoplatonic goal (9). However, he is
frightened by "ejemplos tristes" who have dared and failed to scale the supreme height.
The fact that these "ejemplos", who now form part of the "triste gente" (Eclogue HI,
39) who inhabit "los reinos del espanto" (Sonnet 15; 8 and note "espantanme" 38; 10),
have fallen into their misery, evokes the frustrated exploits of Phaethon and Icarus. In
Sonnet 12 the fate of both these mythological youths represents the consequences of
impetuous daring (9-14). Both aspire too high and are cast down.

Ovid tells their

stories in Met. ii and viii respectively. In Golden Age Spanish love poetry they were to
become symbolic of the dangers of reckless audacity or presumptuous aspirations.110
For Garcilaso’s poet/lover, Phaethon and Icarus function as negative exempla of the
risk involved in aspiring to reach an unattainable goal.

Moreover, he no longer beheves that success is possible. His ascent towards
light is shrouded by ever-increasing darkness. The paradox is confirmed by verses 1314. At the outset of the journey, before his attempts to relinquish infernal suffering in
pursuit of the divine, hope had at least shed a glimmer of fight. It is not simply that he
is no further forward at the end, but that he has gone further forward with disastrous
consequences. In his attempt to follow her to heaven, she has led him forward into
hell,111 and only half-way back.

He is trapped in a metaphorical and purgatorial

For Phaethon in Spanish literature see: Antonio Gallego Morrell, El mito de Faeton en la
literatura espanola (Granada: C.S.I.C., 1961). For Icarus see: J. Turner, The Myth ofIcarus
in Spanish Renaissance Poetry (London: Tamesis, 1976).
In Christian terms the beloved is here cast as Eve rather than Mary. In mythological terms
she is a perverted Eurydice. For comparisons of Eve and Eurydice in the Middle Ages, see
Friedman, pages 125 and 180. Calderon de la Barca was to exploit the Eurydice/Eve analogy
in his auto sacramental. El divino Orfeo, published in 1677 (although Parker claims that it
was written about 1663).
See A. A. Parker, Los autos sacramentales de Calderon
(Barcelona: Ariel, 1983), pp. 246-47. For a discussion of Aristaeus’ attempted rape of
Eurydice as an allegorical representation of the devil's seduction of Eve as narrated in
Genesis, see Canonica, "El marido masfirme de Lope...", pp. 74-75.
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Limbo. Garcilaso has manipulated and transformed subtextual Orphic allusion in order
to render the lover’s Neoplatonic quest utterly worthless.

The Orphic reading of Sonnet 38 can be confirmed by the use of similar
terminology within a specifically Orphic framework in Sonnet 24. Garcilaso is again
halted "en medio camino" (5) which would take him to the "cumbre" (8).112 However,
the journey is specifically a poetic one. The desired "cumbre", which can be reached
only on behalf of Maria de Cardona (the Itahan poetess to whom the Sonnet is
addressed), who will inspire his "osado paso" (7), is the summit of Moimt Helicon (8).
Then he will pay tribute to her in poetry worthy of Orpheus, poetry capable of
stopping the flow of rivers (10-11). However, in Sonnet 24 it is the lyric speaker’s
voice which claims Orphic attributes.

In Sonnet 38 the voice of the despairing

poet/lover accepts only Orphic failure and even denies himself Orphic bravery. This
latter Sonnet must be understood in the context of those poems in which Garcilaso’s
poetic experience is involved in continuous poetic warfare, the battle of the senses
against reason (central also to Sonnets 12, 18, 22, 27, Cancion 4 and Eclogue II). He
tries to impose the rule of reason by pursuing Neoplatonic love, but reason is
overthrown, in this case, by desire associated with the Orphic.113

Garcilaso may have had in mind the opening of Dante’s Inferno: "Nel mezzo del cammin di
nostra vita/mi ritrovai per una selva oscura" (I, 1-2). Dante, confronted by terrifying beasts,
finds it impossible to proceed upwards along the right path and is forced to descend into
Hell, guided by Virgil. See La Divina Commedia: Inferno, ed. by Umberto Bosco and
Giovanni Reggio (Firenze: Le Monnier, 1979).
Garcilaso was surely aware of the medieval allegorical interpretations of the Orphic myth
originating in Boethius' didactic account in Book III, Meter 12 of The Consolation of
Philosophy.
Many medieval commentators of Boethius interpreted the myth as
representative of the conflict between passion and reason. William of Conches (1080-1145)
identifies a Platonic drama of the soul (Republic IV, 439-40) as occurring between mind and
desire. It was a view shared by the majority of commentators on Ovid’s Metamorphosis,
although a different emphasis can be perceived in each. (For a full discussion of these
medieval interpretations of the Orphic myth see Friedman, chapter 4, pp. 86-145). It is a
view which persisted into the sixteenth century. Herrera, commenting on Garcilaso’s
allusion to the myth in Eclogue III, states: Euridice mordida de la sierpe en el pie, significa
nuestros afectos governados de nuestra voluntad. La sierpe es el engano del mundo, por que
muere en la virtud quien cae en el vicio Orfeo, que es el espiritu mental, con la lira de las
sagradas leyes, la llama, y revoca a la virtud; y ablanda a Pluton; que es el sentido que reina
en la carne o infierno del alma; con tal convencion que no vuelve los ojos, que es tomar a las
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It is only when Orphic irrationahty is transformed into the rationality of
Orphism, that the poetic soul of Orpheus can be Uberated in the voice of Garcilaso de
la Vega. It is then that there is a happy ending for the Thracian bard, at least in the
poetic sense.

ocasiones del error" (Anotaciones, p. 66). For Perez de Moya, Orpheus represents "sabio",
while Eurydice represents "deseos". Orpheus' desire to glance back at Eurydice "es para
declarar que el amor no tiene ley o que la guerra de los malos pensamientos no tiene
termino...". Perez de Moya, pp. 187-88.
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CHAPTER

TWO:

ORPHEUS

OVERSHADOWED

IN

QUEVEDO’S

INTERNAL HADES.

2. 1

"Garcilaso is the first Spanish poet to be elevated to the rank of classic, treated
and edited and read and studied as a classic, in his own century. The last great poets
of the Golden Age - Gongora and Quevedo especially - are still writing in imitation of
Garcilaso, in praise of Garcilaso, or in response to Garcilaso, in the meters Garcilaso
showed them how to use."1 Johnston’s observation confirms the validity of choosing
Garcilaso and Quevedo (in any study of Golden Age lyric) as representative poets at
opposite ends of this remarkable period of Spain’s literary history. When we leave the
love poetry of Garcilaso we also leave behind a pervasive, but perhaps superficial,
optimistic literary ambience. When we turn to consider the poetry of Francisco de
Quevedo, we must situate it in the context of national omnipresent despair.2 We move
from the "crystalline melancholy" of Garcilaso’s love poetry3 to the combustible
torment of Quevedo’s; from "el dolorido sentir" to "dolorido desgarro".4
1

See Johnston, "Personal Involvement and Poetic Tradition in the Spanish Renaissance", p.
288.

2

Much literary polemic has centred upon whether or not the decline in Spain's fortunes in the
early seventeenth century provoked a pessimistic literary response, exemplified by the theme
of "desengano". A. A. Parker has commented that even if the decline of Spain had been
postponed, disillusionment would still have existed: "for pessimism was the air that most
Europeans breathed" The Philosophy of Love in Spanish Literature 1480-1680, chapter 5,
"Ideal Love and the Philosophy of Disillusion", pp. 153-58 (p. 153 ).
For general historical background to the period, see among others: J. Elliott, Imperial Spain
1416-1716 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1977). By the same author: El viejo mundo y el
nuevo (Madrid: Alianza, 1972); "The decline of Spain", Past and Present, XX (1961), 5275; "Self-perception and decline in early seventeenth-century Spain," Past and Present,
LXXIV (1977), 41-61; The Count-Duke of Olivares: the statesman in an age of decline
(New Haven: Yale University, 1986). J. Lynch, Spain under the Habsburgs (Oxford: O.U.P.,
1965), 2 vols. R.A. Stradling, Europe and the decline of Spain (London, 1981). H. Kamen,
"The decline of Spain: a historical myth?". Past and Present, LXXXI (1978), 24-50.

3

See Antonio Papell, Quevedo (Barcelona: Editorial Bama, 1947), p. 500.

4

See Julian Olivares, The Love Poetry of Francisco de Quevedo (Cambridge: C.U.P., 1983),
p. 7. Olivares' term "dolorido desgarro" is an adaptation of Damaso Alonso's "desgarron
afectivo". See the latter's "El desgarron afectivo en la poesia de Quevedo", in Poesla
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We leave behind the "flor del renacimiento", ultimately resigned to the universality of
extinction and rebirth, to confront the subversive anguish of the "fruto del Barroco",*5
an anguish which is often existential, certainly intense, but ultimately unsuccessful.

Ift as we discussed in the previous chapter, Garcilaso could not accept the
Neoplatonic ideal without Orphic subtextual reservation, then we must expect
Quevedo, emerging towards the end of the courtly tradition, to react more violently
against the imposition of an abstract code. As we shall see in this chapter, he too
contrasts himself with the mythical inventor of poetry to do so.

Andree Blumstein has emphasised the consequences of the courtly code for
women: "The ideals of courtly love with the restrictions and limitations they force
upon women who must live up to them, reduce women to objects, abstracts, public
figures, whose private emotions are not permitted honest expression."6 Women were
victims at an elevated stake. They were victims of a genre over which they had no
control, for it had little or nothing to do with them really. Their emotions were not
permitted because they were irrelevant. But what about the men by whom the poetry
was written and because of whom it existed and flourished? Can they not also be
considered "victims" of their own creation? By the seventeenth century poets had
begun to realise that they too had become no more than dehumanised symbols, subject
to the rigid code of their own work. For them "honest expression" was as illusory as
the illusive and elusive dama whose love they apparently craved.

Francisco de Quevedo’s poetry demonstrates his recognition that the

Espafiola (Madrid: Credos, 1966), pp. 497-580.
5

These epithets are taken from Fernando Lazaro Carreter’s article, "Quevedo entre el amor y
la muerte", Papeles de San Armadons, I, 2 (1956), 145-60.

6

See Andree Kahn Blumstein, Misogyny and Idealisation in the Courtly Romance (Bonn:
Bouvier, 1977), p. 3.
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conventions of courtly love (and within this tradition the Neoplatonic ideal which
became grafted onto it in the sixteenth century) involved not only a suppression of
sexual desires and an ideahsation of sexual urges, but also a paradoxical denial of
truthful articulation through poetry. The entire code may have become a "burden" by
the seventeenth century,7 but the concept of forced silence (discretion) weighed most
heavily upon the mind of the eloquent Quevedo. Through the elastic confines of his
sonnet form he searches for a means of communicating the reahty of passion; searches
for a means through which the poet/lover might achieve humanisation of the male
symbol at least.

Poetic triumph for Quevedo does not involve straightforward assumption of
the Orphic voice which worked for Garcilaso in Eclogue III. Indeed Quevedo appears
to go to great lengths to distance himself from a mythical archetype whose
circumstances are so different from his own. His aim would seem to be the dissolution
of Orpheus as a credible model for the lover, and most significantly for the poet, of the
seventeenth century. When Orpheus is evoked it is Orphic failure which is stressed
and Orpheus rejected.

It is only when Quevedo confronts what he deems the

inevitable failure of poetic love in general and the failure of his own poetic voice in
particular, that the Orphic myth emerges again. It will become clear that Quevedo’s
dissolution of the myth is simply a more complex illustration of competitive aemulatio.
In the sixteenth century Garcilaso’s poetry poses the question: Who is the better
poet/lover, Orpheus or /? and answers in favour of its creator.

In the seventeenth

century Quevedo feels obliged to change the question. His poetry asks: Who fails
more convincingly as lover and poet, Orpheus or /? and the response "condemns"
Quevedo. There is a blatant paradox underlining his love lyric, for he Uberates a vahd
poetic voice just when he expresses the impossibility of doing so.8
7

See Olivares, The Love Poetry, chapter 3, ii, pp. 57-64.

8

Paradoxically, the liberation of an individual poetic voice first involves dissolution of poetic
selfhood. T.S. Eliot saw this as the ultimate achievement of the allusive poet; the dissolution
of self before the force of tradition: "the progress of an artist is a continual self-sacrifice, a
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P. J. Smith stresses the importance of allusive reference for the delineation of
Quevedo’s poetic voice: "...access to the poet is made through the poems, not vice
versa...Quevedo creates a poetic persona or voice through allusive reference, both
explicit and implicit.

This is not to deny the uniqueness of his vision, but rather to

return the locus of his achievement from the speculative domain of psychobiography to
the textual arena in which it may be analysed and celebrated.

The appeal to myth,

essential to the theories of wit and erudition, has a privileged function in this
process."9 I would argue that all previous attempts to delineate a poetic persona in
Quevedo’s love lyric have been impeded by a tendency to overlook the particular
appeal of the Orphic myth or indeed by a tendency to deny it any significant
presence.10 I intend in this chapter to redress the balance.

Consideration of ideological changes in Baroque Spain, coinciding with
developments in style,11 prompt Turner (discussing the evolution of the myth of
continual extinction of personality." He also said: "No poet, no artist of any art, has his
complete meaning alone. His significance, his appreciation, is the appreciation of his
relation to the dead poets and artists. You cannot value him alone; you must set him, for
contrast and comparison, among the dead " (T. S. Eliot, Selected Essays [London: Faber and
Faber, 1932], pages 17 and 15 respectively for quotations). Johnston, discussing Garcilaso's
Cancion 5, remarks upon the dissolution of the poet at the end: "The combination of tradition
and individuality is present in the last strophe, where the poet effaces himself and disappears
into the collective los poetas. He is present himself by a kind of reverse synecdoche and also
as the author of the lines we are reading, but he chooses to insist one last time on the power
of the tradition, a continuity now projected into the future..." ("Personal Involvement and
Poetic Tradition in the Spanish Renaissance", p. 298).
9

See Paul Julian Smith, Quevedo on Parnassus (London: M.H.R.A., 1987), p. 141. Smith's
comments reveal him to be a follower of Eliot who said: "To divert interest from the poet to
the poetry is a laudable aim... There are many people who appreciate the expression of
sincere emotion in verse,... But very few know when there is an expression of significant
emotion, emotion which has its life in the poem and not in the history of the poet. The
emotion of art is impersonal" (Eliot, Selected Essays, p. 22).

10

Walters states: "Popular myths such as those of Orpheus and Icarus do not appeal to
Quevedo Indeed, in the former instance he reveals an unusually negative response in those
few love poems where the myth is developed in any detail". {Francisco de Quevedo, Love
Poet [Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1985], p. 163).

11

See Turner, The Myth of Icarus in Spanish Renaissance Poetry, pp. 101-03 for a discussion
of concomitant ideological and stylistic developments in Baroque Spain. See also Stephen
Gilman, "Introduction to the Ideology of the Baroque in Spain", Symposium, I (1946), 82-
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Icarus) to warn against expecting to find pervasive explicit mythological references in
seventeenth-century poetry: "evocations of the kind we have seen in Garcilaso, Cetina
and others, in which there is a sustained reference to, and even narration ofi the events
of the story as traditionally told, become less frequent. What happens is that, as the
myth becomes more famihar it may be evoked by a simpler, often less direct, allusion to feathers, to wax, to the sea as a tomb. Icarus continues as a source of inspiration,
appearing in an even greater variety of contexts and guises and embodying, in many
cases, ideals quite different from those he represented for the poets of earher
generations."12 What is true for the Icarian myth holds true for all myths, including
that of Orpheus. Allusions to the myth become in the seventeenth century ever more
complex, elliptical and even obscure.13 Seznec, commenting on mythological figures
as poetic image, claims that their portrayal becomes "increasingly erudite and
diminishingly alive, less and less felt but more and more intellectualised."14

Elliptical expression and less vivid, intellectualised allusions might go some
way towards explaining the omission of Orpheus from critical perspectives on

107. On pp. 98-99 he sums up his argument: "The polemicists of the Counter-Reformation
were engaged in a campaign to destroy the immanent Renaissance unity of man and the
world...The aim was to bring man's life back to absolute terms, to return to his existence the
final meaning that had been so evident to the Medieval mind. . .the organic integration of man
and his surroundings...was broken. The "undeceived" individual interpreted his perceptions
in a different manner after having seen them placed in logical contrast with the infinite and
the eternal. He saw a world of confusion, rapidity and death, but he believed in one
regulated and organised by absolute standards, by hierarchy and by category. It was an
Aristotelian rather than a Platonic arrangement. . .Thus the combination of rigidity and frenzy
that characterised the life of Spam as she entered the seventeenth century. . . What is known as
Baroque style is the artistic result of these new evaluations of man's surroundings."
12

T umer. The Myth ofIcarus, p. 103.

13

Obscurity was a technique deliberately cultivated by Luis de Gongora in an attempt to make
his poetry comprehensible only to a literary elite. In a letter written around 1613/14 in
defence of his Soledades he states: "Demas que honra me ha causado hacerme escuro a los
ignorantes, que esa es la distincion de los hombres doctos, hablar de manera que a ellos les
parezca griego," cited by R. O. Jones in his introduction to Poems of Gongora (Cambridge:
C.U.P., 1966), p. 6.

14

See Jean Seznec, The Survival of the Pagan Gods (New York: Pantheon, 1953), p. 321.
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Quevedo’s amatory verse, if this were in fact the whole truth.15 However, it is not.
Cabanas cites seven poems on the Orphic theme in Quevedo in which there is what
Turner terms "sustained reference" to the myth, five of these being love poems.16
Moreover, in the course of this chapter we will see how the Orphic myth gives rise to
elliptical references so concentrated throughout the love sonnets as to suggest
pervasive (albeit shadowy) Orphic presence. Not only will Seznec’s generahsation be
challenged by the emotive intellect of Quevedo’s verse (intellectual emotion usurps
logic to defy mortahty), but Quevedo’s poetic trajectory will emerge (unintentionally)
as a reflection of the Orphic drama itself: a drama of love and death, of loss and
recovery, of shortlived success and unrelenting failure.

Much critical attention has focused on contrast and contradiction in Quevedo’s
love poetry, but the conclusions drawn have never taken account of the possibility of a
specific mythological framework.17 Quevedesque antithesis must be placed within the

15

Critical attention has already been paid to the role of Orpheus in Quevedo’s burlesque and
satirical verse. His approach to myth in these poems reveals an intention to undercut the
authority of the classical world. See Welles, Arachne's Tapestry, chapter 3, pp. 63-87. I
will restrict myself to a study of Quevedo’s serious love lyric.

16

See Cabanas, The Myth of Orpheus, pp. 70, 108, 113, 125, 135-39, and 192. The love poems
in question are nos. 297, 299, 321, 390, and 407. All references to Quevedo’s love poetry are
taken from Poesia Original Completa, ed. by Jose Manuel Blecua (Barcelona: Planeta,
1981). Walters considers only explicit references to Orpheus in order to point to the
infrequency of the myth in Quevedo, see Francisco de Quevedo, pp. 50-53.

17

Emilia Navarro de Kelley emphasises the importance of the contradictory elements of a
metaphysical conceit for Quevedo’s poetry. See La poesia metafisica de Quevedo (Madrid:
Ediciones Guadarrama, 1973), pp. 18-19. See also Gregorio Cabello Porras, "Configuracion
del cancionero petrarquista en el siglo de oro". Analecta Malacitana, iv (1981), 15-34.
Porras considers the difference between Petrarch's canzoniere and Quevedo’s Canto sola a
Lisi and he concludes that contradiction in the latter prevents unity of structure. Maurice
Molho terms the mental operation involved in unifying two contradictory moments in
Quevedo’s verse "difraccion". See "Forme et substance dans I'ecriture quevedienne", in
Melanges a la memoire d'Andree Joucla-Ruau (Aix-en-Provence, 1978), II, 921-44. He
brings his theory of "difraccion" to bear upon his analysis of Sonnet 449. See "Sobre un
soneto de Quevedo En crespa tempestad del oro undoso: Ensayo de analisis intratextual", in
Quevedo, edited by G. Sobejano (Madrid: Taurus, 1978), pp. 343-77. Smith (Quevedo on
Parnassus, p. 8) denies the possibility of considering "difraccion" as a means of delineating
Quevedo’s poetic voice: "the movements of opposition, contrast, and paradox by which it may
be recognised are as frequent in Petrarch or the cancionero as in Quevedo and are thus
inadequate for the characterisation of an individual poetic voice."
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specific framework of an attempted devaluation of the Orphic myth, if its own intrinsic
irony is to be perceived.

While the contradictory nature of the "pensamiento

quevediano"18 invahdates any argument for total unity within his love poetry, the
closest Quevedo comes to a systematic philosophy of the amorous experience is a
sustained metaphor which in its simplest form depicts the lover’s dilemma in terms of a
pagan hell and the beloved in terms of the heaven to which he aspires. This internal
Hades metaphor finds its most complete fulfilment in Quevedo’s appeal to the Orphic
myth, both explicit and imphcit. His frustrated attempts to distance himself from the
myth have, therefore, a relative unifying value for Quevedo’s love poetry, providing
links between the "poemas amorosos" and his mini-canzoniere "Canta sola a Lisi".
The process ultimately Uberates a relevant poetic persona, a poetic voice which, in
spite of and because of its traditional resonances, can "honestly express" the anguished
reahties of human love within the literary context of the seventeenth century.

2. 2

It would seem appropriate to begin my discussion of the Orphic myth in
Quevedo by reassessing some of the explicit references to Orpheus which occur in the
amatory verse. Walters, who discusses these poems in so far as they reflect the idea of
a natural world recipient to the poet and his art,19 comments of the idilio no. 390 that
it is "the sole allusion to the Orpheus myth associated with sympathetic nature in the
whole of Quevedo’s love poetry".20 This is not wholly unexpected. Spiritual affinity

18

See Maurice Molho, Semcmtica y Poetica (Gongora, Quevedo) (Barcelona: Critica, 1977).
On page 134 he states:... "el pensamiento quevediano no es otra cosa que una dialectica de
contraries...Tratase, en verdad, de un ingenio al que la contradiccion, en todas sus formas, es
algo tan profundamente consustancial que le esta casi prohibido pensar fiiera de ella."

19

Walters dismisses no 407 as follows: "One of the five occurrences refers to the part of the
Orpheus legend that involves the recovery and second loss of Eurydice.” As we shall see
below pp 104-07 a poem, which depends upon evocation of Orphic failure, is crucial to an
understanding of Quevedo’s approach to the myth

20

See Walters, Francisco de Quevedo, p. 51.
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with the natural world, whether Platonic or Orphic, is not a priority or concern of
Quevedo’s love poetry. The possibility of transcending amorous sorrow, or of finding
consolation from it in an external natural world, is never seriously entertained.
Quevedo’s poet/lover reahses that a solution to a pain which consumes from within
must be sought in internal reahty. No. 390 pays isolated lipservice to an ideal which
the rest of his amatory verse cannot sustain:

Cualquier viento, templado a mis temezas,
de las cuerdas. Amor, que no me aflojas
(pues del tormento son que se conspira),
fabricara con mis suspiros lira.
Alii seran mis lagrimas Orfeos,
y mis lamentos, blandos ruisenores;
suspendere el infiemo a mis deseos,
halagara sus llamas y rigores;
lejos iran de mi los monstros feos,
del ocio y de la paz perseguidores;
el silencio tendre por armonia,
y serame el desierto compania. (13-24).
Orpheus represents unmitigated sorrow, but the poet/lover’s suffering is countless
times more intense. Every teardrop encapsulates the extent of Orphic misery, every
lament recalls the tragic loss of the nightingale,21 yet every desire suspends the infernal
torment of unrequited love. The lover is confident, or perhaps simply clinging to the
last vestiges of hope (there is a disconcerting despair about the insistent use of the
future tense in these lines) that his tears in Orphic fashion will overcome the flames and
rigours of his personal hell. The "monstros feos", horrendous concrete symbols of the
pain which haunts his leisure will finally dissipate (a pain caused by desire, if we accept
the association by rhyme of w. 19 and 21). A lone figure in a deserted landscape, at
one with harmonious silence. Is this the poet/lover’s idyll? The lover may find that
resignation to solitude is his only hope of survival, but can the poet whose very
essence is his articulate creation, ever reconcile himself to the frustration of
21

See the previous chapter pp 40-41 for a discussion of the nightingale simile in Garcilaso
Eclogue I; 324-49.
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discretion! Might enforced silence not also constitute a al hell? If he were
really to outdo Orpheus, then his voice should collaborate s tears in the defeat
of hell.

Quevedo stresses the importance of the Orphie in a non-amatory

context, no. 291 (an ode to don Jeronimo de Mata):

Bien con voz dolorosa pudo Orfeo,
por divertir su ausencia y su deseo,
musico suspender, regalar tiemo
las penas del infiemo. (39-41)22

In another sonnet in praise of Bemarda de Balbuena, cited )anas on pages 19293, no less is expected from the writer than from Orpheuelf (v. 9). Orpheus
emerges again as the conqueror of evil, the salvation of shad, of course, as the
archetypal fusion of poet and lover, whose initial success derpon his "versos":

Compro con versos mal lograda esposa,
el amante de Tracia, al reino escuro;
a Sisifo quite el penasco duro,
y a Tantalo la etema sed rabiosa. (5-8)

However, within the context of the amatory poems, Orpheenied the success of
these same powers, as the poet’s attempts to overcomevn "monstros feos"
involve him in a hypothetical contest with mythology. In thtercet of no. 299 the
poet/lover, after having negated the Phaethon myth and dini the effectiveness of
Ulysses, manipulates Orphic analogy to exaggerate the extes suffering:

Si del infiemo todos los tormentos
con su musica Orfeo suspendiera,
otros mis penas nuevos inventaran.23 (12-14).

22

Earlier in the same poem Quevedo alludes to the power of "11a armonia/del mancebo
de Tracia" (10-11), and especially to the ability of Orphic mivercome and seduce the
Natural World. He also pays homage to the legend that < lyre was raised to the
heavens to form a new constellation. See previous chapter p.

23

See Cabanas, The Myth of Orpheus, p. 108.
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It is, as Cabanas suggests, an "elogio a la musica de Orfeo",t it is a qualified eulogy.
It is not that Orpheus’ music has limited power, nor that force is unequal to the
torment of hell, but that the poet/lover’s torment overces that of hell and, by
extension, Orphic music.24 The ramifications of this for Qiedo’s poetic voice in the
love poetry will be explored in this chapter. The possibilinf successfully assuming
the Orphic voice to outdo it is inconceivable in such a cont. Quevedo must free a
voice from the depths of his poet/lover’s despair. But firs his poetic persona must
come to terms with himself as a failed Orphic figure.

Risation of such a failure

comes in Sonnet no. 297:

A todas partes que me vuelvo veo
las amenazas de la llama ardiente,
y en cualquier lugar tengo presente
tormento esquivo y burlador deseo.
La vida es mi prision y no lo creo;
y al son del hierro, que perpetuamente
pesado arrastro, y humedezco ausente,
dentro en mi propio pruebo a ser Orfeo.
Hay en mi corazon fiirias y penas;
en el es el Amor fiiego y tirano,
y yo padezco en mi la culpa mia.
j oh dueno sin piedad, que tal ordenas,
pues, del castigo de enemiga mano,
no es precio ni rescate I’annonia.

This is one of a number of sonnets cited by Close t stablish the influence of
the Petrarchist tradition on Quevedo’s love poetry.25 Her icle constitutes a doubleedged challenge: it is her contention that the influence ofj courtly love ethos (as
expressed in late medieval cancioneros) on Quevedo’s aorous verse has been

24

Mas contrasts the theme of hell here with its elaboration in Siet 485 "En los claustros del
alma...": "Le theme de I'Enfer . n'est pas toujours traite de c maniere impressiormante."
The theme of hell is not considered to have Orphic origin. SAmedee Mas, La Caricature
de la femme, du manage, et de 1'amour dans I'oeuvre de Queo (Paris: Ediciones Hispano
Americanas, 1957), pp. 305-06.

25

See Lorna Close, "Petrarchism and the Cancioneros in Quev s Love Poetry: The Problem
of Discrimination", Modem Language Review, 74 (1979), 855. (Sonnet 297 is discussed
on pp. 843-45).
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exaggerated, and also that the method of considering Quevedo’s verse from the
vantage point of twentieth-century styhstics, "in its assumption that this is determined
by a central psychological mannerism or mental trait (eg. desgarron afectivo), tends to
neglect a poet’s debt to previous poets."26 Close lists numerous precedents from the
Petrarchist tradition of metaphors which convey the sufferings of love, and then gives
as the "immediate precedents" of Quevedo’s sonnet two poems by Marino. In the first
of these the poet is capable of filling hell with love, in the second he addresses a friend,
a "new Orpheus" capable of consoling the poetAover with his song.27 As she points
out: "the Orpheus figure brings some rehef to Marino’s hell and none at all to
Quevedo’s."28

The essential difference between the Itahan and Spanish poems of

course is that the Orphic figure who alleviates Marino’s poetAover exerts his soothing
influence from without. The Orphic figure who fails to comfort Quevedo’s poetAover
is the poet himself. Walters comments that by exploiting the Orphic myth as a source
of identification, Quevedo intensifies the lover’s torment: "...the principal means by
which the potency of suffering is suggested comes from the poet’s arousal of a certain
expectation in the reader which he then disappoints. The allusion to Orpheus in hell
leads us to expect a mood of eventual or partial alleviation: that the torment in the
poet’s heart...can be assuaged just as the torments of hell were suspended by the
playing of Orpheus."29

However, analogy with Orpheus is not made explicitly until verse 8, nor is it
precisely an allusion to Orpheus in hell. Even if it were, the possibility of the final 6
lines of the sonnet "leading us to expect" anything at this late stage is highly unlikely.

26
27

Close, p. 837.
See Close pp. 844-45 where she cites both Marino poems taken from La Lira, Rime del

Cavalier Marino (Milan, 1617), Part 1, pp. 212 and 240.
28

Close, p. 845 Of course it was not her purpose to examine the difference between Quevedo’s
version and Marino's.

29

Walters, Francisco de Quevedo, p. 52.
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Moreover, failure is clearly written into the beginning.

Wherever he turns, wherever

he is, he flounders in a downward spiral of fear and entrapment. We are not permitted
to overlook the ubiquitous presence of raging flame, an infernal representative of a
love which threatens to submerge him in a desire so insubstantial that unremitting
torment is the agonising consequence of its mocking "presence" (1-4). A poem, built
upon the traditional foundations of the theme of absence from the beloved, reaches us
as a psychological experience verging on the psychotic.

Rationahty calls out for an explanation. I see but I do not beheve, ("veo" [1],
"no lo creo" [5]). Reason is obstructed (syntactically as well as semantically: "deseo"
[4] ) by a desire with no basis in reahty and which can see only the conjurings of his
imagined love.

Surrounded by fire on all sides, "life" closes in and imprisons him

(5) .30 He looks back to the "singing prisoner of love in Garcilaso’s fourth ode"31
(there too reason struggled with desire), but the song which is short-lived for
Garcilaso’s poet/lover ("poco dura el canto" [7]) is a perpetual burden for Quevedo’s
(6-7). The lover in Garcilaso’s poem sings while the disconcerting accompaniment of
"grave hierro" reminds him that he is love’s captive and that distraction can only be
transient. For Quevedo’s lover, the heavy irons represent the only song of which he is
capable in his psychological prison.

Rather than raising him up, his song (poetry)

drags him down. He struggles to assume within the dungeons of himself a magical
voice which should bring him comfort and inspire poetic confidence; the voice of
Orpheus: "dentro en mi pruebo a ser Orfeo".

30

We might compare the quatrains of Sonnet 491 in which the poet/lover marks his 22nd year
of love for Lisi. For all this time love's hostile fire has coursed through his veins, enflaming
his captive heart: "Hoy cumple amor en mis ardientes venas/veinte y dos anos, Lisi, y no
parece/que pasa dia por el; y siempre crece/el fiiego contra mi, y en mi las penas /Veinte y
dos anos ha que estas cadenas/el corazon idolatra padece;/y si tal vez el pie las
estremece,/oigo en sus eslabones mis sirenas."

31

Close, "Petrarchism and the Cancioneros", p. 845. The reference is to verse 84 of Cancion
4, Rivers edition.
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Does the poet/lover himself expect success?

If Orpheus could seduce the

forces of darkness with his music, could overcome the flames to rescue his Eurydice,
then might not Quevedo’s poetic persona, emerging as a new Orpheus, (he wants to be
Orpheus, not be like him), expect to free himself from hellish captivity? Not only is his
attempt undermined by the hesitancy of the effort ("pruebo"); but also by the rhyming
pattern of the quatrains, which reveals the poet/lover’s own lack of confidence in a
triumphant identification. Orpheus’ tragedy was also one of "presence" (3) becoming
"absence" (7).32 But it was just that - a tragedy. Orpheus does overcome hell and
leave with his wife, but on condition that he does not turn to look at her. He does
turn, prompted by a desire which defies reason, and loses her.
Orphic failure are expressed in the rhyming pattern of 1-8.

These elements of
The irrational desire

("deseo" [4], "no lo creo" [5]), prompting the glance ("me vuelvo veo" [1]) resulting in
eternal lament ("perpetuamente'V'humedezco ausente" [6/7]).

This poem has been

described as providing a "point of contrast" with the Orphic myth "with the result that
there is a clear divergence from the essential point of the myth".33

There is the

obvious divergence: Orpheus initially conquers hell, Quevedo trying to be Orpheus
fails to do so.

But the "essential point" of the myth is in fact confirmed.

Orphic

suffering and loss are upheld.34 On one level the identification is with Orphic defeat,
not victory.35

But on another level there can be no identification at all.

Orpheus

suffered and sang for a love that was reciprocated. Quevedo’s poet/lover suffers and
attempts Orphic song for a love which exists only within the confines of his own mind

32

Lope de Vega exploits the notion of amorous desire intensified by absence in his Orphic
drama "El marido mas firme", see Elvezio Canonica's comments in "El marido mas firme de
Lope...".

33

Walters, Francisco de Quevedo, p. 53.

34

In fact according to the three narrative sequences of the myth delineated by Elvezio
Canonica, failure outweighs success two to one. See "El marido mas firme...", pp. 72-73.

35

Segal suggests that Orpheus' failure in Virgil is due to his embodiment of "an aspect of
poetry that is tragically self-indulgent, centered upon itself and upon the personal emotion of
the poet, prodigally passionate..." (Orpheus: The Myth, p. 22). The courtly love poet might
reasonably expect to find a prototype here.
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and heart.

We recall that in the final tercet of no. 299, the lover’s suffering is made to
seem greater than that of Orpheus. In no. 294 ("Dichoso puedes, Tantalo, llamarte"),
the mythological counterpart is different but the treatment is similar. The difference
between Tantalus and Orpheus is that the latter is only a temporary visitor to Hades,
while the former is a permanent resident. Tantalus suffers there in punishment for sin,
eternally and without respite. Enticed to eat by fruit suspended above his head and to
drink by water which flows at his feet, he is condemned to starve and thirst forever.
However, for the poet/lover in absence, the ability to see and touch the "prenda
amada" renders Tantalus "dichoso":
yo, ausente, venzo en penas al infiemo;
pues tu tocas y ves la prenda amada;
yo, ardiendo, ni la toco ni la veo. (12-14).

In this sonnet the poet/lover does outdo infernal sufferings, not with his music but with
the fire of his own hell. The metaphorical Tartarus which rages within him (the desire
to see and more significantly to touch the beloved), would be inconceivable to a
Tantalus and invincible for an Orpheus.

In no. 297, the emotional whirlpool of the quatrains too quickly dissolves into
the matter-of-fact sketching of his internal landscape in the tercets.
lucidity characterises the calm before the final stormy outburst.

A disturbing

Love is not the

mischievous child Cupid but Pluto/the devil, whose tyrannical rule initiates and
controls the Furies/fury of the Hades/hell into which his heart has been transformed.36
36

Close sees the sonnet as "typical of a group of well-known sonnets in which Quevedo
allegorically pictures his heart and soul and being as a hell (prison/wasteland) of flames and
havoc, nourished by the causes of its own destruction." See "Petrarchism and the
Cancioneros", p. 844. One such sonnet is no. 486 ("Amor me ocupa el seso y los sentidos").
The war with self to which the capacity for love condemns all human beings is more deeply
felt in the vulnerable heartland (5-7). The sonnet is discussed below pp. 149-50. The final
tercet of no. 481 also refers to an internal landscape over which love reigns. As Spring (and
with it hope and renewal) returns to the Natural World, the poet/lover laments the
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There he suffers within himself ("yo padezco en mi") his own "culpa". In no. 294 the
poetic persona negated analogy with Tantalus, but here in 297 he admits that he too is
condemned to hell for an offence which he has committed. Just as the hell is his, so
too is responsibility for its creation. He seems to accept this in verse 11. We are
forced now to consider the bisociation of the pagan and Christian markers of this
"hell". It is certainly punitive. The Orphic allusion, the "fiirias", the "tirano", would
imply a pagan Hades; but might this cloak and be representative of Hell as the place of
castigation within a Christian framework? What exactly has the poet/lover done to
merit such severe punishment?

Within the confines of this poem we can only

speculate. Does he dare to love an unattainable dama, or does he dare to attain his
beloved?

Whatever his "culpa", acceptance of responsibility for it is short-lived. Love is
deemed the pitiless instigator of his pain, the scapegoat for his recriminations and the
enemy who executes his punishment (12-14).

"Enemiga" must be feminine to

complement "mano", but it is a disorientating female presence in this final tercet. Is
the dama so insubstantial in this relationship that even when she is deemed guilty she is
not referred to, but inferred so elusively under cover of a feminine adjective, that her
existence in the textual arena can be denied? In no. 467 Lisi is most certainly the
"enemiga" who has despised the heart which bums for her, and denied pity to the one
who laments her. The poet retaliates. He imagines a future when love will ordain that
Lisi bum in the hell of his heart and he in the hell of her eyes. A reciprocated hell of
reciprocated desire. Revenge (albeit in fantasy) will indeed be sweet:

^Como guarecera fe tan perdida
y el corazon que, ardiente despreciaste? (5-6)

unchanging nature of his infernal passion: "Solo no hay primavera en mis entranas/que
habitadas de Amor arden infiemo/y bosque son de flechas y guadanas" (12-14). For a
discussion of the final line as a metaphysical conceit see Kelley, La poesia metafisica, pp.

100-02.
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Mas para ti fabricara un infierno
y pagaran tus ansias mis enojos,
pues negaste piedad al llanto tiemo.
Arderan tu victoria y tus despojos;
y ansi, fuego el Amor nos dara etemo:
a ti en mi corazon, a mi en tus ojos.37 (9-14)

The final line of Sonnet 297 evokes again (to revoke again) the Orphic myth:
"no es precio ni rescate rarmonia". Unlike Orpheus whose music was rewarded with
the rescue of Eurydice, and unlike Marino’s poet/lover whose pain was eased by the
"armonia" of his friend’s music, Quevedo’s poet/lover finds neither reward nor rescue
in his poetry.

The poet fails to find a voice to ease the poet/lover’s pain.38

The

double blow on which the sonnet ends takes amorous lyric a step closer to amorous
tragedy.

It is a step which Quevedo takes in another poem, no. 452, "Si el cuerpo
reluciente que en Oeta...". The labours of Hercules are nothing compared to the
torment of the lover. If Hercules were to return to earth he would find monsters equal
to those against which he had previously pitted his strength, but only in the
poet/lover’s heart:
37

Roger Moore cites this poem as an example of how Quevedo does not use the metaphor of
the Religion of Love in the Lisi poems. He denies the use of the metaphor in this sonnet
despite the religious associations of several of the images, for "there is no attempt to
equivalate the Beloved with the Christian deity". Nor can it be claimed that "by constructing
a lover's hell... Quevedo was blasphemously usurping the Church's control over the afterlife..
Quevedo borrowed the overall imagery for this sonnet from a madrigal by Grotto and., was
indebted to Marino for the second tercet". Moore is convinced that the notion of life/love
beyond death has its roots in classical mythology. See "Quevedo, Lisi, The Religion of Love
and the Evidence of the Manuscript Variants", Revista de Estudios Hispdnicos, 7 (1983),
363-73. See esp. pp. 367-68.

38

His inability to find an authentic voice combined with the demands of the code of discrecion,
inspire poem no. 302 in which the poet as embodiment of love's fire (as salamander, moth,
phoenix and finally volcano) is forced to silence the passion raging within: "joh monte,
emulacion de mis gemidos:/pues yo en el corazon, y tu en las cuevas,/callamos los volcanes
florecidos!" The fact that words are insufficient to express his love is testimony to its
intensity. Gabriel Bocangel exemplifies the topos of silent rhetoric in his Fdbula de Leandro
y Hero, w. 169-72 in which it is Orpheus for whom silence speaks: "Del metal superior
lamina rica/Vestido de su afecto ocupa Orfeo./En cuanto calla mas, mejor se explica/Porque
es muda retorica el deseo." See La Lira de las Musas, ed. by T. J. Dadson (Madrid: Catedra,
1985), p. 325.
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solo en mi corazon hallara fieras,
que todos sus trabajos renovaran,
leones y centauros y quimeras. (9-11).

Smith challenges Pozuelo’s contention that the sonnet is evidence of "Quevedo's
physiological internalisation of passion, unknown to his predecessors".39

Smith

establishes the poem’s place within the hermeneutic tradition, and cites as the main
authority for the poem Seneca’s Hercules Oetaeus.^ He substantiates his claim with
reference to close thematic and verbal parallels in the classical drama. Enrichment of
the poetic persona is a consequence of Senecan echoes: "The relation between text and
pre-text is one of simple correspondence: Hercules equals lover; tragedian underwrites
poet. Any obscurity has its origin in the reader, not in the writer."41

Quevedo’s predilection for the work of Seneca has been well documented.42 It
is significant that although we normally think of the Orpheus story as told by Virgil
(Georgic iv, 454-503) and by Ovid {Metamorphoses x, 1-73), shorter versions of it are
also contained in Seneca’s tragedies: Hercules Furens 569-91 and Hercules Oetaeus
1061-89.43

In the former, the second choms narrates the tale of Orpheus and

39

For Smith's critical treatment of this sonnet see Quevedo on Parnassus, pp. 144-49. For Jose
Maria Pozuelo Yvanco's comments on the poem see El lenguaje poetico de la lirica amoroso
de Quevedo (Murcia. University of Murcia, 1979), pp. 193-95.

40

Smith, p. 148. The Hercules Oetaeus is included in L. Annaei Senecae Tragoediae
Incertorum Auctorum (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986).

41

Smith, p. 148. Moreover Segal sums up the "peculiar tonality" of Senecan tragedy as:
"entrapment amid the nightmarish forms of a subterranean darkness whose imprisoning
power is ultimately the darkness that each of us keeps closed within", (Orpheus: The Myth,
p. 117).

42

See especially Henry Ettinghausen, Francisco de Quevedo and the Neostoic Movement
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972) and Pedro Urbano Gonzalez de la Calle, Quevedo y
los dos Senecas (Mexico: El Colegio de Mexico, 1965).

43

Orpheus has a less prominent role to play in the Medea 301-379 and 579-699. However, the
depiction of Medea throughout (her sinister magical power over nature) might be compared
with the enchanting music of Orpheus. Segal also identifies Thyestes and Hippolytus as antiOrphic figures of Senecan drama. See Orpheus: The Myth, pp. 103-17.
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Eurydice; if Orpheus’ music can overcome he then so too can the strength of
Hercules.

In the latter, which recounts the imilation of Hercules (the subject of

Quevedo Sonnet 452), the chorus tells of Orphei initial triumph in the Underworld:
brion’s wheel is halted, Tantalus forgets his thirstisyphus stops rolling his stone and
the vulture ceases to tear at the liver of Tityus. Seneca places the emphasis on the
power of Orphic music to alleviate the sufferinpf guilty sinners.

However, when

Orpheus loses Eurydice a second time, his own me cannot assuage his grief:

sed dum respicit immemor
nec credens sibi redditam
Orpheus Eurydicen sequi
cantus praemia perdidit. (1085-9)45

The potency of Orpheus’ tragedy is that it reprodes itself. He loses Eurydice twice.
In this respect Quevedo’s Sonnet 297 does not gate the myth. However, Orpheus
can be held accountable for disaster only on onoccasion, the second.

Quevedo’s

poet/lover must face the fact that he is response for his suffering on two counts.
The "double tragedy" for him is that he is bothuilty lover and failed provider of
musical rehef.

The problem with substituting external ;ahty with a mythical allegorical
landscape which is then intemahsed, is ultimatehne of responsibility.

Sonnet 297

demonstrates that in such an autocratic poetic enonment assumption of an external
poetic persona, such as the Orphic, will function cy as a restriction. On this occasion
the feigning of poetry will not be "liberating".46 he dilemma of the courtly lover in
the seventeenth century will only be confront; challenged and expressed by a
relevant poetic voice. This involves paying homa to but yet invalidating out-moded
44

See Quevedo no. 299; 12-13; 291; 39-42 and thulogy of Bemarda de Balbuena w. 5-8,
cited above p. 63.

45

The italics are mine.

46

Smith, Quevedo on Parnassus, p. 149.
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Orphic assumptions.

The "dilemma" which the poet/lover must confront is an

overwhelming desire to unite his hell with the dama's heaven. Haunted by a literary
tradition which espouses the superiority of spiritual union and by a wavering rational
behef that this might be true, he finds both literature and reason contradicted within
him by an emotional urge to find a valid place for the body in the poetic scheme of
things.

2. 3

Quevedo’s love poetry, taken as a whole, might at least approximate a
description of the complexities involved in love, but one single sonnet cannot define
the poet/lover’s amorous experience.

These complexities can only be expressed

through antithesis and indeed antithetically.47 Antithetical allusions and contradictory
subtext are expressed by a poetic voice which is at best uneasy with and at worst in
conflict with its own amorous objective - the satisfaction of passion.

Conflict with

tradition (the courtly love/Petrarchan/Neoplatonic resonances which intermittently
inform it) and with the mythical archetype (usually Orpheus) will be inevitable.
However, the essence of his poetic voice will only emerge by first assessing the
cornerstone of his love poetry, contradiction.

Quevedo’s obsession with finding a unified and unifying amorous objective for
reason and the senses, for body and soul, heightens his awareness of love’s inherent
ambiguities. His emphasis on the duahties involved in love has been remarked upon by
Smith: "The eternal topos of Love-as-contraries, familiar at least since Sappho called
eros bitter-sweet, is particularly emphatic in Quevedo."48

Such emphasis has

47

Smith, commenting on the rhetorical stance of Quevedo’s love poetry, states: "His purpose is
to persuade: his goal is achieved through antithesis and amplification ” See Quevedo on
Parnassus, p. 44.

48

See Smith, Quevedo on Parnassus, p. 100. Smith overlooks the equally famous Catullan
couplet (no. 85, "odi et amo..."). Catullus lays bare the fact that when one is dealing with a
complex and contradictory emotion, logical analysis is not only impossible, but irrelevant.
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provoked adverse criticism from those who, like Damaso Alonso, see it as
representative of the poverty of Quevedo’s conventional Petrarchan verse.49 As Smith
points out on page 100, two sonnets cataloguing amorous duahties are indeed
conventional: nos. 367 "Osar, temer, amar y aborrecerse"; and 375, "Es hielo
abrasador, es fuego helado". The object of the first is to define the "efetos de Amor"
(v. 12) which the poem does, the object of the second to define love itself which the
poem inevitably fails to do.50

In Sonnet 375 we find that this conventional enumeration of the contradictions
of love lays initial stress upon the Petrarchan antithesis of fire and ice.51 In this poem
Quevedo transfers these oppositional forces (the fire of the passionate lover, the ice of
the aloof beloved) so that they become descriptive representatives of the emotion
itself. It is not surprising that Quevedo, like most followers of Petrarch, should exploit
Petrarchan antithesis for his own purpose. But Petrarch’s early followers, Garcilaso is
an obvious example in Spain, find sweet solace for their pain by resigning themselves
to it and therefore seek no solution to the fire/ice conflict. Quevedo on the other hand
is, in the words of Olivares, "not content to live in fire and ice" and rebels.52

49

See Alonso, El desgarron afectivo, p. 503. On p. 505 he states: "En esta mania de los
contraries no solo sigue Quevedo la corriente petrarquista que aim imperaba en Italia y en
Espana, sino que la exagera." Price comments: "In the love poetry, contrasts are conventional
(passion and disdain like fire and ice, her lips and mere carnations, the prettiness of natural
phenomenon compared to his grief)". See An Anthology of Quevedo's Love Poetry, ed. by R.
M. Price (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1969), p. 22. Jose Manuel Gonzalez
Fernandez de Sevilla interprets contradiction in the work of both Quevedo and Donne as an
expression not only of the complex historical moment in which they lived, but also of their
own personal histories. See "La poesia metafisica de John Donne y Francisco de Quevedo",
Neophilologus, 75 (1991), 548-561 (p. 550).

50

Smith points out that perfect definition without reversibility is impossible. The Ramist
logician would more correctly view Sonnet 375 as description. See Quevedo on Parnassus,
p. 103.

51

See Leonard Forster, The Icy Fire, Five Studies in European Petrarchism (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1969).

52

See Olivares, The Love Poetry, p. 21.
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Quevedo’s exploitation of this antithesis can be artificially divided into three
categories: the dama described as an embodiment of both fire and ice; the icy dama in
conflict with the fiery galdn\ fire as the most destructive weapon of the dama’s icy
beauty. There are eight love poems which correspond to the first category (five of
these belong to the Lisi cycle): 305, 313, 348, 443, 462, 465, 484, and 500.53 The
three sonnets of the "poemas amorosos" stress the icy whiteness of the beloved’s skin
in contrast to the "hoguera" which is her golden hair, 305; 10 and 313; 2. In the latter
a lit candle serves to enrich the colour of Aminta’s hair (1-2), a candle which is not
frozen despite the snowy whiteness of her neck (7-8). In no. 348 the lover finds a
reflection of his beloved’s beauty (the "ardiente nieve y rosa") in the splendour of the
dawn (14). Lisi is described in similar hyperbohc terms. Her eyes "en nieve estrellas
negras encendidas" (443; 3) are also an "incendio hermoso...partido/en dos esferas
breves" (462; 1-2), set in skin which is "nieve, donde esta florido mayo" (462; 5-6). In
484; 1-2 a glance from her eyes can inflict death on the soul of the lover, whose
"delirio...en incendios de nieve hermosa y fria,/adora primaveras..."(7-8). In no. 500
the fire of her reddish gold hair ("sirio" is exploited again) has little mitigating effect
upon her icy temperament: "Pues cuanto el Sirio de tus lazos rojos/arde en bochomos
de oro crespo, crece/mas su raudaf tu yelo y mis enojos" (12-14).

Similarly in 465

Lisi’s wondrous beauty stands in marked contrast to a temperament which is
verbahsed in "sonoro yelo" (11) and expressed in the mockery of laughter which
recalls lightning

fire,

"y razonan tal vez fuego

tirano/relampagos de

risa

carmesies,/auroras, gala y presuncion del cielo" (12-14).

The second category which might be termed another conventional Petrarchan
usage, has only three representatives in the Lisi cycle (466, 496, and 503), but just two
in the "poemas amorosos" (350 and 387). In the Lisi sonnets the poet/lover contrasts
the situation of his internal landscape with external nature. In the countryside the sun

53

There are also two sonnets in which Lisi is described only in terms of ice: nos. 498 and 507.
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begins to melt the winter ice, but his heart is condemned to bum in the ice of his
beloved’s disdain: "Yo sol, joh Lisi!, a pena destinado,/y en encendido inviemo 1’alma
nha,/ardo en la nieve y yelome abrasado" (466; 12-14).54 No. 496 also exploits the
counterpoint of a natural landscape to illustrate the irreconcilable forces which keep
separate the fire of his heart and the ice of her breast. In no. 503 Lisi’s obdurate and
cold nature is more resistant than the ice of the Alps. Neither the fire from her own
eyes which enflames him, nor his subsequent fire, can melt the icy contempt of her
"pecho airado". The same theme is reworked in no. 387: "A1 sol resplandeciente/no se
derrite el cristalino yelo,/ni deshace del cielo/la nieve blanca y pura el fuego
ardiente^pues que siendolo tu no te han deshecho,/sol de tus ojos, fuego de mi pecho"
(25-30). In the final example, no. 350, the lover in absence stares into the stream in
which his beloved once contemplated her reflection. The ice/fire antithesis dominates
the final tercet: "Por imitar mi envidia se abrasaba,/cuando en sus aguas mi atencion
ardia.Vy, en dos incendios, Filida se helaba". As the poet/lover’s "fire" is duplicated in
the water, so Fflida’s "icy" nature is also reproduced.

There is only one example in the Lisi cycle of fire as an instrument of icy
beauty used to inflict suffering upon the lover. In no. 464 Lisi is compared to a viper
whose poisonous weapon is at once "ardiente y frio".55 There are four examples in the
"poemas amorosos": 306, 317, 327 and 431. In the first of these Aminta covers the
fire of her eyes with the snowy whiteness of her hand, prompting the poet/lover to
claim: "no es menos rigor con el que mata,/ni menos llamas su blancura mueve" (3-4).
In no. 317 he states that the sun and the daytime itself motivated by envy, are jointly
responsible for Antandra’s blindness.

Were she able to see, the fire from her eyes

would ignite the stream (5-8). However, despite her unseeing eyes, her contemptuous
54

Compare no. 481 "Colora abril el campo. ..", discussed above p. 68, n. 36.

55

See Smith's discussion of this sonnet (Quevedo on Parnassus, pp. 135-39) in which he
refutes Pozuelo's claims that the image of the viper as a bow is original to Quevedo He
reveals how Quevedo reworks a theme already elaborated in Italian lyric and elevates it by
association with the Roman epic poet Lucan.
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beauty inflicts blindness upon the one who dares to look at her.

The final tercet

reveals how fire can be manipulated by ice: "La nieve esquiva oficio hace de fuego:/y
en el clavel flagrante y pura rosa/vemos ciego al desden, y al Amor ciego." In no. 327
the poet/lover lashes out against a tyrannical love, a love which imprisons him in the
hands of Floralba where, "ardiendo en meve", his "venas" are victims of "incendios
inhumanos" (10-11). In 431 the antithetical situation in which the lover finds himself
the simultaneous "pena y paraiso", is reflected in the description of his beloved’s
hands: "El nevado fuego/que tus manos forman,/ya amenaza yelos/cuando rayos forja,"
(29-31). It is the menacing power of the icy fire paradox which leads me to situate
431 in my third category.

As we have seen the ice/fire paradox is present in Quevedo’s love poetry, but,
given the extent of his amorous lyric, its presence is not pervasive and its use is
generally conventional. Both elements of the antithesis are equally represented where
we would expect them to be so - in the Lisi poems, Quevedo’s mmi-canzoniere.
Petrarch’s Laura must be renewed in the ice of Quevedo’s Lisi, just as Petrarch’s
poet/lover must inform Quevedo’s. However, when we reach the third grouping and
the focus falls fully on the conflict within the fiery lover who cannot resign himself to
unreciprocated passion, the icy dama melts gradually out of the picture.56

The

dominant contrast of Quevedo’s verse is, predictably, internally focused. The paradox
most often articulated is that of fire and water. However, before considering how this
is developed in his verse, there is one final sonnet which exploits the Petrarchan ice/fire
antithesis which we have not yet discussed.

Sonnet 293 emphasises the depth and ardent violence of the poet/lover’s
emotion by comparing his suppressed passion with volcanic fire. The poet/lover is a
56

Relatively speaking this validates Olivares' quite bland comment: "Quevedo is a poet of fire".
The Love Poetry, p. 112. This remark concludes his discussion on "Quevedo and
Neoplatonic love" and more specifically his analysis of Sonnet 321 in which he believes
Quevedo "crystallizes his anti-Platonic feelings" in an image of fire's dancing flames.
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"burning imitation" of Mount Etna.

As such he is both volcano and tomb.

For

beneath Etna lies buried the Giant Enceladus, punished for daring to rebel against the
gods.

According to classical mythology, the thundering of the volcano is a

manifestation of the giant’s passionate anger.57

Etna for the poet/lover represents

overt pride in exaggerated displays of deep emotion:

Ostentas, de prodigies coronado,
sepulcro fulminante, monte aleve,
las hazanas de fiiego y de la nieve,
y el incendio en los yelos hospedado.
Arde el hibiemo en llamas erizado,
y el fiiego lluvias y granizos bebe;
truena, si gimes, si respiras, llueve
en cenizas tu cuerpo derramado.(l-8)

In the first tercet the poetic persona claims that if it were not for his misfortune
("si yo no fuera a tanto mal nacido" [9]), Etna would be a wonder without equal. His
"misfortune" renders him like Etna for he is a latter-day Enceladus. He has dared to
profane a goddess and he is condemned to suffer the consequences forever. He has
dared to scale heaven and he must now exist in an eternal hell of his own making.
Poem 297 is recalled and the poet/lover’s "culpa" here revealed through mythological
allusion. The comparison with Etna is completed in the final tercet via the Petrarchan
antithesis of fire and ice:

Mas como en alta nieve ardo encendido,
soy Encelado vivo y Etna amante,
y ardiente imitacion de ti en el mundo.

Olivares comments: "...like the volcano which reconciles the dualities of fire and ice,
his passion causes him to bum in the icy disdain of the beloved."58

This a valid

57

Enceladus was the giant involved in the attack against the gods, upon whom Jupiter hurled
Mount Etna. See A Latin Dictionary, ed. by Lewis and Short (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1980). The story of Enceladus is told by Virgil in Aeneid iii, 578-82 and is referred to again
in iv, 179 when Enceladus is evoked as the elder brother of Fama. See also Propertius 2, 1,
39; Ovid Amores 3, 12, 27 and Pont. 2, 2, 11; Statius, Thebaid 3, 595.

58

See Olivares, The Love Poetry, p. 23.
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Petrarchist interpretation but its insistence on the reconciliation of dualities conflicts
with Olivares’ own comment that Quevedo is not content with resignation (see page
74 above). The sonnet can be read in another way. The significance of the analogy
with the volcano is only complete when we accept its ambivalence. The poet identifies
himself both with Etna and with Enceladus who lies buried beneath it. Just as the giant
suffers within the icy exterior of Mount Etna, the poet/lover bums within himself. The
"icy exterior" can be interpreted therefore as the front imposed by an abstract code,
specifically that of discretion, which prevents any outward display of the fire which
threatens to erupt from within him. So it is his very inability to reconcile the duahties
of fire and ice which intensifies his frustration. As in Sonnet 297, inability to express
the pain of unconsummated passion imprisons his life in a fiery tomb of death.59

The analogy is reiterated in no. 390. His internal inferno is an Etna pumping
through his veins: "tu, Etna, que en incendio desatado,/das magnifico tumulo al
gjgante:/todos, con tantas llamas como penas,/mirad vuestros volcanes en mis venas"
(45-48).60 However, the companion piece of 293 is 302. Now Mount Vesuvius is
seen as the giant who dared to strike against the heavens (3-4). There is no reference
to ice in this poem. The emphasis is entirely on fire, because the stress falls entirely on
the intemahsation of the poet/lover’s suffering. Now the poet/lover does not imitate a
volcano, but a volcano imitates the poet/lover.

In this respect the poetic persona

identifies himself with the salamander, the moth and the phoenix, all emulated by
Vesuvius throughout its history:

joh monte, emulacion de mis gemidos:
pues yo en el corazon, y tu en las cuevas,
callamos los volcanes florecidos! (12-14)

59

Damaso Alonso dismisses this sonnet as an illustration of Quevedo's tendency to exaggerate
Petrarchan contraries in his early poetry. See El desgarron afectivo, pp. 506-07.

60

Contrast no. 328; 14 in which the beloved and not the poet/lover is compared to Mount Etna.
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Prevented from finding a voice (or unable to find one) to express his passion
poetically, it is forced to remain concealed in the recesses of his heart. Lack of an
adequate poetic voice converts the passionate poet/lover into a dormant volcano.

2.4

We must now turn to consider the antithesis which most significantly informs
the Quevedesque voice: the fire/water antithesis, which intemahses the essence of the
Orphic myth (the fire of hell and the tears of lament); but which by stripping it to its
essentials transcends the mythological premiss.61 Leaving aside those sonnets which
describe the beloved or the effects of her beauty (usually involving lightning,
shipwreck and/or drowning),62 there are twenty nine poems which exploit the
fire/water antithesis to demonstrate the poet/lover’s torment. Ten of these present fire
and water as oppositional symptoms of love which paradoxically work together to
overwhelm the lover, one is exploited in conjunction with the motif ofjealousy in love,
nine deal with the anguish caused by the need and inabihty to express love and nine are
motivated by the suffering involved in absence.63

A few examples from each grouping will suffice to demonstrate the
development of the antithesis which reveals the principal concerns of the Quevedesque
61

Alonso reduces this paradox to one of a list of variations of the fire/ice antithesis See El
desgarron afectivo...p. 506. Many critics recognise its importance and Quevedo's frequent
use of the paradox in his lyric. However, few look closely at its exploitation throughout the
poems, usually preferring to analyse it in the context of one particular sonnet, with brief
reference to similar usage in others. For example, in her discussion of "En los claustros...".
Ana Maria Snell remarks: "Fire is an important symbol in the poetry of Quevedo. Together
with its opposite, water, they articulate the dialectics of human love. Many of Quevedo's love
poems develop this antinomy in a tension which may admit of paradoxical resolution, but is,
more often, left in an equipoise." See "The Wound and the Flame: Desire and Transcendence
in Quevedo and Saint John of the Cross", in Studies in Honour ofElias Rivers, ed. by Bruno
Damiani and Ruth El Saffar (Potomac: Scripta Humanistica, 1989), pp. 194-203 (p. 199).

62

See nos. 330, 336, 345, 482, 484 and 499.

63

These are respectively: 299, 301, 351, 387, 406, 421, 426, 444, 467 and 483; 497; 311, 381,
382, 448, 449, 450, 483, 500 and 503; 292, 318, 424, 437, 439, 470, 473, 476 and 511.
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voice.

In nos. 299, 301, 406, and 467 (discussed above, p. 69), the tears of the

poet/lover and the fire which bums in his heart are simultaneously manifestations of the
anguish caused by unconsummated love and witnesses to the persistent nature of his
passion.64 However, it is his insistence on the self-perpetuation of his misery which
emerges in Sonnets 351; 9-11, 387; 19-24, 421; 20-3, 426; 33-6, 483; 12-14 and
which dominates the Lisi Sonnet 444:

Los que ciego me ven de haber llorado
y las lagrimas saben que he vertido,
admiran de que, en fiientes dividido
o en lluvias, ya no corra derramado.
Pero mi corazon arde admirado
(porque en tus llamas, Lisi, esta encendido)
de no verme en centellas repartido,
y en humo negro y llamas desatado.
En mi no vencen largos y altos rios
a incendios, que animosos me maltratan,
ni el llanto se defiende de sus brios.
La agua y el fuego en mi de paces tratan;
y amigos son, por ser contrarios mios;
y los dos, por matarme, no se matan.65

In the first quatrain the poetic persona presents himself as the perfect

escarmiento of love. The tears which he has shed have rendered him as blind (and
consequently as irrationally indiscriminate?) as Cupid himself.

The first quatrain

concentrates on and hyperbolizes this external "liquid" symptom of love. It is a source
of amazement that his tears have not resulted in the transformation of the lover into the
element itself either in the form of streams or rain. However, as the second quatrain
confirms, there is subjective as well as objective surprise generated by his condition.
The focus now falls on the internal manifestation of desire; the fire which bums in a
64

This is a traditional paradox of Latin love elegy See for example Catullus 68 where the
volcanic fire and incessant tears are the unrelenting symptoms of unrequited love: "cum
tan turn arde re m quantum Trinacria rupes/lymphaque in Oetaeis Malia Thermopylis,/maesta
neque assiduo tabescere lumina fletu/cessarent tristique imbre madere genae".

65

Joseph Fucilla points out that this sonnet is an imitation of Sannazaro's Miraris Liquidum
with Petrarchan echoes. See Estudios sobre el petrarquismo en Espana (Madrid: RFE
anejos, 1960), p. 195.
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heart amazed that complete metamorphosis into holocaust has not yet taken place.
What appear at first to be oppositional elements, water and fire, are implicitly drawn
together by the series of correspondences which link quatrains 1 and 2. The external
focus which "sees" an external symptom and registers surprise at its obvious
containment, is balanced by an internal focus which also "sees" and wonders at love’s
agonising restraint.

When the two elements are drawn together explicitly in the tercets, in an
unholy alliance which conspires against the poet/lover, it becomes clear that what
seems to be "restraint" is actually the agony of a slow but inevitable death. The water
of his tears will never extinguish the fire of his heart. Endless living death is the only
possible outcome of never-ending desire.

The persistent emphasis on the self

throughout the tercets ("En mi" [9], "me" [10], "en mi" [12], "mios" [13], "matarme"
[14]) as well as the circular and claustrophobic rhyming pattern (CDCDCD), stresses
once again a self-sustained internalised emotion.66

Subsequently we will see how

failure to extemahse this passion and to find a solution to the dilemma of an
insubstantial love, which involves the contradictory impulses of body and soul, will
lead ultimately to that state of holocaust predicted here.

The starting point of Sonnet 497 "^Ves con el polvo de la lid sangrienta", is the
frustration involved in the repression of amorous sentiment; in this case, jealousy. The
quatrains stress that displays of emotion are entirely natural. The poet/lover indicates
to Lisi how the amorous jealousy of the bulls manifests itself in the violence of a
bloody, but vahant, battle. Why then should she be shocked when his jealous love
66

Juan Manuel Rozas in an article which looks particularly at how rhyme in -ento forms
psychological equations which convey the closed world of Petrarchan love poetry, justifies
the validity of studying rhyme: "A1 principio de un sistema ideologico-poetico, el amor
petrarquista, por ejemplo, cada vez que un poeta une dos palabras porque riman, nunca es
completamente al azar . La identidad es tambien semantica, porque une dos conceptos que
forman un juicio dentro un nivel linguistico determinado". See "Petrarquismo y rima en ento", Filologia y critica hispdnica. Homenaje al Prof. Federico Sanchez Escribano
(Madrid: Ediciones Alcala, 1969), 67-85 (p. 76).
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manifests itself in the eruption of restrained anger and in a deafening lament:

Pues si lo ves, joh Lisi!, ^por que admiras
que, cuando amor enjuga mis entranas
y mis venas, volcan reviente en iras?
Son los toros capaces de sus sanas,
iy no permites, cuando a Bato miras,
que yo ensordezca en llanto las montanas? (9-14)67

Although jealous sentiment provides the framework for this sonnet, what the
poet/lover really laments is the anguish involved in pent-up emotion.68

The poem

develops into a justification and vindication of the need to express unreciprocated love
in the fire of anger and the tears of sorrow.

It is this very need for expression which motivates the second large grouping of
sonnets involving the fire/water antithesis.

Predictably within this group we find

Quevedo resorting to the popular courtly love motif of tears as eloquent witnesses of
love.69 In no. 382 he exposes the dilemma of the courtly lover bound by the code of

discretion, yet whose tears are a "muda y tiema elocuencia derramada" (1), and whose
soul is transformed "en liquido fiiego" (5). No. 451, in cancionero style, illustrates the
dangers which both speaking and keeping silent hold for the lover.70 Speech can lead
67

A companion piece to this sonnet would be no. 344 "^Ves gemir sus afrentas al vencido..."
which also illustrates its theme of jealousy in love via a taurine analogy based on Virgil
Georgic iii, 219-41. Aldrete's claim that the principal model is not Virgil but Statius,
Thebaid w, 9-10, is refuted by Alonso. See El desgarron afectivo..., p. 564, note 108.
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Suppressed anguish is also compared to volcanic fire in no. 293, see pp. 77-79 above.
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The theme of silent rhetoric is perhaps given its most dynamic expression in the following
sonnet by the Conde de Salinas: "Estas lagrimas vivas que corriendo/van publicando lo que
el alma calla,/son una diligencia sin pensalla/que esta el dolor en mi favor haciendo./Quien
llora esta atreviendose y temiendo/vencido de su pena por no dalla;/toma el llanto a su cargo
el declaralla;/nadie la dice y el la esta diciendo./Vos podeis descifrar algiin suspiro/sin que yo
pierda el nombre de callado:/mas palabra no oireis de mis enojos,/pero tendre por fuerza,
cuando os miro,/remitido el deciros mi cuidado/a la lengua del agua de mis ojos." See
Antologia Poetica, edited by T. J. Dadson (Madrid: Visor, 1985).

70

Compare Jorge Manrique's poem from the Cancionero General of 1511: "Calle por mucho
temor,/temo por mucho callar/que la vida perdere;/asi, con tan grande amor,/no puedo triste
pensar/que remedio me dare./Porque alguna vez hable,/halleme de ello tan mal,/que sin
dubda mas valiera/callar; mas tambien calle/y pene tan desigual,/que, mas callando,
muriera." See Poesia, ed. by Jesus - Manuel Alda Tesan, p. 132.
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only to the punishment of daring; continued silence can only result in the agony of
living death.

However, silence has a language of its own, as eloquent as any

articulated words:

Voz tiene en el silencio el sentimiento:
mucho dicen las lagrimas que vierte.
Bien entiende la llama quien la enciende;
y quien los causa, entiende los enojos;
y quien manda silencios, los entiende.
Suspiros del dolor mudos despojos,
tambien la boca a razonar aprende,
como con llanto y sin hablar los ojos.(7-14)

Whether or not this circumvention of the code of discretion is, in fact, an infringement
of it, is a moot point. The poet/lover conveys his awareness of this in no. 381. He
exhorts his eyes to exhibit the same restraint as his tongue, in order to keep secret the
desire of his heart:

Ojos, guardad al corazon secreto,
pues le guarda la lengua a sus pasiones;
ved que son vuestras lagrimas razones:
que el ciego amor, si es mudo, es mas perfecto. (1-4)

If fear cannot restrain his eyes, then respect for her should. Within the paradoxical
environment of a courtly love relationship, daring to speak is disrespectful, cowardice
is honourable and happiness is enshrined in the impossible love/worship of superior
beauty.71

In such a context the eyes owe the heart, which suffers in silence, the

"cortesia" of not allowing their tears to betray the "fiiego inquieto".

The anguish involved in keeping this secret, in repressing displays of love, is
illustrated in no. 500. The poet/lover envies the River Nile its ability to conceal its

71

A villancico by Soria fuses the servitium amoris topos with the motif of discrecion. The
poem begins: "Encubroos el mal que siento/porque hallo/que mas sirvo cuando callo." See
Cancionero General, edited by J.M Aguirre (Madrid: Ediciones Anaya, 1971), p. 90.
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source. His struggle to conceal the origin of his passion, confronted by the beauty of
the beloved, only serves to inflame his love, increase his tears and intensify his misery:

No de otra suerte, Lisis, acontece
a las undosas umas de mis ojos,72
cuyo ignorado origen se enmudece.
Pues cuanto el Sirio de tus lazos rojos
arde en bochomos de oro crespo, crece
mas su raudal, tu yelo y mis enojos.73 (9-14)

Indeed when Quevedo turns his attention to the myth of Leander in Sonnet 311, he
envisages the mythical lover as the pathetic embodiment of fire ("pobre llama", [6]),
victim of a "grande incendio" which is at once the lightning of the night storm and
implacable love.

Cast adrift in an alien element and doomed from the outset for a

watery grave, Quevedo’s sympathy is centred specifically on Leander’s inability to give
vent to his distress: "Ni volver puede, ni pasar a nado^si llora, crece el mar y la
tormenta:/que hasta poder llorar le fixe vedado".

Leander’s dilemma is the perfect

analogy for Quevedo’s poet/lover, trapped in the no-man’s-land of a non-existent
amorous relationship; persistently tormented but unable to communicate his torment.
We see then that Quevedo is preoccupied by the lover’s need to channel alleviation for
his internal fire via his tears, and also by the poet’s need to find a voice which will
adequately convey this predicament.

At this point we should elaborate upon brief

comments made in relation to Sonnet 503 (see above p. 76):

Miro este monte que envejece enero,
y cana miro caducar con nieve
su cumbre que, aterido, obscuro y breve,
la mira el sol, que la pinto primero.
Veo que en muchas partes, lisonjero,
o regala sus yelos, o los bebe;
que, agradecido a su piedad, se mueve
el musico cristal libre y parlero.
Mas en los Alpes de tu pecho airado.
72

Compare no. 495; 1-4.

73

See p.75 above for reference to this final tercet.
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no miro que tus ojos a los mios
regalen, siendo fiiego, el yelo amado.
Mi propia llama multiplica fnos,
y en mis cenizas mesmas ardo helado,
invidiando la dicha de estos rios.

The sonnet is ostensibly motivated by the envy which the poet/lover feels on seeing the
sun melt the ice of the Alps, which then flows freely in rivers down the mountainside.
He contrasts the situation of the external landscape with his relationship with Lisi. She
represents both the ice of the Alps (her obdurate heart) and the Sim (the fire from her
eyes). Unfortunately for the poet/lover her fire does not succeed in melting her ice.
The ambivalent ramifications of her continued indifference to the poet/lover are
conveyed by the ice/fire antithesis of the tercets. The fire of his love will continue to
consume him until he bums in his own ashes, yet he describes himself as "helado".
What has been frozen is his ability to express a love which is not reciprocated. Her
disdain renders him captive in his own fire, denied the liberation of lament.

The

numbing of the poetic voice provokes the envy of the final line. The poet/lover needs
the eloquent freedom of poetic tears ("el musico cristal y parlero") which only the
r

<

beloved can inspire. Yet her cmelty is such that it overwhelms her beauty. Her refixsal
to grant "piedad" makes the lover poetically frigid.

In the tercets of Sonnet 450, the poetic persona laments the lack of an "autor"
who might render the constant intensity of his love immortal.

He contrasts his

situation with that of the Roman Scaevola, whose surname (meaning left-handed) was
bestowed upon him after he went to the camp of his enemy Lars Porsenna and laid his
right hand on a burning altar, as demonstration of his fortitude.74 The poet/lover’s
soul roasts in the flame of love day and night (the Scaevola allusion depicts the lover
74

The story of Mucius Scaevola is told by Livy, 2, 12. The O.C.D. rejects this legend:
"...scaevola was an amulet worn by Roman children, but popular etymology wrongly
connected it with scaeva, the left hand; thence arose the story of the brave Roman
Carmen Hernandez Valcarcel refers to Lope de Vega's exploitation of the Scaevola legend in
El capellcm de la Virgen, to exemplify the theme of the "hombre atrevido". Interestingly it is
reinforced by a reference to Orpheus' descent to hell. See Los cuentos en el teatro de Lope
de Vega (Kassel: Edition Reichenberger, 1992), p. 79.
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as a spiritual arsonist), yet will be condemned to oblivion.

The sonnet begs the

question: why does the poetic persona seek another to immortalise his love? It would
appear that he doubts the validity of his own voice or indeed, anticipates its failure.

Inability to express verbally the frustration of love is, in fact, only a symptom of
the poet/lover’s dissatisfaction with the amorous experience itself. The emphasis on
internal suffering manifested by the fire/water antithesis is not only a cynical denial that
suffering might ever be considered positively as the ultimate proof of constant love,
but a desperate affirmation that only the physical "expression" of love will render
poetic expression successful.

In other words, the poetic persona believes that

liberation of the body, previously imprisoned in the stifling courtly/Petrarchan Uterary
tradition, will result in the liberation of a valid poetic voice.

Disillusionment in a love that promises much but concedes nothing, which
elevates the lover on Icarian wings of hope, only to leave him grasping at the
tantalising fruits of impossibility, finds expression in Sonnet 449:

En crespa tempestad del oro undoso
nada golfos de luz ardiente y pura
mi corazon, sediento de hermosura,
si el cabello deslazas generoso.
Leandro en mar de fuego proceloso
su amor ostenta, su vfvir apura;
icaro en senda de oro mal segura
arde sus alas por morir glorioso.
Con pretension de Fenix, encendidas
sus esperanzas, que difimtas lloro,
intenta que su muerte engendre vidas.
Avaro y rico y pobre, en el tesoro,
el castigo y la hambre imita a Midas,
Tantalo en fugitiva fiiente de oro.

Little can be added to Parker’s excellent analysis of this sonnet, which reveals how the
intricate fusion of conceits and mythological allusion opens up a whole world of
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human experience, encompassing the sensual and the intellectual.75

However, we

should note how the fire/water antithesis is fused in the four conceits which, presented
simultaneously, represent both the golden hair of the beloved as she unties it and the
reaction which this effects in the poet/lover. If the beloved’s wavy hair is the stormy
sea, then his heart is a Leander who aspires to cross it to attain the beloved. If the
gold of her hair recalls the sun. then his heart might be an Icarus who aspires too high
and too close.

If, as sun, it is fire, then his heart is a Phoenix which aspires to

immortahty in its flame. The multiple identifications employed in the quatrains and the
first tercet underline the essence of the poem: that the human heart aspires.

Nevertheless, the emotional journey of the quatrains does not culminate in the
"glorious death" of verse 8, but in the futile attempt to resurrect dead hope from the
ashes in 10-11. Hope still bums for the heart still loves, but reason weeps over the
emotional pyre. The fire/water antithesis is intemahsed again, but now it reflects the
cold war stalemate of senses and reason which will eventually erupt into violent civil
war. The human condition demands such an outcome.76 Commenting on the final
tercet Parker states: "Detras del fuego glorioso de la vida estan las tinieblas de la
ffustracion. El poeta fluctua atenaceado entre la promesa de la gloria y la seguridad
del vacio. Tiene a la mano el tesoro de la hermosura, pero la fuente de oro le escapa
fugitiva, dejandole pobre y hambriento. La guerra que se hacen la pasion y la razon es
la condicion atormentada del hombre."77 In the final analysis the frustration of the
lover confronted with the treasure of untouchable beauty, is only an intensification of
the frustration inherent in life itself.

75

See A. A. Parker, "La agudeza en algunos sonetos de Quevedo", in Estudios dedicados a D.
P. J. Smith demonstrates Quevedo's
exploitation of rhetorical resource and allusive resonance in his discussion of the sonnet,
Quevedo on Parnassus, pp. 78-84.

Ramon Menendez Pidal, 345-60 (pp. 351-54).

76

Consider Sonnet no. 486 "Amor me ocupa el seso y los sentidos", discussed below p. 149.

77

See Parker, "La agudeza", p. 353.
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Yet the spiritual surgery performed here by the poet/lover, the extraction of the
soul and therefore the exclusion of reason from involvement in the aspirations of the
heart, is in itself an admission that such aspirations are of dubious virtue and carry
intrinsic guilt.

Thus he who hungers and thirsts for carnal satisfaction deserves the

punishment of a Midas or a Tantalus.78 The implicit "culpa" and "castigo" of no. 297
re-emerge and with them the exphcit desire of 294.

We are left, not with the

conventional image of an elusive and cruel dama, but with the paradoxical notion that
the castigation of her elusiveness brings with it moral rehef.

The dilemma integral to such an analysis, the desire on the part of the
poet/lover for carnal "communication" with the beloved (despite the rational impulse
which contradicts this), is ingeniously solved in the hypothesis of Sonnet 448, which
bears the title "Communicacion de amor invisible por los ojos"79:

Si mis parpados, Lisi, labios fueron,
besos fueron los rayos visuales
de mis ojos, que al sol miraron caudales
aguilas, y besaran mas que vieran.
Tus bellezas, hidropicos, bebieran,
y cristales, sedientos de cristales;
de luces y de incendios celestiales,
alimentando su morir, vivieran.
De invisible comercio mantenidos,
y desnudos de cuerpo, los favores
gozaran mis potencias y sentidos;
mudos se requebraron los ardores;
pudieran, apartados, verse unidos,
y en publico, secretos, los amores.

78

Mercedes Bianco-Morel examines the symbolic resonances of the Midas myth for Quevedo in
her article: "Metaphore et paradoxe chez Quevedo", Bulletin Hispanique, 85 (1983), 83-103.
Segal looks at the relationship between Midas and Orpheus in Ovid. See Orpheus: The
Myth, pp. 27-28.

79

I hope it is clear from my comments so far that I do not share the opinion of Alonso who
introduces this sonnet as follows: "...otro soneto, que es suavemente conceptuoso, tambien
muy de espiritual amor y de gran consuelo para muchos amores imposibles." See "El
desgarron afectivo", p. 520.
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The basic topic is a conventional, albeit paradoxical one of love poetry; how lovers
communicate silently through the eyes. Smith classifies no. 448 as Quevedo’s "most
successfid treatment of the theme."80 He looks to the Italian theorist Tesauro to find
the authoritative source of the topos in an Ovidian elegy {A mores, l iv).81 However,
as Smith points out (pp. 167-68) Quevedo’s one-sided "relationship" with the beloved
has nothing in common with Ovid’s reciprocated affair with his mistress. Moreover,
Quevedo’s poem lacks the specified realty of Ovid’s social setting; the dinner party to
which Ovid, his mistress and her husband are invited.

Smith comments: "Quevedo

does not care to particularize the occasion. It remains generalized, so that the poetic
persona may appear equally abstracted, subject to no other social duties than that of
constant attendance on the lady."82 It also remains generalized, of course, because
Quevedo’s poetic persona is not the frivolous anecdotal one of Ovid’s Amoves, but the
abstract self-absorbed one inherited from the cancioneros and passed on to him from
his Spanish predecessors. What has been interpreted as "modem" anguish in his verse,
is in part a surfacing of a literary anguish which sees the entrapment of the poetic
persona, forced to speak with a restricted, abstract voice. In no. 448 Quevedo turns
that abstraction to his artistic advantage. Abstract generahty becomes an instrument of
liberation, allowing the poetic persona to aspire to chaste Neoplatonic love, while also
accommodating carnal desire.

As Parker states (The Philosophy of Love, p. 162):

"Instead of sight being raised to understanding, we have sight lowered to carnal
possession. Sight is in fact hallway between spirituahty and camahty; it is not just that
it can turn to either but that it can be both at once. We have here an experience that is

80

Smith discusses the sonnet on pp. 165-68. Olivares gives a metaphysical reading {The Love
Poetry, p. 148). Parker views it as a transformation of the Platonic ideal, see The Philosophy
ofLove, pp. 162-64. See also Walters, Francisco de Quevedo, Love Poet, p. 16 and Pozuelo,
El lenguaje poetica, p. 166.

81

Smith states on p. 164 of Quevedo on Parnassus: "Quevedo’s latinate vocabulary and his
well-known allusions to Petrarch do not merely raise the tone of diction with their dignified
rarity. They also denote and exploit the awareness of the amorous topoi transmitted from
Rome, via Italy, to Spain."

82

Smith, Quevedo on Parnassus, p. 168.
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both Neoplatonic and carnal, both chaste and sensual.

Unlike no. 449, the journey outlined and denied here is not an emotional one
but a rational one. Now it is the spirit, not the heart, which soars on eagle’s wings,
attempting Icarian flight towards heavenly fire. The outcome, however, is the same.
The ambivalence of a fire which is both heavenly beauty and infernal desire, of a thirst
which aspires to an ideal but is satiated only in reahty, transforms spiritual ascent into
carnal descent. In 449 the fire/water antithesis highlights the anguish involved when
carnal dissatisfaction is intensified by spiritual guilt; in 448 the antithesis is exploited to
convey the impossibility of the spiritual ideal when the imagination is hijacked by a
carnal reahty which can turn eyes into lips. The imagination’s power to satisfy a body
and soul which co-exist uneasily, is limited and insubstantial.

Love which is only

imaginatively and hypothetically expressed, is not expressed at all.

The paradox of

eloquent silence is no more than an elaborate self-deceit on the part of a frustrated
poetic persona, unresigned to failure.

Smith remarks on p. 168: "By speaking little or nothing in poems such as this
one, Quevedo helps to present himself as the authentic, sincere lover.

He also

assimilates himself to an ideal of heroic gravitas, which takes Aeneas as its paradigm."
In support of this statement he quotes Sentencia 249; I, 780: "dijo Virgilio bien de su
Eneas que supo disimular y comprimir su dolor y pena en lo hondo de su pecho...el
mal que llevado bien y discretamente es tolerable, llevado mal y reciamente es
intolerable".

It cannot be denied that in this sonnet Quevedo aspires to an ideal:

Platonic ideal love involving self-control; courtly ideal silence also involving selfcontrol. But the poetic persona fails in his aspirations. The neo-stoic lover fails in his
attempt to be a new Aeneas.

(It must be remembered of course that Aeneas had

aheady consummated his passion for Dido before he "heroically" concealed it!) The
self-deceit involved in "poems such as these" in fact speaks volumes.

Passion

therefore is expressed, not repressed. Perhaps this is the most significant paradox.
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Moreover, can we accept that Quevedo wishes to assimilate his poet/lover to
Aeneas, the archetypal emotional coward? Virgihan pathos throughout the epic allows
us to question if the construction of Rome was worth the destruction of love, of Dido,
of Aeneas’ own inner well-being. Quevedo’s poetic persona is like Aeneas in that in
pursuit of an ideal, he becomes its victim.

Smith himself quotes Sonnet 322 in

opposition to his previous statement: "If Quevedo’s persona is often mute, it can also
be vociferous.

Silence is inhuman and love must be expressed: ‘Arder sin voz de

estrepito dohente/no puede el tronco duro inanimado’". But Smith overlooks in this
analogy the possibility of explicit rejection of Aenean gravitas. As Dido pleads with
Aeneas not to abandon her. Fate and the gods conspire to block his ears and
"dehumanise" him. He becomes the "tronco duro", whose top aspires to heaven, but
whose roots are secured in hell:

ac velut annoso validam cum robore quercum
Alpini Boreae nunc hinc nunc flatibus illinc
eruere inter se certant; it stridor, et altae
constemunt terram concusso stipite frondes;
ipsa haeret scopulis et quantum vertice ad auras
aetherias, tantum radice in Tartara tendit:
baud secus adsiduis hinc atque hinc vocibus heros
tunditur, et magno persentit pectore curas;
mens immota manet, lacrimae voluuntur inanes.
(Aeneid, iv, 439-49)

If Quevedo’s lover is like Aeneas, it is not because Aeneas is an ideal hero, but
precisely because he is not.83 It is Aenean contradiction and human weakness which
inform the Quevedesque voice.

The imaginative impulse of 448 culminates in the fantasy of publicly displaying
83

Segal believes that this weakness (which makes Aeneas less than a perfect hero) has Orphic
resonance: "the Aeneas who suffers loss and through loss feels the inestimable preciousness
of his human ties, the precariousness of life, the futility of success without love... this Aeneas
is foreshadowed in Orpheus", Orpheus: The Myth, pp. 50-51.
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secret love-making. Apart from solving the problem of discretion, this has the added
bonus of overcoming that most difficult of amorous obstacles; ausencia. Seeing, but
not touching, the beloved renders life unbearable for the lover. Not even seeing her
converts life into a hell on earth (see Sonnet 297 above pp. 64-72). The third group of
love poems which exploits the fire/water antithesis is motivated by the anguish of
absence.

In nos. 439 (especially 17-20) and 470, water and fire are once again

exploited as symptoms of the absent lover’s distress. This distress is exemplified by
Sonnet 318 in which the absent lover, gazing into the River Henares ("creci con llanto
y fuego a Henares" [11]) finds reflected there the "dos mares" of his own eyes.84

In no. 511, dedicated to Lisi, the state of absence is linked to death. However,
rather than the soul departing the body, the body in absence leaves behind a soul,
deceived by insubstantial passion:

Quien dejo el alma enganado
y trujo el cuerpo perdido,
es el reino dfvidido
que cuenta por asolado. (13-16)

In fact, death is a restful state while metaphorical death in absence is a tormenting non
existence of arduous desire and lament:

No es llanto este que me lava
ni ya puedo llorar yo:
es el agua que salio
al fuego que me abrasaba. (33-36)

Absence is also linked to death in nos. 437, 476 and 424. In the first of these, 437, fire
and water are again manifestations of a frustrated desire (see especially 9-10) which
finds release only in self-deception and fantasy:

84

It is not simply the theme of absence which links this sonnet to no. 297. In verses 3-4 the
lament of the lover in absence recalls the magical power of Orphic music: "y cantando frene
su curso y brio:/jtanto puede el dolor en un ausente!"
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jTriste del que, como yo,
ya no tiene mas consuelo
del que se finge a si mismo,
rico de enganos y suenos! (41-44)

But consolation based on fantasy has little recuperative value for the lover. No. 476
takes as its starting point a lover returning from absence.

A process of amorous

diminution has reduced him to a shadow of his former self.

Pagan allusive context

brings the lover back from beyond the grave. He is no more than a walking corpse, a
"sombra". A corpse which dares to love must be a "sombra ardiente":

Serame, por lo menos, concedido
que esto, si es algo, que de mi dejaron,
lo miren reducido a sombra ardiente. (12-14)

No. 424 fuses the theme of absence with that of discrecion. The beloved is asked to
accept the lover’s demonstrations of affection (expressed conventionally in terms of
fire and water 1-4) as expressions of love which in accordance with the courtly code
seek neither "premio" nor "remedio".

The absence/death analogy is stressed

throughout and the implicit allusion of no. 476 is made explicit here 45-46: "Gente son
del otro mundo/los ausentes y los muertos". The estribillo which follows each stanza,
encapsulating the thought processes of the poet/lover, makes clear that death would
not only be a release from suffering, but proof of selfless adoration:

Dichoso yo si muero
tan cortes amador de mi cuidado,
y peno consolado
por lo que adoro, no por lo que espero.

The poet/lover envisages an epitaph which will confirm the nobifity of his passion:
"Yace un polvo amante, castigado por soberbio,/y un difunto presumido/del castigo
que le ha muerto". Death is the eventual outcome and punishment of a love which
aims too high; but death for such a worthy cause is inevitably prestigious.
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Most

significantly, the epitaph subscribes to a behef that passion survives death. The dead
lover sees himself as "polvo amante".

Perhaps herein lies the presumption; that

corporeal sentiment can be carried beyond the grave.85

Similar "presumption" is evident in the Lisi Sonnet 473:

Estas son y seran ya las postreras
lagrimas que, con fuerza de voz viva,
perdere en esta fuente fiigitiva,
que las lleva a la sed de tantas fieras.
jDichoso yo que, en playas extranjeras,
siendo alimento a pena tan esquiva,
halle muerte piadosa, que derriba
tanto vano edificio de quimeras!
Espiritu desnudo, pure amante,
sobre el sol ardere, y el cuerpo fno
se acordara de Amor en polvo y tierra.86
Yo me sere epitafio al caminante,
pues le dire, sin vida, el rostro mio:
"Ya fiie gloria de Amor hacerme guerra".
An exhilarated absent lover almost triumphantly embraces death which has looked with
pity upon his suffering. Appropriately the first significant indication of his release is
the checking of his tears; these have demonstrated his suffering throughout.

A life

wasted in a self-deluding desire to touch the intangible (described in verse 8 as "vano
edificio de quimeras") crumbles in the face of death.87 Or so it would appear in the
quatrains. The tercets, however, make clear that the deluded lover clings to delusion
until the end. Death might stop the flow of tears, but it will not extinguish the fire of
desire.

The ascending spirit will bum with immortal love, and even the decaying

corpse will recall love’s flame. The absent poet/lover makes a desperate final bid to
85

Contrast the ending of poem no. 12 of the group which Blecua terms "Poemas metafisicos".
Quevedo there delineates his black vision of a life which presumes to be anything other than
death itself.
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Kelley, on pp. 106-07 of La poesia metafisica, links the first tercet of this sonnet with no.
472, "Cerrar podra mis ojos". See my analysis of 472 below pp. 131-145.

87

We cannot overlook the general existential angst which underpins this description of life.
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revaluate a futile life by investing death with meaning. Recollection of love may be a
step towards the radical affirmation of corporeal sentiment beyond death so skilfully
proclaimed in Sonnet 472 "Cerrar podra mis ojos...", but in this sonnet (473) the hope
extended in the first tercet is condemned as illusory in the second.

The epitaph imagined here is one designed to function as an example to other
lovers travelling along the road of life.

But now it is not a tombstone which is

envisaged, but the poet/lover’s own lifeless face, a face which bears witness to a life
waged in amorous combat, and to death as the outcome of defeat not triumph. The
final word "guerra" functions as a tragic resume of his life’s struggle and appropriately
looks back to the "tierra" (11) into which his body has been transformed; and which
can only recall (for others) the memory of the love which consumed it.

The final sonnet of this grouping, no. 292, also takes absence as its starting
point and would imply that the "fire" of pure love merits the eternal reward of Platonic
ascent:

Fuego a quien tanto mar ha respetado
y que, en desprecio de las ondas ffias,
paso abrigado en las entranas mias,
despues de haber mis ojos navegado,
merece ser al cielo trasladado,
nuevo esfiierzo del sol y de los dias;
y entre las siempre amantes jerarquias,
en el pueblo de luz, arder clavado
Dividir y apartar puede el camino;
mas cualquier paso del perdido amante
es quilate al amor puro y divino.
Yo dejo la alma atras; llevo adelante,
desierto y solo, el cuerpo peregrino,
y a mi no traigo cosa semejante.

Olivares revaluates this sonnet in response to Carlos Blanco Aguinaga’s condemnation
of it as "almost a good poem". Olivares’ analysis focuses attention on the sonnet’s
structure which reveals "a clear delineation of its cause, which is an indication of a
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well-conceived intuition and its execution".88

He identifies three stages in the

structural pattern which he terms "union - division - desolation".

The first quatrain

expresses the unity of body and soul (united in the experience of courtly love),
characterised by devotion in love despite absence.

The suffering which is a

consequence of the courtly experience forces the lover to aspire to an intellectual.
Neoplatonic love. As the poet/lover envisions the ascent of the soul, this inevitably
divides it from a pilgrim body which is left alone and desolate on earth.

Olivares

concludes his discussion on p. 104: "Bereft of his soul, the pilgrim suffers a desolating
ahenation. It is because of this agony that he beheves his love deserves to be granted
the bliss of intellectual love. And here lies the pathos. The sonnet is an anguished
revelation of the tension between what the poet yearns for and what, in reahty, he has
to endure."

However, Olivares’ structural analysis, constructed upon the foundations of an
initial united love experience, does not underline the fact that the Neoplatonic ideal
itself does not cause the harrowing desolation of the final tercet. The ideal is never
attained and is therefore, within the context of the poem, non-existent. It is simply
envisioned as an escape route from present suffering. Nor could the ideal itself result
in the division of body and soul. They are already divided in that the soul yearns for an
ideal which rejects and denies the body. The "division - desolation" of the tercets is
simply an explicit, intensified underpinning of the "division - desolation" already
implicitly present in the first quatrain.

The spacial division of absence from the

beloved results in an ambivalent experience which, far from uniting body and souL,
serves only to highlight the irreconcilability of their objectives.

(The fire/water

antithesis is exploited in this context as we would expect). The imagination is called to
the rescue.

But once again it can produce only a divisive solution to a divisive

problem. It is a reahsation of failure, written into the sonnet from the beginning, which
produces the "desolation" of the final tercet.
88

See Olivares, The Love Poetry, pp. 99-104 and p. 104 for quotation.
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The "fiiego" which is given initial emphasis in the sonnet functions on three
metaphorical levels. Firstly it is the fire of love which has continued to bum despite
the extent of the absent lover’s suffering, made manifest by the tears which he has
wept.

Consequently as love which has transcended suffering, it deserves the

recognition of Neoplatonic ascent and the assurance of a fixed place in the celestial
realm. Secondly (as Olivares points out on p. 100), "fiiego" is also the beloved "whom
the pilgrim’s copious tears have respected."

If this is so, then it follows that the

brillance of her beauty deserves its rightful place in the heavens as "nuevo esfuerzo del
sol" (6). Nevertheless, neither of these interpretations reveal how "fiiego" contributes
to the element of discord which is the cornerstone of the sonnet. A third level of
meaning emerges from a fusion of the previous two. If "fiiego" is the infernal fire of
desire which ravages the "entranas" of the poet, and if "cielo" is the celestial beauty of
the beloved, then Neoplatonic ascension is in fact a desire for sexual satisfaction which
the poetic persona beheves his suffering has merited. The "ideal" sought is the uniting
of the lover’s body and soul in amorous union with the beloved - without the
displacement of the beloved from her elevated pedestal.

Courtly and Neoplatonic

codes apart, absence itself makes such an outcome impossible (stressed in verse 9).89
Continued suffering with no hope of fulfilment may be "quilate al amor puro y drvino",
but it must involve the complete subjugation of self (14).

Ultimately "desolation"

signifies sexual frustration.

89

Boase points out: "In fifteenth-century court poetry love is generally defined as an experience
of contradiction, and absence was frequently likened to a state of inner division between
mind and heart, or body and soul, suggesting death or the cliche of the stolen heart...
However, in this period, the poet was generally more concerned with self-expression and
subtle paradox than with true self-analysis." See "Rabia de amor...", p. 60. "Absence" may
of course be a symbol of unfulfilled love. Walters understands it as such in his commentary
on Quevedo Sonnet 471. See "Conflicting Views of Time in a Quevedo Sonnet: An Analysis
of Die: anos de mi vida se ha llevado," Journal of Hispanic Philology, 4 (1980), 143-56.
See especially p. 150 where he refers to Jose Ortega y Gasset's comment: "En este amor
cortes es esencial la distancia. Es amor visual o de nostalgia, distancia en el espacio y en el
tiempo." See Estudios sobre el amor, 17th ed. (Madrid: Revista de Occidente, 1970), p. 179.
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Analysis of the internalised fire/water antithesis has revealed two major and
inextricably linked preoccupations of Quevedo’s love poetry: the experience of love
will only be valid when body and soul are equally satisfied (thus love must survive in
the body beyond death and sexual satisfaction must not isolate the spirit); such an
amorous experience requires expression in an unrestricted poetic voice. We have seen
that the poet’s attempts to reconcile body and soul have depended to some extent
upon the power of his imagination.

Either sexual fulfilment is imagined in a

hypothetical or fantastical environment or the poet intimates an afterlife in which body
as well as soul continues to feel love.

2. 5

Before considering in greater detail poems which illustrate this harnessing of
the imaginative impulse to alleviate sexual tension, we must firstly discuss those poems
in which the poetic persona cloaks his desire in a metaphor which is a logical extension
of the internal Hades motif (elaborated so skilfully in no. 297).

His music cannot

alleviate the internal hell of his heart. Hell can only be conquered by Heaven. So he
claims the beloved as his "heaven", and seeks to assuage corporeal pain and purge
spiritual guilt by basking in her glory. However, his reaction to her beauty undermines
the heavenly position which he accords to her. The romance 431 entitled "Pintura no
vulgar de una hermosura", reveals the beloved as a gloriously enigmatic mystery which
the poet/lover can grasp only in ambivalent terms.90
90

Delineation of her beauty

Both Smith and Walters discuss the portrait of the beloved in Quevedo’s love poetry as a
topic of Petrarchist poetry. Smith, commenting on the depersonalised nature of this portrait,
aims to show how this derives from the "rigorously rhetorical nature of Quevedo’s
engagement with the woman and that the lack of descriptive ornament is inversely
proportional to the concern for persuasive argument". See chapter 3, Quevedo on Parnassus,
pp. 54-89, and p. 56 for quotation Walters examines the imitative tasks of Renaissance
poets faced with praising their beloved and concludes that in Quevedo’s poetry "something of
the negative side clearly emerges in the lover's approach to the beloved and in his
descriptions of her; there is not that total respect which is conventionally prescribed for the
expression of this aspect of amatory reality. . . it is possession not praise, that determines the
approach, and this leads to a variation in, or even distortion of, the conventional vehicle of
eulogy." See chapter 3, Francisco de Quevedo, pp. 73-101; p. 101 for quotation. See also
Pozuelo, El lenguaje poetica, pp. 116-26.
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culminates in the perplexing conundrum: "Que es cosa y cosa/pena y paraiso, infierno

y gloria". Similarly in Sonnet no. 455 the effect of contemplating the beauty of the
cruel dama is a state of suspended afterlife, which is at once glorious and punitory:

El vencimiento te sobro en mi muerte;
y fixe castigo y gloria el ver tus ojos,
cuando file dicha y fue dehto el verte.(12-14)91

The hyperbohc poem 428 entitled, "Floris disimulando va a una feria", once again
eulogises the beloved’s beauty in heavenly terms:

Mai se disfraza el cielo
con manto de tinieblas:
que las estrellas parlan
que es cielo quien las lleva. (9-12)

Adoration of this displaced heaven leads to inevitable suffering and death for the
aspiring lover. The outcome is subtly evoked by a reference to Icarus:
Yo, lince de sus soles,
icaro de sus trenzas,
hable con el silencio
y adore con mis penas. (25-28)

If the sight of an intangible beloved provokes a paradoxical reaction which is both
celestial and infernal, it is not surprising that in absence, deprived even of seeing her
beauty, the lover should consider himself condemned to endure an eternal metaphorical

91

Quevedo's Sonnet 455, a passionate invective hurled at the cold and cruel beloved by the
lover, is Quevedo's contribution to the classical topos which reveals cruelty to be the
hallmark of an unnatural son or daughter. It goes back to Homer (Iliad 16, 33-35, Patroclus
to Achilles) but is elaborated in an amorous context by Catullus (Ariadne reproaches the
absent Theseus, 64, 155-58) and by Virgil (Dido's outburst to Aeneas, Aeneid iv, 365-67).
The invective is used by the male against the heartless female in Euripides Medea 134, 1-3,
when Jason calls Medea a lioness more savage than Scylla. Medea takes up the idea in her
reply, 135, 8-9. Ovid adapts Euripides (Met. vii, 32-33) when Medea acknowledges the
cruelty of her response to Jason's treachery. Perhaps the most incisive and sustained
elaboration of the topos is found in Catullus 60, 1-5: "Num te laena montibus Libystinis/aut
Scylla latrans infima inguinum parte/tam mente dura procreavit ac taetra,/ut supplicis vocem
in novissimo casu/contemptam haberes, a nimis fero corde."
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hell. This provides the framework of caution 395:

Mas aunque condenado
a infiemo de rigor, senora mia,
en este despoblado,
donde ni alumbra el sol ni sale el dia,
jamas con tanta pena
te maldigo por juez que me condena. (19-24)

The lover who continues to love without reproach in the hell of absence re-emerges in
the Lisi Sonnet 490 entitled, "Amante apartado, pero no ausente, amador de la
hermosura de 1’alma, sin otro deseo":

Puedo estar apartado, mas no ausente;
y en soledad, no solo; pues delante
asiste el corazon, que arde constante
en la pasion, que siempre esta presente.
El que sabe estar solo entre la gente,
se sabe solo acompanar: que, amante,
la membranza de aquel bello semblante
a la imaginacion se le consiente.
Yo vi hermosura y penetre la alteza
de virtud soberana en mortal velo:
adoro Talma, admiro la belleza.
Ni yo pretendo premio, ni consuelo;
que uno fiiera soberbia, otro vileza:
menos me atrevo a Lisi, pues, que al cielo.

The contradictory impulses which inform Quevedo’s amatory verse are manifest in this
negation of Sonnet 297 (see above pp. 64-72).

The claustrophobic solitude of the

Orphic sonnet, the threatening flames of passion, the frustrating recriminations and the
fruitless lament are transformed into this idealised vision of an absence which can be
endured because it is no absence at all. Ostensibly the overwhelming sense of failure
which permeates the amorous experience of 297, becomes the successful ability to
cope in the face of adverse absence in 490.

The confident assertion "Puedo estar apartado" is qualified by the initially
confusing "mas no ausente".

In fact the remainder of the sonnet constitutes a
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qualifying clarification of this opening affirmation. The persistent presence of passion,
a fiery sword of Damocles in 297, is now fired by a memory which conjures up such
vivid images of his beloved’s beauty that he feels himself to be in her presence.
Insubstantial images are apparently sufficient to overcome solitude, turn absence into
presence and failure into success.

The swift tense change as the tercets open ("Yo yi hermosura y penetre la
alteza") pays lipservice to reahty, by placing firmly in the past what was only ever an
abstract, self-deluding relationship anyway: abject subservience to a celestial goddess.
The declarations of the final tercet, the vow to love without claim to "premio" or to
"consuelo", must now be considered the hollow ideahstic mutterings of a man existing
on a diet of optical illusions.

The sonnet’s immaterial stance is exactly that.

Its

superficial obliteration of desire is undermined by the constant presence of fire in the
first quatrain; and by the tension exerted on the notion of adoration and admiration in
the first tercet, by a disconcerting reference to penetration. Even the final statement
which equates Lisi with "cielo" can be challenged by allusive subtext. Icarian analogy
would cast considerable doubt upon his final chaste declaration and indeed upon the
spiritual pose of the entire sonnet. It is clear that transformation of the absent lover’s
suffering within the confines of reahty is impossible. But success based on fantasy fails
to convince.

Fantasised celestial presence is, in reahty, an elaborate smokescreen

imagined by the lover to conceal the hellish angst of absence conveyed honestly by
Sonnet 297.

Poem no. 418, entitled "Muestra lo enamorado en lo ausente", again
demonstrates the ambivalent role of imaginative memory for the absent lover, who
grapples to comprehend the implications of adoring celestial beauty.

Memory is

initially a positive faculty which renders his beloved omnipotent and (most
significantly) omnipresent. The glory of loving such divine and pilgrim beauty, is the
fulfilment of a passion not hindered by temporal or spacial limits (9-16). However, the
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poet/lover is not entirely satisfied and is confounded by his own dissatisfaction:

Pues, ^de que me quejo agora,
si gozo siempre de ti,
teniendo dentro de mi
todo el bien que mi alma adora?
^Que puede causarme enojos,
si, en cualquier parte del suelo,
me alumbran desde ese cielo
los dos soles de tus ojos? (17-24)

The dual carnal and spiritual markers of the verb "gozar" (already employed twice by
the poet, [1 and 12]), convey the celestial/terrestrial tension which will occupy the
poet/lover’s mental processes for the remainder of the poem. It is this tension which
provokes his complaint against absence, despite vivid memories of the beloved’s
presence. The analogy which compares her gaze (which is spiritually vivifying) to the
force of the sun’s rays, is extended beyond the initial complaint. His reasoning decides
that if her eyes are like the sun in every respect, then "abrasan de lejos solo/y en su
esfera resplandecen" (27-28). Thus in the divine presence of her "beldad peregrina"
(37), his soul is glorified.

But contemplated from afar (that is, with recourse to

memory) his soul is enflamed. He concludes that the result of absence for the spirit is
a jealous wish to recover lost love.

Memory, now evoked at its most negative, is

carnal desire:

Pues tu beldad peregrina,
si es en presencia gozada,
de gloria el alma adomada
deja con luz tan divina.
Mas de lejos contemplada,
en el alma enciende luego,
vivas centellas de fiiego,
que la dejan inflamada.
Y al cuerpo, que es inferior,
vueltas en rayos, descienden
las pasiones, que se encienden
en la parte superior.
Engendranse en ella celos,
memorias de bien perdido.
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llamas de amor encendido
de las luces de tus cielos. (37-52)

Clever use of rhyming patterns and extension of the beloved/sun conceit, allow the
poet/lover to acknowledge the presence of inferior (but still soul-jeopardising) desire;
but only when absent from the beloved.

If absence is a euphemism for sexual

unfulfilment, then this is an even cleverer denial of the courtly code.

The glorious

sight (another sexual euphemism?) of her divine beauty inspires only spiritual worship.
The poet ends with a convincing eulogy of the beloved in which he simultaneously
laments absence and pledges selfless love:

Y pues estimo el tormento,
contemplando en tu memoria,
si esta presente tu gloria,
no cabra en el pensamiento.
Que no hay mayor diferencia
de gozar gloria en el cielo,
a contemplalla en el suelo,
que de tu vista a la ausencia. (61-68)
In a madrigal entitled "Contraposicion amorosa" (407),92 the poet exploits the
hell/heaven antithesis in a hypothetical context which depends explicitly upon Orphic
allusion as self-justification of frustrated desire:

Si fueras tu mi Euridice, oh senora,
ya que soy el Orfeo que te adora,
tanto el poder mirarte en mi pudiera
que solo por mirarte te perdiera;
pues si perdiera la ocasion de verte,
perderte fuera asi, por no perderte.
Mas tu en la tierra, luz clara del cielo,
firmamento que vives en el suelo,
no podia ser que fueras
sombra, que entre las sombras asistieras;
que el infiemo contigo se alumbrara;
y tu divina cara,
como el sol en su coche.
92

See Fucilla Estudios sobre el petrarquismo, p. 207 who points out that this poem is an
imitation of a madrigal by L. Grotto, "Se '1 dotto Orfeo die gran segno de amore".
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introdujera auroras en la noche.
Ni yo, segun mis sentimientos veo,
fiiera miisico Orfeo;
pues de amor y tristeza el alma llena,
no pudiera cantar, viendote en pena.

We can identify immediate similarity with Sonnet 448 (see above pages 89-92). There
is the same hypothetical framework and the recourse to sight as recipient of a love
which is both spiritual and sensual. However, the hypothesis of 448 is sustained by an
unresigned poet/lover.

In 407, exploitation of mythological allusion allows the

poet/lover to reject the hypothesis and yet view its failure as positive within his own
amorous experience.

He attempts to engage his beloved in a mythical fantasy in which she will play
the role of Eurydice to his Orpheus. But there would be no pretence involved on his
part. As a poet who worships her, he is an Orpheus (1-2). As a Eurydice, the beloved
must be kept from the gaze of the lover, who need only look at her to lose her.
Working from this mythical premiss, Quevedo exploits the sexual euphemism inherent
in the verb "perder". He states that the desire he feels for his Eurydice is such that a
single glance would be enough to lose her (3-4). Within this disorientating poetic jig
saw (the three principal and ambiguous verbs "perder", "mirar", and "ver" are
continually repeated to produce a confusing alliterative effect) the task is to find the
correct meaning for an appropriate context.93

So we can read verses 5-6 on two levels: either we accept a straightforward
interpretation of both "perder" and "ver" and believe that the lover is simply stating the
93

The presentation of the relationship in terms of a dense linguistic labyrinth, was a stylistic
technique favoured by cancionero poets, among whom Diego de San Pedro was exemplary.
Consider the opening of the following cancion: "El mayor bien de quereros/es querer un no
quererme,/pues procurar de perderos/sera perder el perderme." See Keith Whinnom's edition
and discussion of this poem in chapter 6 of his La poesia amatoria de la epoca de los Reyes
Catolicos, Durham Modern Language Series (Durham: University of Durham, 1981), pp. 7381. On p. 16 he copies the poem at it appears in the Cancionero general recopilado por
Hernando del Castillo (Valencia, 1511), facsimile edition with an introduction by Antonio
Rodriguez-Mofiino (Madrid: Real Academia Espanola, 1958), f. 124v.
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obvious; if he were not to see her at all, then he would in effect lose her anyway.
Alternatively, we accept the sensual overtones of "ver" (5), rhyming with a sexually
euphemistic "perder" (6) and view the lover’s statement as justification of the desire
implicit in 3-4: consummation of his love would also in a sense result in the losing of
his beloved.

The deliberately baffling disorder of the verse obscures the sexual intent.
unmasking invalidates the lover’s previous Orphic stance.

Its

He is not an Orpheus

because he loves his Eurydice any less, but because he desires her more.

By not

looking at Eurydice Orpheus could have saved her. The poet/lover’s dilemma is that
whether he looks upon her or not, loss of her is inevitable. That he is more Orpheus
than Orpheus is implicit; that she is more beloved than Eurydice he makes explicit in
the eulogy of 7-14. It is wondrous enough that such heavenly beauty resides on earth,
but it is inconceivable to imagine such divinity in hell. The fate of Eurydice cast back
into hell as a shade could never be that of his dama. Indeed her radiant beauty has
more in common with that of the sun. Just as the sun’s light overwhelms the darkness
of night, the poet/lover’s Eurydice outshines her mythical counterpart. The thought
that his beloved might ever suffer a fate similar to that of Eurydice is enough to
convince the poet/lover that at least as Orpheus "musico", he would be a failure. That
he cannot sing with Orphic voice is a demonstration of the depth of his love.

His

music depends upon her. Her suffering would inevitably stifle his creativity (15-18).
But despite the evocation of the soul in 17, the re-emergence of "ver" recalls its earher
ambivalent context and forces us to question the validity of his spiritual assertion.

He cannot be an Orpheus because he is more passionate than Orpheus and
therefore suffers more in an unfulfilled relationship. She cannot be Eurydice because
she is more beautiful and therefore cannot be contained in hell. Assertions, designed
to praise the beloved and glorify the poet/lover, misfire and elucidate the real state of
the affair beneath the fantasy. A chasm, as wide as Hades itself, separates lover and
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beloved. He is on fire with passion, suffering a metaphorical hell, which he knows his
music will be powerless to alleviate. Meanwhile, she looks down from the heaven in
which he has placed her. In no. 407 he tries to turn the concept of a failed Orphic
voice (see 297) on its head. Instead he becomes a victim of his own success. In fact,
in his own mythical fantasy, he plays the role of the trapped Eurydice much better than
his etherial beloved ever could.94

2. 6

Thus far we have seen how elevation of the beloved to celestial realms has not
annihilated carnal desire, but rather has forced the poet/lover to exploit infernal
metaphors to conceal it in her presence and in absence to take refuge in self-deluding
hypothesis and fantasy.95 We must now turn to consider those poems in which the
imaginative impulse is self-consciously harnessed by the poetic persona in an attempt
to alleviate sexual tension. Two poems (337 and 440) depict his complete submersion
in the fantastical environment of the dream world. Only in such a contrived illusory
arena can he confront and expose the subconscious and (thus far in our discussion)
subtextual physicahty of his passion.

Desire is made explicit, but there is no real

infringement of the courtly code and therefore no real contamination of heaven by hell.
Olivares comments of Sonnet 337: "in another effort to escape momentarily from the
conflict between the reahty of the senses and the abstraction of courtly love, the poet
attempts to discharge his tension through the traditional safety valve of the dream":96
94

Compare similar mythical role reversal in Garcilaso Sonnet 38. See my analysis of Sonnet
38 in the previous chapter, pp. 49-53.

95

In Sonnet 370 the poetic persona addresses a flower which adorns the forehead of the
beloved. She is represented once again by "cielo", but there is no denying the subtle
evocation of earthly desire in the tercets: "Cuando caiste de su frente bella,/no te tuve por
flor, que, como es cielo,/no esperaba yo del sino una estrella;/mas pues cuando se cae la flor
al suelo/muestra que el fruto viene ya tras ella,/ver que te vi caer me da consuelo".

96

For Olivares' discussion of this sonnet see The Love Poetry, pp. 74-76. The term safety valve
is one adopted by Olivares from Leonard Forster. The latter refers in particular to the
Petrarchist poet's use of the alba, pastourelle and epithalium. He concludes his discussion as
follows: "Any society imposes certain conventions on relations between the sexes, in
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jAy, Floralba! Sone que te...^direlo?
Si, pues que sueno ftie: que te gozaba
quien, sino un amante que sonaba,
juntara tanto infiemo a tanto cielo?
Mis llamas con tu nieve y tu yelo,
cual suele opuestas flechas de su aljaba,
mezclaba Amor, y honesto las mezclaba,
como mi adoracion en su desvelo.
Y dije: "Quiera Amor, quiera mi suerte,
que nunca duenna yo. si estoy despierto,
y que si duenno, que jamas despierte".
Mas desperte del dulce desconcierto;
y vi que estuve vivo con la muerte
y vi que con la vida estaba muerto.

The momentum of this sonnet apparently switches from initial ecstasy to distress; from
an opening sigh of pleasure to final words of despair. Within the context of the erotic
dream the verb "gozar", ambivalent in poems such as 448 (see above pp. 89-92), can
convey undiluted sensuahty. "Infiemo" can refer unreservedly to the fiery, tormented
lover and the once eulogising conceit "cielo", can now shed its previous abstraction.
Within the dream the Petrarchan antithesis of fire and ice can be merged by the god
whose oppositional arrows were responsible for keeping them apart.

Most

significantly, within the dream, all of this can happen without offending the spiritual
aspect of their relationship to which the poet/lover still clings so desperately (7-8).

But the explicit sensuahty of the quatrains is deceptive in itself. It plunges us
directly into the dream and diverts our attention from the sonnet’s concealed time
sequence. If the dream experience has passed and is being recounted in the present,
then the sonnet opens after it has closed. In other words, vestiges of the desengano of
the ending must be present at the beginning. They manifest themselves in the hesitancy
of the self-questioning of the first quatrain and in the emphasis on the chaste nature of
literature as in life. The sexual impulse is one of the basic and most powerful human
impulses. Whatever the conventions imposed, it always manages to find an outlet, and on
this the mental health of the individual depends." See Forster, The Icy Fire, chapter 3, pp.
84-121, (p. 121).
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the relationship generally in the second. In one sense reahty has already pervaded the
dream world, before the poet/lover wakes up in the final tercet; at least within the
discursive space of the sonnet which recounts the dream while awake.97

The tercets open with the poet/lover recounting in the present his dreaminspired invocation of Cupid. Just as the vivid sensuahty of the quatrains disorientates
the reader, the vivacity of the fantasy confuses the dreamer. He recaUs his confusion;
his inability to determine whether he was asleep or awake; his imploring of Cupid to be
allowed to remain in whichever state his lovemaking was taking place. But all good
dreams come to an end. The final tercet recalls that moment of intense disillusionment
when the poetic persona was invaded by reahsation of his death-in-life, his unchanging
reality.98

The retelling of the dream revives both the ecstasy of the dream itself and the
despair felt at its inevitable conclusion.

We must, therefore, dispute Olivares’

comment that: "imagined intercourse gives him no consolation.

On the contrary,

reahty pervades his dreams, turning them into nightmares of tormenting desire" {The
Love Poetry, p. 74). Reality does not pervade the dream itself. Fantasy, at least at this
stage of the poetic trajectory, does provide some limited consolation.

The poetic

persona states in the paradoxical definition of love of 375: "Es un sonado bien, un mal
presente".

97

Most critics tend to take for granted the sonnet's temporal sequence, without considering its
consequences. See Olivares whose comments on the tercets begin: "Reality undermines his
duke desconcierto and he is shaken from his ecstasy" (p. 75). Francisco Ayala makes
similar assumptions in an otherwise penetrating analysis. See "Sueno y realidad en el
barroco". Insula, no. 184, March, 1962, p. 1.

98

Both Olivares (p. 76) and Ayala (p. 1) see the "vida/muerte" antithesis of the final tercet, as a
reflection of Quevedo's personal vision of the world in which he lived at a time of national
decline and moral pessimism. Juan Lanza Esteban alludes to these final lines in his
examination of the theme of death in Quevedo's poetry in general. See "Quevedo y la
tradicion literaria de la muerte," Revista de Literatura, IV (1953), 367-80.
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The pleasure involved in remembering erotic fantasy re-emerges as the
principal theme of romance 440, simply entitled "Sueno".

It has much in common

with 337: the divine nature of a named beloved (on this occasion Floris); the erotic
dream in which the couple make love; the initial hesitance about whether or not to
recount the dream (again quickly dispelled by reahsation that the lover has no control
over the workings of his subconscious and therefore, cannot be accused of discourtesy
while asleep); the emphasis on sight as a determining factor in the interplay of fantasy
and reahty (in 337 recovery of sight linked the lover inextricably to reahty, while in this
poem the traditional conceit of the blind lover is cleverly manipulated, so that sight is
restored by erotic fantasy and blindness is a symptom of frustrated desire); and finally,
the time sequence (the dream is recalled in the present and the lover is "tickled" by it
despite realising its limited illusory nature). The first eighteen lines suffice to reveal
these correspondences:

No pueden los suenos, Floris,
ofender prendas divinas,
pues permiten a las almas
el mentir para si mismas.
Prevenir un sueno quiero,
que, por hacerme caricias,
hurto mis ojos al llanto,
que los aniega la vista.
Sone (gracias a la noche),
no se, Floris, si lo diga
(mas perdona, que los suenos
no saben de cortesia),
que estabas entre mis brazos,
pues eres, diosa divina,
de un amante bulliciosa
las obras ejecutivas.
Sonaba el ciego que veia
y sonaba lo que queria.

Rather than reahty invading fantasy, it is a case of fantasy encroaching upon reahty.
Recohection of the dream experience temporarily stays the tears which blind the lover.
By not losing sight of the dream experience, even in his waking hours, he is able to
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alleviate frustrated desire.

Thus he immerses himself in a complete poetic

reconstruction of his fantasy (19-60). Sensuahty is couched in the terminology of the
religion of love metaphor in an attempt to elevate desire, or at least to ensure that the
dream does not detract from his adoration of the beloved:

No hay estacion en tu cuerpo
que no adore de rodillas;
con mis cuentas en la mano,
llore en la postrer ermita. (45-48)

Likewise, in courtly fashion, the lover makes clear that he is still unworthy of his lady.
Exploitation of the heaven/hell antithesis is indispensable for Quevedo in such a
context:
Es no decir lo que vi
apiadarme de la invidia,
y guardar para mi solo
mis glorias con avaricia.
Lo que tocaron mis manos,
adestradas de mentiras,
no lo daran por el cetro
de todas las monarquias.
Hechas demonios, andaban... (23-31).

The depiction of the lover as an agent of hell is reinforced by references to the sin of
which he is guilty. His "culpa" is proclaimed in verse 25 as "avaricia".

Of course

"lujuria" would debase the beloved. At this stage his sin is an uncontrollable desire to
possess the treasure which is his lady." But as the poem proceeds, the fervour of the
event which it recalls is reflected in the more forceful imagery which describes it:

Anduvete con la boca
rosa a rosa las mejillas,
y aun dentro de tus dos ojos
te quise forzar las ninas.
Dime una hartagaza de cielo
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This is a metaphor favoured by Quevedo, especially in the Lisi sonnets where the lover is
depicted as a frustrated Midas figure. See Sonnets 443, 445, 449, 465 and 501.

Ill

en tan alias maravillas;
mate la hambre al deseo,
y enriqueci la codicia. (37-44)

The hunger of his passion is finally made explicit. The lady is elevated further as a
compensatory measure and his sin is given a new name - "codicia". As well as having
sexual overtones which might well condemn the lover anyway,100 "codicia" condemns
him on another secondary level. It is attacked by Quevedo in his moral poetry, as the
vice which prompts men to make ships and venture on the sea. Of course, the primary
literary force of this image is Senecan, but Quevedo often exploits it to highlight the
immoral politics of his own day.101 His awareness of the excessive sacrifices paid by

the Spanish people, so that Spain could maintain an illusion of supremacy in Europe
and the world, leads Quevedo to condemn Spain’s imperial policy in the Americas.102
In no. 43 "codicia" is responsible for prompting presumptuous and fatal sea travel:
"Codicia, mas que el Ponto desfrenada,/persuadio que, en el mar, el avariento/ fuese
inventor de muerte inesperada" (12-14).103 In his "Sermon estoico de censura moral"
(no. 145), the era of exploration is the responsibility of death, commerce (66ff) and
greed (88). In Potosi and Lima (125ft) the conquistadores respond to the tyranny of

100

According to the Diccionario de la lengua espaiiola (Real Academia Espanola, 1970), a
tertiary meaning of "codicia" is "apetito sensual".

101

Gareth Davies reveals how Senecan precedents in particular (as well as Horatian and
Virgilian models) informed Fray Luis' vision of "La vida retirada". The poet's development
of a sea-faring metaphor to convey the rapacity of his world, is shown to have its roots in
classical literature in which venturing out to sea symbolised the end of the age of innocence.
See "Luis de Leon and a Passage from Seneca's Hippolytus" BHS, 41 (1964), 10-27.

102

It is an attitude shared by many of Quevedo's contemporaries, including Luis de Gongora. In
the latter's Soledad Primera, the "serrano" narrates the discovery and conquest of Spain's
oversea Empire. "Codicia" is the helmsman of contemporary ships, just as it steered the
three ships of Columbus (413) to steal from Neptune his hitherto unexplored territory. The
feats of the conquistadores in the Americas are attributed to "las banderas glonosas" of
"codicia” (422).

103

Bruce Wardropper describes this as a "masterful conceit". He takes this poem as an example
of Quevedo's constant revision of his own work to establish Quevedo as a "meticulous poet
who never relinquished control over his poetic creations". See "'Work in Progress': The
Poetic Creativity of Three Seventeenth-Century Poets", MLN, 105 (1990), 180-190 (p. 189
and p. 187).
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gold which provokes death but which refuses to accompany it (135-38).104 Man is
exhorted not to become a slave to wealth (167-71).105

In this poem (no. 440) the lover is the avaricious explorer of previously
unknown territory.

He is the conquistador who seeks out and finally reaches the

"Indias" of his beloved:

De beso en beso me vine,
tomandote la medida,
desde la planta al cabello,
por rematar en las Indias.106 (49-52)

However, sexual dominion of this "New World" is never explicitly condemned as an
act of presumption which might have tragic consequences for the lover, for his sexual
appetite is satisfied only in a dream:

El apetito travieso,
con sola mi fantasia,
mas entremetido andaba
que ffaile con bacinica. (53-56).

There is no moment of intense desengafio, there is not even a flicker of remorse.
Harsh reality takes the form of a bump on the head.

This is his constant day-time

104

Compare the final lines of poem no. 12: "cansate ya, oh mortal, de fatigarte/en adquirir
nquezas y tesoro,/que ultimamente el tiempo ha de heredarte,/y al fin te dejaran la plata y
oro./Vive para ti solo si pudieres;/pues solo para ti, si mueres, mueres".

105

Perhaps the poem which best expresses Quevedo's disenchantment with the extravagant
society in which he lived is the satirical poem structured around the motte: "Poderoso
caballero es don Dinero", no. 660.

106

We might compare John Donne's elegy "To his Mistress going to bed", esp. w. 24-32.
"Licence my roving hands, and let them goe/Behind, before, above, between, below./Oh my
America, my new found lande,/My kingdome, safeliest when one man man'd,/My myne of
precious stones, my Empiree,/How blest am I in this discovering thee./To enter in these
bonds is to be free/Then where my hand is set my seal shall be." See John Donne The
Elegies and The Songs and The Sonnets, edited by Helen Gardner (Oxford: O.U.P., 1965).
For comparative studies of Quevedo and Donne see: L. Elaine Hoover, John Donne and
Francisco de Quevedo. Poets of Love and Death (Chapel Hill: The University of North
Carolina Press, 1978) and Jose Manuel Gonzalez Fernandez de Sevilla, "La poesia metafisica
de John Donne y Francisco de Quevedo".
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reminder of nocturnal activity. Not that any is needed. The ending of the romance
reiterates the stance of the opening.

Erotic fantasy which endures in memory can

alleviate the tension of a sexually frustrated reahty:107

Perdona al sueno sabroso
Usonjeras demasias,
que, aun despierto, en la memoria
me estan haciendo cosquillas.
SoFiaba el ciego que vela,
y sonaba lo que queria. (61-66)

However, no. 440 is the exception rather than the rule of Quevedo’s love poetry. The
pleasure of fantasy is often difficult to sustain.108 Reahsation that erotic dreams are
but feigned delights which mock both body and soul leaves the lover disillusioned and
dejected:
Tuvele por verdad el bien pequeno;
llegue luego a sonar que te gozaba,
hecho de tanta gentileza dueno.
Y en esto conoci que me enganaba,
y que todo mi bien fue breve sueno,
pues yo, tan sin ventura, le alcanzaba.
(365; 9-14)

In no. 365 recognition of his inferiority to the beloved breaks down the barriers
of the dreamworld to reveal his self-deceit.
fulfilments.109

But not all dreams are erotic wish-

In Sonnet 366 the torment of unrequited love is displaced into a

107

A sonnet similar to 337 and 440 is the Lisi Sonnet 477. The poetic persona expresses his
envy of a child who lies asleep on Lisi's lap, an angel at rest in heaven. The implicit
sensuality of the tercets undermines the innocent setting: "Suefias que gozas del mayor
consuelo/que la Fortuna prodiga derrama:/ que el precio tocas que enriquece al suelo;/que
habitas fenix mas gloriosa llama;/que tu eres angel, que tu cama es cielo,/y nada sera sueno
en esa cama" (9-14).

108

In romance 430, the absent lover is assailed by his own "pensamientos" which rebel against
him, exhausted by his fantasising. See especially w. 65-76.

109

Segal, commenting on the Pygmalion myth as told by Ovid, reflects on the power of art to
offer the artist "a way out of the self-enclosure of the erotic imagination". He also recognises
the dangers: the possibility of the artist "becoming lost in a self-absorbed, specular longing in
place of real relation" (Orpheus: The Myth, p. 88). It is this metamorphosis from Pygmalion
to Narcissus that we can identify in Quevedo’s dream sonnets.
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nightmare setting in which the lover’s death-in-life becomes an actual death inflicted by
Fibs:
Sone que el brazo de rigor armado,
Fibs, alzabas contra el alma mia,
diciendo: Este sera el postrero dia
que ponga fin a tu vivir cansado.
Y que luego con golpe acelerado,
me dabas muerte en sombra de alegria,
y yo, triste, al infiemo me partia,
viendome ya del cielo desterrado.
Parti sin ver el rostro amado y bebo;
mas despertome deste sueno un hanto,
ronca la voz, y crespo mi cabebo.
Y lo que mas en esto me dio espanto
es ver que fuese sueno algo de aquebo
que me pudiera dar tormento tanto.

The heaven/hell antithesis, which we saw develop into an abstract conceptual device,
recalls its mythical origins in this sonnet.

With one decisive glance, Orpheus cast

Eurydice back into heb forever; with one sudden blow Fibs inflicts infernal exile on the
poet/lover. Heaven and hell are irrevocably ruptured. The poetic persona realises that
the tedium of his present existence is preferable to such perpetual damnation.
Association with a subtextual Eurydice exonerates him from blame, but the mythical
correspondences are deliberately confused.

In Eurydice’s hell he will suffer the

punishment of Orpheus; he sets off knowing that he will never again gaze upon the
beautiful face of his beloved. Consistent with Sonnet 297, it is made clear here that
Orphic sorrow wib not be abeviated by Orphic lament. The voice which accompanies
the poet/lover from the heb of his fantasy to the heb of his reabty, is not magicaby
harmonious, but distressingly "ronca".

There is similar exploitation of Orphic abusion in Sonnet 368:

^Que imagen de la muerte rigurosa,
que sombra del infiemo me maltrata?
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^Que tirano cruel me sigue y mata
con vengativa mano licenciosa?
^Que fantasma, en la noche temorosa,
el corazon del sueno me desata?
^Quien te venga de mi, divina ingrata,
mas por mi mal que por tu bien hermosa?
^Quien, cuando, con dudoso pie y incierto,
piso la soledad de aquesta arena,
me puebla de cuidados el desierto?1 ^
^.Quien el antiguo son de mi cadena
a mis orejas vuelve, si es tan cierto
que aun no te acuerdas tu de darme pena?

In Sonnet 359; 9, the poetic persona defines "sueno" as "imagen de la muerte". In this
sonnet (368), the "image of death" is not sleep itself, but something much more
terrifying. The "imagen" is an infernal figure which emerges from his subconscious
during sleep. The poet/lover questions the identity of this spectre which haunts his
dreams and wreaks revenge on behalf of his "ungrateful" beloved.

Who is it who

intrudes upon this desert landscape and intensifies his suffering? Who forces him to
hear again the trappings of his amorous captivity? Who indeed, if even the beloved has
forgotten him?

The self-questioning of the quatrains and first tercet is replaced in the final
tercet by a question directed to the beloved. All the previous questions have led to this
one.

The sonnet’s rhetorical void is filled by the figure of the beloved explicitly

present in the dock at the end; implicitly accused throughout the poem.

Even the

rhyming pattern of the quatrains denounces her. The "divina ingrata" (7) "maltrata"
(2) and "mata" (3). She is the "hermosa" (8) who, in the "noche temerosa" (5), takes
revenge with "mano licenciosa" (4).
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She is, therefore, the "imagen de la muerte

Roger Boase, discussing Garcilaso Sonnet 37 "A la entrada de un valle", points out that
numerous poems were composed in die fifteenth century on the theme of the exiled lover
banished by his amorous despair. He gives as an example a sonnet by Gbngora which bears
a striking resemblance to vv. 9-12 of Quevedo Sonnet 368. Gbngora's sonnet begins:
"Descaminado, enfemio, peregrino,/en tenebrosa noche con pie incierto,/la confusidn
pisando del desierto,/voces en vano dio, pasos sin tino”. See "Rabia de amor. Garcilaso's
Critique of die Late-Fifteenth-Century Cult of Amorous Despair", p. 59, and Poems of
Gongora. ed. R.O. Jones (Cambridge: C.U.P, 1966), no. 5, p. 89.
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rigurosa" (1). She is the avenging angel who arises out of the hell of his subconscious,
where he has submerged her in absence. Memory of her forces him to acknowledge
that he is still a prisoner of love. We recall the second quatrain of 297:

la vida es mi prision, y no lo creo;
y al son del hierro, que perpetuamente
pesado arrastro, y humedezco ausente,
dentro en mi propio pruebo a ser Orfeo.

The clanking chains of Sonnet 368 confirm that he still bums in hell fire, that his heart
still exists in an internal Hades, or more specifically in Tartams. Virgil in Aeneid, vi,
557-58, associates iron and clanking chains with that region of the lower world which
in post-Homeric legend is inhabited by the damned. In Tartams those condemned by
the judges of the world below suffered endless torments. Virgil’s hero Aeneas, on the
threshold of Tartams, hears the suffering before he sees it: "hinc exaudiri gemitus et
saeva sonare/verbera, turn stridor ferri tractaeque catenae". Virgil makes clear that the
punishment which Aeneas witnesses is divinely inflicted ("deum poenae", Aeneid, vi,
565). In Sonnet 368 Quevedo suggests that the heart of the poet/lover is condemned
to endure forever Tartarean castigation.

He suggests the "divina ingrata" as the

instigator of that punishment. But is punishment really inflicted by his divine beloved?
Or is it inflicted by a distortion of beauty which he imagines and which he creates? Is
he not therefore punishing himself? This would appear to be the paradoxical truth.
But in any case castigation requires offence. We recall the first tercet of 297 : "Hay en
mi corazon furias y penas^en el es el Amor fuego y tirano,/y yo padezco en mi la culpa
mia". As in 297, Sonnet 368 does not declare the offence. We can assume (guided by
allusions to Tartams and to the beloved as "divina ingrata") that he has aspired to love
too high. Again the poet/lover’s attempt to unite hell and heaven, has succeeded only
in redefining the boundaries which divide them.

The infernal pagan landscape of the poem ("muerte" [1], "sombra", "infiemo",
[2], "tirano cruel" [3], "fantasma" [5], "cadena" [12]), as well as the thematic links to
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Sonnet 297 (the heart as an internal Hades, absence, the psychological captivity of
love, castigation meted out by an enemy hand) lead us to question the possibility of
Orphic subtext.111 Let us consider the corresponding role first. Can the image of the
beloved conjured up by the poet/lover be considered a latter day Eurydice?

The

classical Eurydice had every reason to seek revenge upon Orpheus. She finds herself
trapped, through no fault of her own, as a shade in the region of death. The beloved
of 368 is also trapped, despite herself, in the infernal imagination of the poet/lover.
Memory of her manifest s itself, cloaked in the darkness of the dream environment, as
an "imagen de la muerte" (1), a "sombra del infiemo" (2), a "fantasma" (5).

The

beloved’s insubstantiahty, coupled with the lover’s guilt, allows her to "play" Eurydice.
But is the poet/lover an Orphic figure? The first tercet would lead us to beheve so.
After the second loss of Eurydice, Virgil tells us that Orpheus lamented for seven
months beneath a crag high up by the lonely waters of Strymon: "rupe sub aeria deserti
ad Strymonis undam/flesse sibi" (Georgia, iv, 508-09). Virgil emphasises the desolate
landscape and the Thracian bard’s utter solitude in sorrow: "solus Hyperboreas glacies
Tanaimque nivalem/arvaque Riphaeis numquam viduata pruinis/lustrabat" (517-19).112
The poet/lover of 368 dwells in a similarly deserted metaphorical landscape, with only
his constant pain for company (9-11).

The tormented desert which he treads so

uncertainly, the solitude he inhabits in fantasy, is a manifestation of the desolation
which he feels in reality.

However, as in Sonnet 297, the Orphic analogy breaks down. The Orpheus of
myth laments in the upper world.

Even when classical writers do depict him after

death, they locate him in Elysium, the dwelling place of the blessed. In Aeneid, vi,
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Segal identifies Orphic resonance in Milton's dream sonnet "Methought I saw...", although
based on the Alcestis myth. Particularly interesting is his observation that "the dream
provides... a powerful equivalent to the ancient mythical motif of the descent to the
underworld" (Orpheus: The Myth, p, 161).
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Segal identifies in these lines an implicit criticism of Orpheus' behaviour, an association of
Orpheus with the sterility of Georgia iii from which Book iv has moved away. See Orpheus:
The Myth, pp. 48-49.
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645-47, Aeneas finds Orpheus there contentedly strumming his lyre, and Ovid in Met.,
xi, 61-66, allows the Thracian bard to seek and find his Eurydice in these blessed
fields.

In no. 297 the poet/lover tries and fails to be Orpheus.

He cannot find an

alleviating Orphic voice. In no. 407 he tries to be Orpheus, but he loves and suffers
too much to be able to sing. In 368 he misleads us by not even trying. He directs us
to Orphic allusion, but without reference to voice, song or lament. He has placed his
"Eurydice" in heaven and he joins the other sinners in Tartarus. It is a metaphorical
Tartarus of his own making. The eternal suffering which memory of her, distorted by
this suffering, inflicts upon him is intensified by realisation that she has no memory of
him at all. The ending of the sonnet tempts us to carry the pagan subtext to its logical
conclusion. Orpheus loses Eurydice to Elysium. If the poetic persona’s "Eurydice"
were to be lost to Elysium (the pagan heaven after all), there she would drink from the
waters of the River Lethe, the river of forgetfulness.113 Meanwhile in Tartarus, he
must bum in the fiery waters of the Phlegethon.114

Once again Orphic allusion is suggested as a point of comparison for the
poet/lover, but is not sustained. The Quevedesque lover loves more, suflers more and
consequently is "worth" more than Orpheus.

As he sinks more deeply into his

metaphorical hell, the beloved becomes a more threatening, and as no. 366 revealed,
even violently imagined "Eurydice". The possibility of union becomes less likely. The
physical union desired is not always the physical contact imagined.

Paradoxically

daytime idealism is subverted when dissipation of the conscious mind allows the
subconscious to dominate a night-time reahty. The torment of the love relationship,
unmasked by sleep, is conveyed by Sonnets 359 and 358. The first of these, a free
imitation of Petrarch CCXXVI, portrays the horrors of night for the solitary lover.115
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See/Jene/d, vi, 713-15.
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See 4ewe;vi, 550-51.
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See Fucilla, Estudios sobre el patrarquismo. p. 196. Garcilaso also adapts the Petrarchan
model in his Sonnet XVII, of which verse 8 is identical to verse 8 of Quevedo's sonnet.
Herrera comments on the reworking of Petrarch by Garcilaso and Boscan. See Anotaciones,
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Sleep, which closes his eyes to the beloved, is a barrier between them harsher than
death itself. Frustrated carnal desire, which reveals itself in the "battlefield" of the bed
by night, reheves itself in tears by day. Unremitting desire provokes an irreconcilable
breach between body and soul. The pain inflicted by absence from the beloved is made
harder to bear by the reahsation that by abandoning himself to the needs of the body,
he is being abandoned by the soul. Even after death Orpheus continued to sing and
emitted his soul with his song :"...Eurydicen vox ipsa et frigida lingua,/a miseram
Eurydicen! anima fixgiente vocabat..." (Georgia, iv, 325-26). The poet/lover also loses
his soul with his lament, but he does so before death and without the comfort of
immortal song. When he intimates that he will lament forever (5), we know that this
must be limited by mortality; for it is the expression of a body bereft of soul.

The

disintegration of the soul overwhelmed by sorrow forces him to confront the utter
desolation of his one-dimensional existence:

Mas solitario pajaro ^en cual techo
se vio jamas, ni fiera en monte o prado?
Desierto estoy de mi, que me ha dejado
mi alma propia en lagrimas deshecho
Llorare siempre mi mayor provecho;
penas seran y hiel cualquier bocado;
la noche afan, y la quietud cuidado,
y duro campo de batalla el lecho.
El sueno, que es imagen de la muerte,
en mi a la muerte vence en aspereza,
pues que me estorba el sumo bien de verte.
Que es tanto tu donaire y tu belleza,
que, pues Naturaleza pudo hacerte,
milagro puede hacer Naturaleza.

Perhaps the sonnet which conveys most powerfully the consequences of spiritual
exhaustion is no. 358:116
p. 160. The nox vigilanda was, of course, a commonplace of love poetry of the ancient
world, and is thought to have originated in Sappho. See for example: Propertius 1,1, 33-4;
3, 15, 2 and Catullus, 68, 5-6. Gongora converts the "battlefield" of the bed into the dovefeathered bed of the newlyweds in his Soledad Prim era, 1089-91.
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See also Sonnet 357, especially the tercets: "Hablandote a mis solas me anocheceYcontigo
anda cansada el alma mia;/contigo razonando me amanece./Tu la noche me ocupas y tu el
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A fugitivas sombras doy abrazos;
en los suefios se cansa el alma mla;
paso luchando a solas noche y dia
con un trasgo que traigo entre mis brazos.
Cuando le quiero mas ceiiir con lazos,
y viendo mi sudor, se me desvia,
vuelvo con nueva fiierza a mi porfia
y temas con amor me hacen pedazos.
Voyme a vengar en una imagen vana
que no se me aparta de los ojos mios;
burlame, y de burlarme corre ufana.
Empiezola a seguir, faltanme brios;
y como de alcanzarla tengo gana,
hago correr tras ella el llanto en rios.

P. J. Smith begins his discussion of this sonnet by discrediting the opinions of both
Pozuelo and Olivares, who view it as an innovative treatment of the Petrarchan
adynata: "Beato in sogno e di lauguir contento/d’abbracciar I’ombre e seguir faura
estiva".117 Smith’s analysis shows how "stylistic detail and allusive resonance combine
to suggest a poetic persona which may be read only in the knowledge of contemporary
poetics" (p. 155). Thus he looks to contemporary Italy (to the love lyrics of Marino)
and to classical Rome (to the work of Virgil and Propertius) for illustrations of the
theme. Smith leaves us in no doubt that "the embracing of shadows" is a "popular and
potent theme" (p. 157). The heroic antecedent which Smith finds in both Marino and
Virgil is that of Orpheus and Eurydice. After Orpheus has turned to gaze at Eurydice,
she speaks and then vanishes like smoke into thin air.

Orpheus is left grasping at

shadows with much left to say.118 Smith insists that he is not attempting to identify a
source for Quevedo’s sonnet: "It seems unlikely that Quevedo’s ‘A fugitivas sombras
doy abrazos’ is a direct imitation of Virgil’s 'prensantemque nequiquam umbras...'
Rather, his version is implicitly offered as the latest contender in the poetic rivalry
dia:/sin ti todo me aflige y entristece,/y en ti mi mismo mal me da alegria".
117

For Smith's discussion see Quevedo on Parnassus, pp 155-60. See also Pozuelo, El lenguaje
poetica, p 142 and Olivares, The Love Poetry, pp. 76-80.
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See Marino, Sampogna, "idillii favolosi", I, p. 16 and Virgil, Georgia, iv, 499-502.
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stimulated by such canonic, yet resonant, topoL.The resonance of Quevedo’s voice
derives from the fluid, yet delimited, discursive space within which it is articulated" (p.
159).

Smith points out that the Orphic passage from Georgia iv is echoed in Aeneid,
iv, 390-91. Dido, just prior to her suicide, leaves Aeneas hesitating and wishing to say
more. However, Smith overlooks an earher echo of the Georgia passage in Virgil’s
epic.119

In Aeneid ii, Aeneas is the Orphic figure who escapes from the burning

inferno that is Troy, closely followed by his wife Creusa. Aeneas fails to look back
and at some point "loses" his wife.120 As he searches frantically for her, her ghost
appears and allays his distress. Then the image fades leaving him weeping and with
much to say. Three times he tries in vain to cast his arms around her neck and three
times the wraith alludes him, like airy winds or the melting of a dream:

haec ubi dicta dedit, lacrimantem et multa volentem
dicere deseruit, tenuisque recessit in auras,
ter conatus ibi collo dare bracchia circum;
ter frustra comprensa manus effligit imago,
par levibus ventis volucrique simillima somno.
(Aen., ii, 790-94)

In fact Virgil repeats 792-94 above at Aeneid, vi, 670-72, when Aeneas meets the
shade of his father Anchises in the Underworld. He pleads to be allowed to grasp his
father’s hand and implores him not to slip from his embrace, but in vain. The repeated
attempts of Quevedo’s poet/lover to bind in his embrace the elusive and insubstantial
image (1-8), would seem to have more in common with the taciturn hero Aeneas than
119

Nor can we ignore the possibility of elegiac resonance. In Propertius iv, 7, the poetic persona
envisages the appearance of Cynthia's shade to him in a nightmare setting. The elegy ends
with the lover's futile attempts to embrace the insubstantial image.
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Jacques Heurgon discusses the relationship between the Orphic passage of Georgia iv and
the loss of Creusa in Aeneid ii, in his article "Sur la retractatio virgilienne". Revue des
Etudes Latines, 9 (1931), 263-68. Heurgon makes the interesting point that Aeneas' wife
was actually called Eurydice, not Creusa. Virgil, who had to choose between the two equally
authorised names, was forced by the use of Eurydice in Georgia iv, to choose Creusa in the
Aeneid. See pp. 267-68.
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with the Thracian bard Orpheus.

If we accept that Virgil in certain circumstances

informs his depiction of Aeneas with his own earher presentation of Orpheus - for
instance, that the Aeneas of Book Two is Orpheus without the Orphic voice - then
Quevedo’s recourse to the myth via the epic might be viewed as yet another instance
of the poet undermining the success of his own voice.

Sonnet 358, within the context of Quevedo’s amorous lyric, expresses the
inevitable result of attempting to circumvent an abstract code by finding sexual
fulfilment in the darkness of imaginative realms. What he finds when he delves beneath
the surface of courtly love’s charade is an ever more elusive and insubstantial reahty.
The dream sonnets we have discussed confirm this.

The tantalising nature of

unreciprocated passion is conveyed hi the final tercet of 449; the lover celebrates the
power of the imagination and self-delusion in Sonnets 337 and 365; erotic dreams
become spiritual nightmares in no. 359 when night is presented as a battleground for
desire; in no. 368 the beloved is an avenging angel emerging from his self-fabricated
hell; in no. 336 she inflicts violent death and exiles him to hell. In this sonnet, 358, the
effort of sustaining illusion is finally too much.

The exertions of the lustful lover

(outlined in the quatrains) are futile and he is defeated by an image which recoils in the
presence of such "perspiring" passion (6).

Emotional devastation (he is literally

"shattered" [8]) provokes a determination for revenge.121 In 368 he had imagined the
beloved taking vengeance, now he takes the role of avenger against the conjurings of
his own imagination.

But the mocking, phantom image will not leave his sight.122
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Olivares considers the use of the term "me hacen pedazos" as an illustration of Quevedo’s
innovative diction. He comments: "In rhyme position it culminates the shattering trajectory
of the first half of the sonnet: "abrazos" - "brazos" - "lazos" - "pedazos". See The Love
Poetry, p. 78. Smith disputes this, claiming that the use of "pedazos" is not extra-poetic. He
concludes a discussion of rhyme patterns in Quevedo with the comment: "It is plain...that
Quevedo’s use of rhyme, like his employment of diminutives, is not radical, but rather
conservative for his period." See Quevedo on Parnassus, p. 157.
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It is interesting that Plato, who in his Symposium (179 D-E) also inclines towards Orphic
failure, stresses the illusory nature of Orpheus' action. He sends him back unfulfilled from
Hades in the company of a phantom of Eurydice in place of his real wife. Plato thus
underlines the inadequacy of poetry to represent reality. See Segal, Orpheus: The Myth, p.
17.
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This Eurydice/Creusa/Anchises/Cynthia figure does not fade from his sight, until it has
witnessed the triumph of its trickery. Only then does it flee. In the final tercet the
poet/lover attempts to follow, but cannot.
lament.

Like Orpheus he collapses in frustrated

But the tears which accompany the poet/lover’s lament form rivers to

continue the pursuit. In this respect the classical resonance is again Aenean. Aeneas
meets Dido in the Underworld. She turns from him in hatred and flees back into the
shadows. But she has already witnessed his distress. Aeneas, shocked by her unjust
fate,

"follows" her with

tearful

eyes:

"nec

minus Aeneas

casu percussus

iniquo/prosequitur lacrimis longe et miseratur euntem" (Aen., vi, 475-76).

Exact

analogy is not intended. The only pity which Quevedo’s poet/lover feels is for himself.
The intangible unreahty of the dream culminates in tears of frustration, not sorrow.
But such multiple classical allusion reinforces the nightmare environment with Stygian
gloom. The classical subtext which informs the demented voice of the poetic persona
is one of futile effort and irrevocable loss. Orphic tragedy is pitted against a three-fold
Aenean tragedy and is reduced. The process of classical diminution is complete when
both Orphic and Aenean tragedy are contrasted with that of the obsessive poet/lover
who loses what he has never had the chance to possess.

In another sonnet, 356, the poet/lover fluctuates between wakefulness and
sleep in the no-man’s-land of dawn:

Cuando a mas sueno el alba me convida,
el velador piloto Palinuro
a voces rompe al natural seguro,
tregua del mal, esfuerzo de la vida.
^,Que furia armada, o que legion vestida
del miedo, o manto de la noche escuro,
sin armas deja el escuadron seguro,
a mi despierto, a mi razon dormida?
Algunos enemigos pensamientos,
cosarios en el mar de amor nacidos,
mi dormido batel han asaltado.
El alma toca al arma de los sentidos;
mas como Amor los halla sonolientos.
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es cada sombra un enemigo armado.

The sonnet elaborates the metaphor of the body as a ship which is assailed by piratical
amorous thoughts.

The soul finds itself powerless to resist alone and calls on the

senses for help; but they have been paralysed by sleep.

The tension between

combatant soul and somnolent body is anticipated in the opening quatrain. The soul is
Pahnurus, the vigilant helmsman of the "ship", which in response to the dawn's
invitation to sleep, awakens the body from the death-like torments of night and
advocates life.

Smith reveals how in this sonnet Quevedo the latinist invades the lyric.

He

proves, with reference to the prose works Job, the Anacreon and the introduction to

Luis de Leon, that Quevedo felt a particular attraction towards the figure of the
Virgihan Palinurus. He stresses especially how Quevedo chooses to diverge from his
model and concludes: "The poetic persona is both like Palinurus (in his pathetic
submission to the power of the senses) and unlike him (in his lucid awareness of this
state of affairs). The reader’s own erudition is the instrument required to escape the
confusion he or she feels when the poem is read in isolation from its allusive
context...The reader’s literary culture is the thread which...leads him through the dark
labyrinth of textual aporia to the exit that is proper elucidation."123

What the reader must not do, however, is underestimate the erudition or
literary culture of Quevedo himself.

If we assume, and I beheve we can, complete

famiharity on Quevedo’s part with Virgil, then we can arrive at a more complete
reading of this sonnet. Palinurus’ story is told in two parts in the Aeneid. In Book v
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For Smith's discussion of the sonnet see Quevedo on Parnassus, pp. 149-54; see p. 153 for
quotation. Smith sees two main areas of divergence from the Virgilian model. The lover
awakes at dawn, while Palinurus is overwhelmed by sleep at midnight. Palinurus calls in
vain to companions who do not hear him, while the poet (unlike Palinurus' companions) is
disturbed by the helmsman's shouts, and (like Palinurus) is unable to defend himself against
the power of the senses.
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he dominates the opening as the reliable helmsman who keeps both ship and Aeneas on
the right course. At the end of this book, when Aeneas has re-established his position
at the head of his people and Palinurus is now indispensable, he is approached by the
god Sleep (disguised as Phorbas). He is urged to rest from his journey, but resists.
Sleep then sheds the dew of Lethe upon him and he is cast into the sea. The crew do
not hear his cries for help and sail on. In Book vi, Aeneas meets Palinurus’ ghost in
the Underworld. The shade recounts the circumstances of his death, how he almost
made it to shore, but was mistaken for valuable booty by savage natives and murdered.
Deprived of burial rites he must roam Hades as a restless shade. He begs either for
burial or that he might cross the Styx with Aeneas. He is rebuked by the Sibyl for his
arrogance, but is given aetiological comfort. His name will be perpetuated in the name
of a headland, the Capo di Palinuro.

Within the context of the Aeneid Palinurus’ fate is important because it reveals
again that tension between the public and private voice of Virgil; the tension between
the optimism of Rome’s glorious future and a sympathetic sorrow for individual
suffering. The loss of Palinurus at the end of Aeneid v demonstrates to some extent
where Virgil’s priorities he. The book could have ended with Anchises’ revelation of
Rome’s greatness, or with Neptune’s magnificent sea cortege, but it does not. It ends
on a muted tragic note of human sacrifice. "Unum pro multis dabitur caput" is clearly
stated at v, 815 and at 845 "pone caput" reveals that the head to roll for many will be
that of Palinurus.

As if this were not sufficient cause for pathos, Virgil ensures a

sympathetic response through self-reference. He conflates in the story of Palinurus the
deaths of Aristaeus’ two victims, Orpheus and Eurydice.

The textual correspondences are incontrovertible and fully elucidated by A. M.
Crabbe in her article ''Georgia FV and the Aeneid"}2* It remains only for me to sum
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See Proceedings of the Virgil Society, 18 (1979-80), 10-31.
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up the main points of her article.

The final loss of Eurydice informs the loss of

Palinurus in Aeneid v. The associations of "Somnus" and "Nox", as well as an echoing
of "natantia lumina" (Georg., iv, 496; Aen., v, 856), alert us to the fact that the author
is about to enter into intertextual dialogue with himself. When Palinurus tells his story
in Aeneid vi, he associates himself both with Orpheus and Eurydice. In that he faces
death twice and loses out the second time, he is like Eurydice. However, the violent
nature of this second death relates him to Orpheus. When he is set upon as he tries to
leave the sea and mutilated, we are reminded of Orpheus’ mutilation at the hands of
the Thracian women. The word "prensantem", occupying the same position in the fine
at Aeneid, vi, 360 and Georgia, iv, 501, signals the switch from Eurydice to Orpheus
in Palinurus subtextual analogy. Virgil exploits his own Orphic drama to intensify the
pathos of the Palinurus episode by association.

If Quevedo recognised the importance of the Orphic katabasis for the
Palinurus episode, then he must also have recognised the infinite allusive possibilities
of presenting the lover’s soul as the tragic helmsman. Spiritual collapse might now be
interpreted as the necessary sacrifice of a lover crippled by carnal desire; or indeed of a
poet seeking a valid poetic voice. The most striking association of the poet/lover of
356 with Palinurus is, perhaps, their shared restlessness, their imprisonment in a state
which is neither death nor life. In the Lisi Sonnet 474, Quevedo depicts a poet/lover
whose efforts to scale heaven from the starting point of hell, leave him in a frustrated,
emotional limbo:

^Que buscas, porfiado pensamiento,
ministro sin piedad de mi locura,
invisible martirio, sombra obscura,
fatal persecucion del sufrimiento?
Si del largo camino estas sediento,
mi vista bebe, su corriente apura;
si te promete albricias la hermosura
de Lisi, por mi fin, vuelve contento.
Yo muero, Lisi, preso y desterrado;
pero si fue mi muerte la partida,
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de puro amor estoy de mi olvidado.
Aqui para morir me falta vida,
alia para vivir sobro cuidado:
fantasma soy en penas detenida.125

Obvares’ discussion of this sonnet takes as its starting point the motif of the prison of
love, "one of the standard metaphors of courtly lyrics".126

We have already

established that the Quevedesque lover’s carcel de amor is one of sexual and artistic
frustration, heightened by separation from the beloved.

This absence may be

understood in terms of distance, imposed by sleep, or may simply refer euphemistically
to non-consummation

In this particular sonnet it could be interpreted as a conflation

of all three. Of course, total separation from the beloved is impossible. The lover’s
thoughts remain always with her.

The poet manipulates this conventional topos of

courtly lyric. His "pensamiento" is presented as an envoy of the beloved, employed
and manipulated by her to report back on the state of the lover.

The nightmare vision of the quatrains sees the lover trapped in the dungeons of
his torment, lashing out verbally against an intangible enemy - his own reason. If it is
death which his reason seeks as a release from internal conflict, then the poet/lover
urges his thought to drink dry his sight, to drain its current. Olivares states: "he tells
his thought to end the flow of life, metonymically expressed by sight, and shut his
eyes" (page 64). Sight has a crucial role to play in the love poetry, as we have seen. It
functions decisively in the interplay of fantasy and reahty (for example, 337 and 440),
it is exploited hypothetically to suggest both sexual desire and spiritual adoration (448)
and of course, in the subtextual arena of mythological allusion, it can evoke Orphic
loss. So when the poet/lover seeks the draining of vision, he is seeking an end to the
whole experience of love which has systematically destroyed him.
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Compare Garcilaso Sonnet 38, discussed above, chapter 1, pp. 49-53.
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See Olivares, The Love Poetry, pp. 63-64.
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He states in verse 8 that he is effectively dead. His reason can now return to its
mistress with the good news of his demise, and collect its reward. But if he is already
in a state of death, how can we account for Olivares’ interpretation of "largo camino",
as the "long road of death"? Similar confusion arises from the tense usage of the first
tercet. The poet/lover claims in verse 9 "Yo muero". Yet in verse 10 that "muerte fire
la partida".

We must assume that metaphorically speaking, separation from the

beloved caused an emotional "death".

But the fact that he is still tormented by

thoughts of her (in this case from her) means that he has not achieved the peace of
death. In a mythological environment half-way to death would situate the poet/lover
somewhere along the banks of the River Styx. The "largo camino" might either be the
path which leads upwards to light, life and even the lady; or it might complete the
journey downwards to darkness, death and desolation.

In fact the final paradoxical tercet confirms that this is an after-life dilemma. In
his present position he cannot proceed towards death as he is already dead, nor can he
return to a life in which excessive suffering posed a constant death threat. In Christian
terms we might liken the inner conflict provoked by separation to purgatorial
entrapment.127 But purgatory promises eventual release for the captive soul, while the
poet/lover presents his suffering as infinite. Moreover, his soul would not appear to be
at risk here. Treacherous reason has already abandoned him.
always remain with the beloved.

In separation it will

Hence the final line of the first tercet: "de puro

muerto estoy de mi olvidado". Quevedo’s interpretation of the soul’s departure from
the body at death does not focus on the release of an eternal free spirit, but on the
overwhelming desolation experienced by the forgotten body, (a similar experience was
expressed in 359; 3-4).

It is intimation of a pagan afterlife which prevents

disintegration of the body in death.
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It is this which allows Quevedo to depict the

Olivares states in The Love Poetry, p 64: "The expression ‘fantasma en penas’ calls to mind
‘alma en pena', meaning a solitary, anguished individual, and also a soul suffering in
purgatory."
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lover’s struggle in terms of a trapped shade at the crossroads of an internal Hades.
The River Lethe flows beneath the surface of "olvidado" (11).

The shades of

Pahnurus, Dido, and of course Orpheus and Eurydice lurk behind the figure of a
transparent poet/lover.

It is interesting that those poems which most violently lay bare the anguish of
the frustrated lover, do so by revealing that the outcome of inner conflict (which
emerges even in fantasy), is not a straightforward victory of senses over reason which
would open up the possibility of sexual union; rather it results in the gradual
disintegration of the soul, which leaves the lover so self-absorbed in his own infernal
tragedy that he even appears to lose sight of his amorous objective.

2. 7

Immersion in hypothesis and/or fantasy has failed to provide a solution to the two
major preoccupations of Quevedo’s voice.128 We must now consider a more radical
harnessing of the imaginative impulse. It is perhaps appropriate that, in order to give
meaning to a "spiritless", angst-ridden existence, the poet/lover should perform an
amazing volte-face and abandon reason altogether.129 The senses create and rule an
imaginary state in which not even death can terminate the body or soul’s capacity to
love. In the magnificent Sonnet 472, entitled "Amor constante mas alia de la muerte",
the shade of Quevedo’s poet/lover finally substitutes the banks of the Styx for the
fields of Elysium:

Cerrar podra mis ojos la postrera
sombra que me llevare el bianco dia,
y podra desatar esta alma mia
128

These preoccupations being: the need for a valid love experience in which body and soul
might derive equal satisfaction and the search for a valid poetic voice See p. 99 above.
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We recall that in Sonnet 449 he tries and fails to do this. See pp. 87-89 above
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hora a su afan ansioso lisonjera;
mas no, de esotra parte, en la ribera,
dejara la memoria. en donde ardia:
nadar sabe mi llama la agua fna,
y perder el respeto a ley severa.
Alma a quien todo un dios prision ha sido,130
venas que humor a tanto fixego ban dado,
medulas que ban gloriosamente ardido.
su cuerpo dejara, no su cuidado;
seran ceniza, mas tendra sentido;
polvo seran, mas polvo enamorado.

So many critics have so ably analysed this sonnet in the past that it is not my intention
to retrace their steps here, but to read the sonnet as an extemalisation of the theme
which I have termed the "internal Hades".131

It is a poem in which the poet/lover

finds temporary release from the amorous hell, where he condemned a love which
raged in search of sexual fulfilment; and where his voice struggled to free itself of
restraining fetters.

The first quatrain has provoked diverse critical responses.

For example,

Amado Alonso sees the quatrains as poetically weak in comparison to the inspired
poetics of the tercets (p. 130). Olivares identifies in quatrain one a solemn, respectful
attitude towards the poet’s two adversaries Time and Death, which sets the stage for
the "act of defiance" of quatrain two (pp. 129-30). But critics are unanimous in their
assessment of the "meaning" of this initial quatrain: death will mean separation from
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I follow Blecua for this verse (who has taken this reading from the editio princeps) and
consequently for verse 12 also, where he changes the verb to the singular ("dejara") to agree
with the subject ("alma"). Line 9 has been revised by Rosa Maria Lida to read "Alma, que a
todo un dios prision ha sido", so as not to break the structural correlation of the tercet.
Alonso, Blanco, Aguinaga and Lazaro Carreter also take this view. They leave "dejaran" in
the plural.
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Principal among these are Amado Alonso, Materia y forma en poesia (Madrid: Credos,
1955), pp. 127-32; Maria Rosa Lida, "Para las fuentes de Quevedo", Revista de Filologia
Hispdnica, I (1939), 373-75; Arthur Terry, "Quevedo and the Metaphysical Conceit",
Bulletin of Hispanic Studies, XXXV (1958), 211-22; Jose Luis Borges, Otras inquisiciones
(Buenos Aires: Sur, 1960). See also comments and analyses by other critics already cited in
this chapter; Damaso Alonso, "El desgarron afectivo", pp 497-580, especially 526-27;
Amedee Mas, pp. 293-98; Lazaro Carreter, "Quevedo entre el amor..."; Blanco Aguinaga,
"Cerrar podrd mis q/o,v...Tradicion y onginalidad"; Kelley, La poesia metafisica, pp. 123-26;
Olivares, The Love Poetry, pp. 128-41; Smith, Quevedo on Parnassus, pp. 168-75.
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the body of a soul which, now free, will go on to enjoy the better life for which it has
always yearned. If this is so. then it is the orthodox voice of Quevedo’s moral poetry
which informs it.132 The "mas no" which opens the second quatrain would indeed be
an "act of defiance", a rebelhous entry into a pagan afterlife in which the memory of a
complete love experience (corporeal as well as spiritual), would survive death.
However, this is no sudden descent into Hades.

We are prepared for it by pagan

subtext in the first quatrain. Death is evoked by the latinate "sombra" and life as "el
bianco dia". The implicit contrast which this conveys presents life as a realm of light,
and death as a realm of darkness. This is the traditional Christian view of hell, but this
is not how we tend, in Christian terms, to view the blessed dwelling place of the soul.
But it is the European Renaissance concept of a Graeco-Roman Underworld, which
encompasses in darkness both Tartarus and Elysium.133 Indeed the sonnet opens with
what was considered a crucial stage in Roman burial rites, the closing of the corpse’s
eyes.134 But we cannot overlook the importance of vision in an amorous context. We
have seen how eyes closed in sleep frustrated the lover, who was only temporarily
deprived of seeing the beauty which enflamed him. Eyes which are closed in death,
signal the infinite torture of eternal ausencia. The metaphorical torment of the internal
132

Quevedo uses similar language in the first quatrain of Sonnet 8: "Ya formidable y espanto
suena/dentro del corazon el postrer dia^/y la ultima hora, negra y fria./se acerca, de temor y
sombras llena". Kelley views Sonnet 8 as a "casi perfecto dialogo entre el temor ante la
muerte y las creencias religiosas de Quevedo" (p. 55). His fear of death, expressed in this
quatrain, is eradicated by a reasoned faith which transforms death from "pena" into "cancia"
(8). The fear which underlines the sonnet is not considered to be fear of eternal damnation
"sino sola y exclusivamente ...(temor)...a la muerte en si, al hecho concreto de la cesacion de
la existencia humana e individual" (p. 56). We need only substitute "existencia" with "amor"
to identify the fear which motivates a sonnet like 472.
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We recall Garcilaso's references within an Orphic context to the "triste reino de la escura
gente" (Eclogue III, 139), to "los reinos del espanto" (Sonnet XV; 8), and to "la oscura
region" (Sonnet XXXVIII; 14). See also Juan de Arguijo's Orphic Sonnet XXIII; 2, "la
region oscura", and v. 8, "los reinos del espanto". References to Arguijo are taken from
Obra Poetica, ed. S. B Vranich (Madrid: Clasicos Castalia, 1971).
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"After death the eyes and mouth were closed, the body bathed in hot water and then
anointed...". See Dictionary of Classical Antiquities, edited and revised by Nettleship and
Sandys from the German of Seyffert (London: Swan Sonnenschien, 1891), p. 103. See also
J. Toynbee, Death and Burial in the Roman World (London: Camelot Press, 1971). On p. 43
Toynbee states: "The nearest relative present gave the last kiss,...The same relative then
closed the departed's eyes". She cites V\x&\,Aeneid ix, 486-87.
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Hades is rendered useless by death. The lover must revolt.

He does so by externalising the motif and thus making it positive in the
concrete pagan landscape of quatrain two. When he finally leaves the Hades (which is
not really a Hades) of life, and crosses over to the Hades of death, he will justify his
earthly suffering by carrying the fire of love beyond the grave. But there is a double
defiance in this quatrain. Not only does he defy Christian death with his refusal to
accept spiritual superiority and with his insistence on the survival of corporeal
sentiment, but he also defies the pagan law of death which he has chosen to embrace.
He refuses to obliterate memory in the waters of the River Lethe.135

Quevedo

demonstrates similar insolence in the face of death in Sonnet 460:

Si hija de mi amor mi muerte fuese,
jque parto tan dichoso que seria
el de mi amor contra la vida mia!
jQue gloria, que el morir de amor naciese!
Llevara yo en el alma adonde fuese,
el fiiego en que me abraso, y guardaria
su llama fiel con la ceniza ffia
en el mismo sepulcro en que durmiese.
De esotra parte de la muerte dura
viviran en mi sombra mis cuidados,
y mas alia del Lete mi memoria.
Triunfara del ofvido tu hermosura;
mi pura fe y ardiente, de los hados;
y el no ser, por amar, sera mi gloria.136

The tentative hypothesis of the quatrains gives way to the triumphant affirmation of
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As Olivares points out (The Love Poetry, p. 131, n. 16), there is some polemic among critics
as to whether this allusion is to the River Styx or to the Lethe. Olivares believes that in the
context of memory retention the poet alludes to the River Lethe, but that "it also functions as
synecdoche to include the river of death." Amedee Mas also believes that Quevedo's
expression is deliberately vague so as to encompass both rivers: "L'imagination de Quevedo
le transporte... sur les bords du Styx. Nous ajouterons: et en meme temps, sur les bords du
Lethe, le fleuve de I'oubli. Les expressions ribera et agua fria sont vagues a dessein, pour
convenir aux deux fleuves ensemble" (p. 293).

136

For discussions of this sonnet see among others: Olivares, The Love Poetry, pp. 123-27;
Kelley, La poesia metafisica, pp. 119-23; Parker, The Philosophy of Love, pp. 168-170.
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the tercets. Beyond death, beyond the Lethe, the poet/lover will take the total love
experience of his life. The poet imagines love, in all its spiritual purity and in all its
infernal desire (13), surviving infinitely in a pagan afterhfe. A glorious unified love
experience can be achieved only when earthly life is obliterated, and only when heaven
and hell are associated in fantasy in a pagan underworld.

The infernal poet/lover

finally secures his heaven in this non-existent realm of darkness. A similar paradoxical
resolution of the hell/heaven antithesis takes place in Sonnet 479:

No me aflige morir; no he rehusado
acabar de vivir, ni he pretendido
alargar esta muerte que ha nacido
a un tiempo con la vida y el cuidado.
Siento haber de dejar deshabitado
cuerpo que amante espiritu ha cenido;
desierto un corazon siempre encendido.
donde todo el amor reino hospedado.
Senas me da mi amor de fuego etemo,
y de tan larga y congojosa historia
solo sera escritor mi llanto tiemo.
Lisi, estame diciendo la memoria
que, pues tu gloria la padezco infiemo,
que llame al padecer tormentos, gloria.137

The force which catapults into action the imaginative impulse of 472 is encapsulated in
this sonnet.

Love gives value to life.

Death, which obliterates love, renders life

meaningless. The body, the temporary dwelling place of the soul on earth, is elevated
in importance when it houses and is dominated by the soul of a lover. The poet is
convinced that the flame of love, which bums so unremittingly in life (7), cannot be
extinguished by death (9).

But what he envisages is not the survival of love in an

eternal Elysium, but the continuance of love’s suffering in a never-ending hell.138 In
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For analysis of this sonnet see among others, Kelley, pp. 151-54; Olivares, pp. 118-21,
Walters, Francisco de Quevedo, Love Poet, pp. 40-42.

138

Mas states on pp. 113-14: "en realite, ce feu eternel n'est autre que celui de 1'enfer, annonce
et promis par le feu qui consume le coeur. Un enfer qui ne sera pas different de celui qu'il
endure ici-bas, mais I'enfer tout de meme, voila oil son amour le mene, I'amour qu'il a voue a
1'inaccessible Lisi."
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another hyperbolic expression of love’s torment, the infinite symptoms of love are
"fiiego" (9) and "llanto" (11). Despite the correspondences between this sonnet and
Sonnet 297 (the heart as internal Hades, the emphasis on suffering), 479 never conveys
frustration and failure with the same devastating intensity. Frustration is minimalised
and failure prevented by the poet/lover’s confidence in a functioning poetic voice. The
"llanto", which sought and failed to find either Orphic inspiration or amorous
alleviation in 297, is here depicted as the only successful means of extemahsing and
thereby eternalising the "larga y congojosa historia" of the poet’s love. Memory (12)
inevitably becomes part of the poetic process which will record this love experience
("historia", 10). The end result ("gloriosa", 14) is a versification of love which has the
objective distancing power to convert hell into heaven.

If we continue to view "memoria" as part of the poetic process, then we must
see the poet/lover’s insistence on the survival of "memoria" in Sonnet 472, as a
confident statement affirming the eternal nature of his love’s poetics. We can now
identify a three-fold defiance in the conceit of the second quatrain. The conceit itself,
"nadar sabe mi llama la agua ffia", has provoked various critical responses. Mas sees
the fire/water antithesis of Quevedo’s love poetry as the conceptual basis of what is a
radical conceit (pp. 293-95).

Aguinaga agrees, but goes further in his list of

illustrations from the Lisi cycle (pp. 62-78).

Olivares beheves that "the traditional

fire/water antithesis is invigorated through presentation and context. The poet does
not use the infinitive 'cruzar'...but 'nadar', which is concrete and emphasises the soul’s
contact with powerless oblivion" (p. 130).

Terry discusses the function of the

metaphysical conceits of verses 7 and 14 within the syllogistic argument of the sonnet
(pp. 219-20). Kelley considers the entire sonnet from the starting point of what she
terms a "concepto metafisico prolongado" which informs its structure (pp. 123-26).

One can draw an obvious conclusion from the various responses. An obsessive
metaphor of Quevedo’s love poetry is given an original treatment by the poet himself
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when it becomes a metaphysical conceit. As a metaphysical conceit it can succeed
where metaphor failed in the Uberation of a valid and unifying poetic voice. As Kelley
states (page 91): "Para Quevedo la persona, el yo, reside en el alma, pues el individuo
esta compuesto por dos elementos diferentes: el cuerpo mortal, y por lo tanto de
importancia relativa, y el alma imperecedera, sede de todo lo noble y digno de aprecio
en la persona humana.

Sin embargo, es la union de estas dos sustancias lo que en

realidad constituye la identidad del hombre, pues su existencia radica en esta union, y
la ausencia de cualquiera de estos dos elementos implica la destruccion del individuo
como tal." The problem with the "metaphysical voice" which Quevedo finds to express
this union in 472, is that its validity depends upon its expression of an argument which
violates logic. In fact the illusion of a logical argument progressively worked out, is
also undercut by the circular rhyme scheme of the tercets (CDCDCD).

The rhyme

turns in on itself and reveals that despite the poet’s proclamation of an extemahsed
eternal and unified love experience, he is not really deceiving himself at all.

The

argument, and consequently the voice which expresses it, is therefore fallacious.
According to this argument, the transient internal flame becomes an eternal symbol;
the "llanto" which poured forth a futile river of tears becomes the River Lethe, which
immortahses rather than annihilates fiery passion.139
I

Sonnet 472 inclines Mas to recall the dedicatory lines of Garcilaso’s Eclogue
HI: "Y aun no se me figura que me toca/aqueste oficio solamente en vida;/mas con la
lengua muerta y ffia en la boca,/pienso mover la voz a ti debida". Mas is content to
explore no further.

Smith, however, cannot resist associating the imphcit Orphic

resonance which enhances the poetic persona. Considering the sonnet in terms of an
Horatian poetic monument he concludes: "If love survives death, then so does the
poetic voice. The work lives on after the poet..."Cerrar podra mis ojos", celebrates the

139

We might say that in this sonnet the fire/water antithesis is returned to its pagan (and as we
shall see mythological) origin, from where it had been extracted and refined.
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triumph of love over death, but it also represents that of art over life" (page 175).140
Smith’s double triumph is proclaimed more forcibly in the tercets of 472 than at any
other point of Quevedo’s love poetry. But this triumph of love in its totahty and of an
eternal art which expresses it, is anticipated by the anniversary Sonnet 471. Consider
the following extract:

Diez anos en mis venas he guardado
el dulce fiiego que alimento, ausente,
de mi sangre. Diez anos en mi mente
con imperio tus luces han reinado.
Basta ver una vez grande Hermosura,
que una vez vista etemamente enciende,
y en 1’alma impresa etemamente dura.
Llama que a I’inmortal vida trasciende,
ni teme con el cuerpo sepultura,
ni el tiempo la marchita ni la ofende.141 (5-14)

For ten years the sweet fire of his passion has fed on his blood.

For ten years the

vision of her beauty has ruled his mind. For ten years he has suffered "in absence" the
consequences of one single glance.142 There is no reason to believe that the love
which that glance inspired and which so completely overwhelmed his physical,
intellectual and spiritual self, will not bum forever. A fire which is imprinted on an
immortal soul need not fear the enemies Death and Time which conquer the body.
Cabello Porras accepts the apparent Neoplatonic stance of the sonnet. He sees it as an
140

Segal views Ovid's vision of Orpheus' reunion with Eurydice in Hades in similar terms: Ovid
allies love and art as the major creative forces in a world of arbitrary powers... In Ovid's
world love, not law, is the measure of existence. Art and love then fuse as a means toward
reaching truth and bringing happiness into human life... the poet finds his artistic life
confirmed and its highest aspirations clarified: the creation of the possible out of the
impossible... Yet all this exists... only in imagination, in the unreal world of fable". See
Orpheus: The Myth, p. 72.

141

See Walters, "Conflicting views of time in a Quevedo sonnet". Walter's analysis of the
exploitation of time in the sonnet reveals "a complex and contradictory understanding of the
experience of time" (p. 153). Time which is initially seen as a cause of celebration is
revealed at the end to be a potentially destructive force.

142

Juan de Arguijo's versification of the rescue of Eurydice from the Underworld stresses how
Orpheus' failure to keep the precept of Hades leads to eternal sorrow. See Ohra Poetica,
Sonnet 23. Note how "etemamente dura", (3) also appears in Quevedo v. 7, where "dura"
has a verbal rather than an adjectival function.
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example of "recuperacion neoplatonica".
contradiction to Sonnet 472.

It stands, he beheves, in complete

In 471, "el elemento material, el cuerpo, es solo un

imperativo necesario para ascender a lo espiritual y alcanzar un estado de etemidad en
amor" (page 31). This is indeed the direction in which the poet/lover would like to go
- upwards, impelled by a chaste spirit. But he will not find eternal fire in heaven and it
is his awareness of his infernal fate, which provides the sonnet’s contradictory tension.
His divinity resides in the beauty of two eyes which enflames his whole being. "Dura"
has a verbal function in verse 11, but we cannot overlook its potential force within the
rhyme as a pejorative adjective. There is a restrained resentment in the sonnet which
the final tercet tries, I beheve too late and unsuccessfully, to leave behind. If constant
emphasis on all-consuming fire had not already undermined the final tercet, then
"marchita", with its latent connotations of a sexual carpe diem, would puncture
beyond repair this spiritual flight of fancy. He feels that this love must live forever.
He would wish it to be in heaven, but knows it to be in hell.

However, the immortality of his love is guaranteed in another more positive
way. In this respect Sonnet 471 has much in common with Garcilaso Sonnet 5:

Escrito ’sta en mi alma vuestro gesto
y cuanto yo escribir de vos deseo:
vos sola lo escribistes; yo lo leo
tan solo que aun de vos me guardo en esto.
En esto estoy y estare siempre puesto,
que aun no me cabe en mi cuanto en vos veo,
de tanto bien lo que no entiendo creo,
tomando ya la fe por presupuesto.
Yo no naci sino para quereros;
mi alma os ha cortado a su medida;
por habito del alma misma os quiero;
cuanto tengo confieso yo deberos;
por vos naci, por vos tengo la vida,
por vos he de morir, y por vos muero.

Garcilaso makes clear from the outset that the beauty of the beloved provides the
inspiration for his art. It is a love which is spiritual in nature, yet based on her physical
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attributes. A beauty associated with the spiritual core of his being enriches and fulfils
him However, though he desires to write, she is the force which moves the pen. The
poet/lover hints at a lack of intimacy in their relationship, and indeed at a distance
which exists between himself and his own work. Verse 6 suggests that this work may
be an unworthy vehicle for the expression of such greatness. It is as though he were a
vessel in which all her beauty and greatness were contained, and communicated to the
world through his poetry.

"En mi" makes him synonymous with his poetry.

She

inspires his work, but he is his work. The quatrains close with the depiction of a poet,
so overcome by her beauty, that he finds himself reduced to accepting an infantile
incomprehension of what he instinctively knows he must beheve.

His baptism into the "religion of love" is developed into the humble, yet
grandiose, statement of verse 9.

He lives only to love her and his life and work

revolve around her. The emphatic "Yo", the poetic identity, is overshadowed in the
tercets by the ambivalent representation of the lady as god-like ruler of his soul and as
tailor who fashions it to suit her own purposes. He is what she "makes" him. But he
is not averse to this lack of identity. On the contrary, he revels in it.

In an act of

supreme selflessness, he purges his soul and reconciles himself to his "maker" in love’s
confessional. He is inferior and without her he is nothing. It is the sheer simplistic
beauty of the final two lines, which renders this credo to the beloved so powerful. His
life (and therefore his work) is nothing without her, she who at the moment of writing
is the source of his vitality. But in the presence of a love which can never be realised,
he resigns himself to death as the inevitable conclusion.

Meanwhile, he endures a

living death of unreciprocated love. The determination with which he pledges himself
and his work to the beloved, is conveyed by the repetition of "por vos". A similar
effect is achieved in Eclogue I, stanza 8 by the repetition of "por ti". The same idea is
also conveyed in Eclogue III; 12 by "pienso mover la voz a ti debida". As we saw in
the previous chapter, all three examples carry Orphic resonance.
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When Quevedo’s poetic persona states in verse 11 that the vision of his
beloved’s beauty is imprinted forever on the spiritual core of his being, he imbues his
poem with Garcilasian resonance and acknowledges his faith in the immortahsing
poetic process. But a century on from Garcilaso, Quevedo cannot resign his lover to
ideahstic transcendence of the physical. The beauty of the beloved also inspires a fire
which he keeps and nourishes in the centre of his physical being (5-6). This flame, he
knows, will also transcend mortality. His art provides the only earthly guarantee that
his love, in all its contradictory complexity, can live forever.143

This is the inspired art of Sonnet 472. It is this art which transcends the limits
of discrecion and releases the fire which he had kept locked in his veins. The result is
a fantastical merging of the properties of soul and body. The soul will still abandon the
body in death, but will take with it corporeal passion. The body will still disintegrate
into ash and dust, but it will be sentient ash and enamoured dust, enriched with the
immortal traits of the spirit.144 Olivares points out that "sentido" (13) has also the
important sense of "meaning": "Because of his intense existence his ashes will have
meaning.

It was not in vain that he had loved...it is not overtly stated but the

implication is there. The poet’s ashes will be relics testifying to a glorious love. This
is the meaning they will have for those who look upon his grave or read this sonnet"
(p. 140).

The cornerstone of this sonnet is, therefore, the insistence on eternal

143

We might now offer an alternative reading of the final tercet of Sonnet 473, discussed above
pp. 95-96, as acknowledgement of the poet's place in the poetic continuum: "Yo me sere
epitafio al caminante,/pues le dire, sin vida, el rostro mioY'Ya fue gloria de Amor hacerme
guerra'". The poem culminates with the decapitated head, the Orphic symbol of
immortalising art, providing the poet/lover's epitaph. His poetry will forever be a reminder
to all of his sufferings in love.

144

Sonnet 472, is a reversal of the orthodox sentiments of 331, in which the very distinct
properties of body and soul and their function in an amorous context are very clearly defined.
The final tercet reads: "El cuerpo es tierra, y lo sera, y fue nadaYde dios procede a eternidad
la menteYeterno amante soy de eterna amada." Quevedo pays similar lipservice to the
Neoplatonic ideal in Sonnet 457 which ends: "No veran de mi amor el fin los diasYla
eternidad ofrece sus blasones/a la pureza de las ansias mias". But Sonnet 472 does affirm
quite radically the sentiments expressed in the first tercet of no. 475: "Del vientre a la prision
vine en naciendo./de la prision ire al sepulcro amando,/y siempre en el sepulcro estare
ardiendo."
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memory. An individual poetic voice can express a total and immortal love experience,
only when it achieves the renown endorsed by collective eternal memory. The poetic
persona, impelled downwards by Orphic exemplurru is confident of success.

Borges identifies Propertius I, 19, 6 "ut meus oblito pulvis amore vacet" as a
possible antecedent of Quevedo’s final line.145 This elegiac resonance adds a further
dimension to the concept of immortahsing art.

Walter Naumann elaborates upon

Borges’ observation in a lucid discussion of the parallel obsessions with death, life’s
transience and with the power of love (which must break death’s law) which
preoccupy Propertius and Quevedo.146 Although Naumann refers to examples of such
obsessions throughout Propertius’ work, especially in his early poetry, he focuses
especially on elegy 1,19: "...Amor ha entrado en el por los ojos con tal fiierza que el
poeta, aun como pofvo, aun como apagada ceniza, no ohidara de su amor ni por el
sera jamas abandonado...un gran amor lo sobrepasa todo, incluso la fatal ribera, la
orilla del infiemo donde se olvida lo humano;" (page 330).

Propertius exploits the

mythological exemplum of Protesilaus. He sought to be allowed to return as a shade
from the dead to see his beloved wife Laodamia.147

Naumann sees in this

mythological allusion the "key" to what Propertius is claiming for himself: "Tambien el,
como sombra...sera conocido y notado alii abajo como suyo, como perteneciente a
ella" (page 330). He is convinced that Quevedo had Propertius’ poem in mind when
he wrote Sonnet 472.

But Quevedo’s sonnet uses the pagan landscape and the

mythological exemplum only as a launching pad: "Despoja la mitologia de su caracter
figural y generico y deja solo la esencia de lo alii vivido. Esto puede verse en nuestro

145

See Borges, Otras Inquisiciones, p. 61.

146

See Walter Naumann, "Polvo enamorado. Muerte y amor en Propercio, Quevedo y Goethe",
in Francisco de Quevedo, edited by Sobejano (Madrid: Taurus, 1978), pp. 326-43.

147

Protesilaus, a Thessalian chief, was the first of the Greeks to fall in the Trojan war, slain by
Hector's spear. After death he beseeched Pluto to be allowed to return to the upper world, to
bid farewell to his grieving wife. He was granted three hours. When he returned to Hades,
Laodamia (preferring death to life without him) accompanied him.
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poema...Se expresan en el dos modos de sentimiento vital, ambos centrales para
Quevedo" (page 336).

These "sentimientos" are his awareness of death and his

perception of love as fire.

Everything else is stripped away to reveal these two

inextricably linked obsessions.

There would seem to be little doubt that Quevedo’s poem has this elegiacresonance. But if Quevedo did have Elegy 1, 19 in mind, then he would also know
that it is a cunningly contrived exploitation of the carpe diem theme.

Propertius

knows that death when it comes will not be bitter, for his love will be eternal.
However, he has less confidence in Cynthia’s constancy.

The poem ends on a

surprising volte-face. It is better to play safe, better to make the most of their love
while they are both alive: "quare, dum licet, inter nos laetemur amantes:/non satis est
ullo tempore longus amor" (25-26).

Quevedo chose not to undercut his sentiment

with such levity; but could he trust the erudite reader of the seventeenth century, in
receipt of his sonnet, to display similar restraint? It is a question worth asking, if
impossible to answer.

Naumann prefers, like Quevedo, to ignore it.

But he also

ignores a more relevant concern of Propertius’ poetry, which I beheve Quevedo could
not: the elegist’s poetic self-consciousness.

Propertius was well aware of the immortalising power of poetry. He refers to
it in i, 7; i, 5, 24; iii, 1, 34-38; iv, 1, 64. He is particularly aware that it is his fate to
write love poetry (as opposed to epic), which will not only bring him renown, but also
glorify Cynthia, the source of his inspiration. (See ii: 1, 3, 5, 10, 12, 13 (b), 24 (a), 30,
34 (b); iii: 2, 3, 9 and 24). In Elegy iii, 2, 17-27 he states explicitly that his poetry wall
be an everlasting monument to her beauty, a monument which will defy time and
death. He opens the elegy with an evocation of Orpheus, in which he draws attention
to the magical response ehcited by the Thracian’s music. Propertius is confident that
his music will command similar respect (3-4). In fact he had already intimated as mu ch
in Elegy i, 18. The lover grieves in absence from his mistress in a desolate, isolat ed
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setting. He questions the possible causes of her contemptuous attitude towards hint
but insists upon the constancy of his own feelings.

It is her name alone which he

engraves on the surrounding trees, and her name alone which passes his Ups.

In a

subtle evocation of Virgil Georgia, iv, 527, he acquires Orphic stance and moves the
natural world in response to his lament: "sed qualiscumque es resonent mihi "Cynthia"
silvae/nec deserta tuo nomine saxa vacent" (31-32).

Without wishing to dispute i, 19, as the origin of Quevedo 472; 14, I would
suggest that Quevedo also had in mind Propertius ii, 13 (b). The elegy opens with the
poetic persona anticipating the day when death may close his eyes. He proceeds to
instruct Cynthia in the arrangement of his obsequies. He wants no processions, no
trumpets, no offerings of wealth. The greatest gift which he can offer Proserpine is his
art. When the funeral pyre has made him ash, when he is little more than shivering
dust, he is confident that his poetry will render his sepulchre as famous as that of any
soldier:

quandocumque igitur nostros mors claudet ocellos,
accipe quae serves funeris acta mei. (1-2)
sat mea, sat magnaest, si tres sint pompa libelli,
quos ego Persephonae maxima dona feram.
tu vero nudum pectus lacerata sequeris,
nec fueris nomen lassa vocare meum,
osculaque in gelidis pones suprema labellis,
cum dabitur Syrio munere plenus onyx.
deinde, ubi suppositus cinerem me fecerit ardor,
accipiat Manes parvula testa meos
et sit in exiguo laurus super addita busto,
quae tegat exstincti funeris umbra locum,
et duo sint versus, "qui nunc iacet horrida pulvis,
unius hie quondam servus amoris erat. "
nec minus haec nostri notescet fama sepulcri,
quam fuerant Pthii cruenta viri.148

In Sonnet 472, Quevedo gives radical metaphysical expression to a metaphor which
148

The italics are mine
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has its conceptual root in his adherence to the Orphic myth. He imbues his vision with
elegiac resonance, which finds a precedent in the self-conscious poetics of Propertius.
The lover’s affirmation of eternal love is the poet’s proclamation of a poetic voice
which will transcend time.149

Considered in this fight it is easy to understand why "Cerrar podra mis ojos"
has been presented as the climax of Quevedo’s love lyric.

Kelley states: "Mirando

hacia atras, volviendo a considerar toda la poesia amatoria de Quevedo, parece como
si todo ella fuera en reafidad un intento, una preparacion para acabar dando voz tan
depurada y exacta a este sentimiento" (Lo poesia metafisica, p. 78).

Likewise

Aguinaga sums up his discussion of tradition and originality in Quevedo’s sonnet as
follows: "En lo que toca a este asunto, al sentido de estas imagenes y este concepto,
toda la poesia amorosa de Quevedo venia buscando este poema" (page 77). However,
in a footnote to this comment Aguinaga warns against relying upon the order of
sonnets as left to us by Gonzalez de Salas. But, he says, it is the only order available
to us and it is extraordinary "por la forma en que subraya el progreso del amor como
alegre juego, al amor como fuego, al fuego como vida, y a la preocupacion por la
muerte, segiin los anos pasan."150 He also points out how the sonnets which follow

149

We might also identify in Sonnet 472 a response by Quevedo to the "anxiety of influence".
He looks back to Garcilaso Eclogue III, but looks beyond him. He places Garcilaso's
declaration of artistic triumph within the context of a literary tradition for which it is a
standard topos

150

More recently Gareth Walters has rearranged the Lisi poems as a poetic cycle in the
Petrarchan tradition. He remains faithful to the internal chronology of the poems and
juxtaposes those with similar themes etc., thereby overcoming the problem of where to locate
the 14 poems from Las tres Musas. He believes Gonzalez did not come across these until
after the 1648 edition had already appeared. His rearrangement, however, does not
invalidate Aguinaga's observation. The "eternal flame" of Cerrar podra...stiU precedes those
sonnets which depict the flame's disintegration into ash. See Poems To List, edited and
arranged by D. G. Walters ( Exeter: University of Exeter, 1988). R. Moore suggests an
earlier dating of Quevedo’s Lisi cycle, based on his assessment of two poems from MS 4117
BNM which he attributes to Quevedo. He believes that some of the earlier poems were
accidentally lost or deliberately retained by Quevedo from the cycle. If the latter were the
case then more attention should be paid to the cycle as it appears in the Pamaso espanol,
with the expectation of finding "a shape and meaning in the structure left there to posterity".
See "Two new poems from Quevedo to Lisi?", BHS, 64 (1987), 215-224 (p. 223).
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"Cerrar podra..." are preoccupied with the disintegration of love’s fire into ash. He
reiterates and adds to his initial statement: "Si, la poesia amorosa de Quevedo venia
buscando este gran poema, el gran momento de la afirmacion de la llama; tras el
poema...indestructible, para su autor solo hay cenizas." The operative word here is
"momento".

Sonnet 472 is but a climactic moment in Quevedo’s search for a valid

mode of expressing reahstic sentiment. It is but a temporary escape into metaphysical
argument, which cannot be sustained. Quevedo is aware that a triumph which is in
fact an evasion of reahty (just as immersion in the dreamworld had been) can only
signal the failure, not the success, of his poetic voice. This awareness intensifies the
anguish of his verse.

After all, it is anguish, bom of a sense of failure, which has

traditionally been declared the hallmark of his lyric. It is Quevedesque anguish which
his poetic voice has immortalised.

2. 8

No single adjective can ever express the complexity of Quevedo’s poetic voice,
but infernal comes close.

Paradoxically the triumph of this voice comes when he

surrenders to its failure. Sonnet 485 reveals the devastating consequences of trying to
express human desires within a dehumanising system.

Quevedo’s systematic

indictment of the courtly love/Petrarchan/Neoplatonic traditions climaxes in this
"negro llanto":

En los claustros de Talma la herida
yace callada; mas consume, hambrienta,
la vida, que en mis venas alimenta
llama por las medulas extendida.
Bebe el ardor, hidropica, mi vida,
que ya, ceniza amante y macilenta,
cadaver del incendio hermoso, ostenta
su luz en humo y noche fallecida.
La gente esquivo y me es horror el dia;
dilato en largas voces negro llanto,
que a sordo mar mi ardiente pena envia.
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A los suspires di la voz del canto;
la confusion inunda Palma mia;
mi corazon es reino del espanto.151

In Sonnet 472 the poet/lover had proclaimed the survival of love beyond physical
death. In Sonnet 485, he laments the enduring presence of love’s wound beyond a
metaphorical death-in-life.

The traditional motif of the wound inflicted by Cupid’s

arrow, so abstract as to be almost meaningless by the seventeenth century, acquires a
fulf gruesomely threatening significance. It is an imperceptible wound which lurks in
the cloisters of the soul; but its malignancy extends beyond the poet/lover’s spiritual
life to infect and devour his whole being.152 Once again, as in 472, soul, veins, and
marrow are united in an internally combustible love experience and the end result is
"ceniza". But the immortal ash which elevates the lover of 472 is the ash which results
from the extinction of love (and life) in 485.

"Mas" signalled love’s rebellion against physical death at the opening of the
second quatrain of Sonnet 472.

In 485, "mas" (as act of defiance) follows almost

immediately upon the obsequies for love. But the death knell is premature. "Yace" is
undercut by "callada". Love is not entirely dead. It lies silenced in a death-like state.
Unreciprocated passion continues to hunger for "life", just as life continues to be
sustained by hope of requited love.

Parker sums up the vicious circle of

interdependence outlined in the quatrains: "Passion is a hunger and thirst which
consumes man’s being. But human life reciprocates by thirsting for passion’s fire and

151

See JO. Crosby, "Guia bibliografia para el estudio critico de Quevedo", Research
Bibliographies and Checklists No. 13 (London: Grant and Cutler, 1976), p. 127. Crosby lists
at least 11 studies on this poem.

152

Parker pays particular attention to the use of "claustros" in the initial line: "The cloisters are
the centre of a monastery, the clausura into which nobody from the outside is normally
allowed to penetrate; it is a place where silence is observed and where time is passed in
meditation. The soul has its cloisters, a centre of seclusion and solitude, where the mind
meditates on the silent wound of existence." The Philosophy of Love..., p. 172. Olivares also
highlights the notion of self-penetration: "With the sonnet's opening image, the poet vividly
figures forth the depths of his being; and with these cloisters we associate four ideas:
contemplation, silence, solitude and darkness" p. 85.
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seeking its own destruction in the beautiful conflagration of love which bums out into
extinction. " (page 172).153

Cupid’s traditional role in the story of love has always been to cast his arrows
at random. Ill-fated lovers suffer the consequences. But Quevedo’s poetic persona is
aware that he has played a major part in his own destruction. He acknowledges his
responsibility in "callada". past participle as well as adjective. Not only has he fuelled
the fire of unreciprocated love, but he has steadfastly refused or been unable to
alleviate love’s force by expressing it. We recall how he had conveyed the constant
suppression and intemahsation of desire in 471; 5-7: "Diez anos en mis venas he
guardado/el dulce fuego que alimento, ausente/de mi sangre..." However, a fire which
his tears have been unable to extinguish, which invades his spirit and extends through
the marrow of his bones, will not be contained. He may silence the wound, but he
cannot conceal its outer effects. These are outlined in quatrain two.

The paradoxical disease of love forces the poet/lover to quench his thirst in a
fire that will destroy him and reduce him to ash.154 In fact images of hunger and
thirst, exploited by Quevedo in other poems for their sexual connotations, are given an
added fatahstic dimension.

The lover who hungers and thirsts in vain for sexual

satisfaction, inevitably wastes away for want of sexual sustenance.

The logical and

linguistic outcome of all-consuming fire and unsatiated sexual appetite is emaciated
153

See Snell, "The Wound and the Flame", p. 200: "The process is, at the same time, circular
and climactic (the wound consumes life, which feeds on the fire that life drinks), imaging the
solipsism and ultimate destruction of the operation."
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Olivares interprets line 5 as: "My hydropic life drinks the ardor (flame)", basing his
interpretation on similar expressions in Sonnets 387 and 450. He believes that the line
expresses an "obvious sensuality". See The Love Poetry, p. 86. Kelley believes that the
characteristic note of the entire sonnet is the sensation of an inevitable chaotic reality which
governs the lover's soul. The adjective "hidropica" intensifies this inevitability: "como si el
poeta quisiera senalar la imposibilidad de resistir el fuego que lo consume" (La poesia
metafisica, p. 75). Snell comments: "The adjective 'hidropica' adds a pathological note of
compulsion, and the synonymous nature of the verbs used - 'alimenta', 'bebe', 'consume', (also
meaning "to extinguish") - emphasise the voraciousness and destructiveness of the process."
See "The Wound and the Flame", p. 201.
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and enamoured ash ("ceniza amante y macilenta").155 What was once a "dulce fiiego"
(471), kept and nourished in his veins, grew into an "incendio hermoso" which filled
his whole being. A fire of such volcanic proportions cannot be repressed.

It must

erupt. When it does, the effect is both magnificent and ravaging. The lover’s passion
displays itself in a glorious blaze, but it is unreciprocated and turns back within the
lover.156 Extemahsation of passion fails and exhibits its failure in the charred, negated
existence of the lover. For he continues to exist, zombie-like, in lonely darkness, with
a love that continues to bum painfully within him. Its outward fight fades, hope fades;
but the frustration of love defies extinction. The Etna, the volcano/tomb of his inner
being, has empted and burned out.

But volcanic passion still lives dormant and

threatening within him. We recall Sonnet 293 (see above pp. 77-79): "Ostentas, de
prodigios coronado,/sepulcro fiilminante, monte aleve,.." (1-2).

In Sonnet 293, the

poet/lover had envied Etna its powerful display of the fire which raged secret within it.
He had wished that he too might erupt and make manifest his own suppressed
Enceladic hell. In Sonnet 485 we move a step beyond that "emption".157 We might
say that his extemahsation of an eternal "llama" in 472 constitutes his "incendio
hermoso" and that 485 is its "cadaver", but in any case 485 is a monument to the
desolation and chaos which is left behind. It functions as an everlasting reminder of
the horror of suppressed, unrequited passion. It is similar in this respect to Sonnet
486, a memorial in its own right to the constant civil war which rages between the
lover’s senses and reason:
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See Snell, "The Wound and the Flame", p. 201: "...macilenta fuses amante and ceniza in
anagrammatic condensation, imitating by phonetic means the fatal working out of a process
which inexorably turns light and fire into darkness and ashes."
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Contrast Garcilaso’s depiction of the internal eruption of unrequited love in Sonnet 8, the
tercets of which read: "Ausente, en la memona la imagino;/mis espirtus, pensando que la
vian,/se mueven y se encienden sin medida;/mas no hallando facil el camino,/que los suyos
entrando derretian./revientan por salir do no hay salida".
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See also the first tercet of Sonnet 489: "Yo soy ceniza que sobro a la llama;/nada dejo por
consumir el fuego/que en amoroso incendio se derrama".
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Amor me ocupa el seso y los sentidos;
absorto estoy en extasi amoroso;
no me concede tregua ni repo so
esta guerra civil de los nacidos.
Explayose el raudal de mis gemidos
por el gran distrito y doloroso
del corazon, en su penar dichoso,
y mis memorias anego en olvidos.
Todo soy minas, todo soy destrozos,
escandalo fiinesto a los amantes,
que fabrican de lastimas sus gozos.
Los que ban de ser, y los que fueron antes,
estudien su salud en mis sollozos.
y envidien mi dolor, si son constantes.

The explosive "expression" of passion which this sonnet conveys, is actually no
expression at all.

The "gemidos" which would communicate his love to the outer

world, explode within him. His tears neither extinguish his fire, nor act as witnesses to
his love. Rather they function as an internal River Lethe, which drowns his memory.
Sonnet 472’s affirmation of the poet’s place in an eternal poetic continuum is hereby
invalidated.

The result of an unrelenting existential struggle, intensified in the love

experience, is nothing at all.

Love has destroyed him and he has failed his poetry.

What is left for the shattered individual but to derive limited comfort from his
affliction. His destruction might at least serve as an example to others; other lovers
might recognise (and even envy) the constancy of his suffering. But how are they to
do this, if not through his poetry? The final tercet holds out a contradictory hope that
his poetry might communicate his love experience after all; suffering may have
obliterated all happy memories, but the funereal resonance of his verse may make itself
heard to future lovers.

The psychological ramifications of such constant pain seem to offer no comfort
in the tercets of 485. The frustrated lover penetrates and takes refuge in an emotional
jail of his own making.

He embraces ausencia, but now "absence" is definitive

solitude. The Petrarchan motif of the beloved as the divine sun which enlightens the
poet/lover and to which he aspires, is chillingly reversed. There is no beloved, just the
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wound of love. There can be only terrifying light for one whose failed aspirations have
condemned him to non-existence in infernal darkness. He still feels the fire and that
fire releases a voice which manifests his "ardiente pena". Significantly he identifies its
nocturnal and infernal resonance. He terms it a "negro llanto". Olivares comments of
verses 10-11: "The poet does not say that he releases a cry of grie£ rather black tears
swell out of him in long and loud shouts. Out of his marrow, veins, soul and heart
swells a black grief, a black mourning in a chilling wail. The poet gives a lugubrious
dimension to the llanto commonplace" {The Love Poetry, page 87).

The poetic persona cannot restrain the Phlegethon-like lament which flows
from the dark abyss of his own internal Hades.

But he is not Orpheus and he is

convinced of the failure of that lament to elicit response.

In "sordo mar" Quevedo

encapsulates the indifference of Lisi, the indifference of his heaven.158 He also evokes
the traditional image of the river of life swallowed up in the sea of death.159 But we
also recall the lover of Sonnet 358 who. in emulation of Aeneas in the Underworld,
pursues the elusive insubstantial image of his beloved with the river of his tears: "y
como de alcanzarla tengo gana,/hago correr tras ella el llanto en rios" (13-14). An
atmosphere of infernal gloom, of frustration and failure underlines both Sonnets 358
and 485. But the real nature of this failure can only be understood when we contrast
Quevedo’s fines with those of Garcilaso, Eclogue III; 245-48:

..."Elisa", a boca llena
responde el Tajo, y lleva presuroso
al mar de Lusitania el nombre mio,
donde sera escuchado, yo lo fio.
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See Mas pp. 299-300 who states without Quevedesque textual evidence whatsoever: "Mais ce
que nous sommes tentes d'entendre ...dans cette expression, c'est ce a quoi nous ont
sensibilises les poetes et les philosophes plus proches de nous: c'est la surdite du ciel (I'infini
de la mer evoquant immediatement I'infini du ciel) a la douleur et a 1'angoisse humaines."

159

We recall Quevedo’s use of similar terminology in the second quatrain of Sonnet 30:
"...envio/mi vida oscura: pobre y turbio hot que negro mar con alias ondas bebe".
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Garcilaso envisages a natural world responding to the lament of the shepherd
Nemoroso and carrying the name of his beloved (and therefore his name also) to the
"mar de lusitania" and beyond. He is confident of eternal response, confident of the
value of his own poetry. His lines recall Georgia, iv, 524-27 and are invested with
Orphic dignity and triumph.160 Quevedo, on the other hand, undermines his verse
with that awareness of himself as a failed Orpheus which pervades his love lyric. He
envisages only a deaf reception for his poetry, a lament swallowed up and lost in a
"sordo mar".161 The voice which Quevedo’s poetic persona would have wished to
have, has been lost already to perpetual sighs and is now submersed in the chaos which
is his soul and in that realm of fiery darkness which is his heart.

Rejected by the

beloved, denied access to heaven, he is therefore denied a heavenly "canto".162
Frustrated, cast into hell, he is capable only of a "negro llanto".163

Sobejano believes that the "direct source" of this poem is not Petrarchan but
Virgilian.

He identifies certain parallels between Quevedo’s poem and verses of

Aeneid iv. The first quatrain is shown to be an imitation of Aen., iv, 65-67, 1-2, and
160

For a discussion of Orphic resonance in Garcilaso Eclogue HI, see above previous chapter pp.
20-34.
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When Juan de Arguijo versifies the definitive loss of Eurydice and the failure of Orpheus'
lament to overcome Hades, he writes: "...mi dolor y quejas lastimosas/que en vano esparzo al
aire y con piadosas/voces al rey del lago oscuro envio", (Sonnet XXIV; 6-8).
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Snell also intimates that "sordo" is connected to the poetic voice: "The adjectives "sordo’ and
"callada" evoke their main referent, the human voice, and appear briefly contrasted with an
image of past innocence which opens the final tercet: "la voz del canto". See "The Wound
and the Flame", p 201.

163

Sobejano can find only one other reference to "negro llanto" in Quevedo’s verse (no. 192; 34). The poet, describing Christ's descent into hell asks his Christian muse to reveal tc him
"...de Cristo la triunfante valentia,/y del Rey sin piedad el negro llanto". Sobejano concudes
his discussion of this verse as follows: "...el hecho de solo hallar negro llanto en un poema
infernal y el hecho de hallar dentro de este la negrura tan constantemente asociada al anbito,
al monarca, y a las huestes del infierno, como simbolo del dolor sin fin, permiten ver aquel
negro llanto en concordancia perfecta con el temple igualmente tartareo de los claustrcs, la
consuncion por fuego, el cadaver cinereo o fulginoso del incendio, la luz difimta y los largos
clamores, todo lo cual ira a parar, en las ultimas palabras, al reino del espanto." See ”‘Ei los
claustros del alma’: Apuntaciones sobre la lengua poetica de Quevedo" in Sprache und
Gesthiche: Festschri/l fur Harri Meier zum 65. Geburtstag (Munich, 1971), pp. 459-92 (pp.
481-82).
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101. Verses 10-11 of "En los claustros" is revealed as a reworking of iv, 438-39.
Sobejano points out (p. 491) that the imitation does not follow the order of the model:
"Quevedo escoge de varias partes los giros que mas le impresionaron al releer o
recordar a Virgilio." What Sobejano does not point out, and what is of interest to us,
is that the verses which Quevedo chooses to evoke from Aeneid rv identify his
poet/lover with the abandoned and rejected Dido, rather than with the heroic Aeneas.
Dido is the wounded victim; she is the one who bums, the one who is reduced to ash
on the blazing pyre (a symbol of her frustrated love) and she is self-condemned to
Hades.

Moreover, Dido in Aeneid iv is rarely silent.

Quevedo rejects the taciturn

Aeneas and chooses Dido now as the perfect paradigm of a love that is expressive and
desperate, but doomed to failure from the moment of its conception.164

Of course the verse which closes Quevedo’s sonnet, with its reference to the
"reino del espanto", brings before us once again that elusive constant of Quevedo’s
amorous verse: the Orphic myth.165 We have come full circle in our discussion since
the Orphic failure of 297. We have even witnessed Orphic recovery in 472. But the
physical and psychological destruction of 485 offers no hope of recovery. Loss of the
Orphic voice is now irrevocable.

The poet/lover’s tragedy confuses both mythical

roles, male and female, in his presentation of chaotic internal reahty.166

The

164

Aurora Egido, in her discussion of the rhetoric of silence in Golden Age poetry, comments of
Quevedo: "Quevedo fue quien con mas enfasis apoyo la ruptura del pacto del secreto dando
ademas un nuevo sesgo a la elocuencia de las lagrimas... Quevedo es quien formula
precisamente la expresion voz del silencio. Todo es canto, aun la muda ceniza amorosa o la
boca que calla, porque el amor trasciende y dice mas alia del limite de los sonidos." See "La
poetica del silencio en el siglo de oro. Su pervivencia" in Fronteras de la poesia en el
barroco (Barcelona: Editorial Critica, 1990), pp. 56-84, (pp. 66-67).
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Snell recognises this verse as a reference to Christian hell. She discusses "En los claustros"
and San Juan de la Cruz's poem "Llama de amor viva" as mirror images of each other in
their use of identical symbols and also in their emphasis on intense concentration in the
depths of the self. She concludes that Quevedo’s poem "...transcends the courtly code in a
portrayal of the poetic subject which bears the marks of a purgation experience" ("The
Wound and the Flame", p. 203).

166

Sobejano justifies his choice of "En los claustros" for analysis because he believes it to be "un
ejemplo cimero de la capacidad de Quevedo para expresar la afectividad en su inmanencia,"
and he considers "este poder de interiorizacion...el don supremo de Quevedo como poeta
linco, aquello que mejor distingue su obra poetica grave de la de sus contemporaneos"
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poet/lover’s sorrow, loss and frustration find a correspondence in Orpheus. His fear,
his flight, his incarceration in eternal hell evoke Eurydice. The love he feels for his
lady overwhelms that of Orpheus and Eurydice combined. His "llanto" owes much to
the poet’s simultaneous evocation and denial of Orphic resonance, but its darkness
overshadows the myth. If Quevedo’s amorous verse did seek ultimate expression in
any one poem, then there is none more appropriate than Sonnet 485.

2. 9

His love poetry fails to unite body and soul; fails to unite the "unbearable
claims of the flesh and the unfaceable claims of the spirit".167

But it is in this

confrontation with failure that the poetic voice finds success.168 More than any other
Golden Age love poet, Quevedo lays bare the impossibihty of expressing a unified love
experience within the limitations imposed by an out-dated literary code.

He finds a

valid voice for his age; but paradoxically this voice owes much to the poet’s attempts
to distance himself from the figure of the archetypal bard, passed down within the code
by his Renaissance predecessors. Orpheus, we have seen, has a much larger role to
play in the creation of Quevedo’s poetic voice than has ever been acknowledged. It is
impossible to make any absolute statement about the totahty of his amorous lyric, but
the nearest Quevedo comes to a system of thought is the sustained metaphor of an
internal Hades. It is a concept enriched with mythical allusion in general, with Orphic
allusion in particular, and cleverly exploited for its antithetical possibilities.

{Francisco de Quevedo, p. 460).
167

See Parker, The Philosophy ofLove, p. 173.

168

Rafael Alberti sums up the essence of his triumph: "0Pero que amor es este de Quevedo?
^Como lo va a expresar en sus mementos de mayor arrebato? fY quien va a presidirlo,..Sera
el suyo un amor con mas gusto a retama, a acibar, a salmuera, que al zumo dulce de las
flores. Lengua de fuego y de ceniza tendra para cantarlo, despues de haber quendo usar la de
los angeles. Y al fin la Muerte...sera quien lo presida." See "Don Francisco de Quevedo:
poeta de la muerte". Revista nacional de cultura, XXII (1960), 6-23 (p. 12).
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Indeed the antithetical love experience which Quevedo expresses, far from
making him a modern poet, situates him firmly in the contradictory ambience of the
seventeenth century.169 Just as Garcilaso, writing during Spain’s expansion in the
sixteenth century, took example from his country and allowed his poetic vision to gaze
confidently outwards; Quevedo’s verse reflects the actions of his despondent nation
and turns inwards in despair.

169

Even Damaso Alonso who would designate Quevedo "un hombre moderno" (p. 575),
concludes: "no hay modo de callarlo (no buscanios originalidad). Gran parte de esa desazon
de Quevedo le viene de las peculiares condiciones de Espana en el siglo en que vivid: de su
desilusidn politica" (p. 577). In accordance with T. S. Eliot's understanding of the term, I
hope to have demonstrated to what extent Quevedo is in fact a traditional poet: "Tradition is
a matter of much wider significance ...it involves in the first place, the historical sense,...and
the historical sense involves a perception, not only of the pastness of the past, but of its
presence; the historical sense compels a man to write not merely with his own generation in
his bones, but with a feeling that the whole of the literature of Europe from Homer and
within it the literature of his own country, has a simultaneous existence and a simultaneous
order. This historical sense, which is a sense of the timeless as well as of the temporal and of
the timeless and of the temporal together, is what makes a writer traditional. And it is at the
same time what makes a writer most acutely conscious of his place in time, of his own
contemporaneity." See Selected Essays, p 15.
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CHAPTER THREE: GABRIEL BOCANGEL: TABULA DE LEANDRO Y HERO

3. 1

We have seen how Garcilaso de la Vega writing in the sixteenth century
underlined and elevated his amorous poetics with both recriminatory and eulogistic
Orphic allusion. We have discussed how Francisco de Quevedo in the seventeenth
century, in typical contradictory mode, denied the mythical bard any relevant authority
and yet found immortahsing art through this denial. However, despite this process of
mythical devaluation, Orpheus continued to function in the seventeenth century as the
epitome of poetic eloquence for aspiring poets.
Gabriel Bocangel (1603-58).

One such poet was the Toledan

When he wrote his "Fabula de Leandro y Hero", he

aimed to add his name to that list of poets which stretched back to the classics, and he
set himself up as a latter day Orpheus to do so.

The Renaissance poet’s allegiance to the doctrine of imitation granted authority
to the individual poet and has been identified by Maria Rosa Lida de Malkiel as a
process of establishing European cultural identity: "la tradicion literaria irreemplazable
por su contenido de belleza, es el instrumento con que el espiritu europeo asegura su
identidad."1

Imitation is, naturally, an expression of the poet’s need to compare

himself with the classical poets of the past; it is a reassertion of the poet’s stance in the
present; but most significantly its consequences extend into the future. It is above all
else an assertion of the poet’s will over time. We understand it as such in the work of
Garcilaso de la Vega and Quevedo, and we must similarly understand it in BocangeTs
fable.

Indeed, like Quevedo, Bocangel was writing when Herrera’s edition of

See La tradicion cldsica en Espana, p. 280.
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Garcilaso (published in 1580) had placed him alongside the writers of antiquity as a
classic to be imitated and emulated. Most importantly, Herrera’s edition uncovered
the range of Garcilaso’s classical reference and proved that it constituted a dynamic
force in his work.2 Paterson writes of Garcilaso Eclogue III: "Indeed the fulfilment of
meaning depends not on our casual half-remembering but rather upon a keen
attentiveness to the older voices which mingle with the new voice of Garcilaso; in our
response to their interplay, to the departures and reinforcements, we cohaborate in
giving the poem its particular significance."3 In this chapter I would hope not only to
unleash the vitahty of the "older voices" which enhance the tone of Bocangel’s fable,
but also to confirm the validity of his Orphic stance and the legitimacy of his desire to
have his name engraved indelibly alongside that of Garcilaso.

In fact Salcedo Coronel, replying to a poem of Bocangel’s, pays homage to his
contemporary’s renown by echoing the sentiments of Garcilaso’s Eclogue III:

Vivira vuestro nombre memorable
donde libre entre arenas perezoso
Manzanares camina venerable,
y en cuanto cine el pielago espumoso.
(Lira, 47; 121-24).

In his footnote to these lines on p. 196 of his edition Dadson states:"Salcedo Coronel
aclama la fama de Bocangel, que, al ser llevada a todas partes por el Manzanares, no
tendra limites. Nos recuerda la Egloga IB de Garcilaso en la que el poeta Toledano
dice que sus creaciones literarias seran llevadas por el Tajo al mundo exterior (w. 24648).

Sin embargo comparar el Manzanares con el Tajo, y Bocangel con Garcilaso

parece desde luego un poco exagerado." Perhaps an exaggerated compliment from
2

Ignacio Navarrete interprets Herrera's commentary as a subversive one, designed in such a
way that Garcilaso’s poetry would be swamped by the numerous source citations and no
longer occupy centre position in the literary canon. See "Decentering Garcilaso: Herrera’s
attack on the Canon".

3

See "Ecphrasis in Garcilaso’s 3rd Eclogue", p. 74.
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our point of view, but would it have appeared so to Bocangel himself?

Detailed

analysis of his fable will demonstrate that he would have viewed such a remark as a
just confirmation of his talent.

Garcilaso, writing at the beginning of the Renaissance, had an easy advantage.
The work of the classical poets made up a treasure trove waiting to be plundered.4
Throughout the century classical myths were alluded to so often that they became
hackneyed, or else poets fell into the trap of evoking myths so obscure that they failed
to be effective. Bocangel’s task would be to write a mythological fable in which myth
could still play a significant role.

The mythological fable rose to prominence as a poetic theme in seventeenthcentury Spain.5 The emergence of Gongora’s "Polifemo" set the precedent against
which all other attempts would be measured.

Until recently critics have viewed

Bocangel’s work as a very unsatisfactory rival. Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo failed
totally to recognise its thematic complexity and subtle beauty.6 Jose Maria de Cossio
laments the lack of critical attention paid to the fable, but then proceeds to over
emphasize the influence of Juan de Jauregui, thereby denying Bocangel the claim of
premier poet in his own right.7 Even Benitez Claros, who has done so much towards
the regeneration of interest in Bocangel’s work,8 does little to convince either us or

See for instance Gareth Davies’ article "Notes on Some Classical Sources for Garcilaso and
Luis de Leon", HR, XXXII (1964), 202-216, in which he examines the Toledan poet's debt
to a number of classical writers in w. 38-76 of his Eclogue II.
See J.M. De Cossio, Fabulas mitologicas en Espana.
In a study which traced the treatment of the theme in Spanish literature, he wrote of the
fable: "Es un poema culterano, que quiere ser parafrasis de Museo, en 104 octavas reales, no
todas tan malas como la primera." (Antologia de poetas Uricos Castellanos, vol. X
[Santander, 1945], p. 326.)
Cossio, Fabulas mitologicas, p. 576.
Cossio, Fabulas mitologicas, p. 411.
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indeed himself of the real worth of Bocangel’s talent.9 However, most credit for the
recent revival of interest in Bocangel’s poetry must surely go to Trevor Dadson. His
biographical and critical investigations, carried out over the last twenty years, have
contributed in great part to the revaluation of Bocangel’s poetic abilities.10 Indeed my
own reading of the Fdbula builds on ideas suggested by his assessment of the poem, as
outlined in the Introduction to his critical edition.11

It is in the composition of his fable that Bocangel proves himself the equal of if
not superior to, his contemporary Jauregui.

Jauregui chose to relate the myth of

Orpheus - a myth popular among Spanish love poets because of, among other factors,
the inoffensive nature of the protagonists’ love. Orpheus and Eurydice were socially
acceptable. Spanish morahty, decorum, remained unoffended because the couple was
married.12
unacceptable.

On the other hand Bocangel chose a myth which was socially
In post-Tridentine Spain, the myth of Hero and Leander was a

dangerous one. Not only does it treat of illicit passion, but it could be interpreted as
an advocacy of suicide. It was important that Hero’s action not be glorified, at least
not explicitly, or the poem would surely be condemned as subversive.

Pagan writers did not confront such problems. The first written reference to
the myth occurs in Virgil Georgia hi, 257-63. Horace perhaps also refers to the story
See Obras de Gabriel Bocangel y Unzueta, ed. by R. Benitez Claros, 2 vols (Madrid:
C.S.I.C., 1946) and by the same author, Vida y poesia de Bocangel (Madrid, 1950).
'9

See, for instance: The Genoese in Spain: Gabriel Bocangel y Unzueta (1603-1658). A
Biography (London: Tamesis, 1983); "Gabriel Bocangel’s Cornejos cristianos, morales y
politicos: a New, Longer, and Better Text", BHS\ LXI (1984), 151-64; "Guia bibliografia y
critica de y sobre las obras de Gabriel Bocangel y Unzueta", in Censo de escritores al
servicio de los Austrias y otros estudios bibliogrdfwos, ed. by J. Simon Diaz (Madrid:
C.S.I.C., 1983), pp. 61-91, "El amor en la poesia de Bocangel: Analisis de algunos de los
sonetos de Filis" Edad de Oro, VI (1987), 51-67.

* **

See "Fabula de Leandro y Hero" in the Introduction to La Lira de las Musas, ed. by T.J.
Dadson (Madrid: Catedra, 1985), pp. 80-91. All references to the fable will be taken from
this edition.

I2

See Cabanas, El mito de Orfeo, p. 46.
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in Epistles, i. 3, 3-5. Ovid provides a more detailed epistolary version of the tale in his

Heroides xviii and xix. Martial composed two epigrams on the theme which were
important sources for the treatment of the myth in Spanish lyric poetry of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries: Liber 14. 181 and Liber de Spectaculis 25. 16. The most
notable (and perhaps now controversial regarding its influence as a major precedent)
remains the fifth-century Greek poem of Musaeus. His account of the lovers’ intense
passion, a passion which finds its perfect fulfilment in death, was obviously too great a
challenge for Christian poets of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. They tend to
adopt Martial’s epigram as their primary model.

Thus by concentrating on one

dramatic moment - Leander’s fatal swim across the Hellespont - the darker side of the
myth is avoided and the problem of offering an inoffensive treatment of pagan
sensuality does not arise.13

Before Bocangel’s fable the most extensive version of the myth was that of
Boscan: Historia de Leandro y Hero. Bocangel must have been aware that his work
and Boscan’s would forever be called into comparison.

Boscan had robbed the

classics and failed to produce a thematically unified work. Bocangel would show him
how to commit sophisticated and successful "theft".14 Bocangel’s account of the myth
To indicate the popularity of the myth of Hero and Leander in Spanish literature, Menendez
y Pelayo provides a comprehensive bibliography of poets who have written on this theme
Unfortunately he excludes from his list the Count of Salinas whose treatment is perhaps the
most dangerously audacious (See Antologia, pp. 314-32). Salinas not only focuses on
Leander’s fatal swim, but he allows us to glimpse Hero and even gives her a voice. Such
dual perspective brings his treatment closer to Bocangel’s extensive soliloquy. However the
full significance of Hero's final words is lost in Salinas' characteristically antithetical
language and thus explicit glorification of her suicide is avoided. The tercets of his sonnet
read: "O por ser mas cruel o condolida/la mar, que nego el paso, le dio puerto;/a quien Hero,
arrojandose, decia:/-Quitasteme en Leandro a mi la vida,/y, a no haber muerto yo, no fuera
muerto,/que tan sin alma como esta vivia." See Antologia poetica 1564-1630, ed. by T.J.
Dadson (Madrid: Visor, 1985), Sonnet XIII.
Welles' discussion of Gongora's "Romance de Leandro y Ero, y como murio", presents it as a
subversion of Boscan’s Historia. Her concluding remarks reiterate her opinion of Boscan’s
"pedantic and pompous" attitude to classical texts. She states: "Gongora’s devastation of
Boscan reveals a deep understanding of the Greek text. Appreciative of the succinctness,
mysterious vagueness, and delicate eroticism of Musaeus, Gongora develops and stresses
these gaps in his own version Profoundly versed in the Classics, Gongora reacts against the
sentimentalization, trivialization, and misinterpretation of the epyllion. Neither the poetic
medium nor the ideological message of Musaeus is attacked by Gongora: it is his Spanish
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loses none of its original pagan characeristics. The young couple’s illicit love is
consummated in a passage of explicit sensuality.15

Yet the poets of the past are evoked to convey a tragic vision of life as he and
his readers would have experienced it in the disillusioned atmosphere of Baroque
Spain. It was a time of tension, an era of contradictions, and above all a time when
men and women felt the dangers of passion and sought every possible means of
controlling it.16 The love of Hero and Leander poses a danger to the social order
which can be controlled only by death. However the triumphant note on which the
poem ends, the notion that the lovers voluntarily seek this death, does not render
Bocangel’s fable any less tragic.

3. 2

Before considering the fable in any detail I wish to respond to comments made
by Gonzalo Fontana Elboj in his article "Algunas notas sobre la relacion entre Boscan
y Bocangel en sus poemas de Hero y Leander". Fontana states: "la gran erudicion
mitologica que demuestra el barcelones va a ser muy util a Bocangel para su
poema."17 The "barcelones" to whom he refers is, of course, Juan Boscan. It will be
one of the aims of this chapter to confirm Boscan’s "usefulness" to Bocangel, not as a
predecessor’s miserable failure of understanding that he ridicules." See Arachne s Tapestry,
pp. 19-32 (p. 32).
Douglas Bush, commenting upon Marlowe's Hero and Leander, bemoans the fact that the
influence of Ovid's Amores prevents Marlowe from reproducing the spirit of the Musaeus
original: "The last hundred lines of the poem certainly carry sensuous rapture above the
fleshiness of the Amores, yet...in the midst of a tissue of Ovidian motives and sensations, one
wonders what miracle Marlowe might have achieved if he had been able to approach
Musaeus directly, to create and sustain the note of genuine passion." See Mythology and the
Renaissance Tradition in English Poetry (Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press,
1932), pp. 124-38 (p. 138).
See Gilbert Highet, The Classical Tradition (Oxford, 1949), pp. 289-92 and, among others,
Stephen Gilman, "Introduction to the Ideology of the Baroque in Spain".
See Cuademos de Investigacion Filoldgica, XV (1989), 71-85 (p. 77).
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convenient substitute for Musaeus or Ovid, but rather as a seventeenth-century
encyclopaedia of classical reference. As Fontana points out, Musaeus’ fifth-century
Byzantine poem is not the main precedent (though it does represent one strand of
influence) and the influence of Boscan’s Historia de Leandro y Hero has been
overlooked for too long. Bocangel does follow Boscan, but his journey does not end
with the Historia.

Bocangel uses Boscan’s work as a springboard to the ancients:

naturally to Musaeus and Ovid who had also exploited the myth, but also to Claudian,
Catullus, Horace and most importantly to Virgil.

Detailed analysis of Bocangel’s classical allusions will reveal more clearly the
nature of his relationship to Boscan. Firstly, however, I wish to answer some of the
points made by Fontana. On p. 74 of his article Fontana refixtes Menendez y Pelayo’s
theory that Boscan’s work is based directly on Musaeus’ poem, the first Greek text to
be published in Spain.1 ^ Fontana follows F. Moya del Bano in claiming that there is no
evidence that Boscan ever knew or studied Greek. ^ Boscan most probably read a
Latin translation of Musaeus.20

When Fontana comes to consider the possible

influence of Musaeus on Bocangel, he professes the same behef - "es harto improbable
que Bocangel supiera griego"21 - but without reaching the same conclusion.

Why

SeeAntologia, pp. 359-78.
See Francisca Moya del Bano, El tema de Hero y Leandro en la literatura espanola
(Universidad de Murcia, 1966), pp. 304ff. This is not a view upheld by Gordon Braden who
implies throughout his assessment of the Historia that Boscan did look to the Greek poem as
well as to Tasso's Favola\ "It is clear that Tasso’s Favola provided both instigation and
example...But it is also clear that Boscan was working from Mousaios as well, and the most
important feature of Tasso’s example may have been his way of swerving in and out of the
original." See The Classics and English Renaissance Poetry (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1978), p. 100.
Braden discusses the various Latin translations available in the Renaissance, focusing
particular attention on the merits and shortcomings of the editio princeps of 1494, possibly
the first, but more probably the second, product of the Aldine Press. He states: "...as the
primary vehicle by which Hero and Leander reached Renaissance readers, the Aldine
translation is a distinguished and serviceable achievement". He also points out that it was
included in the Basle edition of Aesop (1518), "which went through twelve editions by 1619,
and was probably the place in which most readers encountered Mousaios’ poem." See The
Classics and English Renaissance Poetry, pp. 87 and 90 for quotations.
See Fontana, p. 75.
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should Bocangel read a Latin translation of Musaeus, why should he ever consult Chid
or Martial, when Boscan has already plundered them for him? There are two reasons,
claims Fontana, why it lacks sense to beheve Bocangel is directly indebted to these
works. It would constitute "una innecesaria multiplicacion de las fiientes" and besides,
Bocangel "adapto en algunos casos las innovaciones que Boscan realize respecto a las
fiientes clasicas que utilizo en su labor de contaminatio" (page 75).

To answer the first point: Fontana ends his article by stating unequivocally that
he has left many of Bocangel’s "fiientes" uncovered.22

Investigation of these

"sources", especially those authors echoed in the opening stanzas, would have revealed
the motivation behind Bocangel’s fable.

I hope to show that this poem was to

constitute Bocangel’s Uterary triumph, a work to rival the classics and by necessity
outdo Boscan, the only Spanish writer to have so extensively treated the myth before.
Above all else, it would guarantee its creator the "fama" to which he aspired.
Bocangel could not afford to take shortcuts in pursuit of his aims.

He devoured

Boscan and he devoured Boscan’s classical models - often fusing the two. Far from
being "unnecessary", a "multiplication of sources" was in fact essential to his
purpose.23

See Fontana, p. 84.
Cesar Nicolas, commenting on a Villamediana sonnet and the literary models which inform
it, states that imitation in Renaissance Spain was a crucial step on the road to literary
perfection. Among others he refers on p. 118 to H. Weber who confirms that only by
recourse to multiple models could the Renaissance writer achieve literary triumph: "la
imitacion de uno solo no pasaria de mero ejercicio escolar; de ahi la necesidad de acudir a
varies que, bien asimilados, transformados y reducidos a unidad, es decir, convertidos al
sentimiento personal que impulsa a la esentura, permite no identificarse con ninguno y, si se
triunfa en el empeno, obtener un resultado patentemente original." See "Al sol Nise surcaba
golfos hellos..., Culteranismo, conceptismo y culminacion de un diseno retorico en
Villamediana", Anuario de Estudios Filologicos, X (1987), 265-94. See also the article by
Alicia de Colombi-Moguio, "Teoria y practica de la poetica renascentista de Fray Luis a Lope
de Vega", Adas del VIII Congreso de la Asociacion Intemacional de Hispanistas. Brown
University. 22-27 de agosto 1983, ed. by A. David Kossof, Jose Amor y Vasquez and others,
2 vols (Madrid: Istmo, 1986), II, 323-31. She states on page 324: "En nuestra literatura
nunca se siguio, que yo sepa, la posicion que exige el modelo unico y absoluto,. ..puesto que
es obvio que desde Boscan y Garcilaso los modelos, aun dentro de un mismo poema, suelen
ser multiples."
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To respond to Fontana’s second point: it is true that Bocangel does sometimes
use Boscan’s innovations regarding classical models, but this does not prove that he
did not also have first-hand knowledge of these works.

Indeed Bocangel’s work

contains details from Musaeus which are not parallelled in Boscan. Fontana, on page
76, undermines his own argument by providing my first example.

The passage in

question outlines the origins of those attending the festival of Adonis at Sesto. The
relevant section of Bocangel’s poem are w. 223-27:

de Sesto, y a adorar su ceremonia
llega el cipro zagal, llega el de Hemonia.
Viene el frigio, no queda el citereo,
y el trace, aim mas devoto que vecino;
cuanto escollo hospital tiene el Egeo.
There are two geographical references, "Sesto" and "el Egeo" which also appear in the
corresponding section of Boscan (w. 104-12)24 but which have no parallel in Musaeus
(w. 46-50).25

Bocangel is obviously adopting one of Boscan’s innovations, as

Fontana states. However, Bocangel refers to "Hemonia" which is not found in Boscan
but is paralleled in Musaeus. Fontana, however, refuses to admit the possibility that
Bocangel could have used a Latin translation of Musaeus. He prefers to beheve that
he arrived at Musaeus, by chance as it were, through the influence of Bernardo Tasso’s

Favola di Leandro e d’ Ero.^

There are other corresponding details in Bocangel and Musaeus, missing from
The numbering of the verses of the Historia will follow that given in Obras poeticas de Juan
Boscan, vol. 1, ed. by Martin de Riquer, Antonio Comas and Joaquin Molas (Universidad de
Barcelona, 1957).
See Musaeus, Hero and Leander, Introduction, text and notes by Thomas Gelzer
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press; London: Heineman, 1975).
However, there is no mention of Hemonia in Tasso's work. Indeed the relevant section omits
all geographical references and simply refers to "ne giovinetto alcun" References to the
Favola di Leandro e d'Ero are taken from Pierantonio Serassi's edition of 1 tre libri de gli
amori (Bergamo, 1749), 2: 83-102.
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Boscan, which would suggest the direct influence of the Byzantine poem. When Hero
first addresses Leander at v. 385 she calls him "huesped" and repeats the alienating
term at v. 391. Musaeus’ Hero also stresses the fact that Leander is a stranger who
accosts her on her own territory (the Greek "Eeive" v. 123 and v. 174).27 Boscan
offers the much weaker apostrophe "hombre" (v. 568) and "amigo mio" (v. 739). In
fact in this instance too it is impossible to argue for the sole influence of Tasso's
Favola on Bocangel's poem. (I am not suggesting that Bocangel was not familiar with
Tasso's work, simply that he also knew Musaeus). When Hero first addresses Leander
in the Itahan version she calls him "incauto" (p. 87) and "giovene infelice" (p. 88). The
influence of Musaeus on Tasso is demonstrated when the narrator refers to Leander as
a stranger, but with a mitigating adjective: "il giovin pellegrino" (p. 88).

It is interesting that of the major antecedents to which Musaeus expressly
alludes by quotation for the portrayal of his two protagonists, one is drawn from
Homer. Musaeus adapts Iliad Books Five and Six in a reversed sequence of events to
suit his story: the meeting of Hero and Leander (recalling that of Odysseus and
Nausicaa), followed by Leander’s swim (Odysseus in the sea) and finally the storm (the
storm which shipwrecked Odysseus initially). Virgil also had used the encounter of
Odysseus and Nausicaa as one of the models for the meeting of Dido and Aeneas in
Book one ofhis/le/je/c/.28 The relationship of Virgil’s Dido and Aeneas will in turn be
a major sub-text informing Bocangel’s portrayal of Hero and Leander. This will be
made evident later upon examination of the classical models; suffice to say now that
Dido (like Hero) initially addresses Aeneas as "hospes", a term she abandons after the
27

The Latin translation of v. 123 reads: "Hospes, quid insanis?" and v. 174 reads: "Hospes tuis
verbis forsan et cautem moveres." All Latin translations of Musaeus are taken from Musaei

opusculum de Herone et Leandro, quod et in latinam linguam ad verbum traslatum est,
translated by M. Masuros and with a prefatory epistle in Greek by Aldus Manutius (Aldine
Press, 1494), Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, I 828.
28

R.D. Williams was one of the first commentators to define and discuss Virgil's use of the

Odyssey in the first half of the Aeneid. He pays particular attention to individual passages
from Aeneid i and iii, including the first meeting of Dido and Aeneas. See "Virgil and the
Odyssey", Phoenix, 17 (1963), 266-74.
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consummation of their love and to which she returns at the moment of their
acrimonious parting. Both Musaeus and Bocangel exploit epic precedents - Mus.aeus
looks to Homer, Bocangel to Virgil - for a scene in which the female protagonist uses
the same term "stranger" as a distancing mechanism against the advances of the male

In his introductory remarks to Musaeus’ poem, Thomas Gelzer comments:
"Clearly Musaeus took over the story of Hero and Leander only in general outline, and
then himself shaped it to a plan of his own based on these other literary precedents."29
We shall see that Musaeus and Bocangel share a similar approach to literary models.
"Bocangel" could so easily replace "Musaeus" in Gelzer’s statement.

On the other

hand, Boscan’s attitude to literary precedents debases rather than elevates his work.
The Historia’s ostentatious display of diverse mythological allusion fails to
compensate for the poet’s inability to tackle the central theme. The primary tale of
Hero and Leander is lost beneath a barrage of distracting and often irrelevant
secondary myths. In Bocangel’s poem, classical allusions provide a subtle and minute
structuring pattern.

Secondary myths are employed in order to construct a three-

dimensional composite picture of the lovers and their tragedy is enacted against an
ominous background of previous literary catastrophes. Reminiscences from myth and
from Virgilian epic serve to intensify their relationship and foreshadow its fatal
consequences. When Boscan turned to Virgil it was not to the tragic love affair of
Dido and Aeneas, nor to the dramatic storm sequences of Books One and Five, but to
the Aristaeus epyllion of Georgia iv "dando lugar asi a un farragoso texto de 2 793
versos."30

Indeed Fontana himself highlights the contrasting attitudes of Boscan and
Bocangel towards myth: "lo que en Boscan no es sino alarde de erudicion, en la obra
29

See Musaeus, ed. by Gelzer, p. 311. The "other literary precedents" to whom he refers are
Plato, the lyric poets, the tragedians, etcetera.

30

See Fontana, p. 74.
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de Bocangel es elemento organico de una poetica que, tras el Polifemo, tennina con la
version de la mitologia como simple panoplia ornamental para convertirla en su
principio fundamental".31

That Bocangel was attracted to Musaeus’ work because of the Greek’s
approach to source material is admittedly inconclusive and improbable. It is, of course,
no more than an interesting coincidence.3- However, there are other corresponding
textual details which suggest that Bocangel followed a Latin translation of Musaeus.
In Bocangel’s "fabula" Hero is compared to a rose:

(a)en muda soledad vive la rosa. (v. 114)

The simile embraces the entire stanza:

Si el zagal o la ninfa se le inclina,
(b) enamorado el, (c) ella envidiosa,
con naturales puntas se defiende,
y aquello vive que a la mano ofende. (w. 117-20)

Three elements of this simile feature also in Boscan’s description of Hero. She is not
compared to a rose, but to the dawn which imitates the colour of roses (w. 130ff).
However the notion of Hero’s solitary existence, and the threat of feminine envy and
of masculine love are not included in the simile but conveyed earher:

Tan apartada de tener (c) envidia,
estaba, que, aun de quien se la tenia,
se dolia entre si y se lastimava.
En tanto que esta vida ella sostuvo,
no pudo (b) Amor entralle en su morada. (w. 62-66)
Fontana, p. 76.
It is also interesting that Gordon Braden identifies features of Musaeus’ style which he terms
"baroque". He points out that specific features of his style are analogous to the poetic
principle which Gracian terms "agudeza". See The Classics and English Renaissance Poetry,
ch. 2, pp. 55-153 (p. 84).
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"Soledad" is implied; she is protected from envy and love because she lives a sohtary
existence in a high tower.

Musaeus also compares Hero to a rose. At w. 56-62 her complexion and her
ankles remind one of roses. It is not this simile which concerns us now but that at w.
33-36 in which Hero is compared to the goddess Venus (in the stanza preceding that in
which Bocangel compares Hero to a rose he also stresses her association with Venus):

A second Cyprian goddess, in chastity and shamefastness.
(a) Never did she mingle among the gatherings of women.
Nor enter the graceful dance of young girls of her years.
Shunning (b) the word of blame, (c) the envious word of woman.33

Altera venus regina castitate vero et pudore
(a) Nunque collectarum commercio usa est mulierum
Neque tripudium gratiarum audivit iuvenilis aetatis
(b)/(c) Livorum evitans invidum mulierum.

We see how the three elements of Bocangel’s simile appear in the same order in
Musaeus and are motivated by the simile. Not only has Bocangel ignored Boscan’s
innovation and once again related the notion of sohtude, envy and love to a simile as in
the Musaeus original, but he has gone a step further and made these essential
ingredients of the simile itself.

At this point I would like to mention briefly Bocangel’s "wedding" scene (w.
617-32). Later I will examine the "multiple sources" which are fused to form
Bocangel’s version. Virgil, Catullus and even his contemporary Jauregui are invoked,
but naturally he had recourse also to Boscan and to Musaeus. Two characters are
conspicuous by their absence at the "weddings" described by Bocangel and Musaeus,
but not notably missed in Boscan’s account. Fdbula, w. 620-21:
33

All English translations of Musaeus are by Cedric Whitman and taken from Gelzer’s edition.
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no el padre alegre el Himeneo canta,
que la madre acredite con abrazos;

corresponds in Musaeus to v. 278:

Non hymenaeum cantavit pater, et veneranda mater.
No father nor lady-mother intoned the hymeneal.

In Boscan's account "mozos y donzellas sestionas" are present in place of the parents,
but they do not sing the "himeneo", see w. 2254-55.

There is one final innovation of Boscan’s regarding Musaeus’ poem which
Bocangel chooses to ignore. It concerns the metaphor of Leander as a ship and the
innovation is a syntactical one. Fontana quotes the relevant lines of each poet on p.
83. He points out that it is a metaphor common to Musaeus (v. 155), Ovid {Heroides
xviii, v. 148), Boscan (w. 878-81) and Bocangel (w. 575-76).

He states that this

would seem to confirm Ovidian influence on Musaeus. However since there are no
other echoes of the Heroides in Musaeus’ poem, it is possible that both might have
been inspired by a now lost Hellenistic work on the same theme. It is difficult to say
for certain which of the two (Musaeus or Ovid) influence Bocangel and Boscan.
Indeed they were probably aware of both. Ovid has: "idem navigium, navita, vector
ero"; while Masuros’ translation of Musaeus reads: "ipse remex, ipse classis, ipse sibi
navis". Bocangel’s version is syntactically close to both: "es vela, es remo, es nauta y
es navio".

Boscan on the other hand, proffers the unsuccessfully developed: "Yo

mismo sere la nave y el remero/y siendo el llevador sere el llevado/yo rompere las olas
de Neptuno/y mi proa pome contra los vientos." Apart from the obvious syntactical
difference between Boscan and the two Latin versions, Boscan corresponds to Ovid in
that the metaphor forms part of direct speech. In both poets Leander is the speaker.
Bocangel, on the other hand, follows Musaeus and the metaphor becomes integrated
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into the third person narrative.

I am convinced that Bocangel was directly influenced by Musaeus’ work,34
though I would suggest that he was prompted to read it after first reading Boscan’s
Historia.

Similarly, he was motivated to read (or most likely to reread) Ovid’s

Heroides and Metamorphoses, obviously major models for his predecessor. Fontana
identifes them as such on p. 74. On pp. 77-80 he quotes sample verses from Boscan to
demonstrate how passages of the Heroides have been overlaid with elements from the
Metamorphoses.

Fontana attempts to prove that Bocangel followed Boscan’s

innovations regarding Ovid. He does acknowledge however that Bocangel most likely
read the Heroides first-hand: "con toda probabilidad lector de primera mano de la obra
ovidiana" (p. 77).

He takes as his first example Hero’s exhortation to Neptune:35 Heroides xix,
129-50; Historia, v. 2658; Fdbtda, w. 697-700.

Boscan adds a new element to

Ovid’s lines:

^no bolviste’n delfin, tii, por Melantho? (v. 2667)

The verse is similar to Ovid Met. vi, 115: "Te quoque mutatum, torvo, Neptune
iuvenco".36 Fontana beheves that Bocangel’s reference to Melantho follows Boscan:
Apart from the AJdine edition (see above n. 20) Gelzer refers to an edition by Daniel Pareus
printed in Frankfurt in 1627 (the year Bocangel’s "fabula" was published). It contained a
Latin translation, detailed commentary and parallel passages from other poets, especially
Nonnus, and an index. In Italy it became fashionable to publish versions of Musaeus on the
occasion of great weddings. See Gelzer’s edition, p. 324.
Fontana, on p. 77, mistakenly attributes this exhortation to Leander.
Both Boscan and Bocangel would have had recourse to a Latin version of Ovid’s

Metamorphoses, either the editio phnceps (Rome, 1475) or the Aldine (Venice, 1502). In
1494 a Catalan translation by Francesc Alegre appeared: Lo libre de les transformaciones
del poeta Ch’idi. There were various Spanish translations available: Jorge de Bustamante's
Las transformaciones de Ovidio en lengua espahola. repartidas en quinze libros was the
most popular. The date and place of publication of this translation has caused much
controversy. Schevill believes that it was printed for the first time before 1546 (University of
California Publications in Modem Philology. IV [1913], p. 148), although the first known
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Tambien, Neptuno (a quien postrero invoco,
porque te tiemblo mas), te vio Melanto,
galan cenileo, transformarte loco. (w. 697-99)

Dadson, however, in his footnote to his edition of Bocangel’s poem identifies
Melantho not as Deucahon’s daughter, but as the son of Laocoon who was strangled
by an enormous sea serpent.37

Bo scan's reference is indubitable.

Melantho in the form of a dolphin.

Neptune loved

Bocangel is deliberately ambiguous, though

"transformarte loco" hardly suggests such an inoffensive creature as a dolphin.
Bocangel follows Virgil, not Ovid.

In Aeneid ii, Virgil had made Laocoon a main

character in the drama of Troy’s downfall.

Traditionally depicted as a priest of

Apollo,38 it is in Virgil's story that he first appears as a priest of Neptune.39 He is in
the act of sacrificing to the god when he is attacked by two sea creatures and, with his
two sons, is killed.40 Hygmus gives the names of Laocoon’s sons as Antiphates and
Thyrbaeus. Virgil does not name them at all.

Servius, in his commentary to Virgil

Aen. ii, 214 names them as Ethron and Melanthus.

It is highly significant that

Bocangel should be using a Latin text of Virgil accompanied by Servius’ commentary.
edition is that of Antwerp, 1551. Other translations include that of Perez Singler, Los XIV
libros de los metamorfoseos de el excelente poeta latino Ovidio (Salamanca, 1580); Felipe
Mey's incomplete version De! metamorfoseos de Ovidio en otava rima (Tarragona, 1586);
Sanchez de Viana's Las transformaciones de Ovidio, traducidos del verso latino, en
tercetos, y octavas rimas with annotations (Valladolid, 1589). For details see Beardsley,
Hispano-Classical Translations Printed Between 1482 and 1699 (Pittsburg: Duquesne
University Press, 1970).
See Dadson, p. 342, n. 698.
See Hyginus Fab. 135.
See Virgil, Aeneid, ii, 201. For Spanish Translations of the Aeneid, see Simon Diaz,
"Autores extranjeros traducidos al castellano en impresos publicados durante los siglos XVXVII", Cuademos Bibliogrdficos, 40 (1980), 23-52 and Theodore Beardsley, Hispano-

Classical Translations Printed Between 1482 and 1699.
The earliest mention of the Laocoon story was in the Jliupersis of Arctinus, in which only
one of Laocoon’s sons is killed. Sophocles differs from Arctinus in that both sons perish,
while Laocoon himself survives. In Quintus Smyrnaeus' account both sons also die and
Laocoon is blinded. Although Virgil refers to two sons and Bocangel only mentions one,
Servius in his commentary to Aeneid ii, 214, names these sons as Ethron and Melanthus.
See Serviani in Vergilii Carmina Commentariorum, editio Harvardiana, pp. 380-81.
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This would explain his extensive knowledge of intertextual links within the various
books of the Aeneid. (We will be made aware of this especially when analysing the
Virgilian precedents of Bocangel’s "Temple Scene").

At the moment of his death

Laocoon is compared by Virgil to a wounded bull at the altar.41 The priest who had
been sacrificing a bull to Neptune has become the sacrificial victim himself.

The

evocation of the Virgihan passage reinforces the notion of Hero and Leander as
sacrificial victims of Venus (first introduced at v. 137) and is crucial to Bocangel’s
vision of the myth. It also conveys Leander’s realization of the futility of his plan. We
see that death is very much on his mind (w. 703-04). So Bocangel has been inspired
by an Ovidian Melantho reference in Boscan. not to adopt it but to adapt it. Ovidian
reminiscences of love are transformed into a Virgilian evocation of death more in
keeping with the sombre, sacrificial atmosphere of Bocangel’s poem.

As a second example of Boscan influence on Bocangel, Fontana demonstrates
how Bocangel reproduces a reference to "Ortigia" (v. 686) given in Boscan as
"Orithia" (v. 2469). Despite the name change, they both obviously allude to the same
person. 1 can only assume, in agreement with Fontana and Dadson,42 that on this one
occasion Bocangel’s memory has failed him.

To prove that Bocangel follows

Boscan’s innovation, Fontana has extracted this one particular detail which digresses
from the Ovidian original. Boscan’s amplification of Ovid actually occupies 46 verses.
Firstly Ovid:

Ter mihi deposita est in sicca vestis harena;
ter grave temptavi carpere nudus iter;
obstitit inceptis tumidum iuvenalibus aequor,
mersit et adversis ora natantis aquis.
At tu, de rapidis inmansuetissime ventis,
quid mecum certa proeha mente geris?
In me si nescis, Borea, non aequora, saevis
41

See/le/j., ii, 223-24.

42

See Dadson, Introduction, p. 54.
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Quid faceres, esset ni tibi notus amor?
Tam gelidus quod sis, num te tamen, improbe, quondam
ignibus Actaeis incaluisse negas?
(Heroides xviii, 33-42)

If we examine the entire context of both Spanish adaptations, it becomes apparent that,
despite including the Orithia detail from Boscan, Bocangel’s version, even as regards
length, has more in common with the Ovidian original. In Boscan’s account, Leander
also strips off three times, believing that he has glimpsed the light cast by Hero’s lamp:

Tres veces parecelle que le veia
y cada vez le parecio esto tanto,
que, sin mas, acordo d’aventurarse,
no pensando por donde era el camino,
sino solo acordandose dond’iva
y assi se desnudo todas tres veces.

Bocangel retains the emphatic repetition of the original, lost in Boscan’s distended
development:

Tres veces se desnuda; tres, ingrato,
Neptuno repudio su sacrificio. (w. 677-78)

Moreover, the notion of religious dedication to a god, present in the Latin "deposita
est", is retained and forges a link between this scene and that of the sacrifice in the
temple which we will examine in due course.

As a further example of how Bocangel conforms to Boscan’s modification of
Ovid, Fontana quotes the following passages describing Hero’s reception of Leander
after his first successful swim.

(i) Eque tuis demptos umeris mihi tradis (a) amictus
et (b) madidam siccas aequoris imbre comam. {Her. xviii, 103-04)
(ii) con sus (b) cabellos le fregava el rostro,
con su (b) trancado 1’alimpiava el cuello
[(a) extended] y con sus mangas anchas de camisa
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los bravos y los pechos I’enxujaba.
(Historia, w. 2192-95)

Bocangel follows Boscan and transposes the second person Latin text into third peirson
narrative:

(iii) que enjugarle pudo
en (a) linos que, sutil Aragnes, hila,
y, donde falta el lino, (b) su cabello
le ensarta en oro aljofares del cuello. (Fab. w. 589-92)

I am inclined to beheve, however, that Bocangel and Boscan present two separate,
individual interpretations of Ovid’s lines. Both focus on the details of the cloak and
hair (note that Bocangel employs these in the original order) but there are no definite
echoes of Boscan in Bocangel’s version to confirm Fontana’s argument. On the other
hand, Bocangel’s own initial description of Hero is forcefully echoed:

De la ninfa gentil banan el cuello
hiladas ondas que produce el oro
de Arabia mas feliz; de su cabello
se esconde el sol con celebre decoro;
matan sus rayos, y el morir es bello; (Fab., w. 97-104).

From the opening stages of the poem the waves in which Leander will die must b e
associated with the beautiful golden hair of Hero. Her beauty inspires the love wlfich
motivates the final swim. Thus the influence of Boscan on w. 589ff. is limited to th e
fact that Ovid’s text is reshaped to form part of the general narrative.

Bocangel’s

primary concern in this episode is to produce an adaptation of Ovid which will
foreshadow the lovers’ deaths. By recalling w. 97-104 he stresses that this is a death
which they willingly contrive.

Boscan’s account lacks this atmosphere of latemt

tragedy.

On p. 80 of his article Fontana considers Bocangel’s exploitation of two
Martial epigrams (also used by Boscan) in order to prove Bocangel’s independencie
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from Musaeus. That Bocangel adopts an independent attitude towards his models is
beyond doubt. It is precisely because of his enterprising attitude to the work of his
predecessors that I have disagreed with Fontana’s views concerning Bocangel’s sole
dependence on Boscan’s Histona to the exclusion of Musaeus and Ovid.

Fontana

himself proves that Bocangel bypasses Boscan to return to Martial’s original context in
which Leander pronounces the two epigrams in question during his final, fatal swim:

(a) Clamabat tumidis audax Leandros in undis
- Mergite me, fluctus, cum rediturus ero (Martial Liber 14, 181)
(b) Cum peteret dulces audax Leandros amores
et fessus tumidis iam premeretur aquis
sic miser instantes adfatus dicitur undas:
- Parcite dum prop ero, mergite cum redeo (Martial De Spectaculis XXVb)4^
(c) jAh, dejame volver, si es que la suerte
los pielagos me ensena de la muerte!
(Fab., 703-04)

Leander addresses his words to Boreas, as he does in Boscan’s account, but Bocangel
returns to Martial for the incorporation of these words into the structure of his poem:
"Bocangel, muy consciente del patetismo e ironia tragica latentes en ellas, [las
palabras] las inserta como el pareado culmen de las octavas en que Leandro, dispuesto
a realizar su postrero viaje, se dirige a los elementos."44 Fontana acknowledges that
Bocangel fuses two precedents (Boscan and Martial) in w.703-04. Is it not likely that
he would adopt the same "combined" approach throughout?

Might he not blend

Boscan and Musaeus, contaminate Ovid with Boscan and so forth? By intimating
Bocangel’s use of "multiple sources" simultaneously in this passage Fontana effectively
debilitates his own argument.

4^

A conflation of both Martial epigrams provides a caption to an illustration of Leander’s swim
which accompanies the Aldine edition. It reads: "Clamabat tumidis audax Leander in
undis/Parcite dum propero, mergite dum redeo".

44

See Fontana, p. 80.
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Fontana states in his "resumen": "podemos afirmar, sin temor a equivocamos,
que es mas que una suposicion la presencia de la obra de Boscan en la de Bocangel."45
His affirmation is quite true. Boscan’s Historia was indispensable to Bocangel in the
composition of his fable; not for any intrinsic artistic value which might inspire his own
creation, but rather because it functioned as a valuable guide to inspirational classical
models - models which could be further exploited in his treatment of the same theme.
Fontana (page 83) claims that Bocangel is not a "deudor directo" of Musaeus. The
relationship between them cannot be so succinctly defined.

I have shown that

Bocangel is directly indebted to Musaeus when it suits his purpose.

He knew

Musaeus’ work well enough (albeit in Latin translation) to reproduce details which are
not parallelled in Boscan. On the other hand, Bocangel also knew Musaeus’ work
through Boscan’s amplification and I have aheady made the suggestion that he read
the Historia first. Sometimes he follows the innovator, sometimes the original, always
depending upon which version proves more fitting in the context of his own poem.
Sometimes he uses neither.

Bocangel’s own vision of the myth is his priority.

To

convey it he uses classical precedents not exploited by Boscan, but often suggested by
him. Fontana does not profess to uncover what these other "fuentes" might be: "No se
espere hallar en el (his esquema de fuentes) el conjunto de fuentes a los que pudo
acceder Bocangel" (see page 84). Yet the nature of Bocangel’s relationship to Boscan
only becomes apparent when we examine in detail Bocangel’s more sophisticated use
of classical models. A complete understanding of the "Fabula" is dependent not only
upon identification of these models, but most importantly upon a thorough
understanding of their function within it.

In order to identify these models I have found it useful to divide the fable into
the following sections (I have numbered the stanzas). However, I have not lost sight

45

Fontana, p. 83.
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of the overall thematic unity of the work which differentiates it, not only from
Boscan’s work, but from other seventeenth-century fables such as Jauregui’s Orfeo
and Villamediana’sFaeton46

Section I

Sts. 1-5 (w. 1-40)

Invocation and Dedication

Section II

Sts. 6-11 (w. 41-88)

The Scene is Set

Section HI

Sts. 12-17 (w. 89-136)

The Lovers Described

Section IV

Sts. 18-27 (w. 137-216)

The Temple of Venus

Section V

Sts. 28-31 (w. 217-248)

First Meeting/Festival of Adonis

Section VI

Sts. 32-35 (w. 249-280)

Sacrifice in the Temple

Section VTI

Sts. 36-43 (w. 281-344)

The Effects of Love

Section VHI

Sts. 44-58 (w. 345-464)

The Lovers’ Speeches

Section EX

Sts. 59-62 (w. 465-496)

Hero Succumbs/Absence

Section X

St. 63 (w. 497-504)

Invocation

Section XI

Sts. 64-68 (w. 505-544)

Leander in Abydos

Section XII

Sts. 69-77 (w. 545-616)

"Muere la luz cortes"

Section XIII

Sts. 78-82 (w. 617-656)

"La boda infausta"

Section XEV

Sts. 83-98 (w. 657-784)

Storm Sequence/Death of Leander

Section XV

Sts. 99-104 (w. 785-832)

Soliloquy and Death of Hero

My analysis of the fable will of course challenge the generalisation expounded by Welles,
among others, that by the seventeenth century, the "suggestive subtlety of the Ovidian tale"
had been lost in lengthy and descriptive digressions. See Arachne's Tapestry, p. 7.
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3.3

Section I. Stanzas 1-5 ('w. 1-40).

A fusion of Boscan and Musaeus provides the inspiration for the main narrative
thread of the fable.47 However, despite Virgil’s denunciation of love in Georgic iii,48
despite the apparent disparity between his negative view of love and Bocangel’s
portrayal of a love triumphant beyond death, it is indeed Virgil who exerts the most
significant influence over Bocangel.

This is made clear to us from the opening

invocation to "Melpomene inmortal" - functioning in the fable as the Muse of
tragedy.49 As Cossxo points out, Musaeus is not the model for this invocation.50 The
addition speaks volumes about the motivating force behind Bocangel’s poem.
Youthfully ambitious and desirous of eternal fame resulting from its composition (for
his subject matter, for Jauregui to whom it is dedicated, and of course for himself),51
Excluding of course the new episodes added by Bocangel which constitute almost a third of
the poem See Dadson, Introduction, pp 83-84
See Georgic, iii, 258-63 in which Virgil refers to Hero and Leander as victims of cruel love
Passion, says the Latin poet, must be eliminated for the benefit of the peaceful and rural life
Bocangel’s view is not unlike Virgil’s; the social order is only restored after the destruction
of the lovers For Spanish translations of the Georgies before 1627, the publication date of
the fable, see; J. Simon Diaz, "Autores extranjeros traducidos al castellano en impresos
publicados durante los siglos XV-XVH", (52); see also Theodore Beardsley, HispanoClassical Translations Printed Between 1482 and 1699.
Carilla, commenting on the publication of Quevedo’s poems after his death by Gonzalez de
Salas (El pamaso espanol, monte en dos cumbres dividido, con las nueve musas castellanas
[Madrid, 1648]) and by Aldrete (Las tres musas ultimas castellanas [Madrid, 1670]), says:
"La distribucion de las poesias es...artificial y arbitraria, ya que trata de conciliarse el
caracter de cada una de las musas con el asunto de las composiciones " He identifies the
"caracter" of Melpomene as "canta poesias funebres." See Quevedo (entre dos centenarios)
(Tucuman, 1948), p 157.
See Cossio, p. 571
The concept of immortality is conveyed throughout this first section: "inmortal" (v 3),
"etemizan" (v. 4), "olvido el olvido" (v. 10), "etemo" (v. 32), "mas viva, etema mas" (v. 40).
Bocangel’s awareness of the poet's ability to confer immortality upon himself and others
emerges also in poem no 46, addressed to Garcia Salcedo Coronel: "Porque si vuelvo a la
ciudad del dia,/viviremos la vida de la fama/donde se oyere la zampona mia" (w. 106-08).
See also above chapter 2 (pp. 134-44).
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he sets his poem up as a rival not to Musaeus’ version, not even to Ovid's, but to the
great classical epics.

Invocations to the Muses pervade the Eclogues and Georgies of Virgil, but it is
the latter’s call for divine inspiration before embarking on the story of the hero Aeneas

(Aen. i, 8£F.) that Bocangel evokes in his two opening stanzas.52 (That Bocangel was
familiar with the epic is confirmed in his later composition Retrato Panegihco whose
opening is an obvious imitation of Virgil’s introductory formula).53

Just as Virgil

opens his epic by giving a brief plot synopsis, Bocangel foreshadows the lovers’
tragedy in stanza 2.54 In Bocangel’s view his poem would be a "poema heroico", a
definition which according to Cossio "da la impresion autentica al componerle."55
Only by looking to Virgil, author of the most illustrious heroic poem in the Latin
language, could his ambition be reahsed.

In Georgia ii, 475flF. Virgil calls for inspiration from the "Dukes Musae" in
order to sing ingloriously of the countryside, thus undermining what seemed to be a
laudatory emulation of Lucretius who sings "de rerum natura", motivated by a desire

Lida de Malkiel believes that invocations to the Muses in Spanish literature look back to
Virgil’s epic, but are revitalised by the poetic cult of fame: "A traves de la Eneida, la
invocacion a las musas se mantiene como ornato epico El ansia de inmortalidad . da nueva
vida al culto de las musas" (Lida de Malkiel, La tradition cldsica, p. 277). This reiterates
Curtius’ statement: "The search for knowledge - either profane or religious - is a road to
immortality and is connected with the cult of the Muses" (Ernst Robert Curtius, European
Literature and The Latin Middle Ages [New York: Pantheon, 1953], p. 234).
See Dadson, p. 450.
The relationship between epic and tragedy has been commented upon by Aldous Huxley. See
"Tragedy and the Whole Truth" in Music at Night (London, 1949), pp. 3-18. He
distinguishes between epic as wholly truthful art and tragedy which belongs to the literature
of partial truth D J. Fletcher sums up Huxley's argument as follows: "Tragedy is a
distillation of human experience, intensely moving; it produces a mood of heroic exultation.
Wholly truthful art (epic), on the other hand, creates a mood of resignation, of acceptance;
comprehensive, expansive, its effect is only mildly cathartic, but more lastingly so than that
of tragedy." ("The epic strain in Les Faux Monnayeurs”, Modem Language Review, 72
[1977], 53-61 [p. 53]).
55

Fdbulas mitologicas, p. 569.

for fame. It is this fame which interests Bocangel and so it is not a "dulcis Musa"
whom he invokes explicitly but one who will possess his soul with "furor".56 Verses 48 stress the complete submission of the poet to the divinity. However, the implicit
violence of the emphatically positioned "furor", "hiere" and "quejese", will result in a
soothing "cantico suave". This is of course the "fabula" which will be the end product
of such divine possession. Perhaps the "sweet Muses" of Virgil’s Georgies will have a
role to play after all?

The concept of the divine poet as a man apart goes back to Democritus, but
doubtless the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century writer would have associated the idea
with Plato, who spoke of possession by the Muses as a form of divine madness
necessary for all poets.57 Lida de Malkiel associates this Platonic concept with the
immortalising

consequences of poetry: "La concepcion platonica del delirio poetico

llega a la Edad Media a traves del Latin...precise es aguardar al Renacimiento para
hallarla inteligentemente vivificada.

(Existen) ejemplos de Homero a Ariosto de

declaraciones sobre el valor etemizador de la poesia."5®

The greatest exponent of the divine "furor" to which Bocangel aspires is the
Virgilian Sibyl, prophet of Apollo in Aeneid Book 6.5^

For Virgil such divine

inspiration leads to complete omniscience and of course eloquence.

Thus Proteus

(prophet of Neptune, Georgia iv, 387) reveals to Aristaeus the cause of the bees’

56

Gongora in the "Primera Soledad (v. 2) does however invoke the "dulce musa" of lyric
poetry, Euterpe: "cuantos me dicto versos dulce musa. "

57

Bocangel makes his familiarity with Plato’s Republic quite clear in poem no. 145; 91-93:
"Basta que en su Republica perfeta/nos destierre Platon, basta que Roma/censores nos seiiala
como a seta".
see Lida de Malkiel, La tradicion cldsica, p. 281. On the theme of poetic "furor" in the
Middle Ages see Curtius, European Literature, pp. 474-75; for its elaboration in
seventeenth-century Spanish poetry see Aurora Egido, "La hidra bocal. Sobre la palabra
poetica en el barroco", Edad de Oro, VI (1987), 79-83.

59

For a description of the effects of "furor", see Aeneid vi, 45-51; 77-80; 100-02.
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illness, thus the Sibyl reveals to Aeneas the future "horrida bella", and so too Bocangel
will be able to reveal "la historia que olvido el ohddo" (v. 10).

On two other prominent occasions in the epic Virgil turns towards Helicon for
inspiration (Aen. vii, 641; x, 163). He gives his reason for so doing:

et meministis enim, divae, et memorare potestis,
ad nos vix tenuis famae perlabitur aura, (vii 641-42)

Only the Muses have the power to tell what really happened, only immortals can
inspire mortahty to eloquence.

Bocangel, like Virgd, desires that his poetry

communicate an "espiritu elocuente" (v. 5). He desires, in other words, to possess the
eloquence of Orpheus, son of Apollo and Calliope,60 and thus he evokes the idea of
the bard singing to the accompaniment of the stringed lyre (w. 78, 19, 23-24). His
"cantico", like that of Orpheus but unlike Virgil’s, will be of love not war. He does
look to Virgil’s epic but it is the human aspect, the "vir", on which he will concentrate,
not the "anna". He is interested not so much in the creator of battle scenes, as in the
poet who can conceive of a feminine heart so consumed by passion that suicide is its
only release.

If Bocangel is writing a "poema heroico". Dido must surely be an

indispensable model in the construction of his heroine Hero. That she is will become
more obvious as the fable progresses.

By dedicating his poem to Jauregui Bocangel proclaims from the outset the
tradition which he intends to follow.61 While it is not my purpose to examine in any
detail the possible influence of Spanish writers on our poet, the presence of Ovid’s
Metamorphosis, x and xi, Virgil’s Aeneid (especially Book Six) and Claudian’s De
60

We recall that Perez de Moya’s commentary of the Orphic myth depicted Orpheus as the
archetypal orator. See above chapter 1, pp. 23-24.

61

Sonnet 137 is also written in honour of "don Juan de Jauregui, Caballerizo de la Reina
Nuestra Senora" (Dadson, p 369). He is also referred to as a painter in 1; 24 (Dadson, p

121).
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Raptu Proserpmae in Jauregui’s Orfeo (published 1624) must surely be significant.
Bocangel is following a poetic tradition which leans heavily on Latin precedents.62 In
both fables the presence of the Ovidian model is the most patent (it often manifests
itself in translations of entire lines) and the Virgihan the most pervasive.62
Juan de Jauregui was also a keen translator of classical writers such as Lucan, Claudian and
Ausonius. For a complete list see Beardsley, Simon Diaz and Lida de Malkiel.
A few instances from Jauregui’s Orfeo will suffice to show the extent of Virgihan
inspiration. All references to the Orfeo are taken from Juan de Jauregui, Obras 11, ed by
Inmaculada Ferrer de Alba (Madrid: Clasicos Castellanos, 1973).
(a) Canto 1, 133. The visual contrast of ivory and red to describe the snake bite recalls
Lavinia's blush in Aen., xii, 67-68. Virgil here adapts an Homeric model (Iliad, iv, 179)
where the colour contrast describes Menelaus' wound. So, although dealing with a different
type of wound, in the context of injury and blood Jauregui returns to the Greek original
Claudian, perhaps following Virgil, uses the same model to describe Proserpina's blush (1,
274-75). That Jauregui was familiar both with Virgil and with Claudian is evident from his
description of the wedding of Orpheus and Eurydice, Canto 1, 60ff It is an inversion of
Claudian’s wedding of Pluto and Proserpina (so foreshadowing Orpheus’ descent to their
realm in search of his wife) and it also evokes the ill-omened union of Dido and Aeneas Is
it not possible that the Virgilian pair might also be the "amadores" referred to at verse 80^
(b) Orpheus' descent to Hades in Canto II is essentially Virgilian - Aeneid vi Although his
description of the entrance to the Underworld has elements of Aeneid vii (565ff.) and the
cave of Cacus in Aeneid viii, 190ff. (which is compared to the "infernae sedes" viii, 244), the
principal model is the Sibyl’s cave of Aeneid vi, 236ff Only in the description of this cave
(above ground) do we find the detail of a place hostile even to birds
(c) The reference to the Bacchanal Lisis, scorned by Orpheus in the final Canto (V, 9ff), has
a precedent neither in Ovid Met. xi nor in Virgil Georgia iv It is apparently an invention of
Jauregui ’s. However, there is a very tempting precedent elsewhere for this description of one
individual inciting others to violence when personal desire has been scorned In Aeneid vii,
373-405 the individual "furor" of Amata arouses the other "matres" to a state of
uncontrollable frenzy which finds its immediate expression in a simulated Bacchic ritual.
Scorned love in the Orfeo also results in Amata-like "furor" ("es ya furor su amor, rabia su
fuego", v. 62) which becomes contagious (que ya, furiosas. . v. 106). The description of the
Bacchanals (w 105-112) has echoes of Aen. vii, 385-96; the notion of Bacchic "stimuli"
(Aen. vii, 405) finds an echo in v. 130 and indeed the general notion of transition which
characterises Aeneid vii is duplicated at the close of the Orfeo. The great metamorphosis of
this book is the transition from the peaceful arrival in Italy to the outbreak of strife. The
internal "furor" of Amata/Turnus becomes collective and results in external violence In
Jauregui’s poem the tranquillity of Orpheus' lament (Canto IV) is broken initially by the
"furor" of Lisis which results in collective Bacchic violence ("tropel violento" v. 145).
Orpheus' song is lost and the bard is murdered Lisis tries in vain to prevent the crime of
which she is "autora" (v. 192). Amata is incapable of dissuading Turnus from pursuing the
very war which she helped to provoke Both Aeneid vii and the closing stages of Jauregui’s
Orfeo are climactically arranged to show how individual passion rises to mass emotion with
disastrous consequences
(d) In Canto III, 27-28 there is what appears to be inversion of a Virgilian model In Aeneid
Books One and Six Aeneas allows himself to become distracted, so interested is he in the
temple ecphrases At i, 494 he is brought back to the present by the impressive arrival of
Queen Dido; at vi, 33-39 he is reminded of the task at hand by the Sibyl. However, Orpheus
never becomes so engrossed in the beautiful architecture of Pluto’s palace that he forgets his
mission Villamediana ensures that his young Faeton is similarly single-minded (644-45).
Even the splendour of Apollo’s palace cannot distract him. So both seventeenth-century
Spanish poets, by inverting a Virgilian model, stress that their heroes have even greater
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In fact Jauregui depicts his protagonist Orfeo in the manner of the Virgilian
"vates",64 a role which Bocangel covets for himself in the early stages of the
"fabula".65 In the Orfeo Canto HI, w. 150-52 Orpheus promises Pluto immortality
through the music of his lyre, in his dedication Bocangel promises Jauregui similar
glory. Moreover when Jauregui submerges us in the tragic strains of Orpheus’ lament,
he evokes for comparison the Muse who will be chosen by Bocangel: "De los efetos
solo se presuma, lo que cantar Melpomene recela." (Canto IV, 89-90).

Yet long before Jauregui invoked the Muse Melpomene, she played a
prominent role in the work of another lyric poet - in the Odes of Horace. Naturally we
cannot assume Horatian influence on Bocangel based on this one word. But verse 24
of the fable: "oiras afecto mucho en poca lira" bears a strong resemblance to the final
line of Horace’s Ode 3, 3:

Non hoc iocosi conveniet lyrae:
quo, Musa, tendis? desine pervicax
determination than Aeneas in pursuit of their goals.
See Canto 1, 185. "Vates" occurs four times in the Georgies, three of these occur in the
Anstaeus epyllion Virgil applies the title to the god Proteus and places it in the world of
myth Orpheus also moves in this world, but Virgil does not actually give him the title
which Horace bestows upon him in Ars Poetica, 391. For Horace Orpheus is the greatest of
all "vates" and in Odes 1, 31, he assumes the role of "vates" himself He had claimed it
tentatively in 1, 1; 35. In 4, 3. 15 he claims that it is assigned to him by common consent.
For the importance of the "vates" concept see J.K. Newman, "The Concept of Vates in
Augustan Poetry", Collection Latomus, LXXXIX (Brussels, 1967). Newman believes that
Virgil's intention in the Georgies is to rescue the name of "vates" from the censure inflicted
upon it by the Ennian tradition
It is significant that Bocangel should entitle a collection of his work La lira de las Musas, a
title which he reinforces at the opening of the first of his "sonetos a Filis"; see poem no. 2
"Yo cantare de amor tan dulcemente". Although modelled upon a sonnet by Luis de Camoes
(no. 2 of the 1595 edition), who had in fact adapted a Petrarchan model, this is a wholly
original programmatic sonnet in which Bocangel establishes his poetic stance He casts
himself in the role of the seventeenth-century Muse-inspired Orpheus, who, like his
predecessor, will suffer because of love. Indeed the Orphic myth so fired his imagination
that in his "versos sacros" he compares San Juan Bautista to Orpheus. Of course, Bocangel
is only one of many seventeenth-century poets to use the motif as a "recurso panegirico". See
Cabanas, El mito de Orfeo, p. 180.
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referre sermones deorum et
magna modis tenuare parvis.^

Horace resists the pull of the Muse. He instructs himself to stick to themes of lyric
poetry, not epic. He should not trivialize great themes with little metres. Bocangel
inverts the original. Like Horace he too is a lyric poet, but he opens his fable in the
manner of Virgilian epic and he is confident of his ability to write an epic fable on a

tragic theme in lyric metre.

It is noteworthy that Bocangel should refer to the Muse as "Melpomene
inmortal" (v. 3). Horace refers to this Muse more than any other during the course of
his four books of Odes and each time that he does so, it is in the context of questioning
or affirming the etemahsing power of poetry.67 In Ode 1, 24, a lament addressed to
Virgil Horace asks Melpomene for inspiration in Stanza 1, and in Stanzas 4-5 he
questions, by implication, the truth of the Orphic myth. (Could the music of Orpheus
[the archetypal poet] be so powerful that he could win his wife back simply by
singing?). Ode 3, 30 is an epilogue closing Books One-Three (these were published
together before the composition of Book Four) in which Horace confidently states his
claim to immortality. His poetry will be a more lasting monument to his name than any
made of bronze. He is especially proud of his ability to adapt the themes of the Greek
poet Alcaeus to Latin metres (12-14). Note the Melpomene reference in w. 14-16:

...Sume superbiam
qaesitam mentis et mihi Delphica
lauro cinge volens, Melpomene, comam.

Horace is proud of an achievement in 3, 30 which he considered earher (3, 25) to be a
Carrilla points out (Quevedo, pp 183-84) that the "mucho . poco" antithesis was a topos
introduced into the Spanish vernacular by Gongora and parodied by Quevedo. (The irony
being that Quevedo could not avoid Gongorine influence in his own poetry.) However, the
context in which we find the topos in Bocangel would suggest knowledge of the Horatian
Ode
For Horace’s ironic assertion of immortality in Odes, 2, 20 see above chapter 1, pp. 31-32.
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"dulce periculum".

Not only was there "danger" in writing poetry in honour of

Augustus, but assuming the role of a Roman Alcaeus was also potentially "dangerous"
to his career as a poet. But Horace feels that he has succeeded.68 In 4, 3 he states
with calm authority that Rome has accepted him as its leading lyric poet. He addresses
Melpomene and expresses his indebtedness to the Muse (see v. 1 and St. 6).6^

We have aheady discussed the "danger" involved for a seventeenth-century
lyric poet who might choose to deal with the Hero and Leander myth.

It is not

difficult to see why Bocangel should identify with Horace. He appeals to Horace’s
N

Muse and like Horace stresses the main compensatory reward which his work will
bring - immortahty. Horace had been regarded as a very secondary figure among Latin
poets by European writers of the Middle Ages. Indeed his Odes were neglected and
he was regarded primarily as a satirist. His work was rated well below that of Virgil
and Ovid.

This would change with the Renaissance.

Lida de Malkiel explains the

emergence of Horace as a dynamic influence on European literature: "El imperio de
Horacio comienza de veras con el Renacimiento, cuando surge el problema de la forma
Uteraria con planteo semejante al que tuvo para Horacio mismo: Las lenguas modemas
se hallan en efecto, ante el latin como el latin de la epoca de Augusto ante el griego;
pero no hubo modelo griego unico que elevara la poesia latina en la medida en que las
odas de Horacio elevaron la expresion poetica modema. De un extremo a otro de
Europa, cada lengua national, al tomar consciencia de si como vehiculo de expresion
poetica, entra en la orbita horaciana."70

It is interesting that during a period of literature characterised by the disruption

Horace first perceives himself as the Roman Alcaeus in Odes, 1, 32.
Horace attached great pride to what he considered to be his privileged relationship with the
Muses. On this theme see especially Odes, 1, 26; 3, 1, 3; 3, 4
See La tradicion cldsica, p. 259.
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of traditional genres,71 a lyric poet embarking on his most ambitious work - a
mythological fable - should open his poem with a fusion of Virgihan and Horatian
evocations. Both Horace and Virgil coveted the title of "vates", but one resisted the
pressure to devote himself to the prestige genre of epic and stuck to themes of lyric
poetry, while the other produced the greatest Latin epic. BocangeL a modem "vates"
in the tradition of Orpheus, a lyric poet worthy of Horatian fame,72 will write tragic
fable in the epic manner of Virgil.

As though to pay homage to Jauregui, who penned the Spanish Orfeo,
Bocangel addresses him (w. 17- 40) in words which recall both Virgil’s rendering of
the Orphic tale and Ovid’s later adaptation of it.

The repetitive "te" in Georgic iv,

465-66 is addressed by Orpheus to his beloved Eurydice, the inspiration of his song.
In Ovid Met. xi, 43-46 the "te" now refers to Orpheus himself object of Nature’s
grief.73 Bocangel having cast himself already in the role of a latter-day Orpheus seems
to follow the original Virgihan context. In Stanzas 17 and 20 he highlights Jauregui as
the main Spanish influence on his work. Through evocation of Virgil he demonstrates
that just as without Eurydice there would be no Orphic lament, without Jauregui there
could be no Bocangehan "fabula".74

See Egido, La hidra bocal, p. 89.
Note the reference to "envidia" (v. 29). In Bocangel s poetry this is usually an unfortunate
consequence of "fama". See nos. 44; 61, 70; 9, 79; 39-40, 157; 41-44.
Garcilaso had adapted the same Virgihan passage in his first Eclogue, w. 99-103
chapter 1, pp. 37-38

See

Jose Cebrian, discussing the opening of Juan de la Cueva’s "Llanto de Venus", outlines the
rules set out for the composition of fables in Cascales’ Tablets Poeticas. He refers to the
introductory ritual: invocation, dedication, statement of theme. Bocangel also abides by
Cascales guidelines Moreover he follows a type of narrative designated by Cascales as
"mixta" and pertaining to epic. Commenting upon imitation of the ancients, Cascales claims
that it is a necessary requirement of fable. See El mito de Adonis en la poesia de la edad de
oro (Barcelona: P.P.U., 1988), chapter 3.
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Section D Stanzas 6-11 (w 41-88).

The poem proper begins at St. 6, 41 and this second section ominously sets the
scene at the entrance to the Black Sea (already anticipated at verses 12-13 by
metonymy) for the forthcoming tragedy.

Dadson highlights the importance of this

additional description which underlines the latent tragedy of the myth and establishes
thematic parallels to be developed later.75 This dark and menacing picture of the sea is
balanced by the fatal storm (657ff.) which provides the chaotic background against
which the lovers’ tragedy will be enacted. In Ovid Heroides xviii-xix both letters are
written against a threatening background of storm. References to howling winds and
rising seas punctuate their correspondence and hint at their future deaths.76

Indeed Bocangel’s use of Ovidian material in this description functions
primarily to herald disaster. Both in Bocangel ( v. 44 "espacio breve") and in Ovid
(xviii, 171 "brevis aqua"), Leander has to cross only a narrow stretch of water.

In

Ovid’s version it is a case of "so near and yet so far" for the frustrated lover, but in
Bocangel’s poem it provides an opportunity to foreshadow the tragedy. The sea might
be a mere "espacio breve" but it is a lethal glass of poison (45-46) which the
"navegante" Leander will be forced to swallow. The idea of Leander as a sailor also
has an Ovidian parallel.

Throughout Heroides xviii-xix there is a latent notion of

shipwreck, hinted at by references in Leander’s letter such as "naufraga membra"
(xviii, 198) - Leander imagining his corpse washed up on Hero’s shore - and made
explicit by Hero (xix, 183-86). Swimming, she says, is the greatest fear of sailors since
it is a consequence of shipwreck and so heralds death.

(After Leander’s death

Bocangel will describe him as "el naufragante" v. 770).77 The initial description of
75

See Dadson, Introduction, pp. 80-91.

76

See Heroides xviii, 7-9; 37-39; 47-48; 135-38; 183-90; 205-06; 215.
For Quevedo's equation of lover and shipwrecked sailor, see P J. Smith, Quevedo on
Parnassus, pp. 125-34.
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Hero as "aquella virgen naufragante" (v. 11) is illuminated by the recollection of the
Ovidian model, and links her fate to that of Leander.

Indeed her death is also

prefigured in this key stanza 6. The waters flood the land and the rose is claimed as
the first victim78 We find out later (v. 114) that Hero is the ill-fated "rosa". The
flood description comes not from the Heroides, but from Ovid Met. I 262-95 where
water is also a destructive force - sent as a punishment for human sin to annihilate
mankind. Bocangel’s greatly condensed version contains all the main ingredients of
the Ovidian original. Especially striking is the notion of animals forced out of their
natural environment:

A peces y aves file comun la esfera:
huyo el delfin de la borrasca algosa
al alto abeto, y del ligero gamo
hendio las aguas el anoso
(Fab. 53-56)

This is found in Ovid Met. i, 296.

hie summa piscem deprendit in ulmo.

and w. 301-02:

silvasque tenent delphines et altis
incursant ramis agitataque robora pubant.
From all the animals mentioned in the Ovidian flood scene (Met. i, 262-95), Bocangel
chooses to single out two: the "delfin" and the "gamo".80 However the "gamo" was
Bocangel was to use details from this flood scene in another poem included in his Rimas,
poem no
158: 13-20: "Enjutas vi yo sus playas:/cuando el mar sus leyes
rompe,/introduciendo en las selvas/paramos de plata movil,/islada quedo Sicilia,/huesped
humedo del roble/se vio el pez, nado la fiera/la primera vez entonces"
Jauregui has "algoso no" of the "aqueronte" (Orfeo, Canto II, 113) and of the terrible wood
leading into Hades he writes: "Nunca en la brefia la segur tajante/violo de anoso tronco seca
rama" (Canto II, 41-42).
The dolphin also features in Tasso's Favola. However, although Bocangel may have recalled
its appearance there, the context in which it emerges is very different from this scene in the
fabula. Dolphins are just some of the sea-creatures which in Tasso's poem accompany
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also selected by Horace to feature in his description of Pyrrhus’ flood in Ode 1,2:

piscium et summa genus haesit ulmo,
nota quae sedes fiierat columbis,
et superiecto pavidae natarunt
aequore dammae. (9-11)

Like Horace, Bocangel concentrates on fish, birds and the deer, but his allusion to the
dolphin indicates his awareness of the Ovidian original since this does not feature in
Horace’s adaptation. Horace does refer to a dolphin out of its element in the Ars

Poetica, but not in the context of a flood.

Why then does Bocangel choose to

emphasise the dolphin, if not influenced by Horace? Perhaps the answer is to be found
in Heroides xix, 199-202. Hero in a dream sees a dolphin swimming in stormy waters
and later cast up by the flood upon the sand. In this way Ovid foretells the similar fate
of Leander. Bocangel does so with just one evocative word.

In fact after his first

swim Leander is addressed by Hero as follows:

Mucho duraste al mar, el te etemice,
si no humanado pez, hombre escamoso; (595-96).

Leander, like the dolphin, will die out of his natural environment, in an alien element.

As Fontana points out, Boscan amplifies passages of the Heroides with details
and images from the Metamorphoses.^

However we must contrast Boscan’s

rambling and often digressive distensions with this condensed passage in Bocangel.
He reduces an Ovidian flood scene (taken from the less obvious source of the

Metamorphoses) to its bare essentials, prompted most likely by Horace’s similar
reworking in the Odes.

Then, by highlighting the plight of the dolphin, he subtly

Leander on his swim: "Gli amorosi Delphini a paro a paro" (p 93) and form part of the
erotic ornamentation with which Tasso decorates his poem
See "Aigunas notas", pp. 76-77.
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evokes the context of Ovid’s Heraides and accentuates the tragic dimension of his
own work. However, the dolphin reference has a dual function which, at this stage in
the poem, would seem to result in contradictory consequences.

For the dolphin is

associated in mythology with the Lesbian singer/musician Arion, best known by the
story of his rescue from drowning.

About to be killed by Corinthian soldiers, he

requested permission to sing once more to the accompaniment of his lyre. His singing
seduced and attracted a group of dolphins who carried him to shore, after he had
thrown himself into the open sea.82 The story is first told by Herodotus (i, 24) and
recounted by Ovid in Fasti, ii, 79-118.

Ovid's version culminates with Jupiter

rewarding the dolphin by granting him a place among the constellations. But this is
not the only reason proffered by Ovid for the dolphin's attainment of an eternal place in
the heavens. He suggests that this might be due to his role as propitious go-between in
the intrigues of love: "seu fiat occultis felix in amoribus index" (ii, 81). So, while on
the one hand the dolphin allusion ominously foreshadows Leandefs death in the sea,
on the other hand it holds out hope that his secret love will ultimately triumph over
tragedy.

Not surprisingly, Bocangel does not miss the opportunity to stress the fact that
the Hellespont has long been associated with death. Its very name derived from the
fact that the young Helle met her fate in its swirling seas. He alludes to the tale (6072) with characteristic obscurity, confident of his reader’s famiharity with the
background details. The description of Helle as "casta ninfa" recalls the "virgen" Hero
and looks forward to "ninfa" (v. 97), so linking their two fates.

Hero, on fire with

passion at the moment of her suicide, might also be termed an "abrasado objeto",
extinguished in icy waters. Boreas (v. 67) will play a significant role in the final storm
sequence. "Goza" (v. 72) also foreshadows Hero’s tragedy since in jumping to her
death she hopes to "enjoy" eternal union with Leander - a point continually reiterated
82

Pablo Cabanas discusses how Spanish writers often associated (and even confused) Arion
with Orpheus. See El mito de Orfeo,pp. 125-27.
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in her soliloquy (see "gozando" v. 789, "gozo" v. 806. "gozar" v. 814). Moreover, the
obvious sexual connotations of "goza" are in stark contrast to the chastity of the
maiden Helle, emphasised in the previous line.

It is when Hero can no longer be

referred to as "aquella virgen", after her liaison with Leander, that she drops to her
death.

It is also possible to suggest that the myths of Icarus and Phaethon, so relevant
later, are introduced in this stanza.

They too might be described as "abrasados

objetos," and both find their deaths in the sea. Icarus even gave his name to his watery
grave - the Icarian sea. Ovid alludes to this in Heroides xviii, 50-53. In fact Ovid also
evokes the Helle myth and associates it with the myth of Hero and Leander. Leander
(Her. xviii, 139ff) alludes to the evil fame of the sea because of its association with
Helle’s drowning, and earher (116-17) he had indicated the difference between the
maiden Helle and his mistress Hero by referring to the sea as "virginis aequor" and to
his beloved as "domina".

Bo scan also refers to the Helle myth but in this one instance does not expand
on the Ovidian account. Fontana once again seems to detract from his own argument
by demonstrating that Bocangel’s version owes nothing to Boscan.83 He suggests that
Bocangel had recourse to "other sources" for his (uncharacteristically) extended
adaption. Naturally he mentions Apollodorus 1, 1. Bocangel might have known the
general outline of the tale from Apollodorus, but it is just as likely that he would have
been as famihar with Apollonius of Rhodes’ ArgonauticaM He would undoubtedly
have known Catullus’ poem no. 64 which opens with the departure of the Argonauts
in search of the golden fleece.
83
84

Indeed it is interesting that Catullus refers to the

"Algunas notas", pp. 79-80.
An inventory of Quevedo's private library (1645) reveals that he possessed a copy in Greek
of the Argonautica. See Felipe C.R. Maldonado "Algunos dates sobre la composicion y
dispersion de la biblioteca de Quevedo", in Homenaje a la memoria de don Antonio
Rodriguez-Monino (Madrid, 1975), pp. 405-28.
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Hellespont metonymically as Amphitrite wife of Neptune (v. 11), and that Bocangel
describes the sea in similar terms after the death of Leander: "mostro la selva de
Anfitrite cana" (v. 758). The reference to "selva" recalls verse 48 and strengthens the
link between this initial flood scene with its evocation of Helle and the final storm. We
should note that Bocangel had referred to the Hellespont as the "Euxino mar" (v. 47).
It is tempting to believe that he was fully aware of the meaning of this adjective - the
"hospitable" or "propitious" sea - and thus exploits the signifance ironically at the
opening of his poem.85

A major deviation from Ovid in Bocangel’s evocation of the Helle myth is its
positioning in the fable. The reference to Helle is made before Hero and Leander have
even met.

(Boscan follows Ovid and places the reference towards the end of his

work.) Obviously Bocangel’s protagonists have not yet consummated their love. By
recalling Ovid’s allusion to Helle at this early stage, Bocangel reinforces the transition
from maid to illicit bride which will seal Hero’s fate.

Orfeo, evil omens can be accumulated from the outset.

Moreover, as in Jauregui’s
It is Bocangel’s desire to

stress the inevitable tragedy that leads him to extend the Ovidian model in stanza 9.
Fontana’s "other sources" are not required. Almost every detail in these lines is a
crucial link in the chain which traps Hero in her tragedy. Ovid is not here enriched and
overlaid with Horace, Virgil or any other classical poet, but imbued with Bocangel’s
own tragic perception of the myth.

In Ovid Her. xix, 164-65 Hero paradoxically takes comfort from the story of
Helle. The sea is dangerous only for women; as Phrixus was safe so too will Leander
cross unharmed. St. 10; 73-80 of Bocangel’s poem prevents the reader from sharing
the Ovidian Hero’s delusion. "Tremula puente" (v. 75), "oprimida" (v. 76), "Aquilon"

85

Ovid frequently played upon the meaning of "euxinus" when writing from his place of exile,
Tomi, on the Black Sea
mendax cognomine litus".

Consider, for example, Tristia v, 10, 13: "quem tenet Euxini
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(v. 77), "Tempestad sonora" (v. 78), reinforce the threatening panorama which opened
this section.

Moreover, "Tempestad sonora" will be repeated (v. 733) in the

description of the final storm, in which "Aquilon" (v. 722) also makes an appearance.
As Fontana indicates (p. 81, note 33), Bocangel’s allusion to the war between the
Greeks and Persians, the reference to King Xerxes' "bridge" (st. 10, 73-80), was most
probably suggested by Gongora’s exploitation of the same episode in his burlesque
romance on the Hero and Leander theme: "Arrojose el mancebito" (w. 21-23).86

The allusion to "Narciso etemo" ( verse 83) crushes all possibility of hope for
Leander though this will only become apparent later. The reference here is to the town
of Sesto, but we shall find that the Narcissus myth will tend to prefigure Leander’s fate
throughout the fable.

Although the protagonists have yet to feature, their deaths have already been
foreshadowed as follows: "navegante", "delfin", "narciso", = Leander; "rosa", "Helle"
"ninfa" = Hero. The section is brought to a close by an explicit reference to thendeaths (w. 85-88). "Codiciada copa" recalls the allusion to poison of verse 45. The
sea is but an accomplice in the working out of their tragedy. Cupid is implicated at
verse 85.

Cossio claims that the idea of Cupid’s two arrows is derived from

Musaeus87 (Boscan also includes it), but the wound/poison/fire imagery, which
Bocangel introduces in these opening stages and develops throughout, finds its main
precedent in the love affair of the Virgilian couple - Dido and Aeneas. This is a theme
to which I shall return later in more detail.

Although there is a reference to "il mar famoso, et empio/La, dove Xerse con armati
legni/pose a Torgoglio sui si duro giogo/Divide con brevissimo intervallo..." on p. 84 of
Tasso's Favola which Fontana overlooks
See Fdbulas Mitoldgicas, pp. 571-72.
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Section III Stanzas 12-17 (w. 89-136).

The description of the young couple given in the third section (89-136) is very
much in the tradition of courtly love poetry, she the stereotyped "dama" and he the
perfect "galan". However, what at first glance appear to be trite cliches are exploited
to further the effect of latent tragedy. For instance w. 95-96:

o cada cual para dolor mas fuerte,
aguarda con dos almas una muerte.

taken out of context have merely the possibly sexual overtones of any Cancionero
poem.

In the fabric of the fable it must announce their eventual deaths.

In the

desciption of Hero alone connotations of tragedy abound. Allusion to the sea ("ninfa"
v. 97, "banan" v. 97 and "ondas" v. 98) recall the Helle story and these are reinforced
by "matan" and "el morir es bello" v. 101. Despite the metaphorical sense of this line
(v. 101), it also prefigures the attitudes of the two lovers as they go willingly to
death.88 The rhyming antithesis of w. 103-04 ("y la vida/tiene la mayor parte de
homicida"), ends this ideahsed portrait of a courtly love "dama" on a sombre note.

Stanza 13 has been discussed aheady at the opening of this chapter.89 The
waves in which Leander will drown must be now associated with the golden hair of
Hero. We cannot overlook the fact that Bocangel’s description of Hero in this stanza

88

In this stanza Bocangel follows the Petrarchist tradition of comparing the "dama" to the sun.
After Laura's death Petrarch’s life is deprived of light So it is interesting that the sentiment
described in "el morir es bello" should echo the final line of Petrarch’s sonnet no.
CCLXXVIII in which the poet desires to die in order to follow his beloved who has been
dead for three years: "oh, che bel morir era, oggi e terzo anno!" (La Poesia del Petrarca, ed.
by Natalino Sapegno [Rome: Mario Bulzoni, 1965]). Other Petrarchist devices are exploited
in the fable, perhaps the most pertinent being the fire/ice imagery exemplified by w. 247-48.
For Petrarchan influences on European poetry see Forster, The Icy Fire: Five Studies in

European Petrarchism.
89

See above p. 173.
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is his poetic contribution to a topos of Baroque poetry in which the beautiful lady is
depicted in the act of combing her hair.

Cesar Nicolas identifies three rhetorical

designs which come from Camoes, Lope de Vega and Gongora and which, passing
through Marino, reach their poetic and expressive culmination in Villamediana’s
sonnet: "al sol Nise surcaba golfos bellos..."90

It is interesting that Bocangefs

description of Hero (in stanza 13 and indeed throughout the fable) should reiterate and
develop the predominant motifs and images which Nicolas identifies in Villamediana’s
sonnet: the nautical analogy developed to its fatal conclusion of shipwreck; the
amorous analogy which compares the "dama" both to Venus, bom of the sea, and to
her son Cupid, whose arrows provoke a fatal passion; the golden radiance of a beloved
whose beauty outshines the sun and which attracts, captivates, but ultimately destroys;
the lover’s inability to reject the sweet allure of such dangerous beauty.91 As we saw
with w. 45 and 87, effective use of image/word association suggests that his love for
Hero and the sea are jointly responsible for Leander’s death.92

However, even in this very seventeenth-century passage Bocangel has not
forgotten Latin precedents. He compares the beauty of Hero to that of the sun. In this
he departs from Ovid, who in Heroides xviii, 70 compares her beauty to that of the
See Cesar Nicolas, "AJ sol Nise surcaba golfos bellos... Culteranismo, conceptismo y
culminacion de un diseno retorico...". His article highlights not only examples of imitatio,
amplificatw and transformatio in accordance with poetic uses of the period, but also reveals
a literary intertextuality which is topical, rhetorical and semiotical For the relationship of
Villamediana's poem to Marino see, among others, Joseph G. Fucilla, "G. B. Marino and the
Conde de Villamediana", Romanic Review, XXXII (1941), 141-46.
While acknowledging the similarity between Villamediana's sonnet and Quevedo’s "al
crespo tempestad del oro undoso", Nicolas does not consider the Quevedesque poem in any
detail For a full discussion of Quevedo's adherence to a poetic topos in this sonnet see
Maurice Molho, "Sobre un soneto de Quevedo: En crespa tempestad del oro undoso, Ensayos
de analisis intratextual", in Francisco de Quevedo. ed. by Sobejano, pp. 343-77. See also P.
J. Smith, Quevedo on Parnassus, pp. 81-84, where he considers Quevedo’s sonnet in relation
both to Marino and to Ovid
We should also note the pun on w. 98-99 in which the comparative adjective "mas feliz"
also suggests the place "Arabia Felix", renowned in the ancient world for its gold reserves
(Horace Odes, 1, 29). In fact the idyllic countryside of "Arabia la felice" provides the setting
for the birth of Adonis in Diego Hurtado de Mendoza's "Fabula de Adonis", included in
Cancioneiro (1577-1589) of Luis Franco Correa (Lisboa: Biblioteca Nacional, cod 4413).
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moon Diana, which outshines all the stars of the firmament.

The change is not

accidental nor is h simply because comparisons of the "dama" to the sun were
commonplace in Spanish lyric poetry, though this cannot be ignored.93 By comparing
Hero to Diana Ovid’s Leander assumes the role of the shepherd Endymion (Her. xviii
63).

Thus Ovid stresses the power of their love.

By comparing Hero to the sun

Bocangel avoids the Endymion comparison at this point, for he has a different, more
important role for Leander which he wishes to establish. He must play the tragic part
of the young Adonis.

Since Hero is a priestess of Venus, Bocangel exploits the parallel between the
goddess and her mortal servant. For both had passionate love affairs which ended in
disaster. Hero is also priestess of Venus in Musaeus (v. 31) and in Boscan (v. 90), but
neither draw the Adonis/Leander comparison.

The "sea-link" is also an important

factor in Bocangel’s poem. Venus is daughter of Neptune (the circumstances of her
maritime birth are implied [105-6]) and as such might have some calming influence on
her often tempestuous father. At least this is insinuated w. 109-10 and something
upon which Leander depends 461-64 :

For ti, joh Venus mejor! el mar molesto
me trocara su orgullo en mansedumbre,
dandote yo, mientras me das los brazos,
en las matemas conchas mil abrazos.

Regarding Hero’s devotion to Venus, Bocangel takes the opportunity to indulge in a
little irony. Verses 107-08 tell us that, "Solo a Venus consagra su pureza/atenciones
en culto voluntario". "Pureza" may be a characteristic of the chaste followers of the
huntress Diana, but has never been a quahty associated with the seductive goddess of
love. Already we know that Hero’s resistance to Leander will be short-lived and her

A typical seventeenth-century example is provided by Salinas’ Sonnet 1; 14: "sol adoraba el
que adoro sus rayos"
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submission when it comes will be as "voluntary" as her death itself.

In stanza 15, 113-20 Hero is like a rose protected by thorns, immune to
attempts on her honour.94

On the surface her "pureza" is stressed.

Bocangel has chosen his flower very carefully.

However

Just as the "casta ninfa" Helle was

destroyed, so too will Hero die. The "rosa" of verse 52 was a victim of the flood and
Hero will be a victim of the sea. Renunciation of her chastity will lead to her death.
She will live only "la edad de un sol" (v. 115), a pun on "soledad" (v. 114) and when
the sun sets on her honour her tragedy will be unavoidable.

Verses 115-16

foreshadow the nocturnal consummation of their love, stressed especially in v. 649.
(The association of their love with the darkness of night will be examined later.)

Bocangel stresses above all the short life-span of the rose and his model is
undoubtedly Ausonius’ epigram "De Rosis Nascentibus", so popular among Spanish
Renaissance and Baroque poets.95 The following extract (w. 35-43) emphasises that
one day (one sun) witnesses the beginning and end of the rose’s life:

Mirabar celerem fiigitiva aetate rapinam
et, dum nascuuntur, consenuisse rosas
ecce et defluxit rutih coma punica floris,
dum loquor, et tellus tecta rubore micat.
Tot species tantosque ortus variosque novatus
una dies aperit, conficit ipsa dies
For a comparison of this simile with those in Musaeus and Boscan see above pp 166-68.
Herrera commenting on Garcilaso sonnet 23 "en tanto que de rosa y azucena", identifies
Ausomus' epigram as the major precedent Herrera's comments provide an insight into the
attitude of a sixteenth-century Spanish poet to the symbolic function of the rose: "el
argumento de este soneto es tan comun, que muchos Griegos y Latinos, muchos Italianos y
Espanoles lo han tratado casi infinitas veces, pero ninguno como Ausomo (si el fue el que
escrivio aquella elegia de la Rosa) el cual determmando tratar de la ffagilidad de la vida
humana. anduvo inquinendo con el pensamiento, que cosa tuviesse bella y agradable como
la vida humana, y que durasse poco; y considerandola la figura, suavidad, olor, color, lustre,
blandura y belleza de la rosa, hermosisima entre las otras flores, y que su ser no dura mas
que el curso de un dia; conocio que esta le daria palabras deleitosas, bellas y escogidas,
cuales pretende el poeta." See Obras de Garcilaso de La Vega con anotaciones de Fernando

de Herrera.
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conquerimur, Natura, brevis quod gratia talis:
ostentata oculis illico dona rapis
quam longa una dies, aetas tam longa rosarum.96

The theme of Ausonius’ poem, of course, is that of "carpe diem". It was to
acquire strong sexual overtones among love poets throughout Europe as one after
another they urged their beloveds to "gather their rosebuds" before the springtime of
their lives should turn to winter.97 Bocangel's famiharity with Ausonius’ epigram and
its "carpe diem" theme is confirmed by his use of "rose" imagery in many of his other
poems. For examples of this see nos. 79; 20, 82, 119 (an imitation of Ausonius),9^
171 (a translation of a poem by Tasso), 173; 18-19. By comparing Hero to a rose and
evoking Ausonius’ epigram Bocangel states that Hero will be the beautiful springtime
flower plucked by Leander, unfortunately a flower which will consequently perish in
the winter’s storm.

Indeed roses have long been associated with the cult of the dead.

In the

ancient world wealthy Romans left capital sums of money in their wills, the interest
from which was to be expended on offerings at their tombs - especially the offering of
roses.99 During May and June these floral offerings were made at the "Rosaha" or
Festival of Roses and paintings of roses and rose gardens decorated the vaults of
See Ausonius, with an English translation by Hugh G. Evelyn White (London: Heinemann;
Cambridge Mass.; Harvard University Press, 1949), vol II , pp. 276-80.
Probably the most famous adaptation Of Ausonius’ final lines is Hemck’s stanza: "Gather ye
rosebuds while ye may;/01d Time is still a-flying,/And this same flower, that smiles
today ,/tomorrow will be dying" Forster points out that French poets of the Pleiade used
Petrarchist formulae but aspired to a fulfilled love for which the "carpe diem" theme
("Cueillez des aujourd’hui les roses de la vie") was used as a powerful argument. See The
Icy Fire, p. 40. As regards seventeenth-century Spanish poets we might take Quevedo as an
example He uses roses as a symbol of life’s brevity on a number of occasions, for instance:
poems nos. 295, 442; 77, 423 and 440; 9-11 in which he actually uses the phrase "edad de un
sol".
In his revised edition of Bocangel’s poetry (not yet published), Dadson reveals that Sonnet
119 is not an imitation of the famous Ausonian epigram "Collige virgo rosas", but of
Epigram XXXIV "Ad Gallam puellam iam senescentem".
See Propertius 1,17, 21-22: "ilia meo caros donasset funere crines,/molliter et tenera poneret
ossa rosa"
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tombs.100 However, the funeral association is not as ominous as might appear at first
sight. Roses were also regarded as pledges of eternal spring in the life beyond the
grave. Ausonius makes this clear in epitaph xxxi:

Sparge mero cineres bene olentis et unguine nardi,
hospes, et adde rosis balsama puniceis
perpetuum mihi ver agit inlacrimabilis uma
et conmutavi saecula, non obii.

The notion of immortality, symbohsed by roses, is also retained in the Christian
tradition.

When Fray Luis de Leon imagines the "prado de bienandanza" beyond

death, it is a realm glorious with roses:

el va, y en pos dichosas
le siguen sus ovejas, do las pace
con inmortales rosas,
con flor que siempre nace,
y cuanto mas se goza mas renace.101

Hero is the rose which will inevitably die but will continue to live, just as Leander has
been associated with the dolphin, raised to a new existence in the heavens and who,
more explicitly, will be the phoenix which seeks death to find life (539-44). Love leads
to death only to triumph over it.

In stanzas 16-17 (w. 121-136) Leander too is cast in seventeenth-century
mode.102 As such he is presented as the perfect match for Hero - even his association
with Mars (v. 124) "husband" of Venus would suggest as much.103

Stanza 17

See Toynbee, Death and Burial in the Roman World, pp. 62-63.
Fray Luis de Leon, Poesias, edited by Padre Angel Custodio Vega O S. A.
Clasicos Universales Planeta, 1980), no. XVIIL 11-15

(Barcelona:

The opening verse "Discrete el joven es..." (v. 121) recalls Gracian’s work El Discreto and
Bocangel’s poem El cortesano espahol. Moreover all the elements of this description are
found in Sonnet 16 of La lira de las Musas, ed. by Dadson, p. 145.
Mars of course was not the husband of Venus, but rather the lover for whom she betrayed her
husband Vulcan However, within the context of the Adonis myth he functions as the
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emphasises his youth. This is the poignant picture of a man who will be destroyed in
his prime. He must suffer the "agravio" of death before his chin has felt the cold steel
of the razor.

Bocangel prepares us for the identification of Leander as a second

Adonis, destroyed by Mars while the down was still upon his cheeks.104 Already there
is tension between husband and lover, a tension only resolved in death.

Leander’s

assumption of the role of Mars while actually playing the part of Adonis will be fatal.

"Dorada" looks back to the "golden" description of Hero, and so the imagery
forces us to link the two before they have even met. The "dorada espiga" also recalls
the devastation of the flood (v. 59) when Neptune’s realm invaded that of Ceres. His
ultimate drowning is again brought before us. Indeed his description also ends on a
sombre note:

que el amante se logra en la desdicha
porque malogra el merito en la dicha. (127-28)

Section IV. Stanzas 18-27 (w. 137-216),

Bocangel devotes ten stanzas to a description of Venus’ temple in Sesto where
Hero is priestess. The Baroque theme of architecture links this passage (unparallelled
in either Musaeus or Ovid) with Villamediana’s description of Apollo’s palace in

Faeton stanzas 40-102 and Jauregui’s account of Pluto’s palace in Orfeo Canto 3, w.
1-20.

However, despite verbal echoes from the Faeton^ neither of these two

aggrieved and legitimate partner in opposition to Adonis, lover of the "adulterous" goddess
l®4

See Ovid Met. 3, 422 and Theocritus, Idyll 15, 84-85.

105

Verses 161-62 echo Faeton, w. 335-36 and v. 169 "del metal superior" recalls Faeton, v.
320 "del superior metal".
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descriptions provides Bocangel’s precedent. The fact that Bocangel describes not a
palace but a temple is crucial.

It is Virgil’s description of the temple of Apollo at

Cumae (which begins at Aen. vi, 14) which exerts most influence on the Spanish poet.
However, in the opening book of the epic Virgil had depicted another ecphrasis - that
of the temple of Juno at Carthage. Elements of this description are also incorporated
by Bocangel. Proof of the fusion is provided by w. 115-16. The temple is a striking
combination of gold and bronze. Virgil’s temple in Aeneid i, 418-19 is all bronze,
while that in Aeneid vi, 13 is golden.

The enormous dimensions of Adonis’ temple are stressed immediately (v. 138),
a feature shared by both Virgihan buildings (Aen. i, 446 "templum ingens" and Aen. vi,
19 "immania templa"). It is situated in a huge wood (v. 138) and is close to the sea (v.
140). The temple of Juno is in the midst of a grove (Aen. i, 441) and the fact that it
too is not far from the ocean is suggested by i, 446.

In Aen. vi Aeneas has just

disembarked when he finds the temple of Apollo in Diana’s woods (vi, 13).

The ecphrasis on Juno’s temple presents the Greek victory over the Trojans

(Aen. i, 456-93). The historical theme is represented by the mosaic which decorates
the pillars in Bocangel’s poem, as w. 146-47 demonstrate:

con adversas y prosperas fortunas
del griego, del egipcio, del tebano.

The mosaic is not described in detail, but four stanzas are devoted to portraying the
sculpture which adorns the temple doors. "Puertas" (v. 158) heralds the switch from
Carthage to Cumae, from walls to doors.

Aen. vi will be the main model now.

Daedalus is the sculptor there as he is here (Aen. vi, \AIFdb. v. 161) and in both cases
his art has a mythological theme.

Virgil concentrates on the tale of the Cretan

labyrinth and Pasiphae’s love for the bull which resulted in the monstrous minotaur caUed by Virgil "Veneris monimenta nefandae" (vi, 26). By recalling such an ominous
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passage, Bocangel foreshadows the tragic consequences provoked by Leander and
Hero’s illicit love affair. He does this too in the myths he chooses to have Daedalus
engrave.106

Phaethon, Orpheus, Narcissus and Icarus are all youths whose deaths are
associated with water. The Ovidian Phaethon is struck from the Sun’s chariot by a
thunder bolt from Jove and cast into the river107 - Bocangel has "mar" v. 168. (Thus
Fab. w. 158-60 provide the perfect transition to the Phaethon tale).
attacked by Bacchanals and his severed head thrown into the river.108

Orpheus is
Narcissus,

infatuated by his own reflection in the pond, suffers a fate similar to that of the nymph
Eco whose love he scorned.109 Icarus, escaping with his father from Crete, plunges to
a watery grave when the wax holding together his fabricated wings is melted by the
heat of the sun.110

The theme of love also links these myths. It is obviously central to the tales of
Orpheus and Narcissus. However a seventeenth-century reader would have found the
"love-link" in the myths of Phaethon and Icarus just as obvious.

They had become

archetypal poetic symbols in the description of rash and daring lovers whose
impetuosity usually had disastrous results.111 Hero has already been introduced as the
Villamediana's much more extensive, if not at times rambling, ecphrasis also includes these
myths among many others. Bocangel avoids the other poet's apparent haphazard selection
process. See Ovid Met. ii, 311-24
107

See Ovid Afe/. ii, 311-24.
See Virgil Georgia iv, Ovid A/e/, xi and of course Jauregui’s Orfeo.

Ovid Met. iii.

110

Ovid A/e/, viii
On the symbolism of the Icarus myth see Turner, The Myth of Icarus. With regard to
Phaeton see A. Gallego Morrell, El mito de Faeton en la literatura espahola. For the use of
both myths in an amorous context see Victor Dixon, "El castigo sin venganza. The artistry of
Lope de Vega’1, in Studies in Spanish Literature of the Golden Age Presented to E. M.
Wilson, ed. by R. O. Jones (London: Tamesis, 1973), pp. 63-83. Bocangel himself fuses the
two myths in his sonnet "Prestame amor sus alas..." in which the sacrificial element of love
is also conveyed. See poem no. 121, p. 353 of Dadson’s edition
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"sol", Leander will be the Icarus/Phaethon figure who dares too close an approach. By
fitting Leander neatly into all these myths, Bocangel fits his ecphrasis neatly into the
structure of his fable.

Ecphrasis poses a problem of composition.11-

etymology of the word imphes digression.

The very

Bocangel overcomes this problem by

ensuring that his digressionary manoeuvre is in harmony with the main narrative.
Textual and thematic links combine to maintain the balance of the whole. Indeed the
notion of Leander as a second Narcissus provides the fable’s sombre bass note. (Verse
179 "liquida efigie" looks back to v. 14 "liquido marido" and forward to the explicit
comparison of w. 439-40 "jAy, cuantas veces liquidar me quiso/en sus cenizas de
cristal Narciso!").

It is interesting that certain elements of Ovid Met. iii recur in

Bocangel’s poem. While "plata" (v. 177) ominously recalls the opening description of
the Black Sea (v. 48), it also echoes Ovid Met. iii, 427 "argenteus undis". Narcissus
complains that he is separated from his love only by water v. 45 "exigua prohibemur
aqua!" while the "espacio breve" v. 44 of the straits will be the major impediment to
Leander’s affair with Hero. As we have pointed out before, Leander was introduced
as a still beardless youth: significantly Narcissus boasts "impubes genas" in Ovid Met.
iii, 422. Further on, Leander’s speech to Hero echoes the self-confident vanity of the
ill-fated Narcissus.

Stanza 24, w. 185-92 leaves Ovid and returns again to Virgil Aen. vi. The
inability of Daedalus to depict the death of his son Icarus finds a precedent in w. SC
SI: "tu quoque magnam/partem opere in tanto, sineret dolor, Icare, haberes." In both

See Paterson, "Ecphrasis in Garcilaso's 3rd Eclogue" p 72, for general comments on the
problems posed by the use of the ecphrasis technique. It is interesting that while ecphrasis is
absent from Musaeus it was a genre important to the school of Nonnus to which he was
affiliated Braden, referring to the revolution of Homeric epic by poets such as Nonnus,
comments: "The violence of these poems is a violence occasioned by and directed against the
entire Greek epic tradition..
Yet ultimately the violence is wholly internal and hence
suicidal; being a matter of rearrangement, the revolution can provide nothing for the genre to
evolve into but a subset of itself, the ecphrasis" (The Classics and English Renaissance
Poetry, p. 75). Marlowe's Hero and Leander also includes a description of the Church of
Venus (1, 135-57) as one of three major ecphrases.
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works paternal "dolor" impedes the sculptor - Fab. v. 118 "el gran dolor".113 In Virgil
Daedalus makes two frustrated attempts (w. 32-33), in Bocangel he makes three.
Why the change? Bocangel is once again motivated by a desire for thematic unity.
The phrase "tres veces" links the Daedalus/Icarus story with the sacrifice in the temple
(v. 260). Both foreshadow the fate of Leander whose death is thus announced by "tres
veces" at v. 678.

Verse 192 takes us back briefly to Ovid’s Metamorphoses, to ii, 326-27 where
the epitaph for the young Phaethon stresses his "osadia":

Hie situs est Phaethon currus auriga patemi.
Quern si non tenuit magnis tamen excidit ausis.

Thus helped by his Latin precedents, Bocangel draws a balancing parallel between the
myths of Phaethon and Icarus which frame his eephrasis. He quotes Ovid’s epitaph to
Phaethon, but apphes it to Icarus.114 Boscan also wishes to emphasise Leander’s
daring, but subtle manipulation of classical material eludes him and in Leander’s
speech of self-exhortation (which begins at v. 2071) he indulges in a tiresome,
unlyrical, anaphorical repetition of the verb "osar".

On the surface there is one other mythological allusion which pervades the
closing stanzas of this section - the myth of Venus and Adonis (already hinted at in

This particular Virgilian scene has influenced other peninsular poets who exploit the Icarus
myth in their love poetry: eg. Juan de Arguijo, "Osaste alzar el temerario vuelo", Manoel de
Faria e Sousa, "En gentil elegancia de escultura" (of which an earlier published version
began "obligada dos veces la escultura"); Manoel da Veiga Tegarro’s ode "Das cadeias de
Minos vai fugindo", esp. st. 14. See Turner, The Myth ofIcarus, pp. 109, 136-37 and 139.
The Icarus myth does not simply evoke "osadia" but also the price to be paid for this bravery.
However, most poets stress immortality as the consolation for untimely death. For just a few
examples see Turner who cites Sannazaro (p. 50), Tansillo (p. 54) and Cetina (p. 60). On p
110 Turner points out that by the seventeenth century Icarus' death was poetically viewed as
symbolising the castigation of error - his death resulting in the restoration of the natural
order. This is especially pertinent to the ending of Bocangel’s fable. Moreover Juan de
Mena terms Icarus "naufrago" in his Laberinto de la fortuna, v. 414.
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stanzas 14-16). The emphasis on the goddess’ power (w. 215-16) and the extent of
her cult (w. 197-200) is overshadowed by her inability to save her young lover. As if
this were not quite menacing enough, there are underlying references to a second myth
- that of Orpheus and Eurydice.

Verses 201-02 as in stanza 3, provide another

variation of Virgil Georgia iv, 465-66 and Ovid Met. xi 43-46. The two myths are
fused in v. 203: "Tine tu sangre la fimesta hierba". In Ovid Met. x, 721 Venus sees
Adonis weltering in his own blood.

Traditionally his blood stains the surrounding

flowers red, not the grass.115 Why does Bocangel stress "la hierba"? In both Virgil
and Ovid’s account of Eurydice’s death "blood" is not mentioned but "herba" does
feature. The grass in which the fatal snake lurks could seem to be evoked by "funesta
hierba". Indeed in Jauregui’s Orfeo Canto 1, 39-40 Eurydice’s blood stains the grass
red. Verses 205-07 do not derive from Ovid Met. x nor do any Castihan versions of
the Ovidian work include this detail of Venus’ final kiss. Bocangel appears to have
been influenced by Garcilaso de la Vega’s evocation of the Adonis myth in Eclogue
m, 185-92:

Adonis este se mostraba qu’era,
segun se muestra Venus dolorida,
que viendo la herida abierta y fiera,
sobr’el estaba casi amortecida;
boca con boca coge la postrera
parte del aire que soha dar vida
al cuerpo por quien ella en este suelo
aborrecido tuvo al alto cielo.

Paterson has identified Garcilaso’s source as Bion’s "Epitaphion Adonidis", variably
attributed to Moschus, Bion or Theocritus.

In the sixteenth century it was usually

referred to as idyll 23 of Theocritus.116 Significantly Garcilaso also associates the
This is the version which Garcilaso de la Vega follows in his Eclogue III, 180-84, which in
turn informed this scene in Bocangel's poem
See Paterson, "Ecphrasis in Garcilaso’s 3rd Eclogue", p. 84 and n. 107 above. Herrera also
mentions the Greek text in his A notaciones. Both Juan de la Cueva and Soto de Rojas
follow Garcilaso (perhaps they also knew the work of Theocritus), not Ovid, and include the
final kiss in their versions of the Adonis myth. See Juan de la Cueva, Llanto de Venus, st.
25, reproduced in Cebrian, El mito de Adonis and Pedro Soto de Rojas, Los Fragmentos de
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deaths of Adonis and Euiydice. The blood of the dead Adonis stains the white rose
and changes its colour, while Eurydice in death is ,,descolorida...como rosa” (v.
133).117 This is intentional linking on the part of Garcilaso, for in the Theocritean
source it is Venus’ blood which stains the roses red after she pricks her foot on the
thorns.1 *8

Herrera, commenting on Garcilaso’s use of the Adonis myth, refers to its
symbolic force: "La muerte deste en la flor de su juventud significa el deleite y gozos
de la tierra y todo lo que nos agrada en esta vida ser momentaneo, y que nos huye."119
Adonis represents "la fugacidad del placer y la caducidad de la belleza corporal, don
efimero e inconsistente, sujeto no solo al paso inexorable del tiempo sino a cualquier
vicisitud inesperada."120

Bocangel’s Leander/Adonis analogy offers a perfect

symbolic corollary to his presentation of the rose-like Hero.

Jocelyn Toynbee describing Roman funeral rites alludes to the purpose of the
final kiss: "When death was imminent relations and close friends gathered around the
dying person’s bed, to comfort and support him or her and to give vent to their own
grief. The nearest relative present gave the last kiss, to catch the soul, which, so it was
beheved, left the body with the final breath."121

Bocangel’s understanding of this

Adonis, ed. by Aurora Egido (Madrid: Catedra, 1981), pp. 155-228, esp. w. 2037-45.
See above chapter 1, pp. 27 and 30.
Juan de la Cueva follows Theocritus not Garcilaso in this respect See stanzas 23-24.
Venus' association with roses is commented upon by Herrera: "es consagrada a Venus, y
toma nombre del rocio, con que se cria; porque se suele coger casi al nacimiento del sol,
porque no se pierde su vigor,...dize Ausonio que la rosa era blanca, y que hiriendose Venus
el pie en las espinas, la volvio colorada con su sangre; y asi escrive Fausto Sabeo en el lib. 1:
carpit odoratis spatians dum Cypria ab hortis/roscidulas prime sub oriente rosas,/Sancta
cruentarunt vepres sua bracchi acuti,/pallmt inspecto sanguine pulchra Venus/Erubuere deam
flores laesisse cruenti. constat adhuc facti poenituisse rosas.’" See Obras de Garcilaso...p.
672.
119

Obras de Garcilaso, p. 671.

120

See Cebrian, El mito de Adonis, p. 148.

121

See Toynbee, Death and Burial in the Roman World, p. 43.
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ancient custom is revealed in w. 207-08: "tu labio con su mano cierra y toca/porque el
alma no exhales por la boca",122 although here Venus uses her hand to prevent the

soul’s escape, after kissing Adonis. This detail is not included by Garcilaso, nor does
it feature in Ovid - but it is included in the Bion/Theocritus original.

We must

conclude therefore that Bocangel was famihar with the original version, not simply
with Garcilaso’s adaptation.

Bocangel also sees another opportunity to evoke the Orphic tragedy.

In

Virgil’s account the bard’s soul leaves his body via his mouth as he calls out the name
of his lost beloved.123 Venus’ attempt to save Adonis fails, and his fate like Orpheus’,
and like Leander’s, is irrevocable.

Through his use of classical and Spanish

precedents, especially of secondary myths, Bocangel assures that before Hero and
Leander even appear in the poem, any hope of a happy ending for the lovers in this
world has been destroyed.

Section V Stanzas 28-31 (w. 217-2481.

Bocangel’s doomladen setting for the lover’s meeting also has a classical
precedent. In Ovid’s account of Adonis’ death Venus, reproaching fate, cries out:

That Spaniards were interested both in the way of life and manner of death of the Romans is
attested to by the existence of books on this subject in their private libraries: eg. Costumbres
antiguas Romanos en paz y guerra, en Castellano por Baltasar Perez (Leon, 1579) appears in
the inventory of books drawn up upon the death of Lorenzo Ramirez de Prado (1658). See
Joaquin Emtrambasaguas y Pena, "La biblioteca de Ramirez de Prado", Coleccion
Bibliogrdfica, vol. 3, 4 (Madrid, 1943).
Virgil Georg, iv, 526, also the model for Jauregui Orfeo, Canto V, 216
above pp. 13 and 21-22.
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See chapter one

...luctus monimenta manebunt
semper, Adoni mei; repetitaque mortis imago
annua plangoris peraget simulamina nostri.124

The blood of Adonis then becomes a flower which will bloom every spring in
celebration of their love. Bocangel’s annual springtime celebration of Adonis’ death
(v. 217), like Ovid’s flower, is a fulfilment of Venus’ promise, an eternal "luctus
monimentum".

This might explain why Bocangel chooses to have the festival take

place in April. In Theocritus Idyll 15, 70 it is implied that the festival takes place in
the summer.

Traditionally the day of the festival was regarded as the first day of

Adonis’ six month stay upon the earth, the other six months being spent in Hades.
This would explain why Juan de La Cueva sets the festival in July in his poem "Llanto
de Venus":

Y desde oy mas, con religioso oficio
mi Adonis onrareys en este prado
con eteme i solene sacrificio
que sea en el mes de lulio celebrado.125

We have discussed the fact that the Adonis myth symbohses the fragility of human life
and beauty. Now we see that the metamorphosis of Adonis into a flower reflects the
perpetual renovation of Nature and thus symbohses continual rebirth.126 To some
extent the tragic consequences of the Adonis myth, like those of the Icarus myth, are
alleviated by the prospect of existence beyond death. It must be added to the network
of death-immortality symbolism which was introduced by the Helle story (v. 73), and
reinforced by the rose symbolism and which will be made explicit in the
Leander/Phoenix analogy of stanza 67.

By choosing to set his festival in April,

Bocangel links Adonis’ death to that of the rose (Hero’s). Ausonius’ famous epigram
"De Rosis Nascentibus" actually begins: "Ver erat et blando mordenti a frigore
124

Ovid, Me/, x, 725-27.

125

"Llanto de Venus", stanza 75 in Cebnan, El mito de Adonis, p. 322.

126

See Cebrian, p. 141.
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sensu/spirabat croceo mane revecta dies.

At v. 243 Hero strides into the middle of this celebration, "sol de beldad mudo
y triunfante". Likewise the Virgilian Queen Dido - "forma pulcherrima Dido" Aen. i,
491, entered the temple of Juno, a lone beautiful woman among so many men. This
initial picture of Hero is one of isolated aloofness. Apparently unapproachable, she is
moving in another sphere from those around her - "su cielo ostenta".

Yet her icy

exterior conceals an interior passion and her "cold" beauty inflames the heat of love in
others (w. 247-48).

The fire of love is a recurrent conceit in Spanish poetry of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, but it acquires a new lethal force in the context of the fable.
Apart from recalling the destructive role of the sun in the Phaethon/Icarus myths, it
links Hero to "infelix Dido" who, at the instigation of Venus, bums for love of Aeneas:
"incendat reginam atque ossibus implicet ignem".127 Venus (Aen. i, 663-88) implores
Cupid to fill Dido with fire and with the poison of love. That he achieves this with an
arrow wound is made clear later:

At regina gravi iamdudum saucia cura
vulnus alit venis et caeco carpitur igni.128

Bocangel has already had Cupid shoot his arrows at both lovers (w. 85-86).

The

description of an all-consuming, and poisonous passion which in Virgil (Aeneid Books
One and Four) is reserved for Dido alone, in Bocangel devours both protagonists.
There will never be any question of faithlessness or abandonment. Their love, mutual
and eternal, will find fulfilment in the heroic suicides of both, not the desperate suicide
of one.

127

Aeneid, i, 660.

128

Aeneid, iv, 1-2.
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Section VT Stanzas 32-35 (w. 249-280).

The Hero/Dido analogy is strengthened in the sixth and perhaps most
important section of the poem - that of the sacrifice in the temple. Note how "solemne
oficio" recalls Juan de La Cueva’s "solene oficio" (see p. 207 above). Throughout the
poem verbal echoes of this episode will demonstrate the sacrificial and suicidal nature
of Hero and Leander’s love.129

Sacrificial ritual has a prominent role to play in Aeneid iv which culminates in
the suicide of Dido. Although she is not specifically referred to as "sacerdos" until v.
498, she twice fulfils the role of priestess. Towards the opening of the book she seeks
approval for her love for Aeneas in the conventional Roman manner - through the
sacrifice of animals to the gods: "mactant lectas de more bidentis."130

Before all

others she worships Juno (v. 59) patroness of Carthage, to whom she has dedicated
her temple. Virgil stresses that "pulcherrima Dido" herself performs the sacrifice (v.
60) and blood splatters the altars (v. 62). Unfortunately the "vates" fail to interpret the
inauspicious omen exposed by the entrails (w. 64-65).

In Bocangel’s poem. Hero, chosen to sacrifice the "jabah", has not yet, like
Dido, abandoned herself to passion (v. 258 "la virginal y tremula rodilla"). Venus, to
whom the sacrifice is dedicated, is recipient of the sacrifice. Bocangel emphasises that
Hero herself pierces the victim with the knife (w. 259-60) and a "rojo torrente" floods
the ahars (269-70). The "triste vaticino" is clear for all to see, yet Hero and Leander

*29

See La lira de las Musas, ed by Dadson, Introduction, pp. 88-89. After outling several
thematic parallels which arise during the ritual sacrifice, Dadson concludes: "Hero es la
sacerdotista sacrificial de Venus y como tal su proxima victima sera Leandro For eso, era de
suma importancia para Bocangel subrayar la relacion entre el sacrificio del jabali y el ultimo
y tragico cruce de Leandro."

I39

Aeneid iv, 57.
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are blind to its meaning.131

Towards the end of Aen. iv Dido, now explicitly "sacerdos" (v. 498), performs
the magical ritual to the chthonic deities. By this stage she has long since succumbed
to passion (in her eyes "married" Aeneas) and lately discovered Aeneas’ plans to desert
her. It is in this passage that Virgil introduces the idea of Dido’s suicide. Although
"moritura" is used of her for a third and final time it is used here for the first time with
its full significance. Dido has taken her decision to die. As we discussed in chapter
one (pp. 27-28 above), two other females in Virgil are described by the adjective
"moritura": Hero in Georgic iii, v. 263:

nec moritura super crudeh funere virgo

and Eurydice in Georgic iv, 458-59:

immanem ante pedes hydrum moritura puella
servantem ripas alta non vidit in herba.

In Virgil’s composite picture of Dido he links Hero and Eurydice; in Bocangel’s
composite presentation of Hero he links Dido and Eurydice.132

That Cupid, god of Love and son of Venus, is responsible for Hero’s blindness is hinted at: v.
265 "arqueo" and v. 274 "venda" evoke the archetypal image of Cupid as a blindfold youth
with weapons poised. His intervention at w. 85-88 is recalled
It is not inconceivable that Bocangel would have identified even such minute mtertextual
links in Virgil We have already suggested as much for Quevedo (see chapter 2 above).
Gongora knew Virgil so well that in the "Segunda Soledad" v. 285 he compares the Queen
Bee to Dido Thus he cleverly inverts Virgil's own comparison In Aeneid, i, 420, Virgil, by
subtly echoing the syntax and vocabulary of the passage which begins at Georgic iv, 156,
compares the Carthaginians and Dido to the community of bees and their queen. Indeed by
referring to "Dido alada" as a "susurrante Amazona", Gongora reveals his knowledge of the
Penthesilea (Aen. i)/Camilla (Aen. vii and x)/Dido association Pellicer commenting on the
passage from Gongora fails to identify the intertextual links in Virgil which prompt
Gongora’s elaborate metaphor. See Pellicer de Salas y Tovar, Lecciones solemnes a las
obras de Luis de Gongora y Argote, Textos y estudios clasicos de las literaturas hispanicas
(Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1971).
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In the Aeneid passage Dido, in order to gain time for her plans, pretends to her
sister Anna that by a sorceress’ art she has found a way either to win Aeneas back or
to put an end to her love for him. In order to do this she requires a pyre. She alone
knows that she will be her own sacrificial victim, condemned to die by sword and
flame. (Recalling iv, 56 in which knife and flame conveyed metaphorically the pain of
repressed love). The two instruments of Dido’s doom are present at Hero’s sacrifice
of the "jabali" - "cuchillo" (v. 260) and "llama" (v. 273).

The passage conveys

especially the notion of Dido in an alien world, carrying out a role which, while natural
for a witch like Medea, is completely unnatural to the Queen of Carthage.

This is

exemplified by her dishevelled appearance; "pulcherrima Dido" is now "crinis efliisa
sacerdos" (v. 509).

Hero, too, is playing a role unnatural to her - "se disfraza"

balanced by "fiera se finge" (v. 280). The "sol de beldad" is now "cuidadosamente
inculto" (v. 250). She is completely oblivious to anything but the sacrifice itself - v.
256 "la atienden todos mas a nadie atiende". The chilling details of the sacrifice and its
effect upon Hero (w. 257-72) also recall the horrific atmosphere which accompanies
Dido’s offering to the powers of Hades (Aen. iv, 509-16). Her gaze fixed on Heaven,
Hero plunges the knife three times into the boar; Dido, in a voice like thunder, evokes
her t/j/vce-hundred gods: "ter centum tonat ore deos, Erubumque Chaosque
tergeminamque Hecaten, tria virginis ora Dianae". (Aen. iv, 510-11). 133 So just as
Bocangel fixsed two Virgilian ecphrases to describe his temple of Venus, he now
evokes both sacrifice scenes of Aeneid iv to inform his presentation of the priestess
Hero. By recalling Dido before and after her capitulation he conveys the inevitability
of Hero’s tragedy.

For the number three as part of magic ritual see R. G. Austin’s commentary to Aeneid Book
iv (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1966), pp. 152-53. In Quevedo’s poem no. 399, the
beloved is a goddess whom the poet worships. The ritual context which is evoked by w. 4348 reveals Quevedo’s awareness of the magical implications of the number three in classical
literature: "Con tres coronas de jazmin y rosa/tus aras, santo simulacro, adorno,/y tres veces,
con mano licenciosa,/cerco de tu templo de verbena en torno;/tres veces con afecto y celo
pio/a tus narices humo sacro envio."
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Hero’s fate is foreshadowed through the recollection of a Virgilian model, but
Leander’s death is also forcibly portended by the recollection of the Venus/Adonis
myth. The "jabali" after all is the animal responsible for Adonis’ death. Leander has
already been cast as a second Adonis (w. 107/202) and he will draw the parallel
himself v. 435: "Bien soy mejor que el que gozo tu diosa". It is as though Leander
must be punished for daring to love a priestess of Venus.

Moreover his words

"victima muda" (v. 349) will recall the victim boar (v. 253 and v. 264). Fused with the
image of Hero at the sacrifice is that of Cupid134 - Leander’s fatal desire for Hero will
make him the next victim to spill his blood on the altar of Love, the next "sacrificio"
consumed in the flames of passion (v. 273).

Section VII. Stanzas 36-43 (w. 281-344),

Finally the lovers meet though as yet they dare not declare their feelings. The
ever-recurrent Orpheus myth is evoked by "aspid" v. 284135 - the poisonous snake
hidden in the grass whose bite killed Eurydice - an idea which will be developed in
stanzas 46-47. However, it is the concept of suicide which is most prominent now and
it is Leander who evokes the tragic, suicidal Dido; he who is administered the poison
of love and who in drinking it is condemned to take his own life:

bebio cuanto veneno
el aspid le brindo de la hermosura.
In Virgil Aen. i, 688 Venus instructs Cupid: "occultum inspires ignem fallasque
See n. 131 above. At Aeneid i, 712-22 Cupid manages to get close to Dido to inflame her
with passion. He assumes the form of a young Ascanius and Dido fondly embraces him on
her lap. Bocangel goes one better and has Cupid "grafted" upon Hero.
In art, especially funerary art, the snake was a prominent symbol of the dead. See Toynbee,

Death and Burial, p. 12.
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veneno" and the result is made clear by Aen. i, 749: "infelix Dido longumque bibebat
amorem."

"Bebio" in Bocangel’s poem recalls the cup of poison drunk by the

"navegante" of the Black Sea (w. 45-46) and looks forward to the death of the
"mariposa" (v. 297). ^6

Again this Petrarchan image stresses the fundamental theme of voluntary
death.137 The butterfly approaches the flame though aware that in so doing it will
accomplish its own fate -"quiere morir" (v. 291). The element of sacrifice in the love
of Hero and Leander is continually underlined.

Latent allusions to classical myths

aheady featured in the poem strengthen the theme of self-sacrificial love.

The

"lumbre" to which the butterfly is attracted recalls both the sacrificial flame ( v. 273)
and the comparison of Hero to the sun. The butterfly approaches too closely and dies,
likewise Icarus and Phaethon dare to advance too near to the sun. Like the butterfly v.
294 they are both immortahsed by their deaths (see especially v. 165). Moreover the
"vanidad" of the "mariposa" is a significant factor in its death.

The meaning of

"vanidad" here is deliberately ambivalent - "inutilidad" and "arrogancia" are both
suggested - it is similar "vanidad" which destroys the young Narcissus. When Leander
compares himself to Narcissus in v. 440 ("en sus cenizas de cristal Narciso") he will
recall this suicidal image: "sucediendo a su ceniza" (v. 292).

That Leander is the

"mariposa" and Hero is the flame is made explicit by the very clever "hidropico de
fiiego" (v. 297) which links imagery of thirst ("bebio" st. 36) to that of fire (st. 37).
Leander’s inability to satisfy his "thirst" for fire will cause their two-fold tragedy.138
136

The idea of drowning as "drinking in death" is used by Gongora in the "Segunda Soledad",
v. 17: "la bebida muerte". Soto de Rojas also uses the Orphic myth as an underlying myth
which informs his version of the Adonis story. The death of Eurydice is also a starting point
for his presentation of the "poison of love" imagery. See esp. w. 33-36, 199-201, 740-43,
857, 905-08, 974-76, 985, 1545, 1066-67, 1159-61, 1827.

137

In Tasso's Favola this image loses its tragic intensity within the poem, applied as it is to all
those who gather at the festival to catch a glimpse of Hero. They are compared to rash moths
who find their deaths in fire (p. 86).

138

The notion of "hidropesia" is exploited by many seventeenth-century love poets, among them
Salinas who in Sonnet XIII; 5 states "tragara el mar de amor la hidropesia" (Antologla
Poetica, ed. by Dadson). In fact Bocangel’s description of the lovers’ meeting (w. 301-304)
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In stanza 40 Bocangel (like Musaeus, Boscan and almost all Courtly Love
poets) acquiesces in the Platonic notion that love is conceived via the eyes. However,
he combines this with the already well-established fire imagery - "traen el fiiego de
amor ojos audaces" - and associates it with the "wounding" of love (w. 319-320 and
v. 328). In Aeneid iv Dido’s love has similar characteristics:

vulnus alit venis et caeco carpitur igni. (v. 12)
...est molhs flamma medullas
interea et taciturn vivit sub pectore vulnus. (66-67)

Moreover the "est taciturn" is echoed by Bocangel v. 298: "tacito se consume."

Whereas in Virgil it is a case of Dido the "wounded deer" and Aeneas the
"pastor nescius" who unwittingly fires the shaft,139 Bocangel makes clear that love will
afflict Hero and Leander equally: "conforme estrella/une dos almas - pero no, que es
una - "(w. 305-06); "vuelan heridos ambos corazones" (v. 319).

The restraint which initially prevents Hero’s surrender to passion is symbohsed
by the "hiladas ondas" (v. 98) of her beautiful hair which are prevented from flowing
freely - "Presa aprisiona la dorada trenza" - but it is immediately suggested that this
restraint will be overcome - "que hara despues en libertad lucida?" (v. 322).140
is reminiscent of the penetrating psychological insight which characterises Salinas’ love
sonnets and especially recalls the opening lines of Sonnet 1: "Jurare que os ame todos los
dias/antes de ser posible conoceros". Gongora in the "Segunda Soledad" v 109 has
"hidropico de fuego", and Quevedo is particularly fond of the conceit: see 314; 13, 426; 33,
448; 5-6, 449; 485; 5.
This simile occurs at Aeneid iv, 69-74. Rosa Maria Lida de Malkiel discusses its influence
on Spanish lyric poetry in "Temas graecolatinos en la poesia lirica". La tradicidn cldsica en
Espana, pp. 52-79. Indeed Tasso describes Hero as the "cervetta" whose heart is wounded by
the poisonous arrow of the "pastorello" (p. 89).
Anne J. Cruz, commenting on Sonnet 143 of Petrarch, identifies 4 en. i, 318-20 as the locus
classicus of poetic descriptions of the "cabello suelto" of the beloved. In this episode of the
epic the goddess Venus disguises herself as a chaste huntress while functioning subtly as an
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"Lucida" recalls the initial description of Hero whose golden hair made her worthy of
comparison with the sun:

...de su cabello
se esconde el sol con celebre decoro;
matan sus rayos, y el morir es hello. (98-100).

Recollection of this passage in which death by fire is desirable reinforces the
Hero/"lumbre", Leander/"mariposa" imagery of stanza 37. Hero’s inability to speak
(w. 323-24) recalls Dido’s inability to express her love to Aeneas:

incipit effari mediaque in voce resistit. (Ae/i. iv, 76).

The Virgilian context, however, influences both Bocangel’s protagonists. Leander has
aheady suffered from similar inarticulacy:

quiso hablar, y un suspiro como trueno
del rayo de la voz salir procura. (w. 285-86)

Bocangel develops the classical model to convey one of the favourite themes of

Cancionero love poetry - that of the rhetoric of silence: "y habla el alma en la lengua
enmudecida."141

The section closes with a beautiful description of the night sky and setting sun:

A mudo campo de silencio impure
ya la noche a la luz desafiaba.
agent of desire. The appearance of the goddess plants in Aeneas a desire for Dido, who is
also dressed as a huntress when he first glimpses her (Aen., i, 314-15). The conclusions
drawn by Cruz with regard to Petrarch’s sonnet are equally true of Bocangel’s fable: "En la
alusion al cabello suelto de Laura y su comparacion con la figura de Venus... Petrarch evoca
el amor tragico de Dido - y por extension, todo amor desdichado - simbolizando la
sensualidad elusiva," (Imitation y transformation, pp. 99-100 [p. 100]).
Compare Salinas, Sonnet XVI, Antologia Poetica, ed. Dadson. See also chapter 2 above, pp.
83-87 and notes 69 and 70.
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la noche que, cual Argos mas seguro,
de estrellas mil su vista fabricaba. (329-32)

Lida de Malkiel points out that the mythological vision of nature popular among
classical writers was adapted by many Spanish poets, especially in the presentation of
sunrise and sunset.142 Musaeus’ sunset is not a mythological one (the description
begins at v. 110), and when Boscan uses myth he depicts the traditional scene of
Aurora returning to the beloved arms of her husband Tithonus (w. 420-29).

Why

does Bocangel refer to "Argos"? In mythology Argus was the hundred-eyed keeper of
lo (changed into a heifer by Jupiter) who was slain by Mercury at the bidding of Juno.
However, death did not mean the complete end of Argus’ existence. His hundred eyes
were placed by Juno in the tail of the peacock. (See Ovid Met. i, 625; xv, 385 and
Propertius 1. 3, 20). His inclusion in the fable is integral to Bocangel’s vision of the
Hero and Leander myth - love leading to sacrificial death, but surviving beyond it. His
very name recalls the Helle myth - the "Argo" carried Jason and his crew to find the
golden fleece - and his final metamorphosis will be evoked by the comparison of
Leander to a peacock as he swims the Hellespont:

Agil se otorga al agua sosegada,
y cuanta arroja el brazo, el pie la hereda;
pavon ceruleo, deja dibujada
ojosa espuma en cristalina rueda. (569-72)

The beauty of the setting sun is reflected (v. 333), shimmering on the surface of the sea
- the same sea in which the "sol de beldad" (Hero), like the declining sun, will
extinguish her light.

This (together with the drowning of Leander), is the "mayor

tragedia" which Cupid prepares for in stanza 43, v. 337. The martial imagery recalls
st. 40, 317-20 and here too the emphasis is on a shared fate:

a los amantes dos, que absortos halla,
amor presenta la mortal batalla. (w. 343-44)
See La tradition cldsica, p. 121.
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The reference to "cicuta" (v. 340) recalls "veneno" (v. 283) and provides the perfect
transition to the following section (stanzas 44-58) in which love’s poison, so fatal to
Dido, creeps deeper into the hearts of Hero and Leander as they address one another
for the first time.

Section

Yin.

Stanzas 44-58 (w. 345-464),

The bold Leander is the first to speak (w. 345-360) and his over-insistence on
death cannot be disregarded as trite cancionero imagery. His address, proceeding as it
does from "muere de amores" to "muerte" perfectly prepares for the opening
Orpheus/Eurydice allusion (365-76). Moreover Hero is addressed as "ninfa" (v. 345)
and "eliseo mayo" (v. 346).

His words will have the effect of snake poison on the priestess, an insidious
poison whose destructive and corrosive force will be lethal.

Just as Eurydice in

Georgia iv is stopped in her tracks by the venom of the serpent:

ilia quidem, dum te fugeret per flumina praeceps,
immanem ante pedes hydrum moritura puella
servantem ripas alta non vidit in herba. (457-59)

just as return from the region of death is beyond Eurydice’s control:

ille "quis et me" inquit "miseram et te perdidit, Orpheu,
quis tantus furor? en iterum crudeha retro
fata vocant, conditque natantia lumina somnus
iamque vale: feror ingenti circumdata nocte
invalidasque tibi tendens, heu non tua, palmas. (494-98)

so too Hero is gripped by a venomous and uncontrollable passion whose only
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fulfilment is death.

Dadson on page 87 of his edition comments: "Ademas, Orfeo

perdio a Euridice principalmente a causa de su impaciencia, en ultima instancia es la
impaciencia de Leandro, mas la intensa pasion de Hero, lo que produce la tragedia
para ellos. Orfeo y su triste fin quedaran para siempre como sombria advertencia del
poder destructivo de la pasion."143

In Musaeus (v. 163) Hero, embarrassed by Leander’s outburst, draws her cloak
around her. Bocangel’s Hero repeats the action but Bocangel plays on the meaning of
"velo". In her attempts to dissimulate her passion Hero is presented as an embodiment
of elemental forces:

Vela de amor que, en golfo de su llanto,
hinchada a soplos de anhelar respira.
Tempestuosa beldad, fulmina en tanto
rayos que templa en oficinas de ira; (379-382).144

As such she is associated with the storm in which Leander will drown. The "sol de
beldad", indignant with feigned anger, is now "tempestuosa beldad." Moreover, the
metaphor of Leander as a "racional bajel" dependent upon her "rayo manifiesto" (w.
459-60) is anticipated by w. 383-84: "Leandro, mudo y a su vela atento,/el oceano
sulca del tormento."

Hero is Eurydice poisoned and killed by the snake, and she is also the
personification of the storm which kills Leander, but never far from the surface in

Bocangel’s fascination for the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice often manifests itself in his
work. See nos. 23; 12-14, 36; 9-14, 43, 75; 16, 150; 33, 153; 39, 154; 37 and 158; 69-80.
Gongora in the "Polifemo" (w. 281-288) had also exploited the Georgic passage to convey
the poison of love which, lying beneath Acis’ face, is imbibed willingly by Galatea: "En la
nistica grena yace oculto/el aspid del intonso prado ameno,/antes que del peinado jardin
culto/en el lascivo, regalado seno:/en lo viril desata de su vulto/lo mas dulce el Amor, de su
veneno;/bebelo Galatea, y da otro paso/por apurarle la ponzona al vaso."
We should note a similar technique used by Soto de Rojas in his description of Venus:

Fragmentos, w. 1754-64.
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Bocangel’s presentation of her is Virgilian Dido. The Carthaginian Queen also resisted
love (she remained faithful to her dead husband. Hero to her virginity), she too
considered her position and reputation, she too distanced the threat to her "pudor" by
terming her suitor "hospes" - she too did all this, only briefly and in vain.145 Indeed
the threat of prison which Hero hurls at Leader in v. 392 ("prision tendras donde
imaginas nido") is clarified and undermined by Celio’s comments in another Bocangel
poem - the "Egloga amorosa" (no. 146). The following is Celio’s contribution to a
debate on the essence of love:

En esto se difieren
que el bien hiere con gusto,
pero el mal con veneno.
A1 uno le obedezco como a justo:
al otro le obedezco y le condeno
como esclavo de amor, aunque rendido
tal vez como en prision, tal como en nido. (160-66)

The pleasure of love is exemplified by "nido", the pain of love captured by "prision".
Moreover in the same poem Sirena states: "jOh, cuanto mas me agrada/el ave fibre que
el cautivo amante" (190-91).

So despite the threat of "ricos padres" who could

physically imprison the audacious youth, Hero in verse 391 is not denying him the
possibility of reciprocated passion, but rather, whether painful or pleasure-filled, she is
actually offering Leander love. "Nido" also looks forward to Leander’s comments, w.
415-16:

detente, escucha, que excelente puedo
con alas del amor, alas de miedo.

In view of his description of her as "alma en que me enciendo" (v. 414) we might also
see in these lines a further evocation of Icarus/Phaeton and the "mariposa". Turner,

Compare Fdbula, v. 386 loAen. iv, 24-30; Fab., w. 385-92 to Aen. i, 753, to iv, 10 and
323. For the distancing effect of "hospes" in Musaeus’ fable (without parallel in Boscan) see
above p. 164.
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commenting on a madrigal of Tansillo, highlights the developing tradition of Icarus as
the ill-fated lover in Spanish poetry, frequently associated with Phaethon and the
butterfly. Indeed if Bocangel was aware that "for the Greek the butterfly was a symbol
for the human soul" he might well be exploiting the symbolism here.

There is a possible precedent in Latin poetry for Bocangel’s evocation of the
"love-nest". Once again we must look to the Orphic myth.

In Georgia iv, 511-15

Orpheus, mourning Eurydice (the pain of love), is compared to a nightingale who
laments the loss of its young - snatched from the "nido". Hero’s claim (v. 391) that
Leander is mistaken in considering their (potential) relationship in terms of the "love
birds" Orpheus and Eurydice is contradicted by Leander’s reaction to her words before
his own second speech:

pende en su labio, adustamente frio,
del veneno de amor melifluo rio. (407-08)
Verse 408 is clarified again by a reference in Bocangel’s "Egloga amorosa":

Sus dientes digo, candidos e iguales,
que, susurrando, hurtaba de su boca
abeja amor dulcisimos panales. (395-97)

The entire eclogue is an adaptation of Tasso’s Aminta, most probably more famihar to
Bocangel through his friend Jauregui’s translation of it into Spanish. The "abeja amor"
allusion originates from an episode of the "acto primero" in which Aminta relates how
he feigned a bee-sting so that Silvia would cure him by removing the sting with her
bps.147 The following lines contain the "honeyed-poison" imagery which Bocangel
See The Myth of Icarus, p. 55 and A. A. Parker, "La agudeza en algunos sonetos de
Quevedo", p. 357, n. 1.
Bocangel also refers to Cupid as "abeja amor" in poem no. 173. Of course the bee features
frequently in an amatory context and the topos of the bee-kiss was a recurrent one in
Renaissance and Baroque poetry. Taylor identifies an epigram of Meleager as the earliest
example of the conceit in which the poet interprets a bee-sting on a lady’s lips as a kiss. See
B. Taylor, "Gongora’s ballad Quatro o seis desnudos ombros", in Golden Age Spanish
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would not exploit explicitly in his eclogue but in his fable:

No suelen las abejas
coger tan dulce miel de flor alguna
como yo entonces de sus frescas rosas,
aunque el vivo deseo,
que ardiente me incitaba a humedecerlas,
se abstuvo, de temor y de verguenza,
siendo mas lento y menos atrevido.
Mas mientras descendia
al corazon la gran dulzura, mista
de un secreto veneno, (523-32)148

In fact Hero’s insistence on "piedad" (396-97) rather than supporting her denial, would
ensure the scepticism of any seventeenth-century reader. It is "piedad" which Diego
de San Pedro advocates as the greatest feminine virtue in his Sermon de Amor.149 It is
"piedad" which his female protagonist Laureola offers Leriano in Cdrcel de Amor, yet
the "auctor" is convinced of her love.150 In Jauregui’s translation of Tasso’s Aminta
Silvia claims: "No lloro yo de amor; de piedad lloro." To which Dafee rephes (w.
1609-10):

no importa; la piedad es mensajero
de amor, como el relamp ago del trueno.

Literature. Studies in Honour ofJohn Varey, edited by C. Davis, A. Deyermond (London:
Queen Mary and Westfield College, 1991) pp. 215-27. See also Maria Rosa Lida de Malkiel,
"La abeja: historia de un motivo poetico," Romance Philology, 17 (1963-64), 75-86 with
bibliography. Carmen Hernandez Valcarcel points out that one of the most repeated
"cuentos" of Lope de Vega’s theatre is that based upon the epigram of Anacreon which tells
of Eros stung by a bee (Los cuentos en el teatro de Lope de Vega, pp. 63, 107, 157, 275-77).
See Juan de Jauregui, Obras II, ed. by Ferrer de Alba. The original version of this was
probably Theocritus, but Soto de Rojas uses similar imagery in the Adonis: "madre, despues
que me pico la abeja,/piso con mas cuidado/la verde grama al floreciente prado,/dilatando
por ella mi sentido" (w. 898-91).
See Obras Completas, vol. 1, ed. by Dorothy S. Severin and Keith Whinnom (Madrid:
Castalia, 1971), pp. 173-83.
Obras Completas, vol. 2, edited by Keith Whinnom (Madrid: Clasicos Castalia, 1971). For
Whinnom’s assessment of Laureola see the Introduction, pp. 42-43.
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The words of the "Coro" perfectly apply to Bocangel’s Hero:

Y aun muchas veces, cuando el mismo quiere
entrar oculto en los sinceros pechos
que lo escluyeron antes con severa
honestidad, la semejanza toma
de la piedad, que es su ministra y nuncia;
y con estos disfraces, enganando
las jovenes sencillas,
dentro en sus corazones se aposenta. (161-68)

Significantly it is "piedad" which Leander seeks at verse 140! It is fitting that the final
two lines of Hero’s speech should include the words "enlutan" and "difunto":

Salve, pues, que se enlutan ya las horas
y en el aire difunto al sol ignoras. (399-400)

On a purely descriptive level, nightfall is splendidly evoked but it is tragically ironic
that it is Leander’s very inability to "ignorar al sol" which will cause death and general
mourning at the end.

That we should also identify the "sol" of v. 400 as Hero is

intimated by the immediate reiteration of "sol" (v. 141) in reference to her facial
appearance:

Dijo, y el sol turbado de su cara,
con inmota atencion, clavo en el suelo

and the explicit analogy ofv. 421.

Throughout Leander’s second speech (w. 409-64) he continually prefigures his
death in apparently harmless images of courtly-love poetry: for instance w. 431-32:

misero amante que a perder la vida
anhelo y hallo sordo al homicida.

She is the cold, aloof "dama" who spurns him, yet he worships her. "idolo sordo de
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cristal" (v. 413) testifies to this worship and recalls the earher descriptions of death in
water.

His aim is not the spiritual union of courtly-love poetry, although he had

promised "seras deidad" (v. 353), but consummation of his love. Now his "earthly"
intentions are made manifest:

Hero (y perdona si te invoco humana,
no mortal, porque humana te pretendo). (409-10)

This very human passion (whose immortal nature Bocangel has already intimated and
which somewhat explains the incongruous "no mortal") results in human sacrifice,
made clear in stanzas 53 and 54 w. 417-24 with their constant echoes of the "jabah"
sacrifice ("victimas", "ara", "cuchillo", "sangre", "Venus", "virgen", "firmeza").

The

fact that Hero is priestess of Venus gives greater emphasis to Leander’s words at w.
421-22 (which of course also clarify "no mortal"):

se que eres sol, y Venus es estrella
que delante del sol pierde el imperio.

Hero is even more beautiful than the goddess she serves.

In the Ovidian simile: "a

Veneris facie non est prior ulla tuaque" (Heroides xvii, 69-70) from which Bocangel’s
might be adapted, Venus is also mentioned. However in Ovid’s account Venus and
Diana (to whom Leander addresses his words) still outshine Hero though her beauty
outshines all others.

Indeed Ovid and Musaeus have this detail in common. Hero is compared to
Aphrodite (Venus) in Musaeus v. 135 (then to Athene [Minerva]) and described as
excelling all other women:

Venus cara post venerem, minerva post minervam
Non enim terrestribus aequalem voco te muheribus.

Musaeus’ Hero is second to both Venus and Minerva. In Boscan’s version she could
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compete with Venus in beauty and with Minerva in knowledge (Historia, w. 590-92):

jO senora, y gran reyna d’hermosura,
tanto, que competir puedes con Venus,
y en saber puedes ser otra Minerva!

Bocangel concentrates solely on the relationship between Venus and Hero - evocation
of other goddesses would be superfluous. Only in his account is she made explicitly
greater than the goddess of love herself just as Leander will claim to be greater than
Venus’ lover Adonis (Fab. v. 435): "Bien soy mejor que el que gozo tu diosa." Only in
Bocangel’s poem is the Venus comparison integral to the poet’s perception of the
myth. It is conveyed in terms of sun imagery, the tragic associations of which have
already been well estabhshed, and is framed by references to the temple sacrifice. This
by extension evokes the secondary myth of Venus and Adonis.

In stanza 55 Leander is mistaken in his belief that Venus’ support will be
auspicious. (Aeneid i and iv have underlain the development of the protagonists’ affair
so far and we cannot but recall the disastrous consequences of Venus’ interference in
the love of Aeneas and Dido!). We would expect the "llama feliz" to bum in the hand
of Juno, goddess of marriage, not in the illicit grasp of a seductive goddess.151
Leander’s reference to the archetypal "misero amante" Adonis, gives little support to
his case. If Venus could not save Adonis (see st. 26), will her "apoyo" be of much
service to Leander?

Boscan’s long-winded version of Leander’s attempt to persuade Hero to
succumb using the argument of Venus’ support (w. 627-79) is based on Musaeus (w.
141-57).

Bocangel succintly departs from both and uses Leander’s mythological

allusion to contradict rather than confirm "apoya" (v. 434) as he intends.

Quevedo, in poem no. 327; 3, refers to Venus as "aquella adiiltera profana".
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In Ovid Heroides xix, 151, it is Hero who trusts inauspicious omens and
foolishly beheves in the protection of Venus (see especially v. 159). Just before this,
while persuading Neptune to spare her lover, she had referred specifically to his
nobility - "nobihs ille quidem est et clams origine" (Her. xix, 147).

Bocangel has

Leander boast of his own nobility and good looks in order to link him tragically to the
vain Narcissus (w. 439-41).152 (In Boscan’s account the fact of Leander’s nobility is
reported to us by Hero and can be dismissed as one more narrative detail, see w.
719ff).

Leander’s self-praise (w. 441-48) is surpassed only by the audacity of his

suggestion (w. 450-52) - if her father will not bless their love then they must satisfy
their passion in secret.

In the Latin poetry of the Augustan elegists the notion of

"furtum" is essential to any description of a clandestine affair. In Ovid Heroides xviii,
54 Leander refers to the initial consummation of their love as a "furtum" and again
"fiuta" v. 109. This idea of "theft" is quite strongly conveyed by "ladron esposo" of v.
456.153

Leander is aware that the plan which he formulates is fraught with danger
("mar molesto" v. 461) but like Hero in Ovid’s account he trusts in Venus’ power to
calm the raging waters (Ovid. Her. xix, 160). The comparative adjective "mejor" ofv.
461 might imply that Venus will function better on behalf of her devotee Hero ("For
ti") than on her own account with regard to Adonis. In v. 464 "matemas conchas"
refers to Sesto, birthplace of Hero.

However, it recalls stanza 14, 104ff. and thus

evokes the origins of Venus. The sea is Venus’ birthplace, she is "hija de la espuma",
we might expect her (as Leander does) to have some power over it. However, if the
For exploitation of the Narcissus myth in other poems by Bocangel see: Lira, 20 (linked to
the phoenix), 32, 156; 35-36, 172; 5-8.
There is perhaps a further dimension to a seventeenth-century reader’s understanding of
"ladron esposo". At the end of act 1 of Tasso's Ammta, the chorus condemns the concept of
honour. The greatest advantage of the Classical Golden Age is not lauded in the poems of
Virgil and Ovid, for the laws of honour were as yet unknown. It is because of honour (to
which Hero initially claims allegiance in the fable) that what is now the theft of love was
once its gift. See w. 652-53 of Jauregui's translation: "Efecto, oh vil Honor, es solo tuyo/que
el don de amor se llama hurto suyo".
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culminating weight of ominous secondary myths and tragic symbolism has not crushed
all hope of survival for the lovers by now, "fulminaras" (v. 453) should destroy any
persistent illusion. The light which must guide Leander to Hero "will thunder" forth.
Stanza 48 is recalled and the final storm is heralded. Leander and Hero must die in
Venus’ domain.

Section IX Stanzas 59-62 (w, 465-496).

In Aeneid iv, "venomous" love causes a transition in the relationship of Queen
Dido and her "hospes" Aeneas. The result is an illicit union which the Queen chooses
to regard as marriage: "Coniugium vocat, hoc praetexit nomine culpam" (v. 172).
Likewise Bocangel anticipates the tragic outcome by referring to the "boda" of Hero
and Leander (which is no wedding at all) as "infausta". The woodland setting (v. 469
"presaga selva, por entonces fausta") also recalls the Virgilian passage, but the parallel
will not be developed by Bocangel until verse 617.154 Meanwhile Bocangel gives the
illusion of passing time and concentrates on the psychological effects of the lovers’
separation. As Cossio points out, the psychology of love is "finamente tratada por
Bocangel, y de la que apenas hay mas que la indicacion en Museo".155 Ovid on the
other hand (in Heroides xviii-xix) concentrates exclusively on this aspect of their
relationship and we will find his influence on Bocangel increasing towards the final
stages of the "fabula".

In stanzas 61 and 62 (w. 482-96), Bocangel gives us a brief glimpse of the
distracted lovers in absence. The "cuadro" of Leander takes the form of a simile which
154

Fab. v. 466, "y, negando, la virgen la consiente'1 finds a precedent in Musaeus v. 157: "Sic
fatus persuasit recusantis mentem puellae".

155

Fdbulas mitologicas, p. 573.
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recalls the protagonist of Gongora’s "Primera Soledad" and Hero "robada mas y mas
coniusa" ("robada" reiterates "ladron esposo" v. 56) echoes the demented actions of
her Ovidian counterpart. (See Ovid Heroides xix, w. 15-38). When Boscan treats of
the absent lovers, it is Hero whom he describes in terms of a simile:

Hero quedava dentro en I’alta torre,
mirando en su ventana y escuchando,
como desamparada en tierra agena
poco menos al viento y afligida
que la hija quedo, del rey de Greta,
al tiempo que Theseo la dexo sola, (w. 2285-90)

Boscan’s Hero is another Ariadne (the precedent is probably Catullus 64). The sense
of isolation and pain are applicable to both. Ariadne was actually abandoned in "tierra
agena", Hero without Leander feels like a stranger in her own land.

This is the

sentiment which appeals to the psychologist Bocangel. However, in his adaptation of
it, on this occasion, he does not follow Boscan to the classics. He chooses to evoke
Gbngora. The theme is still an amorous one, but as well as the notion of separated
love, it has the added nuance of shipwreck:

naufrago, y desdenado sobre ausente
lagrimosas de amor dulce querellas
da al mar. (w. 9-11)

This is fundamental to the metaphor of Leander as a ship (w. 460, 575-76), to the
initial description of Hero’s "virgen naufragante" (v. 11), and overlaps with similar
Ovidian imagery (see pages 186-87 above).

However, apart from anticipating the

tragedy, the Gongora allusion is more appropriate as Bocangel had evoked the
beginning of the "soledad" when setting the scene of the lovers’ first meeting (see v.
217).

In stanza 62 Hero’s "confusion" recalls the disturbed mental state of Ovid’s
Hero. However the consequence of frustrated passion in Bocangel’s work - insomnia
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- does not afflict Ovid’s heroine.

She suffers rather from disturbing nightmares.

Boscan follows Ovid in his presentation of Hero’s fretful night (w. 2296ff).

In

Musaeus’ account it is not Hero but Leander who cannot sleep. Bocangel, in order to
sustain the Hero/Dido analogy must transfer the insomnia from his male protagonist to
the female. Virgil’s Dido (Aen. iv, 80-83), also on fire with love, finds it impossible to
sleep:

Post ubi digress!, lumenque obscura vicissim
lima premit suadentque cadentia sidera sommos,
sola domo maeret vacua stratisque relictis
incubat.

Later, after she has become aware of Aeneas’ plans to leave and just before she plans
her suicide, we find that the entire world is asleep except Dido:

at non infelix animi Phoenissa, neque umquam
sofvitur in sommos oculisve aut pectore noctem
accipit. (Aen. iv, 529-531)156

There can be no peace for either Dido or Bocangel’s Hero until they both choose the
sleep of death.

Section X. Stanza 63 (w. 493-504V

BocangeTs intervention "in propia persona" is a favourite Virgilian technique
which the Latin poet tends to employ before moments of high drama in his epic. For
example, he invokes the Muse before his two war catalogues.157 As the battle grows
156

We must contrast the sleeping Aeneas of iv, 554-55 whose tranquil conscience allows him to
rest peacefully.

l^7

See above pp. 178-80.
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fiercer, he invokes Calliope158 and intervenes to make a personal statement on the
tragic deaths ofNisus and Euryalus.159

Bocangel has already described the relationship of Hero and Leander as a
"mortal batalla" provoked by "amor" (v. 344). Now in Virgilian stance he is preparing
to tell of love’s "alto triunfo". To do so he must assume the divine "furor" necessary
for the illustrious poet ("furente" v. 499), which he had sought in his very first
stanza.160 The poetic expression of triumphant love will win for him eternal fame (v.
504), just as the telling of Augustus’ military triumphs will win for Virgil everlasting
glory (Georg, iii, 8-9).

"Furente" also evokes the state of "furor" pertaining to love (Virgil uses it
extensively of Dido in Aeneid, iv). Only by assuming the distracted state of lovers can
Bocangel describe love’s triumph.161

Significantly, he alludes to the Tantalus myth

which Ovid in Heroides xviii, 181-82 exploits to describe the frustrated Leander.162 It
is above all the short expanse of water (v. 174) which frustrates him - the "estrecho
mar" which will be conquered invincibly for Leander by Bocangel in his poem:
158

Aeneid, ix, 525.

159

Aeneid, ix, 446-49.

160

David Quint, discussing Pierre de Ronsard's Ode d Michel de 1'Hospital, sees it not only as a
poem about the origins of Ronsard's own poetry, but also as an expression of a theory of
inspiration which was the ideal of the poets of the Pleiade. Ronsard distinguishes the Muse's
divine gift (authentic poetry) from mere human art Quint comments: "Ronsard opposes the
poet-as-maker - who is no poet at all - to the inspired poet, whose furor poeticus was grouped
by the fifteenth-century Neoplatonist Marsilio Ficino with three other divine furors - those of
the prophet, priest and lover." See Origin and Originality in Renaissance Literature, pp. 2431 (p. 26).

161

Turner, commenting on the role of Icarus in the love poetry of Herrera, remarks that the poet
often uses the same imagery for himself as poet and for the lover (pp. 79-80). He suggests
that the role of poet and that of lover are not very different. He illustrates this by quoting
tercet one of Herrera’s palinode sonnet which prefaced "Algunas Obras". See Fernando de
Herrera, Poesias, ed. by Vicente Garcia de Diego (Madrid: Clasicos Castalia, 1962).

162

Gongora, following Ovid, describes Acis’ desire for Galatea in similar terms.
See
"Polifemo", w. 325-28. Quevedo in Sonnet 449 compares the poet/lover’s heart to Leander,
Icarus, the phoenix, Midas and finally to Tantalus. See above chapter two, pp. 87-89.
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porque un estrecho mar es indecente
si ya no de mi voz, de tu decoro;
y, si muriere yo, muera de suerte
que se acabe mi vida y no mi muerte. (501-04)

Section XL Stanzas 64-69 (w. 505-544),

At the opening of this section we are transported to Abydos, home of Leander
and to the "huerto" where the lover finds solace in his suffering (v. 521).

The

description has all the elements of a classic "locus amoenus", but the allusion to
Daedalus and the Cretan labyrinth (v. 511) imbues it with a sense of latent tragedy.
We recall the temple ecphrasis and with it the context of the Virgihan influence. With
this evocation of a dark and legendary past a sombre note is struck to disturb the
harmonious balance of the passage’s "dulcisimo concento" (v. 514). The nightingales
(v. 517), associated as they are with the bitter sorrow of Orpheus, are fitting
companions for the tearful Leander.

He is a stranger now in his own land (w. 523-

24 recall the "errante peregrino" simile of w. 481-82), a detail also stressed in the
Heroides. Love also makes Ovid’s Leander an unwilling resident in his own country:

Invitus repeto patriam
invitus certe nunc moror urbe mea. (xviii, 123-24)

Nevertheless it is the language and style of seventeenth-century Spanish love poetry
which exert the major influence over Bocangel’s description of Leander’s tortured
existence in the absence of his beloved (w. 529-36). ^ The notion of "life", true
163

see Lida de Malkiel, La tradicion cldsica, chapter one, "El ruisenor de las Georgicas". She
discusses the persistence of the Virgilian simile in poetry of the Middle Ages, Renaissance
and Baroque

164

Salinas uses similar terms in his amorous lyric: "de puro amor estoy muy mal contigo" (no.
II;1), "en ausencia, que es ultimo tormento" (LII; 1/1), "este largo martirio de la vida" (VIII;

1/1).
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living, as opposed to mere existence (v. 537 echoes v. 92) is also a favourite Baroque
theme.

The use of the Phoenix myth to illustrate Leander’s suffering offers some hope
for the lover:

nuevo fenix de amor, muere y revive
de su fimesto mal, de su paciencia.
Ondas de fuego el suspirar describe,
de alii muda region, no muda esencia,
porque es ave el amor que se deshace
en propio incendio y del incendio nace.

Though Leander may drown like Icarus, Phaethon and Narcissus, he will be bom to
eternal life and union with Hero. Though he dies in water, it is love’s fire which kills
him

Hence the associated imagery of fire/water throughout, conveyed here (v. 541)

by "ondas de fuego".

(The ominous "cenizas de cristal" [v. 440] are now given the

possibility of new life).

Such imagery also features in Ovid’s account.

Hero asks

Leander to come when the sea is calm so that the flame of love does not turn to ashes

(Her. xix, 99). Ovid does not allude to the Phoenix in the context of the Hero and
Leander fable (Heroides, xviii-xix), but he does refer to the myth in Metamorphoses
xv, 390-407. He especially describes the spices and pleasant smells amidst which the
bird ends its life. This might have suggested Bocangel’s "ciudades de olor" (v. 510).

However, the myth is given its most detailed treatment in the elegiac poem "De
Ave Phoenice", most commonly ascribed to the fourth-century writer Lactantius.166
The phoenix, a strange eastern bird of splendidly varied plumage, lives in obedience to
the sun:

165

See above chapter two, pp. 80-99.

166

See Minor Latin Poets, ed. by J. Duff and A. Duff, Loeb Classical Library (London:
Heinemann, 1935), pp. 651-65.
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paret et obsequitur Phoebo memoranda satelles:
hoc natura parens munus habere dedit. (33-34)

It is peerless, because it lives renewed by its own death:

unica, si vivit morte refecta sua. (32)

After one thousand years of life the bird flees its nest and flies to Syria where it
chooses a palm-tree and there builds a nest (tomb) which it surrounds with scented
herbs (w. 77-78).

The nest catches fire from the rays of the sun, blazes and then

dissolves into ashes (w. 95-98). A new creature arises from these ashes which returns
to the city of the sun (v. 121). The bird’s sole pleasure lies in death, for to win death it
must first desire to die:

mors illi venus est, sola est in morte voluptas:
ut possit nasci, appetit ante mori. (165-66)

Eternal life is gained through death:

aetemam vitam mortis adepta bono. (170)

It is easy to see an analogy between this myth and BocangeTs "fabula". Indeed the
imagery which the Spaniard uses suggests that it is this poem which he exploits. We
also know that Lactantius’ poem was in circulation since Lope de Vega quotes from it
in the dedicatoria of Lo cierto por lo dudoso: "A quien podiamos decir lo que de aquel
ave sagrada al sol dijo Lactancio, aphcando las selvas orientales a las riveras del Batia:
Antistes nemorum et luci veneranda sacerdos,/Et sola arcanis conscia, Phoebe,
tuis.’"167

See Comedias escogidas de Frey Lope de Vega Carpio, juntas en coleccion por D. Juan
Eugenio Hartzenbusch, tomo primero, in Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles, tomo XXIV
(Madrid: Libreria de los sucesores de Hernando, 1923), p. 454.
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However, without precise evidence it is difficult to point conclusively to any
model. Poets everywhere (Greek, Latin and later those writing in the vernacular) have
all felt the magnetism of legends concerning the phoenix.168

The Itahan w/riters,

Petrarch and Sannazaro, both use the phoenix myth in an amorous context. They are
not so much interested in the theme of rebirth as in the bird’s exotic colouring which
they evoke in descriptions of feminine beauty.169 In the "Primera Soledad" Gongora
also compares feminine beauty to that of the Phoenix, although "nueva" strongly
suggests the concept of rebirth:

la novia sale de villanas ciento
a la verde florida palizada,
cual nueva Fenix en flamantes plumas,
matutinos del Sol rayos vestida...(946-49).

The general tendency in Golden-Age Spanish lyric poetry is to allude to the
phoenix myth when describing the living-death of the tormented lover, as Bocangel
does here and elsewhere.170 He follows contemporary usage of the myth in that he
applies it in an amorous context to the lover. Nevertheless, his awareness of every
detail of the legend would suggest his famiharity with an extensive account such as
that given by Lactantius. Hero has aheady been established as the sun and associated
For further evidence of the myth's popularity see Rudolph Gottfried's article "Milton,
Lactantius, Claudian and Tasso", Studies in Philology, 30 (1933), 497-503. He argues that
Tasso's description of the phoenix in his Sette Giomate del Mondo Creato, based on
Lactantius and Claudian, may have influenced w. 185-89 of Milton's "Epitaphium Damonis"
which also draws on these precedents. It is not unlikely that Bocangel would have known
both Tasso's description of the phoenix in II Mondo Creato (published complete in 1607,
1608, 1609 and 1616) and his shorter La Fenice (published in 1608, 1609 and 1621).
Ettinghausen points out that towards the end of his life Quevedo’s admiration for Job leads
him to cite Job as the originator of the phoenix myth. See Quevedo and The Neostoic
Movement, p. 30.
For a few examples see Petrarch nos CXXXV, CLXXXV, CCCXX1, CCCXX1II and
Sannazaro’s Arcadia, ed. by Julio Martinez Mesanza (Madrid: Editoral Nacional
Torregalindo, 1982), prosa 12, p. 149.
For other instances of the Phoenix myth in Bocangel’s poetry see no. 20, in which Narcissus
is also evoked: no. 26 in which it is used to express both eternal life and love; elegy no. 42;
no. 80 in which daring leads to immortality; no. 84 in which love itself is depicted as the
phoenix; no. 147; 5-9 and 158; 21.
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with Arabia (v. 99); Leander, who lives only to serve her, speaks of "nido" (v. 392).
The fact that the sun will be a destructive force is underlined by the use of secondary
myths such as that of Icarus and Phaeton, and reinforced by the Leander/"mariposa"
metaphor. The "mariposa" has now become a phoenix (both seek death willingly) and
the metamorphosis ensures that their love will transcend this death.171 Leander will be
reunited with Hero (he will return to the "sun") for eternity (w. 294, 544 and Hero’s
words 798-800).

In this section Bocangel strongly imphes what Lactantius states

explicitly:

sola est in morte voluptas.

Section XII. Stanzas 69-77 (w. 545-616).

The sacrilegious nature of the couples’ love, already intimated by "boda
infausta" (v. 465) is stressed by w. 547-48: "... la impia/historia de los miseros
amantes". The fatal outcome of their passion is underlined once more by an allusion to
the Phaethon myth (w. 549-52).

Leander will play the role of the mortal son of

Apollo whose impious action is punished by Jove, divine father of the gods. Hero is
now the "noctumo sol" who will shine her light in accordance with the conditions of a
foolish mortal plan: "jOh acuerdo de los hombres imprudente!" (v. 557). The analogy
is reinforced by the description of Leander as "el joven audaz" (v. 561) which recalls v.
192.

The "metamorphosis" of butterfly to phoenix also occurs in no. 170; 5-6 and 9. Quevedo also
links both in no. 302. The interaction of phoenix and butterfly is a crucial element in the
love poetry of Soto de Rojas who actually addresses his "Desengano de amor en rimas" to a
girl called Fenix. See Obras de don Pedro Soto de Rojas, ed. by Antonio Gallego Morell
(Madrid: C.S.I.C., 1950).
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Bocangel likens the movements which Leander makes in the water to the open
circular tail of a peacock (w. 569-72). Predictably the comparison is not without its
tragic associations. Leander counts on the support of Venus, yet he is likened to the
bird of her arch-rival Juno. Moreover he has engaged upon a "clandestino himeneo"
and Juno, patroness of legal marriage, is the notorious avenger of the secret love
affairs of her consort Jupiter.^

As we stated earher (pp. 215-16), the peacock

allusion recalls the reference to "Argos" (v. 331).

Moreover, Ennius employed the

peacock as a symbol of resurrection or apotheosis in the proemium of his Annals. He
has a vision of himself transformed after death into a peacock.173 The peacock simile
prefigures Leander’s death in water but most importantly his continued existence
afterwards. In fact this is also the function of the reference to the Dioscuri in w. 57374:

Siempre invoca en su liquida jomada
dos estrellas que enfrentan las de Leda.
The stars which Leander follows are not those of Leda (her sons. Castor and Pollux)
but he is guided by the more beautiful Ught of Hero’s eyes. The concept is not original
to Bocangel.

The Ovidian Leander in Heroides xviii, 150 says: "publica non curat

sidera noster amor" but there is :

Such is the presentation of Juno in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, although it must be noted that
Catullus in poem no. 68 presents her in a very different light: "saepe etiam Juno, maxime
caelicolum/coniugis in culpa flagrantem concoquit iram,/noscens omnivoli plurima fiirta
lovis" (138-40). In Aen., iv, 166 Juno is involved in the union of Dido and Aeneas, but for
her own malevolent purposes.
See The Annals of Q. Ennius, ed. by Otto Skutsch (Oxford: O.U.P, 1985). Commenting on
fragment I, ix on pp. 164-65, Skutsch states: "The descent of Ennius’ soul from Homer is
clearly modelled on that of Pythagoras' soul from Euphorbus. .. and as to the suitability of the
peacock as the link between the two poets we must admit the justice of Tertullian’s comment,
de. an. 33. 8 pulcherrimus pavus...sed tacent pennae, sed displicet vox, et poetae nihil aliud
quam cantare malunt. Perhaps the easiest explanation is that attempted in Stud. Enn. 152ff:
whilst as a symbol of immortality the peacock would appear in any descent of souls, as the
bird of Samos he would have his natural place in the descent of Pythagoras of Samos." In n.
20 Skutsch refers us to Aug. civ. 21. 4. 1. where it is first attested that the flesh of the
peacock is incorruptible.
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aliud lumen, multo mihi certius istis,
non errat tenebris quo duce noster amor. (155-56)

Like Ovid, Musaeus and Boscan convey similar sentiments through the direct speech
of Leander. In Musaeus (213-14) Leander compares Hero to Orion and Arcturus (the
brightest star in the Bootes constellation); while Boscan’s Leander echoes the analogy
(w. 912-14).

The rising and setting of these stars was supposed to portend

tempestuous weather; hence their use by Musaeus and Boscan to portend the storm in
which Leander must die.

Bocangel changes the allusion and evokes the Dioscuri.

Why?

Naturally it must be significant that the electrical discharge from the mast, more
recently called St. Elmo’s fire, was regarded by the ancients as a manifestation of
Castor and Pollux and interpreted as a propitious omen and guide to mariners.174
Leander rejects a propitious omen in order to invoke mistakenly Hero’s ominous "dos
estrellas". Leander has aheady been compared to a ship (v. 460) and it is a metaphor
which will become more pointed now in the closing stages: "hende el agua, y el mismo
al golfo frio/es vela, es remo, es nauta y es navio" (w. 576-77).175 Besides, Bocangel
has already tampered with a Boscan simile to stress the notion of shipwreck (see above
p. 226-27). We also know that the brothers were familiar figures on Roman tombs
and enjoyed a long association with the death cult.176 If Bocangel had simply wished
to prefigure Leander’s death he could have imitated Boscan and Musaeus by referring
to Orion and Arcturus. (Of course this would have meant discarding the notion of the
lover’s distorted perception, especially his inability to distinguish good omens from
174

See Varro L. L. 5. 58; Ovid, Met., xii, 401, Horace, Epod., 17, 42; Carm., 1. 12, 25-31; 3. 3,
8; 3. 29, 64 and 4. 8, 31.
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For the use of this image in Boscan and its classical precedents see above pp. 168-69.
Bocangel was obviously attracted to the syntax and concept of this line, for he provides two
variations of it in his Retrato panegirico: "siendo la musa, el musico y la avena" (v. 477) and
"es instrumento, es musico y es musa" (v. 480).

176

See Toynbee, Death and Burial, p. 38.
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sinister). However, the allusion is changed and Castor and Pollux evoked because, like
the Phoenix and the peacock, they symbolise apotheosis.

Horace, especially in his

Odes, persistently refers to them as mortals who achieved immortality. (See 1. 12, 2532; 3. 3, 9-10; 4. 5, 35 and 4. 8, 31-32).177 So Castor and Pollux fit the network of
allusions which seem to herald the eternal nature of the protagonist’s love.

The simile which associates Hero with Ceres has tragic connotations. As Ceres
searched for Proserpine (v. 581), carried off by Pluto to Hades, so Hero seeks Leander
whose destination will also be that "reino del dolor" (v. 800). The comparison also
predicts the fate of Hero by recalling w. 57-60 (where metonymy is used to convey
the "drowning" of the cornfields - Ceres - beneath the waters of the Black Sea Neptune). "Bulto" (v. 577) and "tea" (v. 583) recall the inauspicious sacrifice in the
temple (beginning at v. 200). "Inculto" is used here of Ceres’ clothes (v. 581) and at
w. 249-50 describes the face of the priestess Hero.

The story of Ceres and Proserpine was told in detail for the first time in a long
epic poem that has come down to us under the title of the "Homeric Hymn to
Demeter". Neither the author of this hymn, nor the time of its composition is known
for certain, but scholars have come more and more to consider it the official story of
the Eleusinian traditions, recorded in verse around 600 B.C.

According to the

Homeric hymn the abduction of Proserpine takes place in Greece and the legend
provides the background to the introduction of the Cult of Demeter at Eleusis. One of
the chief celebrants, second in importance to the highpriest, was the "Dadouchos" or
torch bearer.178

Horace Ode, 4. 8 is particularly significant. In order to illustrate the fact that the Muse
forbids death, Horace gives as examples: Hercules, Castor and Pollux, Bacchus. The twins,
granted immortality through poetry, keep men from shipwreck (v. 24).
See George E. Mylonas, Eleusis and the Eleusinian Mysteries (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1961).
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The fact that Bocangel refers to the Latin name Ceres, not the Greek Demeter,
coupled with the Sicihan setting of the simile (v. 581 "Etna" and v. 584 "el siciliano")
indicates that the Homeric hymn is not his primary model. (Neither can it be Hesiod’s
Theogony 913-914, nor Callimachus’ sixth Hymn). Two Ovidian narratives recount
the myth in Latin: Met. v, 341-642 and Fasti, iv, 419-619. The basic details of the
story, including the Sicilian setting, are the same in both. (Indeed Bocangel might also
have been familiar with the myth through Claudian’s De Raptu Proserpinae.)^1^
However, it is only in Ovid’s Fasti iv, 493-94 that we find a precedent for Bocangel’s
reference to the persistence of the rites of Ceres: "que aun hoy pretende ..."

The

Ovidian version has:

illic accendit geminas pro lampade pinus:
hinc Cereris sacris nunc quoque taeda datur.

"Robo" (v. 582) recalls "claro ladron" (v. 58) and reiterates the description of Leander
as "esposo ladron". Ovid similarly describes Pluto (Fasti, iv, 591):

at neque Persephone digna est praedone marito.

Moreover, the fact that "tea" is not a marriage torch but a "torch of loss" not only
recalls the temple sacrifice but prepares us for the absent torches at verse 619.

The description of Leander’s movements as he emerges from the water could
recall both the phoenix and the peacock similes: "con cuantas plumas bate amor
ventila;" (v. 588) but the reference to the "cabello" of Hero (v. 591) overshadows the
possibility of immortality suggested by these similes with a strong prediction of
imminent death (see pp. 193-94 above). Likewise in the following stanza the fact that
Leander is wrapped in the skin of an "unfortunate" victim deer (w. 597-98) somewhat
179

Lida de Malkiel indicates the popularity of Claudian’s work among Spanish writers of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries - Lope de Vega translated it at the age of ten! See La
tradition cldsica, p. 286.
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undermines the suggestion that the sea has the power to immortalise (w. 595-96).
The picture of Hero drying the dripping wet Leander is parallelled in Ovid Her. xviii,
103-04, but Bocangel adds a new dimension with the verb "sepultando" (v. 600). In
this way he unifies what might have been a scene of minor importance to the final
tragedy.180

"Muere la luz cortes" (v. 615) signals the end of courtly love imagery in the
fable. The archetypal courtly "galan" talks at length about sexual satisfaction, but his
passion always remains unfulfilled.

The fulfilment of Hero and Leander’s love is

symbolically achieved in a valley of "caducas flores" (v. 608). Flowers have always
been traditional symbols of transience (we recall the brief existence of the rose), but
Bocangel underlines their symbolic force with "caducas". Soto de Rojas uses similar
terminology in his Fragmentos de Adonis. He refers to a "dulce talamo" constructed
by Cupid upon "tiemas preparadas flores" for Venus and Adonis (w. 870-71) and
when he wishes to foreshadow the tragic denouement of their love-making he refers to
"caduco suelo" (v. 1305). Soto de Rojas’ work was not actually published until 1652,
but it was written in the poet’s youth (1619) and might have been known to Bocangel
in manuscript form.181 It is interesting that both Spanish writers use a translation of
the adjective employed by Ovid (Met. x, 738) to stress the fact that Adonis would be
transformed into a flower of short duration:

namque male haerentem et nimia levitate caducum
excutiunt idem, qui praestant nomina, venti.

The Venus/Adonis affair has cast a dark shadow over Hero and Leander’s love from
the outset. Bocangel cannot resist another subtle evocation of it now at the moment of
that love’s fulfilment.
180

See Dadson's comments on the implications of the verb "sepultar" on p. 89 of his
introduction.

181

See Egido's edition, p. 19.
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Despite the metonymical sense of "Venus" (v. 615), Leander’s erroneous
assumption of the goddess’ support is recalled. The recollection is suitably sinister.
Moreover the combined forces of "muere" and "tenebroso" oppress the brightness of
the "lumbre mayor" before the "boda infausta" introduced at v. 405 is finally described
(v. 617). We are led to beheve that all consequent disaster stems from the manner of
their "marriage".

Section XIII Stanzas 78-82 (w. 617-656),

When considering the relationship of Bocangel’s "fabula" to Musaeus’ poem, I
had cause to refer to the "wedding" scene (see page 167-68 above). Both similarly
enumerate all that was missing from the customary rituals of marriage. Thus the illicit
nature of the union is stressed.

Bocangel’s version is much more extensive and

includes details not found in Musaeus nor in Boscan (see w. 2232ff.).

It was the

custom at Greek weddings to intone "Hymen o Hymenaeus!" as we know from the
marriage songs of Alcmon, Sappho and Theocritus.

Bocangel, however, would

probably have been famihar with the Greek traditions through the Latin poetry of
Catullus. In fact we find in Catullus a precedent for many of Bocangel’s allusions. In
poem no. 68 Catullus considers the illicit nature of adulterous passion. His mistress is
not brought to him on her father’s arm but sneaks away from her husband to enjoy a
nightly rendezvous:

nec tamen ilia mihi dextra deducta patema
fragrantem assyrio venit odore domum,
sed furtiva dedit mira munuscula nocte,
ipsius ex ipso dempta viri gremio. (143-46)182
182

All line references to Catullus are taken from Catullus, The Poems, ed. by K. Quinn (Hong
Kong: MacMillan Education Ltd., 1983).
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The absence of legitimate ritual provides a vague link to Bocangel’s fable. Adultery,
however, does not concern the Spanish poet. Neither Hero nor Leander are married.
So he turns instead to Catullus no. 61, a literary version of a marriage hymn, and
negates it. Catullus’ poem is written apparently in honour of a real marriage, that of
Manhus Torquatus and his bride lunia. All the customs lacking in Hero and Leander’s
"marriage" are found in the joyous union of Torquatus and lunia.

The deity

"Himeneo" in Bocangel’s account has his left foot clad in black not in gold.183 The
emphatic negation of "no con" (v. 618) reveals Bocangel’s awareness of the deliberate
perversion of tradition. In Catullus the deity is thus invoked:

hue veni, niveo gerens
luteumpede soccum. (9-10)

The wearing of the golden sandal was considered a propitious omen, as demonstrated
by w. 159-60, which now refer to the bride:

transfer omine cum bono
limen aureolos pedes. (68, 70-72)

Bocangel confronts this with "siniestra planta" (v. 617)

"Smiestra" derived from the

Latin "sinister" has the additional meaning of "unlucky", "unfavourable" and as such is
used in poetry and post-Augustan prose.184

Verse 619 of the fdbula ("no el coro juvenil teas levanta") echoes Catullus 61,
114-16 in which the boys are invoked to sing and lift torches simultaneously:

For the absence of the wedding god as an ominous omen see Propertius, iv, 3. 13-16.
According to the Roman custom, with respect to auspices and divination, it meant auspicious
or favourable. However, it is often used in poetry to mean inauspicious, according to the
Greek understanding. See Ovid, Her., xiii, 49.
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tollite, <o> pueri, faces:
flammeum video venire,
ite concinite in modum.

and there are other references to marriage torches made throughout (15, 76-77; 94).

It is also possible that Fdbula, v. 621 ("No el padre alegre el Himeneo canta")
might be a negation of Catullus 61, 51-52 in which the father invokes "Hymenaeus":
"te suis tremulus parens/invocat...", although the most obvious precedent is Musaeus
v. 278 (see p. 168 above). In Musaeus’ poem the mother’s voice joins with the father’s
to intone the wedding song; but Bocangel chooses to give her a separate role: "que la
madre acredite con abrazos" (v. 622). In Catullus 61, 56-59 the bride is taken from
the bosom of the mother and handed over to her husband:

tu fero iuveni in manus
floridam ipse puellulam
dedis a gremio suae
matris,

but in Catullus 62, 21-22 we are explicitly told that the bride is snatched from a
maternal embrace:

qui natam possis complexu avellere matris,
complexu matris retinentem avellere natam.

Fdbula, w. 623-24: "no aromatico aguarda ya el consorte/que el no cortado pelo
alguno corte" find a parallel in Catullus 61, 131-32.

It is now the time for manly

action. The "puer dehcatus" (the "concubinus") will no longer wear his hair curled and
long: "nunc tuum cinerarius/tondet os." Bocangel directs us to marriage hymns which
he then negates; but there is no more significant negation and diminution than that
which associates the would be "husband" Leander with Catullus’ concubine.

Almost every negative line of stanza 78 echoes a positive one in Catullus. Only
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v. 620: "ni Juno extiende los legales brazos" has no equivalent in the elegist’s verse. It
is a detail included by Musaeus (Hera is not glorified in song, v. 275) and by Boscan
(who notes her absence at v. 2245).

In the early stages of the fable knowledge of

Virgil’s Dido and Aeneas informed our understanding of Hero and Leander. Would it
not be appropriate that the Virgilian pair should be evoked here? The events of one
day also prove disastrous for them.

Ill-omened reflections of the correct customs

prove to be as inauspicious as no customs at all (Aen. iv, 160-72). However, in the
case of Dido and Aeneas, it is the presence of Juno (the main opponent of their love
who with Venus had engineered the situation in the first place), not her absence which
seals their fate. Fdbula, v. 621 is a case of imitatio by inversion.

Bocangel’s contemporary Juan de Jauregui had also adapted the Aeneid iv
"wedding" passage to describe the doomed marriage of Orpheus and Eurydice (see
Canto 1, 60ff.). There also Juno is conspicuous by her absence. Bocangel would have
been famihar with his friend’s work, but also with the original Latin passage (he
exploits material from Aeneid iv extensively in this fable). His adaptation of Virgil is
more effective than Jauregui’s because it has more contextual relevance.

Love in

Bocangel’s poem, as in Virgil’s, is consummated beyond the confines of legal
matrimony. We have demonstrated that Hero is a composite character. At various
stages she is Helle, Venus, Eurydice or Dido and sometimes she incorporates aspects
of them all. But perhaps it is the subtextual Dido (certainly the most pervasive literary
model) which most often predominates. When Hero gives herself to Leander we can
definitely say she is more "Dido" than Jauregui’s Eurydice could ever be, for she is not
the lawful wife of the man she loves.

Stanza 78 therefore refers to customs which characterised the weddings of
classical antiquity.

However, the following stanza opens with lines which reflect

European practice in Bocangel’s own era:
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No al consorcio legal culto poeta
festive entona epitalamios graves; (625-26)

Forster points out that the recitation of an epithalamium by a poet during the course of
a wedding ceremony had become a social status symbol in the fifteenth century.
Indeed one of the most popular works recited was actually Musaeus’ "Hero and
Leander".*1^5

The unlawful love of Hero and Leander belongs to the night, fulfilled only in
"tenebroso alarde" (v. 616). With the coming of dawn their idyll is destroyed. The
agonising moment when the lovers must part is captured by Bocangel in a series of
images which reflect "la fuerza y la constancia en el amor" (Dadson, p. 340). The first
two images (w. 633-34) are also used by Catullus in the context of marriage: the
vine/elm metaphor in 62, 49-55. Horace also exploits the metaphor of "clinging ivy" in
an amorous context (Odes 1. 36, 20 and epode 15, 5-6). It would be impossible to
pinpoint a conclusive precedent. Such traditional images were widely used by many
seventeenth-century poets. We might consider Gongora who in the "Primera Soledad"
employs the vine/elm image at v. 828 and the ivy/wall image at w. 971-72.186

The remaining images (w. 635-39) are often used to convey separation in love.
However they are undoubtedly elected by Bocangel because of their sinister resonance.
The fire of love imagery has been a potently fatal force throughout the fable and it is
recalled by v. 635.

The "ciervo" of verse 635 must surely recall the most famous

"ciervo" in literature: Dido, the wounded deer of Aen. iv, 68-73, for whom death is the
outcome of love’s wound.187 The "tortola" (v. 637) is the archetypal symbol of the
'^

See The Icy Fire, pp. 94-102.

18(-’

For a documented study of the elm/vine image see Aurora Egido, " Variaciones sobre la vid y
el olmo en la poesia de Quevedo: Amor constante mas alia de la muerte", in Homenaje a
Quevedo, ed. by Victor Garcia de la Concha, pp. 213-32.

I87

See n. 139 above.
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constant widower and is presented as such by Virgil in Eclogue 1, 58.

The fatal

connotations of the hunting image (v. 637) are reinforced by the fact that Bocangel has
already suggested Leander as the next victim "jabah".

The swan is particularly

appropriate in this context. It has been associated with death as far back as Homer
{Iliad ii) and in Horace Odes 4. 3, 20 and Ovid Met., v, 386-87 is celebrated for its
wonderful song. Virgil celebrates its dying song in Eclogue vii, 38 and Aeneid, i, 39398.

In fact in Ovid {Met., x, 708) the swan is attached to the chariot of Venus,

goddess of love.188

Traditional images of love are contaminated by connotations of death.
Through inversion of literary models Bocangel has given us to understand that the
deaths of Leander and Hero stem from the manner in which on this fateful day they
ignore both the moral and social conventions of their time.

Destruction must be

inevitable for those individuals who attempt to live exempt from the social order and
thus threaten its stability.189 This threat will be exemplified by the storm unleashed by
the gods (657ff.) "cuando las fuerzas mas elementales de la naturaleza son llamadas
para salvar el mundo del caos inminente y purificarlo de esta pasion destructiva"
(Dadson, p. 90).

After consummation separation is even more difficult to endure than before
(641-42).190 Leander must trust himself again to the sea (v. 643), Hero must hide her
pain from her watchful servant. Bocangel relegates the "celadora" to a less prominent
role than in Ovid. In Heraides xviii, Leander’s unsubstantiated claims that she is an
impediment to their love reflect the extent to which separation from Hero has affected
188
189

For discussion of Garcilaso's exploitation of a swan analogy, see above chapter 1, pp. 31-32.
Gongora has a similar wedding scene in the "Primera Soledad" (beginning at verse 766).
Beverley, commenting on its inclusion, concludes that it "harmonises tension" in the work.
The lack of such a formal ceremony creates tension in the Fabula.

199

See Soto de Rojas, Fragmentos de Adonis, w. 1298-1301: "Venus dos almas lleva en un
corazon solo/y el bello Adonis, en su pecho ardiente,/dos corazones siente."
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his reasoning. In Heroides xix she is Hero’s friend and confidante, the "cara nutrix"
(v. 19) who consoles her in Leander’s absence.

However, the notion of the dawn’s antagonism to their love is a feature of
Ovid’s account. Fdbula, w. 649-50 read:

Vieronse veces mil, y mil la aurora
los dividio, envidiosa como fna;

and echoes (Her. xviii, 111-14):

iamque fugatura Tithoni coniuge noctem
praevius Aurorae Lucifer ortus erat:
oscula congerimus properata sine ordine raptim
et querimur parvas noctibus esse moras.
Hero refers to the "noctis amicior hora" (Her. xix, 35), for then she either meets
Leander or can dream of their love-making. Yet even this illusion of love is shattered
by the coming of dawn (xix, 65-66).

The idea of the lamps burning in the tower to guide the way for Leander has
been a pervasive presence in the latter stages of the poem (w. 549-50 recalling v. 454;
w. 553-56 echoing 457-58; 562 and 578). It also has a prominent role to play in
Musaeus’ poem (w. 1-15, 234-44, 254-58, 329-30) and in Boscan’s Historia (w. 710, 895ff., 2026fF., 2427-30, 2575ff., 2766-71). However, it is the Ovidian passage
which exerts the most significant influence on Bocangel. In Heroides xviii, 83ff. the
sight of the light restores Leander’s strength as he urges his tired body to swim the
remaining distance; for he sees the Ught as a symbol of Hero’s love. The secret of their
love-making is shared only by the night, the tower and the guiding light (105-06) For
Hero the onset of night means that it is time to Ught the lamp at the top of the tower
(xix, 33-36). These Ovidian associations of night-tower-Ught as fellow conspirators in
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the lovers’ secret rendezvous, are echoed by Bocangel in the final stanza of this section
(649-56); before Hero foohshly fights the lamp for the last time.

The primary model in this section which describes the "clandestino himeneo"
has been Catullus 61. Yet in that poem we read:

... bona te Venus
iuverit, quoniam palpam
quod cupis cupis, et bonum
non abscondis amorem. (195-98)

Earlier Leander had counted on Venus’ support (v. 461). But Bocangel has imbued
his "wedding" with ominous Catullan subtextual resonance, which denies categorically
that "bona Venus" will be "mejor" for Hero and Leander. The clandestine nature of
Hero and Leander’s passion will prove fatal for them both.

Section XIV. Stanzas 83-99 (w, 657-784),

The preliminary stages of the storm are described in stanzas 83-88 (657-704)
and Aeolus is made chiefly responsible for the unleashing of it (v. 658).

Hero,

regardless of the danger to her beloved, lights the "tea funeral" (v. 667). Her selfish
desire to see Leander echoes Ovid’s portrayal of the distraught Hero in Heroides xix.
She pleads with her lover to come to her and accuses him of cowardice for not braving
the sea (xix, 77-90). Even when she urges him to wait until the storm abates (xix,
9 Iff!), we are not convinced of her sincerity - nor can she sustain the pretence for long:

cupio non persuadere, quod hortor,
sisque, precor, monitis fortior ipse meis
dummodo pervenias excussaque saepe per undas
inicias umeris bracchia lassa meis. (188-90)
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Bocangel refers to Hero as "raagnanima ninfa" (v. 665). thereby ensuring that his
heroine is not deprived of our sympathy. Her action is excused because it is motivated
by a love so strong that it makes her (unlike Ovid’s Hero) completely oblivious of the
raging sea (w. 665-66).

I have already considered how Bocangel adapts Ovid in w. 665-66 (see above
pp. 245-46). However, by now we know that "tres" is not an isolated figure but forms
part of an ominous sequence which began in the temple ecphrasis.

After his third

attempt to cross, Bocangel’s Leander does not give up, as his Ovidian counterpart
does, but instead resigns himself to his fate: "resuelto a la postrer fortuna" (v. 679).
Ovid’s storm is the motivation for his epistolary account of their love, in Bocangel the
storm is an inevitable consequence of it. An instrument of the gods, the storm is their
response to an uncontrollable and destructive passion.191

Leander reahses that only his death will appease the gods and abate the storm.
He is ready to make that sacrifice.192 Before embarking on his swim he addresses
himself to Aeolus and Aquilo - reminding the latter that he too once felt the power of
love (w. 681-688). In Ovid Heroides xviii Leander addresses Boreas (like "Aquilo"
another term for the North wind) and asks him to be mild. May Aeolus not give him a
harsh command:

Soto de Rojas offers a similar interpretation of events in Sonnet 10 of the second part of his
Desengano de amor en rimas: "Quiso amor navegar por el estrecho,/y entro en Leandro,
razional galera" (w. 1-2). The metaphor of Leander as a ship ("razional galera" is parallelled
in the fable "racional bajel", v. 460) is fundamental to an understanding of Rojas’ vision of
the myth as conveyed in this sonnet. Commenting on w. 5-8 Gregorio Cabello writes: "El
segundo cuarteto describe la tempestad como consecuencia de la alteracion del orden natural
que ha provocado la entrada del amor, pasion oscura y ciega, en Leandro". See "Ero infeliz,
Leandro temerario: La adhesion de Pedro Soto de Rojas a una fabulacion mitica", C.C.I.F.,
XI (1985), 79-90 (p. 89).
Juan de Arguijo also stresses the concept of sacrifice in his sonnet "a Leandro": "Mas el,
cuidando que la muerte abone/su grande amor, se ofrece al conocido/peligro, y de las ondas
ya vencido/a amansallas en vano se dispone" (xxii; 5-8).
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gaudia rapturo siquis tibi claudere vellet
aerios aditus, quo paterere modo? (43-44)

These lines are recalled by w. 687-88 of the fable:

^Que hicieras, di, si entonces en tu abismo
te obstara el viento, armado de ti mismo.

The Ovidian Leander recalls the first crossing he made to Hero, how he called on the
moon goddess Diana to be favourable to his enterprise. By reminding her of her own
love for the mortal Endymion, he secured her aid.

In Bocangel’s poem, an "easy"

crossing is now impossible, and Diana is rebuked as "inconstante Cintia" (v. 689). The
Endymion allusion has been retained (v. 692) but the emphatic "un sol" (w. 693/695),
exploiting the Hero/sol metaphor, provides a transition to the Phaethon myth.193

In Ovid’s account it is Hero not Leander who addresses Neptune (Her. xix,
129-50). She pleads with him to save Leander and employs the same technique which
Leander had used on Boreas - she recalls the god’s past amorous experience.
Bocangel does not follow Ovid in this respect, nor is he reiterating Musaeus. As we
saw earher (see pp. 169-71 above) he appears superficially to follow Boscan.
However, motivated by Boscan’s allusion to an Ovidian Melanto (who figures in an
amorous context in the Metamorphoses) he actually evokes a Virgilian Melanto, son of
Laocoon who is killed by a sea serpent in Aeneid ii.194

Leander’s threefold plea to divinities in Bocangel is a perfect example of the
poet’s use of (in Fontana’s words) "multiple sources".195 In Musaeus’ poem Leander
193

One of the most positive representations of the Phaethon myth in classical literature occurs in
Seneca De Providentia, 1.5. He cites Phaethon as exemplary of heroic suicide in the stoic
manner. Leander follows this example: "dare a las aguas nuevo Faetonte".

194

Although Virgil does not name Melanto, he is identified as such by Servius. See above n. 40.

195

See above p. 162.
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also addresses Boreas, Venus and Neptune.

However, the details of each plea are

given in direct speech and at considerable length. (See w. 2441-81, 2628-57, 26582727). Bocangel’s Leander, aware of literary precedent, also addresses Boreas and
Neptune, but swops Venus for the Diana/Endymion allusion. The switch indicates the
influence of Ovid’s Heroides. Yet Bocangel’s sacrificial vision of the myth cannot be
fully nor sucessfully rendered through recollection of previous treatments of the Hero
and Leander theme. Hence the Laocoon reference. Here, as elsewhere, evocation of
Virgil rescues Bocangel’s fable from literary mediocrity.

It is interesting that Bocangel should recall a passage from Aeneid ii which
describes the attack of venomous serpents, for it is a passage rich with Virgilian
intertextuahty. The Latin poet embellishes this episode with verbal echoes of other
passages in which he describes the effects of fire. ^ Earher Bocangel had employed
Aeneid i and iv to associate love with the combined imagery of fire and serpentine
poison. Now he evokes Aeneid ii and associates death with the same combination of
images. Thus he illustrates that love and death in his fable are indistinguishable.

The death of Leander in the storm is the central theme of the remaining stanzas
of this section (stanzas 88-98, w. 704-92).

Although this is recounted by both

Musaeus and Boscan, it is Virgil who exerts the most meaningful influence on
Bocangel. There is little actual storm description in the Greek poem (see w. 309-30)
and what little there is, is disrupted by a report of Leander’s progress through the
waves as he pleads with the gods. For like the Homeric hero Odysseus (see Odyssey
5, 445ff), Musaeus’ Leander prays to the gods while swimming. Musaeus names the
four winds which struggle against each other and against Leander - Eurus, Zephyrus,
Notus and Boreas (w. 316-17). These are also the four winds mentioned by Bocangel
in v. 722. (Boscan names "Aquilon", "Africo" and "Euro" v. 2739). In his footnote to
196

See Bernard M.W. Knox, "The Serpent and the Flame: The Imagery of the Second Book of
the Aeneid", American Journal ofPhilology, LXXI (1950), 379-400.
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Musaeus’ account of the storm Thomas Gelzer identifies the Homeric model as

Odyssey 5. 295fF. Bocangel will develop Musaeus’ reference to the winds into a storm
sequence inspired by similar events in Virgil Aeneid i. According to Servius it is an
episode in Virgil inspired by the events of Homer Odyssey 5.197

In the first book of Virgil’s epic, the antagonistic goddess, Juno, provokes the
storm as an instrument of her wrath. She employs the minor deity Aeolus (i, 50ff),
promising him the nymph Deiopea if he will release the winds against the Trojans.
Bocangel has already made Aeolus a key figure in the storm (w. 657/681). Now he
refers to his cavernous domain where he rules over the winds (w. 721-22). Although
Boscan refers to a "career of the winds in v. 2329, the context is quite different and
the idea of Aeolus’ cave as a "horrisona career finds a precedent only in Virgil’s
account:

imperio premit ac vinchs et carcere frenat
illi indignantes magno cum murmure montis
circum claustra fremunt...(i, 54-56).

Virgil uses the adjective "horrisonus" only once in his epic - in the context of his
description of Tartarus in Aeneid

turn demum horrisono stridentes cardine sacrae
panduntur portae. (573-74)

Among those mentioned by Virgil who must endure hellish tortures in Tartarus, for
committing acts of impiety against Jove, are the "Titania pubes" (v. 580); while the
avenging fury who scourges the guilty is Tisiphone (v. 581).

The "aqua mons" of

Virgil Aen. i, 105 is expanded by Bocangel to evoke Aen. vi. The sea has risen so high
that it threatens the sky and recalls the Giant’s sacrilegious attack upon the heavens
(w. 725-27). In Aen. i, 106-07 the waves sink below the sailors to disclose the very
*97

See editio Harvardicma, p. 61.
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bottom of the sea.

In Bocangel hell itself is revealed and again the sub-textual

reference is Aen. vi, echoed to illustrate the cause which motivated the storm - the
illicit, impious passion of the lovers:

El agua lucha con amante fixego,
cada cual con su adverse enfurecido;
abrese el mar, y del infiemo ciego
salen las furias y se toca el ruido.(729-32)

The ascent of the vengeful Furies proves that the storm is a divine weapon hurled
against the lovers. Moreover, the reference to the sea depths as "infiemo ciego" also
echoes the Ceres simile (v. 581) and recalls the Orphic myth. The latter evocation is
not quite so inauspicious for, at least according to Ovid Met. xi (and adopted by
Jauregui in his fifth Canto), it is in the blessed realms of the Underworld that Orpheus
and Eurydice are eternally reunited.

"La tempestad sonora" (Fab. v. 733) finds a precedent in Aen. i, 53
("tempestates sonoras") and of course recalls Fab. v. 78.

However, in Bocangel’s

version the storm has already been released and smothers the sound of Leander’s plea.
"Muy devoto y nada oido" (v. 724) hints at the Virgihan hero’s epithet "pius Aeneas".
Despite his devotion to the gods Aeneas must sufter countless trials before the
completion of his "fata" - but he continually struggles to prove his piety. Indeed the
public voice of Virgil would express Aeneas’ desertion of Dido in Book Four as a
prime example and demonstration of this devotion.

Leander’s "devotion" is to his

"divine" Hero. He must die to prove it. "Pius Aeneas" on the other hand is still alive
as the epic ends.

The only wind in Bocangel’s account which is twice mentioned is "Aquilon"
(w. 683/722). In Virgil’s storm scene in Book One it is the wind not mentioned in the
initial list (v. 85), but it plays a solitary, devastating role when the description proper
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of the storm begins (v. 102). The first victim to lose his life before Aeneas’ eyes is
Orontes, the helmsman (v. 103).

He will be the only non-survivor of the storm.

Nonetheless this is not the only violent storm to beset the Trojans in open sea.

In

Aeneid v, 12-25 another helmsman, Palinurus, plots the ship’s course guided by the
stars (he had been seen previously in hi, 513). Here he advises that they change course
and run with the wind to Sicily; but he will be the only man to die before their arrival in
Italy.

Neptune, in response to Venus’ plea, had promised that the Trojans would

safely cross his domain. Yet divine aid does not come cheaply, however much of a
bargain Neptune may feel he has given them. Like Orontes in Book One, Pahnurus in
Book v must settle the mortal debt.

The storm of Aen. v may not exert any influence over Bocangel’s poem in
terms of descriptive detail, but the depiction of Leander as a "photo" (v. 724) has
definite echoes of Palinurus.(Although at v. 716 the "photo" acts as Palinurus
does at the opening of Aen. v, this "photo" is not intended to be identified with
Leander, the "photo" of 724, but simply introduces the metaphor).

Boscan also

exploits the "photo" analogy. He persistently directs us to Virgil’s Palinurus in his

Histoha. Unfortunately his references are inconsistent and disparate. For instance at
w. 902-03 Leander unwittingly predicts the Palinurus-like fate which will befall him
later:

como el photo en medio del gran golfo,
passado lo peor ya deha noche.

Then at v. 1006 ("la mar segura, el cielo favorable"), he is "photo" again, returning to
Abydos after his encounter with Hero (v. 1007).

But suddenly at v. 2316 Hero

becomes the archetypal "photo" - watching and waiting for Leander’s arrival:

There are frequent references to the helmsman Palinurus throughout Bocangel’s work. See
1; 118, 28: 2, 46; 52, 145: 54 and v. 892 of the Retrato panegirico.
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Nunca piloto, en golfo navegando,
desde su popa stuvo tan atento
a scudrinar pronosticando el cielo,
como ella stava, desde su ventana. (2316-19)

Finally at w. 2558-60 the implied comparison is made explicitly attributable to
Leander:

Si alb fiiera Leandro Palinuro,
o no fuera Leandro, claro viera
el pehgro que’l tiempo amenazava.

Boscan reabses the analogy but it is Bocangel who reabses the possibihties for
development which such an analogy offers. Not only does it suggest the adaptation of
the Virgihan storm scene but it also provides a link to the Orphic myth which has been
a pervasive presence throughout the "fabula". It is crucial to Bocangel’s presentation
of Leander as "piloto", that in Virgil the "piloto" Palinurus can be interpreted as a
composite of Orpheus and Eurydice.199

Leander finally drinks the "proceloso vaso" (v. 747). The end of his life is
accompanied by the wind’s extinction of the "farol" despite Hero’s attempts to protect
it: "aplica el manto y la nevada mano,/mas la nieve a la luz se opone en vano" (75152). Musaeus’ Hero (v. 243) also tries to keep the lamp from going out, but she uses
her cloak not her hand.

"Mano" works well for Bocangel in terms of rhyme and

imagery (the opposition of "nieve/luz" is introduced by "nevada mano") but I doubt if
this fully explains the change. It can be no coincidence that when Bocangel described
Venus’ futile attempt to save Adonis he referred to her "mano"; although the
Garcilasian model (Eclogue 3; 185-92) made no mention of Venus’ hand.

See chapter 2 above, pp. 124-27 for a discussion of Quevedo sonnet 356 in which the explicit
evocation of the Virgilian Palinurus guarantees the implicit evocation of the Orphic myth.
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So at the moment of Leander’s death the Venus/Adonis analogy is reiterated
(w. 771-76).

Venus had attempted to prevent the exit of her lover’s soul.

The

Orpheus/Eurydice parallel has been already considered (see above pp. 204-06) and is
now even more forcibly conveyed. Adonis, Orpheus and Leander are similar in that all
three perish for a love that was initially reciprocated. However as Adonis’ soul flees
his body he makes no effort to say the name of his beloved, unlike Orpheus and
Leander. Orpheus emits his soul enveloped in the name of his beloved Eurydice. But
Hero’s name does not pass Leander’s bps, nor does his soul escape. From the first
instant of Hero and Leander’s love Bocangel insisted on the union of their souls (see v.
306) and emphasised the strength of a mutual passion.

Leander cannot release his

soul, for his soul and Hero’s are one and the same; even dead he tries to keep that soul
alive. At the moment of his death Bocangel exploits subtextual resonance and subtly
stresses the intensity of his protagonist’s passion. Leander’s love for Hero challenges
and diminishes that demonstrated by his mythical counterparts.

In Boscan, Leander’s half-utterance of Hero’s name, lacking the reinforcement
of secondary myth, lacks too the pathos and intensity of Bocangel’s lines. Leander’s
soul cannot be truly set free until it is reunited with Hero’s. Only then is it complete.
Thus even after death he reaches her shore and seeks her out: "muestra que la bused
despues de muerte" (v. 780). The reference to the sea as "la selva de Anfitrite cana"
(v. 758) might indicate the reason for Leander’s death. As the "esposo ladrdn" who
"stole" Hero’s virginity in a "clandestino himeneo", he dies in the realm of Anfitrite,
the legitimate wife of Neptune.

After his death the gods fear no further threat and the storm is abated. Also in
Virgil Aen. i, 88-89 everything is cloaked in indistinguishable night during the tempest:
"eripuit subito nubes caelumque diemque/Teucorum ex ocuhs; ponto nox incubat
atra". There too a sea-procession featuring Triton restores light and calms the seas.
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Section XV. Stanzas 99-104 (w. 785-832).

Leander’s body washed up on the sand is like a "seco fuhninado roble" (v.
785).

Of course it is fitting that Bocangel should honour what he has so clearly

presented as heroic suicide with a simile drawn from epic. In Aeneid, ix, 679-82, the
giants Pandarus and Bitias are compared to oak trees, a simile previously used of the
Cyclops in Aen. iii, 679-81. However the simile most likely to be Bocangel’s model
here is that which depicts Aeneas in Aen. iv, 441-46. Virgil’s hero listens unmoved to
the entreaties of Dido, like an oak tree unshaken by conflicting winds. The precepts of
duty must always conquer those of love for Aeneas. In the fable the "alto triunfo de
amor" ensures that the conflicting winds must destroy the oak (v. 723). Indeed, by
responding to the signal of Hero’s lamp (unlike Aeneas who could ignore Dido’s
pleas), Leander showed himself willing to be destroyed.

Virgil writes of the "oak" Aeneas:

ipsa haeret scopulis et quantum vertice ad auras
aetherias, tantum radice in Tartara tendit. (iv, 445-46)

Likewise Leander, in aspiring to the love of "heavenly" Hero, roots his destiny more
firmly in Tartarus. It will not be surprising to us now that within Virgil’s multi-layered
text this simile echoes another description; that of the "aesculus" in Georgia ii, 291-97:

aesculus in primis, quae quantum vertice ad auras
aetherias, tantum radice in Tartara tendit.

No winter can conquer it, nor rain uproot it:

...immota manet multosque nepotes,
multa virum volvens durando saecula vincit. (294-95)

If Bocangel is deliberating echoing these Virgilian passages, why does he invert them?
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Why does he allow his "sturdy oak" to perish?

The answer can be found in the

metaphorical manner of Leander’s death. He is like a "fulminado roble" (v. 785). Like
the sacrilegious giants of Aen. vi, 580-81 (evoked by Fab., w. 725-27), Leander has
been the object of a divine punishment:

hie genus antiquum Terrae, Titania pubes,
fulmine deiecti fimdo volvuuntur in imo.

We had been introduced earher to the powerful "truenos y rayos" of Jupiter (v. 160).
However, the past participle/adjective "fulminado" echoes the verb "fulmina" of w.
381-82: "Tempestuosa beldad,/w/mma en tanto/rayos que templa oficinas de ira" and
also that of v. 453: "fulminards a la tiniebla ciega".

Both refer to Hero.

enclosed, dark world of the lover, she replaces Jupiter as the supreme deity.

In the
Her

comphcity in Leander’s downfall, intimated from the outset, is confirmed by the simile
which describes him in death.

We last glimpsed Hero in the port (w. 711-12); now she gazes upon the
corpse of her lover (w. 786-808).

In Musaeus’ poem Hero’s suicide follows

immediately upon reahsation of Leander’s death.

It is an immediate and irrational

action:

Lucema extincta apud fundamentum turds
Dilaniatum scopuhs ut vidit mortuum maritum
Variam scindens circa pectora tunicam
Cum strepitu praeceps ab alta deturbata est turd
Atque Hero mortua est oh mortuum maritum
Suique potiti sunt et in ultima pemicie.

Boscan offers a distended version of Musaeus, although his interpretation does stress
the irrational nature of the suicide:
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Y acaso, sin sentir cosa que hiziesse,
que ya poco sentido le quedava,
Hazia’l pie de la torre miro el suelo
y su Leandro vio muerto en la arena.
Entonces, con la ravia de la muerte,
a rasgar empezd sus vestiduras,
mesando sus cabellos y aranando
su Undo rostra, sus hermosos pechos,
inchiendo d 'aidlidos todo 7 campo.
Tras esto, assi, sin mas pensar su muerte,
dexandose caer de la ventana,
dio sobre’l cuerpo muerto de Leandro,
que aiin entonces se Tacababa el mundo.
Y assi se fueron juntas las dos almas
a los campos Elysiospara siempre. (2779-93)

In the Historia Hero’s suicide is the demented action of a woman distracted by anger
and overcome by grief. It is the action of an Amata rather than a Dido. No conscious
decision is taken to die. She falls from the tower "sin mas pensar su muerte".

For Bocangel’s Hero suicide is also inevitable.

She is driven by love and

therefore her action can only be irrational. Yet before she falls to her death Bocangel
raises her high above her predecessors. He allows her to speak. She is given the final
word and therefore we are never allowed to feel that her action is essentially wrong.
In her soliloquy (w. 793-808) Hero recognises, as Ovid’s Leander foretold she would

(Her. xviii, 200), and as Bocangel’s imagery has implied throughout, that she is the
cause of her lover’s death. However, the recognition comes not with any sense of
guilt, nor excessive mourning. She sees in his death the proof of his constancy (w.
795-96/802) and can look beyond human life to another greater existence (which
Bocangel’s fable has made possible) - "la vida de la fama" (w. 800/828). Leander’s
death has made it possible for them to wear the symbol of eternal glory (v. 801) and
for this she thanks him.

Yet it is not only the possibility of eternal life through fame which determines
her suicide, but also the thought that beyond death they may be reunited in the "reino
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del dolor" (v. 800). There a "mayor vida" awaits them. There in the realm of darkness
("las horas ciegas", v. 798) they need never fear the separation of dawn. VirgU’s Dido
is driven to suicide by her lover’s inconstancy.200 Hero is inspired to like action by her
lover’s fidehty. Even in the expression of his lifeless eyes, she can still imagine the
flame of love (v. 806). His "muerte tan alta" is worthy of repetition. In verse 808 she
proves beyond doubt her view of death as a beginning, not an end. With her words
she pours forth her "alma" and brings their love to final fulfilment.201

Or does she? Can a Christian poet writing in seventeenth-century Spain safely
advocate suicide as a fulfilment of love? Hero’s soliloquy is conveyed through direct
speech; but despite the superficial veneer of lucidity, can we really trust the sentiments
of a woman prompted to suicide by an inherently irrational passion?

Might their

"eternal union" be nothing more than a delusion of Hero’s which justifies her action?
Bocangel (w. 813-16) seems to imply just that:

precipitarse quiere, que su engano
la promete gozar del yerto amigo,
porque sepan los terminos de Apoloque no pudo morir Leandro solo.

Not only does Bocangel justify Hero’s suicide as a consequence of love’s "engano",
but he also justifies the necessity of such a denouement in his fable. Hero is a prisoner
of passion, Bocangel of literary tradition.

As a poet, and one who claimed divine

inspiration in the opening section, Bocangel must satisfy "los terminos de Apolo".202
Bocangel’s attitude to Dido's suicide manifests itself quite clearly in the romance "A1
arrojarse Dido sobre la espada de Eneas", poem no. 160 of Dadson’s edition. The defense of
Dido in Spanish Golden Age literature in general has been extensively treated by Maria Rosa
Lida in "Dido y su defensa en la literatura espanola", in RFH, IV, 1942, pp. 209-252 and
313-382; her work on this theme was published posthumously as Dido en la literatura
espanola. Su retrato y defensa (London: Tamesis, 1974). See also Rafael Gonzalez Canal,
"Dido y Eneas en la poesia espanola del siglo de oro", Criticon, 44 (1988), pp. 25-54.
In Rojas' Adonis, Venus is accorded a soliloquy after Adonis' death (beginning at v. 2061).
Note the predominance of the verb "gozar" (w. 2066, 2089, 2099, 2110).
The allusion to the god of poetry recalls v. 801, "lauro postrimero". The laurel tree was
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Perhaps the Sun God Apollo’s own disastrous record in love shapes to some extent the
fate of his mortal likeness Hero,203 but certainly as God of poetry he governs the
literary creation of Bocangel.

In accordance with previous treatments of the myth,

Leander could not die alone.

A more literal interpretation of v. 815 expresses the inevitability of Hero's
suicide.

She has been identified with the sun throughout, as such her lifespan is

limited. As the sun rises, so it must set (v. 333 is recalled).

Bocangel’s attitude to Hero’s suicide is deliberately ambivalent.

On the one

hand it is an amorous "engano", a futile attempt to sustain passion and conquer
mortahty - "buscar quiere en el viento su esperanza".204 On the other hand, as the sun
sets so it must rise. With the allusion to Apollo Bocangel closes the chain of imagery
which suggested the possibility of immortal passion (the dolphin, rose, phoenix,
peacock, Dioscuri) and in w. 821-22 appears to confirm Hero’s own anticipation of
eternal union:

Ya es cadaver tambien; sigue y alcanza
al triste esposo en el Avemo oscuro.

These lines recall Garcilaso’s Orpheus, the "osado marido, que bajaba/al triste reino de
la escura gente" (Eclogue III; 138-39).

The Orphic myth, together with the other

secondary myths, played a prominent role in the foreshadowing of the tragedy. As the
only one which ends happily, it is significant that it should be evoked now.

In

sacred to Apollo who in art is often depicted wearing a laurel crown.
203

"Apollo's amorous conquests were rarely successful, frequently bringing rebuff to himself or
ruin to those he pursued". The Oxford Guide to Classical Mythology in the Arts, vol. 1, ed.
by Jane Davidson Reid ( Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), p. 182.

204

Bocangel reveals a similarly cynical attitude to love in the final tercet of Sonnet 2: "Porque,
si todo amor es esperanza/y la esperanza es vinculo del viento,/<;quien puede amar seguro en
su firmeza?"
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Bocangel’s fable it is the "wife" who follows the "husband" to Hades. The scene is not
developed, but the happy reunion of the lovers takes us to Ovid Met. xi and especially
to w. 63-64:

invenit Eurydicen cupidisque amplectitur ulnis;
hie modo coniunctis spatiantur passibus ambo.

Hero is no longer Dido. She will not turn from her lover in the Underworld

(Aen. vi, 469-71). Moreover in the final stanza Sesto "celebrates" their funerals with
all the singing, pomp and ceremony which was lacking at their wedding.205 Ominous
associations of death darkened their earthly wedding, now intimations of eternal life
and union illuminate their deaths.

By evoking the Orphic myth at the end, Bocangel brings his fable full circle and
recalls the confident poetic assertions of the opening. He subtly reiterates his right to
don the mantle of Orpheus in the seventeenth century.

However, evocation of the

Orphic myth at this point has another significant function.

By alluding to myth

Bocangel safeguards his fable from seventeenth-century censure. Hero moves on two
planes of existence. Bocangel offers his readers a double perspective. While she can
be identified as a "dama" of courtly love, a victim of "engano", she is also the mythical
heroine of fable. It is in the mythological world that Bocangel allows us to reunite her
with Leander.

Paradoxically, submersion in this mythical world involves sharing in

Hero's "engano". Since Leader and Hero are mythological characters Bocangel feels
no obligation to condemn their deaths.

Indeed his poem will be the "monumento"

which ensures their continued existence (824). Hero will continue to love Leander,
but not as she beheves. There have been various intimations of immortahty for the
lovers; various symbols of apotheosis and resurrection. In the final analysis we find

205

Compare Gongora's "Fabula de Piramo y Tisbe", in which forbidden love also results in the
death of the lovers. Despite parental objection to their affair, their deaths are greatly
mourned and their tomb engraved in gold. Included in Pellicer, Lecciones solemnes a las

obras de Don Luis de Gongora y Argote.
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that it is a literary eternity which the lovers will enjoy together. The continued life of
the "fabula" guarantees the continual rebirth of its protagonists.

Although his denouement lacks condemnation, Bocangel does not glorify the
lovers’ sacrifice. The final stanza, by illustrating how the social order has been re
established after their deaths, demonstrates that such extreme passion must be
eliminated in the interests of social stability. That perhaps is the supreme tragedy, not
the deaths which they grasp at so eagerly.

The myth of Hero and Leander will have a function - it will either deter lovers
or inspire pity in those free from love's spell:

donde tendran. en merecido templo,
lastima el libre y el amante ejemplo (831-32).

Bocangel, a master of subtlety, leaves us with an implied definition which has wider
interpretative ramifications. As lovers. Hero and Leander are not "libres". At the end
Hero's earher words ring ironically true for both of them: "prision tendras donde
imaginas nido" (392). Although Leander's death and Hero's suicide are presented as
voluntary, deliberately lucid, actions, they are in fact in the grip of all all-consuming,
over-powering emotion and cannot ultimately be held responsible for their deaths. In
this final line Bocangel unfortunately closes ranks with Boscan and his seventeenthcentury Christian readership is spared the dilemma of moral judgement.

However, this moment of weakness at the end detracts little from what is
otherwise a remarkable poetic achievement.

The Fabula de Leandro y Hero is an

intricate artistic tapestry in which classical and contemporary models are transformed
and woven together to form a seamless subtext of allusive reference.

As well as

enhancing the timeless quahty of the myth and ensuring its universal significance, this
network of ominous allusion effectively communicates Bocangel’s tragic vision of
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human existence as he experienced it in Baroque Spain.

But if the fable was to

guarantee Bocangel a place in the poetic canon, then we would expect it to convey all
this and more. In what was to be his poetic tour de force, Bocangel retrieves
mythology from the mediocre pens and sterile metaphors of a burgeoning literati.
Moreover, Virgihan pathos is appropriated by a poet who fully comprehends the
complexities, ambiguities and contradictions of the Virgihan voice; generic boundaries
are explored and overturned by a man audacious enough to sing his epic song to the
plaintive accompaniment of the Orphic lyre; and a time-old tale of tragic love is
rejuvenated through penetrating psychological analysis. Bocangel achieves what he set
out to do - and he puts Boscan in his proper place.
compete on these terms.

The Historia simply cannot

But it is above all the unforced eloquence and sensuous

musicahty of the Fdbula which drives the final nail into Boscan’s poetic coffin; an
eloquence which confirms that in seventeenth-century Spain there is no worthier
claimant to Orphic honours than the poetic voice of Gabriel Bocangel.
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CONCLUSION

The three chapters of this study form discreet essays, but together they illuminate the
common use which different Golden-Age love poets make of the Orphic myth and
other associated and recurrent thematic motifs: the discovery of poetic selfconsciousness; the confining world of codified literary conventions; fear of oblivion in
the wake of the combined force of a classical/vemacular canon; ideas about the cult of
fame and poetic apotheosis. Moreover, my readings of these poets also contribute to a
larger argument which embraces the practice of aemnlatio in the Renaissance, and
which is inextricably, if somewhat paradoxically, linked to the expression of authorial
individuality.

The Renaissance poet knew that only by maintaining a competitive

relationship with authoritative models of the past could he forge his own artistic
originahty.

Indeed, this divergence from the canonic tradition could be a writer’s

passport to canonical status. The eternal rewards of poetry could be attained only by
those whose verse, while grounded in authorised models, achieved a level of
originahty which distinguished them from their contemporaries. This original swerve
to the tradition might then be appropriated and challenged by poets of the future.
Orphic evocation in the work of Garcilaso de la Vega, Quevedo and Bocangel reveals
their awareness that poetic creation was to be measured against the standards of both
the past and the future.
Garcilaso’s descent into artistic self-discovery involves qualified assumption of
the Orphic voice. The emergence of his own voice depends upon the denigration of
Orpheus/lover and the elevation of Orpheus/poet.

In the timeless environment of

pastoral fiction, a universally viable Garcilasian voice finds an Orphic solution to the
problems of love, life and death which beset every individual.

Only in this bucolic

world where time is suspended and desire contained can the poetic voice obhterate
interiorised amorous neurosis and, in a supreme evasion of reahty, choose literature
over life.

The myth which strikes a discordant, infernal note in the sonnets, in

opposition to the divine pull of Neoplatonism, recovers its harmonising appeal in the
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Eclogues. Orphic desire is subsumed in a pastoral Orphism which compensates human
loss with the permanence of a consciously autonomous literary artifact. Elisa lives on
as long as poetry is read, eternally present in Garcilaso’s text, memorialised with her
creator. Ultimately both Garcilaso and Orpheus are triumphant in a contrived pastoral
apotheosis.
In Quevedo’s amorous lyric the consolation of an eternal Orphic song cannot
withstand confrontation with the reahty of the historical moment. Acknowledging the
inadequacy of his codified language to express the frustration of unrequited love,
Quevedo’s poetry stresses the amorous and poetic failure of Orpheus. The dissolution
of Orpheus as a model for the seventeenth-century poet/lover is grounded in
Quevedo’s awareness that Orpheus’ song is bom of death. For when Orpheus loses
Eurydice to Hades a second time, he clings to a song which will reiterate persistently
the loss which he has suffered. Rather than providing consolation, the Orphic song for
Quevedo imphes constant confrontation with the object of desire.
Quevedo’s devaluation of the myth reveals its own intrinsic irony.

However,

The attempted

displacement of Orpheus from the poet/lover’s autonomously created and Cupidgovemed internal Hades leads to an uncompromising admission of the poet’s failure to
express, at least in historically valid terms, an all-encompassing love experience. Yet
this expression of unrelenting failure, intensified both by Orphic and Aenean
resonance, constitutes the liberation of the poetic voice from the conventional fetters
of the courtly code.

Paradoxically, the process of Orphic denial results in the

construction of a memoriahsing Orphic Uterary artifact, which extends beyond the
historical moment of origin.
In order to express the dilemma of individual passion, both Garcilaso and
Quevedo imbue their poetic voice with the "human" poetry of Orpheus; both poets
look principally to the experience of mortahty and loss which motivates the repetitive
song of Virgil’s Georgia iv.

Bocangel, on the other hand, is not the feigned

protagonist of his fable. He is the narrator of events, the vehicle which communicates
the timeless tale of Hero and Leander to the reader. Unlike the poet of pastoral and
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love lyric, he does not speak solely for himself. So his poetic voice, which is neither
private nor introspective, must invoke the "divine" Orpheus, son of Apollo and the
muse Calhope. By the seventeenth century, the figure of Orpheus could be elhptically
evoked to represent the truth of an eternal authority. Such Orphic/vatic authority was
indispensable for a poet with epic aspirations.
However, one might detect an anomaly in Bocangefs approach to Uterary
creation.

The work which represents him in the competition for canonical status

reflects a conscious poetic craftsmanship which might appear to owe little to
spontaneous poetic inspiration. But the validity of Bocangefs claim to reinherit the
inspired and prophetic mantle of Orpheus rests on skilful academic emulation of his
models. As we have seen, these include those writers, both ancient and modem, who
have treated the myth previously, as well as a host of other Uterary authorities,
especially Virgil. Indeed like Garcilaso and Quevedo, Bocangel demonstrates a
famiharity with the Aeneid which goes far beyond the primary level of narration. Not
content to inform his poetic voice with the sole authority of Virgil, he reinforces his
artistic stance through evocation of Virgilian models such as Homer, Apollonius and
CatuUus. Moreover, he identifies and exploits intertextual links within the entire
Virgilian corpus. Nowhere is this sensitivity to Virgil more apparent than in his
evocation of the tragic affair of Aeneas and Dido. This powerful tale of a passionate,
suicidal love is central to the composite development of Bocangefs mythical
protagonists. In fact a complete understanding of Bocangefs sacrificial vision of this
potentiaUy subversive myth is impossible without identifying the subtextual function of
models such as this within his poem On the one hand, emulation of his models reveals
what is unique to Bocangefs text alone, Uberating his individuality as a poetic creator.
On the other hand, the weight of the Uterary tradition into which he wishes to be
inscribed is also a restraining force. It has its own set of rules which incarcerate
poetic autonomy.
Bocangel recognises the irony of his position at the end of the fable. Just as
Hero "imitates" the action of Leander and sacrifices her life to join him; so too must
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Bocangel "imitate" the denouement of the fable as told by his predecessors and
consequently sacrifice artistic individuality. He insists upon the regenerating power of
literature to overcome this dual "suicide" and upon the permanent nature of his poetic
monument. However, his desperate clinging to the cult of fame and the Orphic myth
which he enshrines within it, might be interpreted as the defensive act of a poet about
to turn his back on historical moment. His epic celebration of love follows the path of
earlier treatments and fails to confront the darker side of passion. Perhaps this failure
to assert poetic autonomy forms part of the reason why the reputation of a talented
poet like Bocangel has undergone such a substantial decline. By re-assessing his work
alongside that of Garcilaso and Quevedo, I would hope to have gone some way
towards redressing the balance.
The Orphic myth itself requires neither justification nor defence.

It has

continued to exert its influence throughout the centuries; especially on those writers
who self-consciously explore the processes of artistic creation.

One such Spanish

writer is Miguel de Unamuno. In his novel, Niebla, he recreates himself as a fictional
being, to challenge the reader to confront the artificiality of his work.

It is surely

appropriate that in a novel which underscores the regenerative nature of the literary
construct, that the final word should go to a dog (perhaps parodically) called Orfeo.
The study of the Orphic voice in Spanish literature is far from over. However, in the
best "imitative" tradition of Ariosto and Cervantes I prefer to leave its development to
another: "forse altri cantera con miglior plettro".
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